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Dedication 

 

Yon gwo remèsiman pou tout fi ak fanm ayisyèn ki te akonpanye m 

 (a great thanks to all the Haitian girls and women who accompanied me) 

and 

in memory of 

Jean Marie Bony Prou 

(Dec. 30, 1953-August 2, 2013), 

host, mentor, and friend. 

  



Im nasyonal fanm ayisyèn 

(konpoze pa yon delege fanm peyizan 

pou selebre okazyon Premye Kongrè 

Fanm Mouvman Peyizan Papay, 8 

mas 1988; vèsyon Solidarite Fanm 

Ayisyèn) 

 

Nou menm Fanm ayisyèn nou jire 

devan lemonn 

Nap goumen jouk sa kaba pou peyi 

nou ka libere 

Nou di devan lemonn nou pa vle 

esklav ankò 

Toupatou sou tout latè, nan pwen ti 

pèp nan pwen gwo pèp. 

 

Refren : 

Ann fe yon sèl chimen, menm si nou 

diferan 

Pa gen yon lòt sinas ki pi klere pou fè 

konnen n 

Se sinas lamizè, konplo, imilyasyon 

Ki rann nou kokobe depi ayè jouk 

jodi a! 

 

Ann fè yon blòk solid, ann mache men 

dan lamen 

Tras zansèt yo te make fò n pa kite yo 

disparèt 

Ayiti se pou nou fo yo pa di n pa mele 

Okontrè si n libere se yon viktwa se 

yon lonè. 

 

Fanm kou gason, jèn kou timoun 

Ann mete vanyan sou nou pou lòt 

nasyon ka respekte n 

Se pa vye sinistre ni se pa vye 

zagribay 

Ki pou fè n pa rekonnèt ki vye sistèm 

k ap toupizi n. 

 

Haitian Women’s National Anthem 

(composed by a female delegate to celebrate 

the occasion of the First Women’s Congress 

of the Peasant Movement of Papaye on March 

8, 1988; Haitian Women’s Solidarity’s 

version) 

 

We Haitian women, we swear before the 

world  

We will struggle to the finish to liberate our 

country 

We declare before the world that we do not 

want to be slaves anymore 

There are no people on earth that are worth 

less or more than others. 

 

Chorus: 

Let us forge one path together, even if we are 

different 

There are no clearer reasons why 

Than the hardship, political conspiracies, and 

humiliation 

That have been crippling us from the past to 

the present! 

 

Let us form a solid alliance, let us walk hand-

in-hand 

Our ancestors made their marks and we 

cannot let them fade 

Haiti is our own, they cannot tell us not to meddle 

Indeed, if we are liberated, it will be a victory 

and honor for us all. 

 

Women, men, youth, and children alike 

Let us shore up our courage so that all nations 

will respect us 

We cannot let that lousy relief aid and discarded 

scraps 

Keep us from recognizing the systems that are 

weakening us. 
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Preface 

 

I spent most of Tuesday, January 12th, 2010, in the ground-floor apartment where 

I lived in Port-au-Prince being visited by a mentor and friend who is a driving force in 

my “book,” as Tibebe calls my dissertation. Over the two years I had lived in Haiti, 

Tibebe shared with me stories of her life and advised me on how to sustain relationships 

in the neighborhood where I conducted research.  I had a few months of research 

remaining and a number of loose ends I needed to tie up before leaving. 

Tibebe was in the back of the apartment and I was working in my socks at my 

desk in the front room when the earthquake struck. I recognized the tremors, grabbed my 

laptop, and crouched under the desk. When the shaking stopped, I could not dislodge 

myself from the rubble. I lost circulation in my legs and feared that I would become 

crippled. Images came to mind of the slow and pained progress of my late brother, a 

survivor of infant polio, and the lack of sidewalks, the open manholes, piles of gravel, 

and sudden drops of Port-au-Prince’s streets, all inhospitable to the old and infirm. I cried 

out with urgency and Tibebe replied. She had somehow leaped through an opening in the 

back of the apartment created during the duplex’s collapse. She talked with me 

continuously as she darted around the fallen structure looking for openings and made 

short forays into the street to look for help. She found my landlord down the block who 

had been like a father figure to me and brought him to a small opening in the rubble 

through which I could be seen. 

Since Bony arrived with only a couple of additional people to dislodge the debris 

that held me down and pull me out, it dawned on me that the situation was very bad. How 

many times had I seen people quickly gather in greater numbers to respond to accidents? 
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Most of my neighbors were occupied with their own and their families’ survival. Once 

assured of my safety, Tibebe started to her walk home to check on her three daughters 

four miles away. 

I spent that night in the middle of the block with my hosts and neighbors after 

making one excursion to a check on a friend’s mother a couple of blocks away, an 

excursion I could only make with the help of my roommate Chelsey and a passerby. The 

next morning, our household relocated to the offices of a humanitarian organization 

chapter my landlord ran a kilometer or so (three-quarters of a mile) way. As I later found 

out, Tibebe’s youngest daughter had to be hospitalized from injuries. Cell phone service 

was down so she met up with close friends in the neighborhood of Matisan two and a half 

kilometers (a mile and a half) from her home to find out about the welfare of their 

network of loved ones and activists and to strategize. Rica and Yvette took on the task to 

check on me, walking the more than five kilometers (three miles from Matisan to site of 

my old home on the afternoon of the next day. After they arrived, they asked about my 

whereabouts and were told that I had left; those neighbors of mine who reflected most 

about where I could have gone told them that I had returned to the U.S. In a way, these 

neighbors were correct: I was flown to my mother’s home by the U.S. State Department a 

few days after the earthquake. Yet at the time of Rica and Yvette’s search, I was still in 

the streets with my hosts a mile away, being fed by friends and strangers alike and 

regaining my ability to get around without a shoulder to lean on. 

My world shrank to an area that normally could be covered within a fifteen-

minute walk, a walk that I could not make unassisted until the third day.  I spent most of 

my time in the backyard of a kindergarten close to Bony’s office and on the sidewalks 

nearby. I slowly learned about conditions elsewhere through university student-activists 

who were circulating around, gathering and sharing news; friends who found me in my 
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new location through word-of-mouth; passers-by who offered testimony about what they 

had seen; and through radyo 32 dan (32 teeth radio, hearsay). These two latter sources of 

information were the most difficult to interpret. One woman passerby exclaimed to any 

who would listen that the streets of Matisan were flowing with blood. The second night 

outside our old home rumors of a big wave’s pending inundation of the city sent refugees 

running towards the hills above us. To stave off the sense of being overwhelmed, I tallied 

the people lost and buildings destroyed on a piece of paper with my roommate Chelsey’s 

help. I then countered this grim information with an additional list of known survivors. I 

felt an obligation to try to remember the different images of loss and moments of 

connection with fellow survivors that filled my days in Port-au-Prince after the 

earthquake. When I came into contact with international media images, they seemed to 

amplify the worst of the hearsay; I could not find in these accounts actions like Tibebe’s, 

Rica’s, or Yvette’s or the solidarity I experienced in the streets. It took a long time to 

share my own memories in a coherent manner and write of my time in Haiti in the two 

years before the earthquake in a way that could make sense to a post-earthquake 

audience.  

My own survival from the earthquake happened as a result of the many acts of 

kindness and sacrifice on the part of a number of close friends and strangers. Yet 

Tibebe’s role in my rescue and recovery has been uniquely powerful. Before the 

earthquake, she was one of my main guides among women in Matisan, modeling an ethic 

of care and demonstrating the ability to insightfully critique without sacrificing 

compassion for her peers or people more privileged than she. She counseled me so I 

could do my research safely, pursue the heart of issues, and make the most of the 

networks to which I became acquainted.  Indeed, it was through Tibebe’s encouragement 

that I became what women like Rica and Yvette called an auxiliary member of their 
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group. I was allowed some allowance as a foreigner as I tried to imitate the subtle 

personal cues and consideration characteristic of their sociality. This dissertation is a 

means to memorialize these women, to archive their practice of the ethic of care, mutual 

aid, and political activism from 2008 to 2010. 
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“Let Us Forge One Path Together:” Gender, Class, and Political 

Subjectivities in a Haitian Popular Neighborhood 

 

Lynn Marie Selby, Ph.D. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor:  Edmund Tayloe Gordon 

 

Over sixty years after the introduction of women’s suffrage and nearly forty years 

after the uneven institutionalization of representative democracy, the majority of Haitian 

women face mounting challenges to maintaining their livelihoods and playing more 

prominent roles in politics. This dissertation advances an understanding of poor urban 

women’s collective potential and the challenges to their self-making as agents of change. 

Drawing from ethnographic research conducted from 2008 to 2010 in the popular 

neighborhood of Matisan, Port-au-Prince, I argue how middle-aged and elder women 

activists are a crucial and overlooked source of hope for Haiti: they have insights, skills, 

and experience acquired through the political upheavals, environmental crises, and 

macro-economic developments of the last decades that could inform strategies for social 

and structural change. After providing a popular history of a prominent women's 

organization, I use the lives of three individual community organizers as case studies to 

explore the hierarchies that shape their community and activist roles and detail how their 

positioning within a micro-social layer also entails negotiations within networks of 

support and influence. Tumultuous events during my research brought to light the 

constraints women experience in how social responses and movements develop in spite 

of their significant involvement and sacrifices. Confounded by class and gender 



 xx 

hierarchies and the stigma of residency in a popular neighborhood, these women’s 

political utterances are selected and filtered by middle-class women advocates and male 

peers. Finally, I examine how neoliberal policies and foreign intervention in Haiti have 

privatized the public interest and the postcolonial State and promoted the role of 

intermediaries in development and politics for women and the poor majority.  I describe 

how interventions carried out in Matisan—ranging from small food donations from 

wealthier residents to internationally-funded disaster relief—rely on women's passive 

rather than active participation, exacerbate competition among them as prospective 

beneficiaries, and provide temporary help at best. Through my research, I aim to make 

legible the everyday forms of communitarianism and sociality among these women that 

foster community and animate grassroots politics, and further propose that these practices 

could be constitutive of a political platform in and of itself. 
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Introduction 

Ann fe yon sèl chimen, menm si 

nou diferan 

Pa gen yon lòt sinas ki pi klere pou 

fè konnen n 

Se sinas lamizè, konplo, imilyasyon 

Ki rann nou kokobe depi ayè jouk 

jodi a! 

Let us forge one path together, 

even if we are different 

There are no clearer reasons why 

Than the hardship, political 

conspiracies, and humiliation 

That have been crippling us 

from the past to the present! 

—Im nasyonal fanm ayisyèn (Haitian Women’s National Anthem)1 

 

REINVIGORATING COMMUNITY AND ACTIVISM THROUGH ANIMASYON 

 “N ap fon ti chofe? ” (Should we warm things up?) a facilitator suggests during a 

lull in a three-day November 2008 women’s political advocacy training at Klinik Fanm 

(Women’s Clinic) on the outskirts of Port-au-Prince. “Paske m wè nou frèt, nou bezwen 

fè yon ti chofe” (Since I see that we are withdrawn, we need to warm things up). A 

volunteer in her early twenties stands up to offer an animasyon (livening up),2 a song, 

movement, or other type of activities to revive the gathering. She claps a rhythm and 

sings a question, “Bon Jan, Bon Jan?” 3 Her peers answer, “Wi (yes), Bon Jan,” and join 

her clapping. She twirls her right arm and twists her hips and bids, “Fè sa kon sa.” (Do 

                                                 
1 Anthropologist Jennie Smith brought this song to English-speaking audiences’ attention in her 2001 

ethnography of rural organizing in Haiti (Smith 2001, 168-169). The English translation of the chorus of is 

my own and differs slightly from the one in her book. The opening of the Haitian Creole version she 

provides, “Nou menm fanm peyizan, nou jire devan Bondye” (We peasant women swear before the Lord) is 

different from the opening I learned from SOFA, “Nou menm fanm ayisyèn nou jire devan lemonn” (We 

Haitian women swear before the world). Smith’s version is the older version of the song, as written by a 

female member of Mouvman Peyizan Papay (MPP, Papaye Peasant Movement) for an assembly hosted in 

Hinche in the Central Plateau on March 8, 1988, International Women’s Day (Racine 1999, 72). Dr. Lise-

Marie Déjean further promoted the song as the Haitian women’s national anthem while she served as the 

first head of the Ministère à la Condition Féminine et aux Droits des Femmes (MCFDF, Ministry of the 

Status of Women and Women’s Rights in 1995 (Dr. Lise-Marie Déjean, personal communication, April 25, 

2015). 
2 Animasyon is such an integral part of any gathering or training that it also refers generally to facilitation 

or moderation of such meetings. 
3 Bon jan means “Good John” and “good way.” 
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this like this) Wi, Bon Jan. Some of her peers join her at the center of the floor and 

imitate her movements. In mock seriousness, she chastises those who remain in their 

seats, and the floor soon fills up. Her movements become a little racier with each 

repetition, and the others hoot with delight. 

Another volunteer steps in the circle and starts another song, this time the Haitian 

women’s national anthem. She is the 25-year-old daughter of a long-time activist and 

pays homage to the history of democratic mobilization by selecting a song that served as 

a staple in the 1990s. Participants clench their fists, pump their arms downward, and keep 

their backs erect as if in a military march. The beat is a simple one, and the younger 

women exaggerate their postures of militancy and solemnity.  

An animasyon is one of the means that the person in charge reciprocates the effort 

those in attendance exerted to show up and participate. Its group dynamic allows for 

added meaning among participants and amplified affective experience. Livening up in 

this case is pleasurable, an opportunity to caste off the sense of heaviness that 

responsibilities impose. Livening up at gatherings can invigorate in other ways, 

reinforcing indignation or manifesting collective grief as means to reinforce commitment 

and remind people that they are not alone. 

The participants at the training hail from popular neighborhoods in Port-au-Prince 

close to the clinic’s location. They range in age from their late teens to early fifties. Older 

participants came of age during the social mobilizations of the 1980s and 1990s. Many of 

the younger participants grew up aware of the slogans and songs of these protests as their 

older relatives filled the rank and file of social movements, and they grapple with the 

question of how much they will follow in the footsteps of the previous generation. In the 

different breaks for animasyon, the participants draw from a repertoire of songs which 

were inspired by Haitian traditionals and which make reference to past and present 
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struggles for freedom and justice, from revolutionary hero Jean-Jacques Dessalines to 

martyrs against the first American Occupation Charlemagne Péralte and Benoît Batraville 

to contemporary mobilizations against external debt and concessions to international 

financial institutions like the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. Woven 

throughout these songs are denunciations of Haitian leadership and the commercial elite 

who hold Haiti hostage as they suck its resources dry. 

The songs necessarily refashion traditional Haitian melodies and lyrics as the past 

is a source of strength and oppression. Alongside historical practices of racialized 

resistance are persistent social inequalities and prevailing stereotypes that naturalize 

subaltern suffering and women’s oppression. One of these songs from the women’s 

movement is especially popular: 

Men yo, men yo, men yo, woy 

Fanm pa fatra, ni avadra, ni 

depotwa 

Fanm se fetay lespwa, yas! 4 

Here they are, here they are, woy5 

Women aren’t trash, tramps, or 

garbage dumps 

Women are the best source of hope, hey!6 

“Men yo” both reconfigures and responds to an older song performed during the 

yearly six-week rara processional festival between the eve of Lent and the beginning of 

Easter week. As rara bands walk for kilometers upon kilometers through local territories, 

they pick up audience members who sing and dance along to their music and they stop at 

locations of spiritual significance to honor the spirits and God. Significantly, the rara 

                                                 
4 Yas is a dance move of pushing back the pelvis (McAlister 2002, 30, 194-195) and serves to punctuate a 

beat or a lyric. To exclaim “Yas!” while performing the movement is akin to saying, “Hey!” 
5 Woy is an exclamation that can mean, “whoa,” “wow,” “hey,” or “alas,” depending on the context. 
6 This song emerged in the late 1980s. Marie Frantz Joachim, longtime member of SOFA’s coordinating 

committee and linguist, attributes the lyrics to Haitian feminist organizations (Joachim 2004, 142). I 

provide the English translation here, taking liberty with the line “Fanm se fetay lespwa.” Fetay is the 

ridgepole of a house, the beam along the ridge of the roof to which all the rafters are attached. For women 

to be fetay lespwa, they are both the highest point of hope and, as part of the roof, a protective, 

indispensable structural element for hope. Joachim translates the line into French as “La femme c'est le 

coeur de I'espoir” (The woman is the heart of hope). In keeping with the “Here they are” opening line, I 

interpret the fanm (woman/women) which, without an article, is either singular or plural, as plural. 
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season is one of the few opportunities for Haiti’s popular classes to freely assemble in 

large numbers, in bands from roughly thirty people to several thousand (McAlister 2002, 

4). Anthropologsist Elizabeth McAlister describes rara parades as “grassroots 

performance events” that feature sacred and profane songs that are “polyvalent, coded 

expressions that speak to disempowered Haitians” (McAlister 2002, 5, 7). This older 

song in particular uses sexual innuendo and obscenities (betiz) to celebrate male sexual 

conquest and general silliness and irreverance: 

Men yo, men yo, men yo, woy 

Grenn zaboka sèvi zorye 

anba latcha, 

A swe a m pap dòmi yas, 

yas manman! 

Here they are, here they are, woy 

(My) avocado seeds [balls] will serve 

as a pillow under (your) ass 

Tonight I won’t be sleeping, hey, 

hey, mama!7 

In using the tune of the popular song but changing the lyrics, the newer “Men yo” indexes 

the potentially insurgent and celebratory nature of the rara season while responding to 

the “call” of the original song with a women’s perpective. 

The newer “Men yo” is about survival in the face of mounting odds, like the 

proverb “Pito nou lèd nou la,” (It’s better to be ugly and here than not).8 Indeed, an 

important component of popular social mobilizations in Haiti is to do the very thing only 

officially sanctioned during Carnival and rara season: amass in large enough numbers so 

participants can no longer be ignored. The words of the song go farther than the 

deceptively self-effacing proverb as they convey Haitian women’s importance and 

greater self-worth. The lyrics suggest a readiness for action, a potential for change. 

                                                 
7 This older song has been sampled again and again. Rara Machine, a musical group active in the 1990s, 

released a song sampling the tune and also changing the lyrics called “Men yo” in their album “Kase 

chenn” (1991) (Break the chains). More recently, Wyclef Jean quotes the original lyrics at the end of his 

2000 release, “Thug Angels” in his album “The Ecleftic: 2 Sides II a Book”. 
8 Haitian-American author Edwidge Danticat brought this proverb to English-speaking audience’s attention 

in her 1996 Caribbean Writer essay, “We are ugly, but we are here” and later writings (Danticat 2003, 

2010). I provide a slightly different English translation. 
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In this dissertation, I weave together different ethnographic moments and 

historical material on women residents in the popular neighborhood of Matisan in Port-

au-Prince to illustrate how local middle-aged and elder women activists are a crucial and 

overlooked source of hope for Haiti, as they have important skills and experience. I refer 

specifically to the following: their ability to improvise in an unstable, resource-scarce 

environment; their understanding of one another's material and affective needs; their 

organizational skills; their grounding in mutual aid networks; their experiences in 

remunerated labor; and their attentiveness to the frustrations and limited possibilities of 

younger generations. These skills and experience endow them with great potential to 

better orient the goals and practices of grassroots social mobilization and interventions to 

alleviate poverty in Haiti. They also need support and certain conditions of possibility for 

them to contribute their knowledge, better strategies, and appropriate objectives for social 

and structural change. I tell a story of poor urban Haitian women’s survival and local 

social mobilization in the late 2000s through incorporating different dimensions of this 

issue, macro- and micro- political economy, organizational and neighborhood dynamics, 

and life histories. 

The main characters of this narrative have served as the economic backbone of 

their extended kinship networks through political turmoil, soaring costs of living, and 

incomplete transitions to representative democracy in Haiti since 1986. They have 

participated in cross-class women’s mobilization with middle-class Haitian feminists and 

cross-gender neighborhood and popular political organizing with male Matisan residents 

since the late 1980s and early 1990s. Although they have met the intended beneficiary 

criteria of internationally funded projects in their neighborhood to fight the feminization 

of poverty and provide restitution for survivors of gendered violence, they have benefited 

very little from these interventions. As targets of, but not equal participants in, popular 
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political organizing, women’s rights, and development, these women are uniquely 

positioned to comment on the challenges to sustained neighborhood-level interventions 

and Haitian and international “expert”-mediated projects in contemporary Haiti. This 

dissertation aims to advance a better understanding of poor urban women’s collective 

potential and the challenges to their self-making as principal agents of change in Haiti. It 

complements previous works that chronicle collective mobilizations for health, 

education, and livelihoods among the Haitian poor and critique development and political 

paradigms that either directly undermine these mobilizations or circumvent them 

(Maternowska 2006, Smith 2001, Farmer 1992). 

It is more difficult to write of the conditions of possibility for poor urban 

women’s self-making as political subjects rather than the seemingly innumerable barriers 

in their way. Indeed, much of my analysis speaks of structural conditions and the how the 

postcolonial exercise of power in the region aims to extract resources and labor from the 

populace and denigrate local knowledges and meanings. I am confronted with the task of 

explicating “agency” on the part of poor urban women without reifying hegemonic 

definitions of egalitarianism, freedom, and empowerment. Towards this end, I point to 

moments in the ethnography when women residents expressed their ideas of human 

decency, good neighbor relations, ways they could feel like more complete moun 

(humans) and granmoun (adults) with a place nan sosyete a (in society), and what 

constuted just interactions across social difference. I label this ensemble of meanings and 

practices as communitarianism and sociality. This communitarianism and sociality draw 

from Afro-diasporic traditions of forging personhood in the face of dehumanizing forces 

and “living well” with others (Williams 1991, 94-100). They have been reforged through 

decades of social mobilization and movement of ideas to and from Haiti and the larger 
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African diaspora. In close attention to the specificity of what I witness in Matisan, I 

elucidate contemporary, local manifestations of this communitarianism and sociality. 

SITUATING THE PROJECT WITHIN SCHOLARLY LITERATURE 

The bulk of this dissertation’s material is local to Port-au-Prince and 

contemporary in nature. Three bodies of theory—many of whose authors overlap across 

categories—facilitate the dissertation’s emphasis on lived and local experience and its 

grounded, political economic analysis. Within this literature are tools to elucidate the 

contours of structure and agency of contemporary poor urban Haitian women and 

similarly socially situated subaltern subjects in impoverished, postcolonial nations. These 

bodies of theory are critical gender studies, geography of the African Diaspora and Urban 

Studies, and a body of theory shaped by the concepts of postcoloniality and racial 

capitalism. 

Space and place dimensions of social marginalization and community-building: 

Insights from the Geography of the African Diaspora and Urban Studies 

In a 2002 essay on creolization during the colonial plantation era in the 

Caribbean, historical anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot reminds the reader of the 

“the African American miracle”: 

The cultural practices that typify various African American 

populations appear to us as the product of a repeated miracle. For 

those us who keep in mind the conditions of emergence and 

growth of ideals, patterns and practices associated with African 

slaves and their descendants in the Americas, their very existence 

is a continuing puzzle. For they were born against all odds. 

(Trouillot 2002, 191) 

Trouillot locates heroism in daily life: 

African American cultures are cultures of combat in the strongest 

possible sense: They were born resisting. Otherwise, they would 

not have existed at all, for they were not meant to exist. But the 
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resistance they encapsulate is not best seized by the epics that 

typify cultural nationalist treatments of creolization. The heroism 

of the creolization process is first and foremost the heroism of 

anonymous men, women, and—too often forgotten—children 

going about the business of daily life. (Trouillot 2002, 205) 

Trouillot uses time, space/place, and power relations as a marker to differentiate contexts 

of creolization in the Caribbean. Enslaved people seized social space and time within the 

plantation system to turn against it. Through acts of petit marronage (petty resistance, 

such as sabotaging equipment or temporarily leaving the plantation) in order to facilitate 

inter-plantation communication and relations to practices of self-sustenance and 

marketing around provision grounds, they blurred “the logic of an imposed order and its 

daily manifestations of dominance” (Trouillot 2002, 205). 

Trouillot, historian Carolyn Fick, and economist and anthropologist Gérard 

Barthélemy write of tensions during the Haitian Revolution between the rank-and-file 

and their military leaders and their different visions of freedom and equality (Trouillot 

1977, Fick 1990, Barthélemy 1990, Trouillot 1995). Important to Haiti’s history and the 

articulation of the agrarian masses’ ideas of freedom and equality is the prolonged period 

in the 19
th

 century (1804-1880s) when Haitian cultivators lived in relative autonomy and 

isolation (Trouillot 2002, 197). In what Trouillot calls an “enclave context” that also 

existed elsewhere in the Caribbean, small Haitian farmers and laborers created a highly 

structured social system of what Barthélemy describes as a self-regulating State-less 

“egalitarian” system (“un système autorégulé…un système égalitaire sans État” 

(Barthélemy 1990, 27-28) in contradistinction to urban Haitian political elites who were 

refashioning Western models of republicanism and the market-economy. Rather than 

replacing the militarized agricultural system imposed by the Haitian State, the self-

regulating system had a parallel existence. The “egalitarian” ethos was built on an idea of 

equilibrium rather than individual rights or autonomous individuality (Barthélemy 1990, 
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45). The family and its ancestral line comprised the nucleus of identity. There was a 

sense of obligation to one’s neighbors, an inter-dependency and duty not to invite 

“jealousy” or accusations of using sorcery for one’s own enrichment through excessive 

accumulation. Labor arrangements for family plots reflected this egalitarian ethos as 

cultivators reciprocally participated in non-wage work teams for projects that required 

more labor power. 

These special conditions of Haiti’s earlier history inform contemporary sociality 

and popular notions of freedom and equality. When the relative autonomy and isolation 

of Haitian cultivators ended in the late 19
th

 century, Haitian laborers migrated in greater 

numbers to Haitian cities and both rural and urban sites of work in the region. Lettered 

Haitians increasingly had artistic and intellectual exchanges with Afro-Latin Americans 

and African-Americans who valorized traditional cultural practices. These movements—

as well as changing historical contexts—influenced agrarian cultures and popular 

understandings of what constituted Haitian popular traditions. Still, certain elements of 

the agrarian “egalitarian” ethos and emphasis on inter-dependency persisted and 

manifested in popular expressive culture and politics. Scholars interested in these traces 

have written about community organizations in the countryside (Smith 2001), the 

spiritual work and public play of the processional music of rara (McAlister 2002), State 

and foreign occupier persecution of vodou societies as part of the suppression of mass 

mobilizations for freedom (Beauvoir and Dominique 2003), and the practice of vodou in 

the building of community among the working poor in the Haitian diaspora (Brown 

1991). These works valorize Haitian popular culture and shed light on the how historical 

memories of slavery and colonialism mark the place of Haiti particularly important. The 

idea of Haiti as a site of Black refuge from White racial domination makes the place of 

Haiti an important element of many imaginings of freedom. The obligations to honor 
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ancestors and importance of kinship to identity roots people to local places and makes the 

idiom of place an important element of most social mobilizations for freedom and 

equality. I bring a sense of wonderment articulated in the phrase “the African American 

miracle,” attention to space and place, and interest in everyday people to contemporary 

Haiti. Rather than examining aspects of popular culture through the lens of expressive 

culture or religion, I am interested in making legible everyday forms of 

communitarianism and sociality that animate grassroots politics. 

In spite of the promises of liberty, equality, and fraternity in the establishment of 

the independent republic of Haiti, the Haitian State reconfigured the social and economic 

apartheid of the colonial era to suit the interests of urban elites (Trouillot 1997, 52-53). 

The apartheid of the post-independence era is a process whereby elites and those aspiring 

to gain social stature and power seek to cordon themselves off from the masses both 

spatially and through such exclusionary cultural practices as use of the French language 

and a legal system based on the notion of the liberal, individualistic subject. Macro-

political economic developments throughout the 20
th

 century and in the first fifteen years 

of the 21
st
 century have largely facilitated this apartheid. Contemporary urban spaces in 

Haiti thus encapsulate gendered racial and class hierarchies evocative of those in North 

American and Latin American cities where Black people are a racial minority. 

Critical urban studies in US scholarship interrogate the persistence of racialized 

poverty through examining state actions that privileged White private home ownership 

and rewarded White flight into the suburbs (Lipsitz 1998). They examine the histories of 

race, residence, and work after World War II to offer a structural analysis of urban 

inequality and to reveal the racial effects of capitalism (Sugrue 1996). They are 

confronting a facet of the “Black underclass” debate that attributes false causality to the 

behavior and values of the poor, their family structure, and allegedly polarizing urban 
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unrest and conflict of the 1960s. Importantly, they unpack the idea of “ghetto subculture” 

to argue for the diversity of Black urban experiences and social practices through which 

Black residents negotiate power relations (Gregory 1998, Vargas 2006). 

Critical studies that integrate geography with ethnography in the Caribbean and 

Latin America unsettle dominant and sensational notions of Global Southern “slums” as 

ever-expanding zones of interpersonal violence, misery, and criminality. They historicize 

periods of greater collective responsibility and belonging in poor neighborhoods, reveal 

the global and political awareness of residents, and explore how residents creatively 

transform their social identities and worlds in new ways (Gutmann 1996). They provide 

“counter-narrative(s) of neighborhood formation, the urban environment and its 

transformation” and address the affective and physical labor the residents exert to 

improve the places in which they live (Henery 2010, 278-284). While some of the 

literature analyzes community and political projects that residents pursue in direct 

response to the racist State practices like urban renewal (Perry 2013), others examine 

such processes as the self-making of urban-based market women as innovative and 

sophisticated Black subjects, combining the positive attributes attributed to working-class 

women and upper-class “ladies” (Ulysse 2007). These residents’ exercise of agency and 

forms of politics may not erase the stigma of being from the “slums” to outsiders; yet, 

they make it possible for residents to live with greater dignity and belonging without 

having to leave the “ghetto.” 
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Figure 1: Regional Locator Map of Haiti 
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Figure 2: Topographical Locator Map of Port-au-Prince 
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THE CHANGING NATURE OF SOLIDARITY: FROM URBAN GRASSROOTS INITIATIVE TO 

AN INTERMEDIATE ROLE IN ADVOCACY BY SOLIDARITE FANM AYISYÈN 

The background to this investigation starts with my relationship with a national 

Haitian feminist non-governmental organization headquartered in Port-au-Prince which 

runs Klinik Fanm. During the regime of the military junta that took power after the first 

coup d’état against President Jean-Bertrand Aristide on September 30, 1991, a group of 

medical providers worked with women who were organizing in the popular neighborhood 

of Matisan in Port-au-Prince to provide medical care to survivors of violence. They used 

church grounds or conducted home visits to clandestinely administer to their patients. 

Among these providers was Dr. Lise-Marie Déjean, a member of Solidarite Fanm 

Ayisyèn (Haitian Women’s Solidarity, SOFA), a national Haitian feminist group active in 

the neighborhood since 1988. After Aristide returned to power in October 1994, Dr. 

Déjean served as the first head of the Ministère à la Condition Féminine et aux Droits des 

Femmes (MCFDF, Ministry of the Status of Women and Women’s Rights). The MCFDF 

was under resourced from its beginnings and the possibility of its closure was raised with 

every budget vote in Parliament. Most of its work to institute governmental interventions 

for women and girls in public health, education, and credit for the poor was blocked; its 

ultimate success was to raise consciousness about women’s issues (Bell 2001, 157-162). 

Déjean left the position in November of 1995 and dedicated more of her time to her work 

as head of SOFA’s women’s health program. 

SOFA was founded on February 22, 1986, by a group of Haitian women who 

were working for the Catholic Church in popular conscientization and Haitian Creole 

literacy programming in the countryside.9 In 1989, SOFA formally organized its 

                                                 
9 This type of programming was started as a pilot after the fall of Jean-Claude Duvalier on February 6, 

1986, and eventually operated under the name Misyon Alfa (Literacy Campaign Mission). The Catholic 

Church hierarchy dissolved the two main arms that administered the project at the end of April 1988 in 

reaction to right-wing political violence against its workers from 1987 onward and in order to stem the 
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membership bases into three categories: the branch katye popilè (popular neighborhood 

branch), branch sosyopwofesyonèl (socio-professional branch), and branch fanm peyizan 

(small women farmer’s branch).10 The branch katye popilè comprised 15% of SOFA’s 

membership, three times the size of the its branch sosyopwofesyonèl, and far smaller than 

the 80% of membership constituted by the branch fanm peyizan.(Plateforme Haïtienne de 

Plaidoyer pour un Développement Alternatif 2006a, b) The branch katye popilè consisted 

of poor women who lived or made their living in the neighborhood of Matisan which 

included some of the very patients that branch sosyopwofesyonèl member Dr. Déjean 

treated during the coup years. It was at their behest that Dr. Déjean facilitated the 

establishment of SOFA’s Klinik Fanm (Women’s Clinic) in 1996. 

 SOFA’s first interventions in Matisan had been joint projects with the Centre de 

Recherche et d'Action pour le Développement (CRAD, Center for Research and Action 

for Development), a Haitian adult education and training organization run by one of 

SOFA’s founders, Anne-Marie Coriolan. Klinik Fanm marked the start of SOFA’s 

renting of its own space in the neighborhood, providing services for which it eventually 

charged a small fee, and employing popular neighborhood branch SOFA members in 

regular low-level management and housekeeping positions for its upkeep. With an 

increasing number of staff and institutional responsibilities among its members, SOFA 

crafted trainings for its members to cultivate a spirit of collective unity and to provide 

professional development. One such training addressed the problem of gossip to 

interpersonal and working relationships. Another training specifically out of Klinik Fanm 

                                                                                                                                                 
political radicalism that was part and parcel of the literacy movement’s ecclesiastical base communities. 

The Catholic Church then instituted a temporary closure of what was left of the program in the summer of 

1988. Misyon Alfa had been drawing hundreds of thousands of dollars of support from North American and 

European donors, but its restructuring caused many donors to withdraw their support. By 1990, the 

program was “virtually nonexistent.” (Aristide and Wilentz 1990, 110 n8) For these reasons, many sources 

provide the following dates for Misyon Alfa’s operations: March 6, 1986-April 30, 1988. 
10 The three-part constituency structure is modeled after Misyon Alfa’s organization. 
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brought together midwives from the area, SOFA members and non-members, to provide 

them with some safety equipment and to deepen their understanding of reproductive 

health, hygiene, and pregnancies needing emergency hospital care. Such interventions 

conveyed the importance of participants’ experiences and extant knowledge and their 

ability to change practices for the better. They broadened SOFA’s boundaries beyond its 

membership base. 

SOFA was able to establish the clinic with the help of a New York-based 

international women's human rights organization, Madre, and other private sources 

intended to support survivors of political violence perpetrated by the military junta. 

International aid that flowed into Haiti in the aftermath of the military junta was short-

term and circumscribed. The nature of this aid and the visibility of UN troops and 

international personnel complicated an already fraught “post-conflict” situation of a 

nation reeling from four years of a brutal regime. Matisan residents knew that resources 

were flowing into the country under the auspices of their victimization during the military 

junta; they perceived that a greater amount was available and harbored expectations that 

these resources would be distributed in ways that addressed their continuing suffering in 

its aftermath. Donors organized aid in terms for which they could account; this often 

meant commodifying certain forms of victimhood and individuating aid. As an example 

that affected Matisan in particular, the America’s Development Corporation (ADF), 

received funds from the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 

for a Victim Assistance and Rehabilitation Program from 1997 to 1999 that implemented 

a “Results Framework” for aid: individuals who could provide documentation attesting to 

their victimization at the hands of the Haitian State could receive one year of support for 

medical and psychological care, legal counseling, material support for costs like funerals, 

and, in a minority of cases, emergency temporary housing. Beneficiaries were expected 
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to have found other resources or no longer be in need of support at the end of the year. 

(James 2012, 61)11  

In its first two years of Klinik Fanm’s operation, SOFA availed itself of some of 

the resources available to providers of services to the victims of violence through the 

Human Rights Fund. Klinik Fanm could file for patient visit reimbursement for 

conducting medical exams of survivors of State violence needed in applications for 

Human Rights Fund benefits. Knowledgeable of SOFA’s international connections, the 

landlord of the residence that served as Klinik Fanm charged more and more for rent. A 

minority of patients who visited Klinik Fanm for their Human Rights Fund applications 

raised suspicions among staff that they were not victims. These patients had found out 

about the victims’ assistance program through some of SOFA’s allies in the 

neighborhood who ran their own victims’ rights group; the staff at Klinik Fanm suspected 

that the victims’ rights group was trying to hoard resources for their personal networks 

and thus found themselves in the undesirable position of enforcing eligibility for and 

access to a program not of their making. SOFA administration broke off relations with a 

number of important women in the community in the name of protecting the 

organization’s reputation. Thereafter, it placed greater importance on a rule of prohibiting 

SOFA members from joining other organizations. In theory, this rule was meant to 

promote organizational discipline. In practice, the rule was enforced against popular 

neighborhood branch women suspected of allying themselves with criminal 

powerbrokers in the neighborhood or for formally associating with ex-SOFA allies or 

members who were still their friends and who had founded their own groups. 

                                                 
11 Erica Caple James writes extensively of this program and its articulation with international aid providers, 

Haitian professionals, and local activism in the mid- to late-1990s (James 2010, 2012). 
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Protecting its reputation was not sufficient to inoculate the organization from the 

vicissitudes of the political landscape, particularly problems within the Haitian State as 

the former military personnel who were integrated into the new Haitian police force 

asserted power.12 In April of 1998, Klinik Fanm was raided by the tactical unit of the 

Police Nationale d’Haïti (PNH, National Police of Haiti), the Corps d'Intervention et de 

Maintien de l'Ordre (CIMO, Rapid Intervention and Law Enforcement Unit). In a 

televised broadcast, Port-au-Prince Chief of Police Jean Coles Rameau accused SOFA of 

receiving weapons concealed within boxes of medicine. SOFA responded by staging a 

demonstration and denouncing the attack in the media. On the way to a scheduled 

meeting with then President René Préval, Dr. Déjean was robbed at gunpoint by a lone 

assailant who took her briefcase containing documents pertaining to the clinic’s damages. 

This seemingly unrelated crime compounded SOFA’s problems in its quest for 

reparations. Chief of Police Rameau, a former military officer, was suspected of ordering 

the massacre of eleven men in another popular neighborhood. He was apprehended a year 

later in June 1999 across the border in the Dominican Republic after fleeing arrest. The 

same month of his apprehension, the Ministère de la Justice et de la Sécurité Publique 

(Ministry of Justice and Public Safety) took responsibility for the ransacking of Klinik 

Fanm and offered only 400 HTG in reparations which SOFA declined ($23.19 US at the 

                                                 
12 The Forces Armées Nationales d'Haïti (National Armed Forces of Haiti, FAdH), notorious for human 

rights violations and involvement in the drug trade, was disbanded in April 1995 through presidential 

action. The new PNH received its first cadets in training in January 1995 who graduated that summer. An 

Interim Public Security Force (IPSF) created in early 1995, supervised and trained by the multinational 

force that accompanied Aristide back to power and the UN, was to quickly establish and maintain civil 

security until the PNH could take over. The IPSF served as an eventual conduit of former military into the 

PNH. It was largely composed of former soldiers and refugees from rapid-training camps at the US naval 

base at Guatánamo. In September 1995, the multinational force recruited former military officers into IPSF 

under the auspices that they needed personnel with commanding experience. IPSF members were delegated 

to new security forces like the Presidential Guard and integrated into the PNH upon the dissolution of IPSF 

in December 1995. Of the 1598 IPSF members integrated into the PNH, 600 were former soldiers. (McCoy 

1997, Kovats-Bernat 2006a) 
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contemporary exchange rate). Rameau was found guilty and sentenced to prison on 

September 2000 and no further action was taken by the Haitian government to address 

crimes perpetuated under Rameau’s direction. (United Nations International Civilian 

Mission in Haiti (MICIVIH) 1999) 

The early history of Klinik Fanm foreshadowed the mounting challenges SOFA 

would face as an activist organization cum social service provider. The raid in April 1998 

was one of many incidents of violence directed atgainst activists and journalists in the 

late 1990s and early 2000s that were never fully investigated.13 SOFA’s priorities would 

increasingly come into competition with one another as SOFA’s institutional 

commitments expanded: basing projects on the collective desires of the poor majority of 

SOFA’s members and cultivating a strong community; serving as a transformative 

feminist organization against violence and in support of women’s and human rights, 

especially their socio-economic dimensions as enumerated in the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights articles 22-27;14 and meeting international donor expectations and 

                                                 
13 The unresolved murders of Father Ti Jean Pierre-Louis in August 1998 and Jean Dominique in April 

2000 were devastating reminders of the dangers faced by outspoken critics of the status quo. One of the 

responses against such violence was to publicize the events in international circles; while visibility made 

institutions like Klinik Fanm and people like Ti Jean Pierre-Louis and Jean Dominique targets, it was hoped 

that increasing the profiles of such cases and organizations would protect the surviving networks from 

further attack. In such a strategy, an organization’s reputation to international audiences became even more 

important. 
14 SOFA puts a decidedly anti-colonial twist on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as Haitian 

sovereignty is a critical element. The best summary of SOFA’s interpretation of the Declaration of 

Universal Human Rights follows from its statement on celebrating International Women’s Day on March 8, 

2012, with my translation and emphasis: 
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making the most of the ebbs and flows of international interest in Haiti in order to 

survive. Klinik Fanm was only one of many initiatives that SOFA managed, as 80% of its 

membership lived in the provinces. In the years following Klinik Fanm’s founding, 

SOFA developed a relationship with the non-profit Centre d'Étude et de Coopération 

International (CECI, Canadian Centre for International Studies and Cooperation) which 

helped them train 300 SOFA members in support and accompaniment of victims of 

gender-based violence and, in 2001, establish twenty-one reception centers for women 

and child15 victims of violence throughout the country. SOFA, along with a few other 

women’s groups in Port-au-Prince and Jacmel and the Port-au-Prince-based medical and 

research center Groupe Haïtien d'Étude du Sarcome de Kaposi et des Infections 

Opportunistes (GHESKIO, Haitian Group for the Study for Kaposi’s Sarcome and 

                                                                                                                                                 

Pou noumenm fanm, espas demokratik la 

enpòtan pou nou kontinye òganize nou, 

kontinye batay pou defann dwa nou 

genyen pou n travay nan bon kondisyon 

san n pa viktim tizonnyay, pou n gen 

bonjan salè. Dwa pou n gen bonjan 

lopital ak bon sistèm sante toupatou nan 

peyi a pou nou viv ansante ak pou fanm 

ayisyèn sispann mouri nan fè pitit. Dwa 

pou n jwenn bon jan ankadreman teknik 

ak agrikòl pou latè a kapab bay bon 

rannman. Dwa pou n jwenn kredi san 

paspouki pou komès nou grandi. Dwa 

pou nou jwenn bon edikasyon ni pou nou 

ni pou pitit nou san demagoji. Dwa pou n 

patisipe nan zafè politik peyi nou pou n 

kab pote kole nan batay pou mete sou pye 

yon leta granmoun k ap defann enterè 

fanm yo ak enterè pèp la. (Déjean 2012) 

For us women, the democratic space is 

important for us to continue to organize 

ourselves, continue to fight to defend the 

rights we have to work in good conditions 

without harassment, to have a good salary. 

Rights to have good hospitals and a health 

system that reaches the whole country so 

we can live in good health and so women 

will no longer die in childbirth. Rights to 

have good technical and agricultural 

resources so the land yields a good harvest. 

Rights to access credit without 

discrimination so our trade and commerce 

can grow. Rights to attain a good education 

for ourselves and our children without it 

being dumbed down. Rights for us to 

participate in the politics of our country so 

we may put on its feet a sovereign State 

that defends the interests of women and the 

people.  

 
15 Most of the child victims are girls. 
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Opportunistic Infections), came to provide the bulk of services for victims of gender-

based violence.16 

By the time I had my first research visit to SOFA in March 2006,17 most of 

SOFA’s budget was dedicated to gender-based violence services, an item separate from 

its less solidly funded women’s health program. Late in 2004, the central headquarters 

had moved from the Nazon area of Port-au-Prince, abutting numerous popular 

neighborhoods, to the Bwa Verna neighborhood, closer to downtown. The move had been 

made because SOFA had received threats in Nazon during the political violence that 

escalated after Aristide’s ouster.18 The move made it easier for central headquarter staff 

to travel among the main office, government ministries, other Haitian women’s 

organizations, and the main criminal court. Bwa Verna also shared the same electrical 

grid as the national palace and thus enjoyed more consistent electrical service. Klinik 

                                                 
16 The MCFDF has a unit which refers victims to organizations like SOFA, as the government’s budget has 

never allocated specific funds for prevention, punishment and elimination of violence against women 

(Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 2009). 
17 In the summer of 1998, I had the opportunity to meet Dr. Déjean and briefly visit Klinik Fanm in its 

original location in Matisan. I had spent the summer of 1995 in Haiti as part of a university student 

delegation that was visiting and volunteering with the ti legliz (little church) movement and was back in 

Haiti for a short vacation. A friend of mine from the student group’s parent organization, the Bay Area 

Haitian American Council, presented me with the opportunity to meet Dr. Déjean. Unbeknownst to me at 

the time, I was already friends with one of her nieces, and it was through my connection to her niece and 

activist friends from the mid-1990s that I was able to correspond with Dr. Déjean about my research 

interests in 2005. 
18 SOFA identified these threats as originating from “Operation Baghdad.” The term “Operation Baghdad” 

was first coined by interim government Prime Minister Gerard Latortue. A pro-Aristide demonstration took 

place on September 30, 2004, the thirteenth anniversary of the first coup d’état against Aristide. In the 

aftermath of clashes between PNH and demonstrators, three decapitated bodies of police officers were 

found. Latortue stated that pro-Aristide partisans were conducting a campaign of destabilization against the 

interim government, “Operation Baghdad.” From autumn of 2004 through the spring of 2005, the PNH and 

UN peacekeeping forces conducted a series of bloody raids in many popular neighborhoods under the 

auspices of quelling this operation and ultimately killed hundreds of civilian bystanders. Many of the PNH 

officers killed during this time period were beheaded post-mortem, further lending credence to the 

allegation that their murders were part of a concerted anti-State campaign (Kovats-Bernat 2006a, 118). The 

Baghdad moniker was rejected and embraced by pro-Aristide activists interviewed on the street by 

journalists. To groups like SOFA, who believed that Aristide cultivated alliances with violent strongmen 

and encouraged their use of intimidation and violence against opponents, “Baghdad” stood for armed pro-

Aristide partisans. 
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Fanm had also been recently relocated. SOFA lost its lease for the clinic in the heart of 

Matisan and relocated to a residence in Fontamara 45 whose owner was acquainted with 

SOFA’s office manager. The members of the popular neighborhood branch were 

conflicted about the new location which was 1.63 kilometers (more than a mile and a 

half) to the west of their base of operation. Klinik Fanm would lose those members of its 

client base who could not make the trip. However, its distance from Matisan meant that it 

was a potential refuge from the street violence happening at the time. It was also an easier 

commute for two of the four popular neighborhood branch member-staff who had moved 

20 kilometers (twelve miles) further west to Gressier, well outside the Port-au-Prince 

metropolitan area. 

SOFA still maintained a reception center for survivors of violence in Matisan, the 

Douvanjou. The new location for Klinik Fanm meant that there would be less contact 

among popular neighborhood branch members who staffed the two different locations 

and less contact between the Douvanjou and upper-level management of SOFA who 

straddled the two satellite locations. The Douvanjou was in between SOFA central 

headquarters and Klinik Fanm, but it could not be construed as “on the way” to either 

location through public transportation routes. Multiple fares and traffic jams dissuaded 

mobility among the three locations. 

The two following figures illustrate SOFA’s old and new locations and how the 

changes reflected a process of increased professionalization of the organization and 

upgrading of its main office. In maintaining central headquarters within city limits, SOFA 

could avail itself of municipal utilities and visit the utility offices more easily when it had 

problems with services. Unlike organizations in greater metropolitan areas like Delmas 

which have to rely more on water truck deliveries, the SOFA main office is serviced by 

the Centrale Autonome Métropolitaine d'Eau Potable (CAMEP, Municipal Water 
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Authority) and thereby receives a significant portion of the non-potable water it uses 

through pipes. SOFA uses landlines for its business calls and staff can walk to the nearest 

Télécommunications d’Haïti (Teleco, Haitian Telecommunications). In figure 4, I 

distinguish between two types of Haitian government entities SOFA engages in its 

operations. What I call “primary government locations” are those that SOFA addresses in 

its reports about gender-based violence in Haiti and consider a primary target for 

advocacy work. What I call “secondary government locations” are other important 

government locations for public utilities, public GBV survivor medical services, the main 

location for the criminal court, offices for the President and Prime Minister, and 

government offices with which SOFA has to register and provide reporting as a Haitian 

NGO. In figure 4, I also provide location information on the coalition of women’s 

organizations in which SOFA is a founding member, the Coordination Nationale de 

Plaidoyer pour les Droits des Femmes (CONAP, National Coordination for Advocacy on 

Women's Rights), the Plateforme Haïtienne de Plaidoyer pour un Développement 

Alternatif (PAPDA; Haitian Advocacy Platform for Alternative Development) of which 

SOFA is a key member, and SOFA partner Fondasyon Konesans ak Libète (FOKAL, 

Foundation for Knowledge and Liberty). These locations are by no means exhaustive of 

SOFA’s network of donors, partners, and State entities, but they hint at the importance of 

location for SOFA’s work and downtown Port-au-Prince as a locus of SOFA activity. 

Moreover, the locations of donor offices show that SOFA has to travel in the opposite 

direction from Matisan in its business with funders who have local offices, towards 

Delmas and Pétionville.19  

                                                 
19 Figures 3 and 4 use topographical data to provide a detailed view of the buildings, waterways, and 

mountains in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area. Topographical data in this and other 600 dpi resolution 

maps is drawn from the Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) remote sensing dataset collected from 

January 21 to January 27, 2010 after the January 12, 2010 earthquake (Rochester Institute of Technology 
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Figure 3: Map of SOFA’s Changing Locations in the Port-au-Prince Metropolitan Area 

  

                                                                                                                                                 
Information Products Laboratory for Emergency Response et al. 2010). Readers of the electronic version of 

this dissertation can zoom into the image to examine the topographical details more closely. 
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Figure 4: Map of SOFA’s Central Headquarters and Downtown Port-au-Prince 
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At the same time of these structural and geographical changes took place that 

could potentially undermine SOFA’s urban grassroots base in Matisan, SOFA was 

achieving unprecedented gains as an intermediary between poor Haitian women and the 

State in their struggle to prosecute gendered violence in Haitian courts. SOFA, other 

women’s groups, and the MCFDF had long agitated for a change in laws regarding 

sexual assault and adultery. On August 11, 2005, the interim government of President 

Boniface Alexandre responded with a presidential decree20 that classified sexual assault 

                                                 
20 I was informed by SOFA that presidential decrees such as this one can be revoked by future presidents 

as they are not incorporated into the penal code through ratification by parliament. Presidential decrees are 

added into the Haitian penal code (criminal code) as editions to previous law. Legal scholar and lawyer 

Chantal Hudicourt Ewald describes such acts as this presidential decree, published in the official gazette Le 

Moniteur as executive governmental decrees: 

Article 216 of the Constitution grants full power to the head of the executive branch to 

issue decrees having force of law during the period between legislative sessions. These 

decrees, although called presidential decrees, are government decrees. They are usually 

proposed by the head of the ministry concerned to the ministerial council. Article 112 of 

the Constitution provides that the bill must be discussed by the ministerial council and 

only then signed by the President and all the ministers. It becomes enforceable after its 

publication in the official gazette "Le Moniteur." 

Before the Constitution of 1983, these decrees had to be ratified by the Legislative 

Chamber at its next session in order to remain in force. This approval is no longer 

necessary. (Ewald 1995, 7.210.18) 

Ewald thus argues in favor of the force of such presidential decrees rather than writing of their limitations. 

My understanding of this particular presidential decree made is that it was a means through which the 

interim government could demonstrate a “rule of law” to international donors and a gesture to women’s 

rights groups, two of which counted one of their leadership (Danielle Magloire) among a selected group of 

“eminent citizens” who appointed the interim government’s prime minister and many of whom opposed 

Aristide’s administration by 2001. The decree brought the Haitian penal code more in compliance with 

international and regional law regarding women’s rights, such as the 1994 inter-American convention for 

the prevention, punishment, and eradication of violence against women (Convention of Belém do Pará) 

which the Haitian government had ratified on April 3, 1996, during President Préval’s first administration. 

As an unelected entity, the interim government was using one of the few tools at its disposal to intervene in 

Haitian law, as there was no elected parliament who could draft and pass a statute. The Haitian Parliament 

did not address the issue of sexual assault, gendered violence, and the gendered discrimination in the penal 

code until 2012, when the MCFDF introduced new legislation (Klasing 2012). This initiative became 

integrated in a draft Penal Code revision law, still pending in Haitian Parliament as of September 2014 

(Boston College Law School et al. 2014, 6). 

The Haitian legal system is based on the French civil law system. Unlike courts in common law 

systems with a strong tradition of case law, Haitian courts lack authority to act where there is no statute and 

judicial precedent has far less bearing. The main reference books used to interpret statutes are French books 
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as a serious crime rather than as a “moral offense” (attentat aux moeurs) or violation of 

public decency (un outrage public à la pudeur) (Organization of American States 2015, 

Centre de Recherche et d'Information Juridiques 2009, République d'Haïti 2005a).21 On 

March 22, 2006, the first case to implement the new decree concluded: two of the five 

men who had gang raped a Matisan mother and her teenaged daughter in February 2005 

were given a prison life sentence in hard labor. SOFA and a coalition of women’s groups 

of which it is a part, CONAP, had facilitated the chief plaintiff Marie Carmelle Jules’s 

access to medical, social, and legal services.22 

                                                                                                                                                 
on doctrine French court decisions on different articles of the codes derived from the French legal system 

(Commerical Code, Penal Code, Code of Civil and Commercial Procedure, and the Code of Criminal 

Procedure). Other fields like labor law have codes based on particular conditions in Haiti, e.g. the Rural 

Code and the Labor Code (Ewald 1995, 7.210.13)  
21 The decree reclassified the fourth section of the first chapter of Title II of the penal code from “Moral 

Offenses” (Attentats aux Moeurs) to “Sexual Assaults” (Agressions Sexuelles). The ideas of sexual abuse as 

a moral offense or violation of public decency were not extirpated, but complemented with the notion of 

respect for personal bodily integrity (le respect de son corps par autrui). The most violent gender 

inequality concerning adultery was addressed. The husband’s commission of spousal murder and murder of 

his wife’s sexual partner is no longer excusable by law unless it could be considered an act of self-defense 

wherein the husband’s life was in peril. The preamble of the decrees condemns adultery for its alleged far-

reaching negative consequences on children from the marriage, the harmony of the household, and social 

peace but the decree decriminalizes adultery for the most part. Now abrogated articles meted out prison 

sentences to female offenders and small fines to male offenders. 
22 This court case also demonstrated that successes of this scale are often bittersweet. SOFA’s program in 

accompanying survivors of gendered violence seeks to forge a new community among its participants 

through support groups and encouraging survivors to become more involved in SOFA activities. In one of 

the youth programs I coordinated for Dr. Déjean, the cinema club, I had the opportunity to become 

acquainted with an adult survivor who accompanied her daughter to film screenings and youth delegate 

meetings. Other survivors are too much in danger of retaliation or traumatized by the violence that they can 

not avail themselves of these types of activities. Such was the case of Marie Carmelle Jules who had 

resided on the slopes well above SOFA’s Matisan Douvanjou in Ti Bwa at the time of the February 2005 

attack. I had a chance to attend some of the trial’s public proceedings (March 8-22, 2006) during its second 

week (March 13-17). In the short time that I was there, I witnessed two young women who were friends of 

the defendants approach Jules, who was surrounded by Haitian activists from SOFA and CONAP, and 

threaten her. It was a chilling reminder of how dangerous the situation was for Jules. In June 2005, Jules’s 

daughter, Yveline Adras, was kidnapped and murdered by unknown assailants in retaliation for Jules and 

Adras’s pursuit of justice. By the time of the trials’ conclusion, Jules was living most of the time in the 

provinces where she had moved with the rest of her children as her and her daughter’s assailants had 

enough of a support base where she had once lived in Ti Bwa that she could not return. In theory, Jules 

could continue her relationship with SOFA’s network of members through another Douvanjou center, but 

her precise whereabouts were kept strictly confidential in order to protect her from further reprisals and I 

was not privy to the details of her life thereafter.  
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By the time of my main research period from 2008 to 2010, the central 

headquarters of SOFA in the Bwa Verna area of downtown Port-au-Prince employed a 

number of young women with advanced secondary school or university education to 

carry out the specialized work of sexual assault advocacy and reporting. Some of the 

young women had roots in Matisan, but they had never been formal members of the 

popular neighborhood branch. Still finding Klinik Fanm’s early history as a popular 

neighborhood branch, place-based political initiative compelling, I focused my research 

on the area of Matisan where SOFA started working with urban poor women. Through 

SOFA’s introduction to the neighborhood and the support of current and past members of 

SOFA’s popular neighborhood branch, I investigated the types of community organizing 

and politics the women residents I met conducted. These actions illuminated important 

facets about poor urban women’s political subjectivity that I would not have perceived 

had I focused on the leadership of SOFA and its allies’ efforts in women’s rights. My 

beginnings in Matisan thus started through a cross-class organization whose founder-

members and coordinators were, for the most part, self-identified sosyopwofesyonèl 

branch women who were largely middle-class through ascribed or achieved status.23 I had 

the privilege of learning about the institution of SOFA and its vision of Haitian women’s 

solidarity, but the “object” of my research was something else. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH METHODS 

In Search of the Rank and File of Social Movements 

I had the luxury of time and interest where the leadership of SOFA did not to 

reflect on the changing nature of solidarity among Haitian women in the late 2000s, 

                                                 
23 Although social mobility is very difficult to attain in Haiti, some of these women successfully developed 

professions and reached the middle class after very modest beginnings in the provinces.  
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specifically in the capital. SOFA moved into the role of intermediary between its 

imagined constituency and the State and its eventual emphasis on advocacy over other 

types of political action. This trajectory was similar to that of other women’s groups and 

progressive organizations. This development was an important backdrop to poor urban 

women’s lives and political possibilities. It contributed among the women I researched a 

sensibility that, however different the scale and ideology of organizations they could 

approach for support and aid, they could only access material support through 

gatekeepers who set the criteria for beneficiaries and who could only provide help in 

short bursts. This phenomenon of the intermediary became one of the main issues I 

elaborate in this introduction after I describe the place of Matisan and its recent history 

and later in the dissertation in chapter five. 

I ultimately chose the place of Matisan, where women residents spend the 

majority of their time and form the closest of their relationships, as the primary site of my 

inquiry.24 As I explain in detail in the next section about my research setting, ti katye 

(small neighborhoods) are important units of mutual aid, support, and identification for 

poor urban residents and their extended families. Women’s everyday lives and politics 

are thus inexorably tied to place. To center poor urban women’s lives and perspectives in 

my ethnographic research, I participated in Matisan life within the boundaries of SOFA 

and well outside its purview. 

                                                 
24 SOFA’s fanm peyizan (small women farmers) branch warrants a separate investigation into the nature of 

solidarity between the central office and SOFA’s rural membership. Unlike the popular neighborhood 

branch, branch fanm peyizan has had more success and consistency with income-generating projects, like 

its mills in the departments of the Artibonite, Central Plateau, and the North. In chapter five, I address the 

particular challenges SOFA-mediated and non-SOFA income-generating projects face in Matisan, and how 

their abandonment is part of a trend in urban development projects to favor short trainings over sustained 

investment in the community and facilitation of material autonomy. 
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Relationship to Host Organization and the Idiom of Kinship 

After my initial two-week visit in March 2006 and two-month summer 2006 

preliminary research, I returned in early 2008 to conduct twenty months of field research. 

Dr. Déjean personally provided many introductions. Her standing as a respected elder and 

reputation as a committed activist bò pèp la (side by side with the people) paved the way 

for me as her mentee. Dr. Déjean also became family to me; she came to refer to me as 

her dezyèm pitit (second child), the child after her only son, in a gesture of affection and 

frustration. For her, adults in their forties are still timoun (children) and I accepted the 

moniker with gratitude and an acknowledgement that I would not live up to her 

expectations. The title was a reminder that I was inserting myself into a network of 

people who built their organization and their relationships with one another over many 

years and that Dr. Déjean was sacrificing a great deal in vouching for me.25 As I noted in 

my explanation of SOFA’s trajectory into advocacy, reputation is an important facet of 

SOFA’s identity and ability to survive. Dr. Déjean took considerable risk in exposing the 

organization to an outsider; the organization had hosted a number of allies and volunteers 

over the years, but a recent experience with a young intern had negatively affected 

SOFA. A White American woman in her twenties spent three months interning with Dr. 

Déjean and SOFA in early 2000s and then proceeded to criticize SOFA to the US-based 

alternative press and to facilitate the formalization of a victim support group that was 

once an ally with SOFA among the urban poor. This group eventually received funding 

from a former important donor to SOFA whose support had dwindled to zero after the 

1998 Klinik Fanm raid. This group then proceeded to provide gender violence services 

similar to SOFA. The end result of these developments was to exacerbate a sense of 

                                                 
25 We shared a number of close friends and acquaintances from my travels to Haiti and engagement in 

Haitian diasporic communities since the mid-1990s. 
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rivalry between SOFA and its former ally and to raise suspicions about White American 

feminist and progressive insertion into Haitian struggles against gendered violence. In 

reflection about my presence with the organization, I also thought of the moniker dezyèm 

pitit as indicative of my secondary standing to Dr. Déjean’s primary responsibility to 

SOFA, a group she joined in 1987. 

At SOFA’s domestic violence reception center in Matisan, the Douvanjou, I 

coordinated weekend and afternoon activities largely oriented to entertain and edify pitit 

SOFA (the children of SOFA), the large network of young people whom popular 

neighborhood branch members considered to be part of their network but who were not 

members of the organization. As I looked younger than my thirties and had no children, 

SOFA members and neighborhood residents regarded me akin to an undergraduate 

university student-volunteer, a role already familiar to them. As someone entrusted with 

the neighborhood’s jèn (youth), I was exposed to the preoccupations mothers, aunts, and 

godmothers had about the younger generation, and the topic of the younger generation 

served as a catalyst for fruitful conversations about the women’s own aspirations. The 

role provided me with a means to actively seek feedback and advice from middle-aged 

and elder popular neighborhood branch members, and they spoke of my time with SOFA 

as a sort of fòmasyon (training). It was especially helpful to have a location to which I 

could retreat in between visits to different residences and institutions in Matisan. 

Participant Recruitment and Sampling 

I positioned myself as a researcher in support of SOFA’s activities but very 

interested in the neighborhood itself rather than as a researcher of the organization of 

SOFA or of the Haitian women’s movement. The neighborhood of Matisan is an intimate 

place, where extended family often inhabit the same ti katye and exchanging small bits of 
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information is both necessary for survival and an entertaining pastime. I recruited 

research participants by adapting “snowball sampling” and, as best as I could, seeking out 

a diversity of people who spanned a range of religious, ideological, and social 

backgrounds in Matisan akin to “targeted sampling” or “deliberate sampling for 

heterogeneity” (Bernard 1998, 151-153, 705-707). The institutional settings SOFA ran 

were only part of the venues where I acted as a participant observer. I was privy to many 

staff meetings and daily operations in SOFA’s central headquarters, the Douvanjou, and 

Klinik Fanm. I did not participate in appointments between providers and gender-based 

violence survivors or patients in private rooms but mostly stayed on the margins of such 

sensitive and confidential activity. 

My background in public health and working with lay health care providers led 

me to other “institutional sites” which informed my research: a group of midwives from 

the upper reaches of Matisan who had trained with Dr. Déjean in hygiene and hospital 

accompaniment in 2005 and a network of male and female residents who visited a 

satellite blood pressure clinic run by a couple of Klinik Fanm staff on Thursday mornings 

at the Douvanjou. Klinik Fanm is a site where patients receive both conventional medical 

care and advice on the best practices of traditional Haitian remedies and globally 

alternative medicine and relied on word-of-mouth among midwives, leaf doctors, and 

residents versed in home remedies for accompaniment of its patients and referrals to its 

location in Fontamara 45. Residents of the heart of Matisan where I spent most of my 

time could not necessarily make the trip out to Klinik Fanm, and the Thursday morning 

clinic was instrumental in maintaining some of the relationships Klinik Fanm had in its 

first locale. Furthermore, members of the popular neighborhood branch would check on 

sickly or elderly residents at their homes, and I would accompany them on certain 
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occasions as a visitor who could inquire on their wellness and encourage them to seek 

care. 

Within a month of my arrival in 2008, SOFA’s popular branch members 

introduced me to a neighborhood association in which one of their leaders served as 

treasurer, Coordination Cinquième Avenue Bolosse (COB 5, Coordination of Cinquième 

Avenue Bolosse), another major institution that informed my research in Matisan. COB 5 

extended its welcome by inviting me to some of their leadership meetings, general 

assemblies, and visits to potential funders of their community development activities and 

donation drives. COB 5 aspired to reach ti katye in the lower and upper reaches of the 

community ward, though its main base was the ti katye of Senkyèm Avni Bòlòs. In COB 

5’s estimation, the community ward of Martissant comprised 37 ti katye. One of its 

important lieutenants was a refugee of a major massacre and burning of houses conducted 

by gangs in the hills above in July of 2006 and was a relatively new resident to Senkyèm 

Avni. He and a good friend from the rank and file of COB 5 took me on walks in both the 

flats and hills and pointed out important environmental features that affected 

housebuilding and maintaining a home. 

Dr. Déjean and the popular neighborhood branch of SOFA introduced me to a 

number of militan (activists) in the neighborhood and my growing relationships in the 

Haitian Left and state university opened networks of inquiry. I approached local activists 

as experts in their particular cultural domain of social movement mobilization and as 

residents of the neighborhood itself. 

I did not reside in Matisan but patronized some of the small businesses which 

helped me become acquainted with residents less familiar with SOFA and its networks. 

Over time, the different friendships I developed with people in Matisan provided me with 

opportunities to attend wakes and funerals, secondary school graduations, birthday 
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parties, foot band rehearsals, and other important events within the fabric of everyday 

life. 

Previous studies that examined religion, culture, and politics in Haiti and the 

French-speaking Caribbean informed my search for a variety of residents whose 

experiences and perspectives could enrich my understanding of Matisan (Bébel-Gisler 

and Hurbon 1975, Hurbon 1987, 2001). As Laënnec Hurbon has noted, Haitian 

ideology—whether dominant or oppositional—cannot be reduced to simple elements 

considered in isolation, like religion, language use (French or Haitian Creole), education, 

color, etc. It is only in looking at these hierarchized elements within social and cultural 

practice that their relevance and weight come to light (Hurbon 1987, 145). I was 

conscious of my lack of knowledge and exposure to evangelical life in the neighborhood. 

While my research participants professed a variety of faiths (vodouizan, Catholic, and 

Baptist and other Protestant denominations), I mainly circulated in milieu where religious 

difference was minimized for the sake of community unity or where vodou was honored 

as an important component of national cultural patrimony. A contracted staff member of 

SOFA’s central headquarters who resided in Matisan and was ambivalent about feminist 

organizing introduced me to a youth activity facilitator at a small Church of God location 

near her grandmother’s home. Most of the members of her extended family were Church 

of God members, having followed her grandmother’s decision to convert or having been 

raised in the faith. I accompanied her nineteen-year-old younger brother to events at this 

location and taught some computer skills classes with youth. Through this friend’s family 

I addressed a serious lacunae in my understandings about Haitian society and my 

assumptions about such religious institutions as mainly heteronormative and patriarchal; 

nuances abounded within this male-dominated religious space with a disproportionately 

female congregation which helped me better understand the role of religion in 
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subjectivity and social formation in the popular neighborhoods, a topic I address in 

chapter two.  

I describe my dissertation as a story of poor urban Haitian women’s survival and 

local social mobilization in the late 2000s as I weave together events that occurred during 

my research period with life history data that I collected among some of my research 

participants before my research was interrupted in January 2010; Haitian and 

international human rights, newspaper, radio and television accounts; and political 

economic developments over the last thirty to forty years. Wherever I could, I tried to 

access the source that most approximated a primary source for archival material, like 

original legislation or recordings addressed in media accounts and government reports. 

This helped me read against the grain of often discriminatory hegemonic narratives about 

Haiti’s poor majority—generated in Haiti and internationally—and validate the data upon 

which I base my analysis. By no means do I attempt to provide a comprehensive account; 

rather, I seek to provide a partial account whereby the mechanisms through which I 

gathered my information and sculpted arguments are discernable to the reader in the form 

of footnotes and other types of annotations. 

I draw inspiration from some of the tenants of activist research and traditions of 

Black vindicationalist scholarship but I am not an activist researcher. I felt politically 

aligned with my host community but did not carry out a dissertation project that 

integrated their political priorities. I reciprocated the hospitality provided by SOFA and 

Matisan residents as best as I could through my volunteer efforts. I participated in 

popular neighborhood branch collections for medical expenses, parties, and funerals but 

had no research assistant and did not financially remunerate research participants for their 

contributions to my study. I tried to minimize the harm I could cause as I navigated 

neighborhood politics and contentious terrains. 
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This dissertation engages many issues debated among feminist and pro-feminist 

members of the Haitian Left regarding coalitional work across social difference, Haitian 

sovereignty and Northern imperialism, violence inherent in the structure of the Haitian 

State given Haiti’s colonial and dictatorial past and “fragile” present, and harnessing 

Haitian radical traditions expressed in local and Afro-diasporic popular culture, 

intellectual, and arts movements. I partially emulate Caribbean and Afro-diasporic 

traditions of public scholarship by bringing current Haitian and global preoccupations 

into my ethnographic narrative: food security and livelihoods, popular urban uprisings, 

national identification cards and electoral turnout, grassroots development, and disaster 

capitalism. 

Mis-representations of Haiti and poor, working-class Afro-diasporic subjects 

abound in the local and international media, school curricula, and scholarship. I provide a 

sketch of some of these dominant tropes as I offer many counter-narratives about the 

popular neighborhoods, popular communitarianism and sociality, and development 

project “failures” in this dissertation. As such, I make only a passing reference to the 

large issue of representation. In-depth examinations of Haiti’s “bad press”, the tropes 

perpetrated within “savage slot” of anthropology, and the “controlling images” of 

subaltern Afro-diasporic subjects serve as a subtext for my narrative about the place and 

people in Matisan (Lawless 1992, Collins 2000, Trouillot 1991). 

RESEARCH SETTING: PORT-AU-PRINCE JANUARY 2008-2010   

Mobility, Public Sociality, Space, and Place 

Navigating Port-au-Prince and its environs via public transportation exposes the 

traveler to Haitians’ adaptability and courtesy in the face of marked grime, congestion, 

and other hazards. As I travel to my research site from downtown Port-au-Prince or the 
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suburbs of Delmas where many staff and leaders of the central headquarters of SOFA 

reside, I have to change public transportation van or pick-up (machin piblik) either on 

Grand Rue (avenue Jean-Jacques Dessalines) or at Pòtay Leyogann (Gate to Léogâne), 

the hub for metropolitan area routes and long-distance provincial fares to the South. If I 

am travelling with one of the nurses at the women's clinic, Monique, we stop by her 

relatives' curb-side business. Her cousin dips a tin cup into the steaming sugared vat of 

coffee and passes it along with a roll to Monique. Monique drinks the coffee there and 

secrets the bread into her purse. I am not sure at these times whether Monique is helping 

out her kin by patronizing her business or if she is being provided with breakfast at a 

reduced price. On one of these trips Monique protests the recent hike in fares by paying 

for one leg of the journey at its original rate. The driver looks at her with resignation as 

she gives him her money, shrugging her shoulders. Accompanying Monique and others 

orients me to the city. In my early days of field research, I stick by the side of Dr. Lise-

Marie Déjean. Chatting with her and other passengers makes our time in traffic jams 

edifying and entertaining. Once in a while she exercises what I nickname dwa granmoun 

(elder rights), like telling a schoolboy to tuck in his shirt or protesting against the shrill 

religious music to which the driver was subjecting his passengers, "Chofè, nou pa tout 

evanjelik" (Driver, we are not all evangelicals). After this apprenticeship, I travel alone 

most of the time. On one occasion, I find myself in Pòtay having to urinate and not 

having a place to go since it does not have port-a-potties for use for half a goud (about 

$0.01 US) like downtown Port-au-Prince does. I approach a small photocopy shop that 

ran longer hours because it shared the same electrical grid as the National Palace; they do 

not have a bathroom but showed me a small alleyway where I could relieve myself in 

privacy. 
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Pòtay Leyogann is spoken about as an area for thieves, most often for thefts of 

opportunity, like picking off unsecured items from passengers' bags as they weave 

through the maze of people to reach the next leg of their route. Sometimes the stories 

about Pòtay refer to the dramatic robberies like those that occur on the bis, the larger 

trucks with their vibrant shells adorned with mirrors and streamers and their extensive 

sound systems that blare rap kreyòl. Perpetrators can take advantage of the small, 

singular openings that serve as both entrance and exit to the elevated bed of the truck to 

hold passengers hostage as they shake them down for cash. 

Less lucrative to thieves and more personable and affordable are the lower 

capacity pick-up trucks with less ornate, but still colorful, painted wooden shells; there 

passengers can hear one another above the music playing in the background and carry on 

conversations. These trucks have lower clearance and have to circumvent many routes 

that become flooded at knee or waist-level during the rains lest they stall out. They snake 

through the waiting area for repurposed U.S. school buses and large trucks destined to 

southern provinces, past the street vendors along the sidewalks with their produce and 

butchered goods in Bòlòs. The puddles there are shallow during the dry season, carrying 

run-off from the cleaning of meat and other market businesses that sparingly use water. 

They reach the national highway a few blocks farther down of where other cars and 

trucks enter the coastal artery to the South, circumventing traffic jams. They travel down 

a four-lane paved highway flanked by small businesses and residences on both sides. 

Many passengers prefer to sit deeper within the bed of the truck to protect themselves 

from the splash or dust kicked up by the surrounding traffic. I peer through wooden slats 

on the side of the truck or through its back to monitor the truck's progress and call out 

“thank you” (mèsi) to the driver when we approach my stop. If I cannot reach, a fellow 

passenger rings the bell or taps the driver’s rear window. I wish my fellow passengers a 
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good day, which they reciprocate, alight from the bed of the truck in such a way to avoid 

snagging my clothes (not always successfully), pay the "helper" (elpè) if he is there, a 

young man who attracts passengers or collects fares for the driver, or walk to the co-

pilot’s side of the cab and pass my money to the driver. In the congested metropolitan 

area of Port-au-Prince, a trip of to four to six kilometers (two to three miles) can take 45 

minutes. The alternative of walking is not much of an alternative for me if I want to keep 

my appearance relatively tidy. 

Indeed, the length of the trip belies how small the city of Port-au-Prince is, merely 

25.29 square kilometers (9.76 square miles). It also obscures the fact that I am entering 

the most populous of the three community wards (sections communales) that comprise 

the municipality (commune) of Port-au-Prince and which are administered by the same 

mayor, the community wards of Martissant, Morne l'Hôpital, and Turgeau. According to 

the Institut Haïtien de Statistique et d'Informatique (IHSI, the Haitian Institute of 

Statistics and Data Processing), 5.62 km
2
 (2.17 mi

2
) of the community ward of Martissant 

are classified as urban and has a population of 262,530 (Institut Haïtien de Statistique et 

d'Informatique 2009).26 This translates into a population density of 46,714 persons/km
2 

(120,989 persons/mi
2
 or 247 persons/acre), one and a third times the population density 

of the city of Port-au-Prince and three times the population density of the Port-au-Prince 

metropolitan area. In some areas where my research collaborators live, the population 

density can be as high as 94,276 persons/km
2 

(244,175 persons/mi
2
 or 381 

persons/acre).27 Many buildings are single story, and few buildings reach as high as three 

                                                 
26 The three and a quarter square kilometers (one and a quarter square mile 

2
) part of the community ward 

deemed rural hosts only 1% of the community ward’s total population (Institut Haïtien de Statistique et 

d'Informatique 2009). 
27 Information about population and space, unless otherwise indicated, references estimations for 2009. 

Most population data is based on the 2003 census conducted by the Haitian government. The Institut 

Haïtien de Statistique et d'Informatique (IHSI, the Haitian Institute of Statistics and Data Processing) 
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stories. In terms of dwelling and working space, the extreme population density is 

noticeable. 

  

                                                                                                                                                 
collaborated with the Centro Latinoamericano y Caribeño de Demografía (Latin American and Caribbean 

Demographic Center) of the UN to calculate projections for later publications. 
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Figure 5: Map of Metropolitan Area and Municipality of Port-au-Prince 
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The community ward is the smallest politico-administrative unit established in 

Haiti's 1987 Constitution in order to decentralize authority. The Martissant community 

ward is named after the eponymous neighborhood. The original neighborhood of 

Martissant—or Matisan, as it is known by residents—is only one of the many 

neighborhoods that now comprise the community ward. From one map to another, the 

neighborhood of Matisan is bordered by different names of other neighborhoods, which 

reflects the fact that offshoots of the original Matisan are becoming neighborhoods within 

their own right, and the borders of the original neighborhood are unclear. This confusing 

situation is compounded by the ways news media about the area use "Martissant" to refer 

to the original neighborhood or the community ward. Many community activists and their 

allies think expansively of their Matisan28 as inclusive of the entire ward: they hope that 

greater local control and resources will be granted to the ward as the promised, yet not 

yet implemented, provisions of the Constitution and that they can foster solidarity across 

gang territory lines. In broad terms, residents split the ward between the area bordered by 

the bay and route des Dalles, Matisan anba (below), and the higher reaches, Matisan 

anwo (above).29 Some of the locations on maps that sprouted from the original Martissant 

neighborhood and became distinctively labelled may be meaningful to them, like Site 

Letènèl (City of God), an area built on a former mangrove swamp. More often, the unit 

with which they most strongly identify is the ti katye (small neighborhood) in which they 

                                                 
28 Matisan is the Haitian Creole spelling of Martissant. I employ the Haitian Creole version hereafter to 

refer to the broad community ward areas most often identified by residents as Matisan anba and Matisan 

anwo. 
29 Matisan anba includes areas like the bayside Lajwa and the adjoining Site Letènèl, Site Plis, and Site de 

Dye (Matisan 2A, 2B) and areas between the highway and route des Dalles like Katryèm avni Bòlòs, 

Senkyèm avni Bòlòs, Dekat, Krepzak, Sore (lower Matisan 23). Matisan anwo includes areas like Gran 

Ravin, Cite Jasmen, Ti Bwa, Dekayèt, Nan Beny (which includes the Parc Martissant), Dantès, and Delwi. 

Near the western border of the community ward of Martissant are the neighborhoods of Fontamara 27 and 

Fontamara 43, which are sometimes referred to as part of Martissant. The historic neighborhood of 

Fontamara is located in two different community wards, that of Martissant and Bizoton, a community ward 

within the municipality of Carrefour. 
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live, areas of roughly one and a half to five and a half square hectometers (four to 

fourteen acres),30 with 250 to 375 households, or 1,250 to 1,750 residents, neighborhoods 

that are rarely delineated on maps.31 Each ti katye branches off another and is the 

organizational unit that SOFA popular branch members and neighborhood associations 

identify as salient. 

  

                                                 
30 In other units, this area ranges from 0.015 to 0.055 km

2
 (0.006 to 0.021 mi

2
). These are my best 

estimates made from examining ti katye boundaries shared with me by my research collaborators and 

comparing them to GIS data (Louisiana State University Baton Rouge Department of Geography and 

Anthropology and Joseph 2009). 
31 These population numbers are based on the 2003 census conducted by IHSI and translated into GIS 

(Louisiana State University Baton Rouge Department of Geography and Anthropology and Joseph 2009). 
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Figure 6: Population Density and Research Areas in Municipality of Port-au-Prince 
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The small businesses and homes built on the landfill of the bay and at sea level 

are not my ultimate destination. Members of the popular branch of SOFA have lived in 

neighborhoods there like Site Letènèl, but the heart of their activity is on the lower slopes 

across the highway. I time my crossing of the highway so I can make it at least as far as 

the median. If traffic is light enough, I can gesture to oncoming motorists by waving my 

palm downward, as if to say, "Dousman, dousman" (slowly, slowly) to them. Some make 

eye contact with me, acknowledge my plight, and slow down enough to allow me to cross 

the remaining two lanes. 

The square twou rego (manhole) in the center of the base of avenue Martissant 7 

is sometimes covered with a grated cover but most of the time it is a hazardous opening 

teeming with trash in such a way that it forces cars in ascent or descent to take turns using 

the narrow strip open for cars on one side of the road. Sometimes its waste fans out like 

alluvial flow onto the highway itself. If I have to, I can make my way along the 

intermittent sidewalks on the inland side of the highway, concrete slabs bridging the 

edges of the six-foot deep drainage ditches, to reach a traversable part of the avenue. 

Sometimes the slabs are adjacent to one another; sometimes they have gaps that open to 

the water and debris below. The slabs may have some metal embedded in the middle that 

I avoid lest I trip. I once stumbled and was righted by a passerby who grabbed my arm, 

"Kenbe pou pa tonbe" (watch out so you won't fall). 

 As I climb avenue Martissant 7, I look over to a ground-floor bakery on my left 

with a recessed counter so the women street vendors who buy its bread in bulk can sit 

with their baskets inside as they wait in line or assemble the loaves in thin plastic sheaths 

for their retail sales. On my right, the sidewalk auto tire tube repair business fills the air 

with its pungent, eye-watering smoke of burning rubber. A young man sells cell phone 

cards from his umbrella cart. A few houses up, a small two-room cinder-block home 
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provides photocopy services whenever the state-owned electricity service company, 

Éléctricité d'Haïti (EDH, Electricity of Haiti) provides electricity. One week the shop 

sold ten- to fifteen-year-old used Dell desktops brought by a relative who visited from the 

U.S. 

 I often turn right at the intersection of Rue Nemours, named after the first name 

of famous konpa singer who had a house on the street, Nemours Jean Baptiste, and walk 

half a block past the collection of cars being serviced by an on-street auto mechanic to 

reach the house rented for SOFA's gendered-violence reception and community center, 

the Sant Douvanjou (Dawn Center). The wooden electric pole hit by a delivery box truck 

that overestimated the width of the street has yet to be repaired several months after the 

accident. The pole did not splinter enough to break in half. The accident happened when 

there was no electricity, so no one was electrocuted; men from the neighborhood 

manually propped the displaced electric cables on top of the intact cables like laundry on 

a ten foot-high clothesline. The delivery company neither came to repair the damage nor 

reimbursed the property’s owner; likewise, the EDH, soon to be privatized, does not 

regularly maintain its infrastructure. 

Those that live along the lower portion of avenue Martissant 7 say they are from 

the ti katye of Site Maniga (Manigat City), as the statesperson and educator who served 

as president for three months in office in 1988, Leslie Manigat, had a home in the area 

which became a primary school. Site Maniga leads to Mache Breya; I have to walk along 

Senkyèm Avni Prolonje to access Koridò Ti Bouk, Riyèl Lafwa, or Riyèl Lasajès; Matisan 

1 is adjacent to Site Makout, Koridò Tichou/Dekat, and Riyèl Dezanmi. Each place name 

evokes a particular history and is marked by respectability or notoriety, depending on 

whether a prominent political, religious, or entertainment figure lived there, or whether it 

is a main thoroughfare for police attempts to manage Matisan or between bandi 
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(gangster) territories.32 For example, Site Makout once housed a number of tonton makout 

leaders during the Duvalier era and enjoys better paving than some other ti katye as a 

result. 

Around a tenth of a mile up from the national highway, Site Maniga has a little 

buffer from the traffic below and from the all the noise and trash a big thoroughfare at sea 

level entails. It is noteworthy that SOFA's Douvanjou is located there in its more peaceful 

and secure surroundings. Site Maniga suggests lower middle-class status to me, as many 

of the families I know around there have their children educated, at least through some 

years of secondary school, and at least one adult in the family held a middle-class job. 

The other adults in the family try to scrape together something in the “informal 

economy,” that is, participating in the 60-70% of the Haitian economy that is informal 

                                                 
32 Bandi (bandit, crook, gangster, scoundrel) was one of the two common terms used by residents when 

speaking with me of the armed groups who vied for territorial dominion and influence in Matisan. The 

other term, baz, did not evoke as much criminality as bandi since the latter term accompanied stories of 

stashing weapons or kidnap victims in Matisan. Residents would try to distance themselves from actors 

they described as bandi; bandi leaders were spoken about as if they came from other neighborhoods and 

had to come to Matisan as neighborhood pacification campaigns by MINUSTAH displaced them; they 

brought their criminality in from elsewhere. Bandi symbolized a type of armed group that disrespected 

once established notions of hierarchy and safe passage for agents doing social work for the community, like 

teachers or sexual assault advocates; I was told by some young people that they "pa respekte VIP" (did not 

respect VIP status), as if armed groups like the makout of the past were less arbitrary and terrorizing. 

Though I disagreed with this characterization, I use the word bandi here to echo its use by residents and 

instead of translating it into “gang member” as the word “gang” connotes a host of other meanings. Dennis 

Rodgers and Robert Muggah “Gangs are by no means uncommon social phenomena. They can be observed 

in most societies around the world, although the vast majority of what are identified as ‘gangs’ are often 

little more than ephemeral groups of youth who gather on street corners and engage in behaviour that is 

frequently labelled ‘anti-social’. Gangs in the proper sense of the term are much more definite social 

organisations that display an institutional continuity that is independent of their membership. They have 

fixed conventions and rules, which can include initiation rituals, a ranking system, rites of passage, and 

rules of conduct that make the gang a primary source of identity for members. Gang codes often demand 

particular behaviour patterns from members, such as adopting characteristic dress, tattoos, graffiti, hand 

signs, and slang, as well as regular involvement in illicit and violent activities. Such gangs are also often – 

but not always – associated with a particular territory, and their relationship with local communities can be 

either oppressive or protective (indeed, this can change from one to the other over time).”(Rodgers and 

Muggah 2009, 3) When employed to describe armed groups, the other term used by residents, baz, 

connotes the use of coercion for domination, but not necessarily involvement in larger networks of 

organized crime and with a deeper rootedness in the neighborhood. I elaborate the concept of baz further in 

chapter two. 
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(Fonkoze, Whiteside, and Wardle 2009, 6), otherwise estimated as the 92.6% of jobs in 

Haiti that are not in agriculture (Jütting, Laiglesia, and Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development Development Centre 2009, 35). Undoubtedly, the more they 

have, the wider the network they stretch their money. The homes or the sites where 

homes have been rebuilt have existed through multiple generations. On mornings, in front 

of the school once home to former President Manigat, a street vendor Man Denise sells 

cups of sweetened coffee and small white flour bread rolls with homemade peanut butter. 

Her twenty-some-year-old daughter’s job as a police officer provides her with enough 

capital to buy the green coffee beans, peanuts, sugar, spices, and plain rolls she prepares 

in the open-air kitchen enclosure in her home several yards away from her site of sale. 

She does not like to ask her daughter too often for help as she knows that Rosy has 

designs to get a place of her own, closer to her work thirteen kilometers (eight miles) 

away, in other words, an hour’s drive in a private car or two hour’s journey on public 

transportation, traffic jams excepted. My advance order to Man Denise of roasted coffee 

beans can tip the scales in her favor to work on a day she was going to stay at home 

unable to generate products for sale for lack of ingredients. Her twenty-some-year-old 

son Jean covers some of his expenses through driving a motorcycle taxi downtown. They 

show me some photos from a relative from North America during one of my visits in the 

front living room crowded with upholstered chairs and tell me of plans of another 

daughter’s upcoming wedding to a boyfriend who lives in the U.S. Everyone in the 

household eats every day, but Man Denise does not feel like she has money for check-ups 

for her high blood sugar. They are a family doing more-or-less, plizoumwen. 

When I leave the main drag of avenue Martissant 7 and head east, I enter a 

patchwork neighborhood of mixed lower middle-class, genteel poor, and people living 

“in misery” (nan mizè). The demarcation between the relative material comfort of Site 
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Maniga and ti katye that clung to the west of avenue Martissant 7 can be seen in satellite 

photos: trees, paved thoroughfares, wider buildings, concrete roofs, and second stories 

indicate better material conditions, while lean-tos, corrugated roofing, and alleyways 

testify to circumstances of greater penury. A tenth of a mile up from the heart of Site 

Maniga was Mache Breya (Marketplace Bréa), the site of prepared food and sundries 

vendors. It was also called Pon Breya (Bridge Bréa) because it links thoroughfares from 

the highway below and from up the mountain with its bridge across the Bréa ravine. It is 

not a large marketplace but enough of a hub that little goes on in Matisan that escapes the 

notice of people at Breya. Residents and vendors there spot kidnap victims bound on the 

backs of motorcycles headed to the next place of captivity. There are also times when 

Breya is shut down as bandi vie for turf or the police conduct sweeps and apprehend 

young men who do not happen to be carrying their national identity cards. 

 Bandi and police target the bottlenecks of routes, so I am often alerted about 

problems with ti katye that start with Koridò (corridor) or Riyèl (alley), locations rarely 

wide, paved, or graded enough to allow car passage. These narrow passages are 

symptomatic of the fact that space is at a premium in Matisan and municipal authorities 

will only become involved in infrastructure projects on an ad hoc basis. Families build 

their homes or add extensions to their rentals according to their means. Riyèl Lafwa is 

particularly easy to shut down; its central alleyway is so narrow and deep that it is easy 

during the day to find a shaded place along its strip to talk with a neighbor away from the 

sun's punishing rays. During and after rains the small recessed canal down its center 

needs constant tending, lest it clog up and the riyèl transform into a stream of trash that 

includes the plastic bags those without latrines use to fè bezwen yo (do what they need to 

do). On one of those occasions when I an warned away from taking the Breya bridge, I 

successfully circumvent the area by navigating the narrow corridors with a friend only to 
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be surprised by the presence of a stiff-backed young man on the Senkyèm Avni Bòlòs’s 

intersection with Koridò Tibouk. He ignores me as I quickly pass him, his black cargo 

pants stuck in his boots like fatigues, the sunglasses obscuring his eyes, and the beam of 

wood with dimensions roughly like those of a rifle and held in the same manner in his 

hands. 

On worse occasions, I am told not to visit Matisan at all because the “temperature 

of the streets is too hot” (tanperati a two cho). In the aftermath of those worse occasions, 

I learn that the residents who frequent SOFA’s Thursday morning blood pressure clinic 

have higher readings and that some of the regular patients cannot make the walk over to 

the drop-in because they feel too poorly. These events and their aftermath make me 

understand why the ti katye are such important, and small, units of the neighborhood. The 

residents’ zones of circulation and mutual aid shrink to make survival possible. Within a 

ti katye, they can still relay messages to one another without using precious cell phone 

minutes and without leaving their homes. This is how I know when to stay away or not 

because the message from the epicenter of trouble eventually passes to one of the people 

I call before I start on my journey to Matisan. These women take on my safety as their 

responsibility, and I follow their advice. I am a conspicuous visitor as foreigners do not 

visit the area often, and any visit is a source of speculation and gossip. One day, in my 

absence from Matisan, one neighbor says to Tibebe, one of the women with whom I 

developed the closest relationships while there, "Your blan33 (White, foreigner) is in the 

                                                 
33 The postcolonial racial order in Haiti has startling similarities to postcolonial African and Afro-diasporic 

locations elsewhere. Terms that refer to White people or foreigners in these multiple contexts evoke similar 

understandings about privilege. Regarding racial structuration in Ghana, anthropologist Jemima Pierre 

writes, 

Whiteness has retained its undisputed, if contested, power of position…Whiteness 

continues to have currency in this nominally Black postcolonial African nation, revealing 

a clear discourse of race that is articulated through practices that both reflect global 

economic, political, and cultural hierarchies, and that reinforce White privilege on the 

local level. To explore the mutual constitution of Whiteness and the positions of White 
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area." He spotted a White woman with long dark hair in a private car ascend one of the 

main arteries. He is sharing information as well as issuing a challenge that Tibebe is not 

properly abreast of my comings and goings in Matisan. My practice of taking public 

transportation and greeting people along the way does not distinguish me from this other 

visitor. 

Since Mache Breya is such an important passage between the ti katye below and 

above, the evening presence of small children outside on its curved street up to Senkyèm 

Avni Bòlòs signals better times. Activities within small institutions in Breya or on the 

street make me feel more confident about the ti katye’s future. The Church of God in 

Breya hosts International Children’s Day—which requires multiple rehearsals on site for 

the child and youth performers—and occasional revivals—which draw women from 

beyond its immediate vicinity whose elation in worship and gathering is infectious. The 

Action Sociale des Jeunes de Martissant (ASJM, Martissant Youth Social Action) keeps 

a basketball hoop outside and conducts afternoon performances or events on the street 

itself. Male teenagers and boys demonstrate their breakdancing agility in matching 

                                                                                                                                                 
people in Ghana is to first distinguish between Whiteness—historically as ideology, 

trope, and cultural practice—and actual racialized White bodies…In other words, race (in 

this case, Whiteness) articulates with racialized-as-White bodies, all the while moving 

beyond such bodies and expressing itself in other representation of itself—such as 

culture, aesthetics, wealth, and so on.  (Pierre 2013, 72) 

This means that terms like blan are used to simultaneously signify White and/or foreigner. A person of 

color who is blan may have a sort of “honorary Whiteness;” that person’s ability to electively travel to 

Haiti indexes privilege, but his or her body is not racially marked and there are limits to the privilege they 

can access. A comparative racial formation analysis would further demonstrate, for example, the 

differences among Vietnamese nationals working for the telecommuncations company Natcom, Haitians of 

mixed racial background read as White, like former presidential candidate Charles Henry Baker, and 

African-Americans without Haitian descent visiting Haiti. Other Afro-diasporic subjects may be hailed as 

blan, but they are not read as White. Pierre’s further explanation of the Ghanaian term obruni clarifies that 

“honorary Whiteness” for a person of color reinforces the tantamount privilege of racially White people:  

A non-White can, at times, become an ‘honorary White’ if she possesses some of the 

cultural, political, and economic accoutrements of Whiteness. In this sense, it is easier to 

understand the popular Ghanaian critique of diaspora Blacks as those with “too much 

money” (see chapter 6), whereas the same critique is not made of  U.S. or European 

Whites, who presumably have the right to be rich. (Pierre 2013, 77) 
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fatigues: they coordinate themselves with the help of the forty-year-old directors of 

ASJM to practice and perform together. Since ASJM does not tolerate drinking among 

minors, many of the Church of God adherents who live nearby are relaxed; the 

performance reclaims the street from the police raids and the bandi without asserting 

another form of dominance. A structured activity to keep some of the young people from 

languishing for lack of other activities cultivates a different kind of space in the place of 

Breya. 

Ti katye southeast of avenue Martissant 7 and Breya share many characteristics, 

but residents emphasize distinctions among them in such a way that highlights how 

geography influences their experiences and how their neighbors' living conditions 

ameliorate or impinge upon their own. Residents near a church, bakery, other cultural and 

commercial gathering spot, even a private home that sells water out of its spigot, can 

conduct businesses out of their homes as they can count on the pedestrian traffic nearby. 

Residents of Riyèl Lafwa are especially vocal about the problem of their poorer neighbors 

using plastic bags to dispose of their waste for lack of latrines. The farther up Lasajès 

residents live, the earlier they curtail their activities in order to reach home before 

sundown, as their relative isolation from main routes and the street politics in their 

vicinity make travel at night dangerous. Residents who live on steeper slopes of Matisan 

anwo have to worry about the rains washing away the unstable limestone and foundations 

of their homes. 

 Those children and youth who can attend school leave their ti katye in two shifts, 

in the early morning and afternoon. Such an organizing of classes for minors in multiple 

shifts started in the 1980s when the school-age population outstripped the number of 

facilities in the capital (Joint 2006, 269). When pupils are returning from afternoon 

lessons in the early evening, I am encouraged to return home. EDH provides Matisan 
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with electricity only in the afternoon or the evening, if at all. When a transformer is 

downed from a surge of electricity or inclement weather, better-off residents have to 

coordinate a collection to pay the electrical company for its replacement. Neighbors with 

electricity busily take advantage of the evening as a time for running blenders or the 

occasional electric iron, doing other chores while watching television, or using the fan to 

deter some of the mosquitoes. When a ti katye enjoys electricity, neighbors without 

electricity or small appliances in their home can still reap the benefits of the area with 

electricity by reading through streetlight—or one of the bulbs on the outside of a nearby 

building—or visiting friends with better amenities. Areas shrouded in darkness operate 

far differently. Girls cannot run quick errands for their family for fear of assault; women 

street vendors cannot try to make up for a slow day by extending their hours of work 

because pedestrians are not circulating around. 

On one of the rare nights when I am in Matisan after 9pm, I am delivering all of 

the graduation invitations I had printed up for our community computer class to Man Sè, 

a second-generation Matisan resident who owns her home. The motorcycle taxi driver I 

enlist for the trip takes me straight to her home on a more direct route than I usually take; 

public transportation is not running often enough at that hour, and I know that Man Sè 

does not want me to walk the less than half a mile where I usually disembark from piblik 

to her house. Man Sè rises early in the mornings but rarely goes to sleep early when there 

is electricity. She is host to different friends who came by for a chat and enjoys some 

down time with her family by the television. Man Sè's home is one of the few hubs of 

activity at that hour, and she keeps the sounds emanating from her home at a level 

respectful to her neighbors who are trying to sleep. There are some vendors of non-

perishable chicken bouillon, cigarettes, candy, and other sundries on the corners with 

hand-fabricated oil lamps. Their activity pales in comparison to the grilled meat stands, 
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blended juice vendors equipped with car batteries, and other street businesses open in 

downtown and other small centers for night-time street food in the metropolitan area. 

I have been told on many occasions that Matisan used to host ti sourit (little 

mouse) block parties at night, and street-side businesses stayed open all the way from 

downtown to Matisan along the seaside highway. When I try to pinpoint the era in which 

these times took place, it seems ever distant, perhaps sometime during the Duvalier era 

on occasions when local makout allowed for such activities to take place or extended 

their largesse and contributed their patronage. A couple who are friends of mine 

remember when the husband, then boyfriend, was courting his wife in the early 1990s 

after the fall of Duvalier. He took her to Carnival downtown as she had requested and 

against his better judgment. As they were walking back to their ti katye Riyèl Lafwa, a 

bandi leader recognized him as a classmate from primary school. The leader shouted to 

members of his group, "Baz! Baz!" (Base, base) to signal that the couple included a friend 

of his and was therefore eligible for their protection.34 They were accorded safe passage. 

By 2008 and 2009, it seemed that such outings were rare, especially for young people on 

foot. Few residents of Matisan would dispose of their money on fare for the motorcycle 

taxis that ran at night after public transportation stopped, and motorcycle taxi drivers 

were hesitant to transport such passengers back to Matisan. The safest option would be to 

be driven back in someone’s private car; the driver would have to be bold to maneuver 

                                                 
34 Baz evokes a number of meanings, from a social class of the poor to a grassroots character of an 

organization or militant stance of an armed group claiming authority over a neighborhood. I heard baz used 

by Leftist middle-class men a way to greet boys or young man who made their living on the streets, 

cleaning car windshields or selling candy. Baz conveyed respect and solidarity, like the similarly equalizing 

term sitwayen (citizen) that I heard used in the street among unacquainted parties instead of the common 

msye (mister) or madanm (missus). Small Arms Survey researchers Helen Moestue and Robert Muggah 

describe the baz as an "informal network/group with some informal micro-political authority over territory" 

(Moestue and Muggah 2009, 51). Chelsey Kivland addresses the "semantic complexity" of the term as she 

describes it as a word that originated with the ecclesiastical base communities inspired by liberation 

community and that is now used by armed urban groups (Kivland 2012c, 6, 85-100). 
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through police checkpoints and unlit streets and a very good friend to take on these risks. 

Young people, especially young women, more often confine themselves to night-time 

entertainment much closer to home. 

HISTORY OF THE POPULAR NEIGHBORHOODS FROM AUTHORITARIANISM TO 

REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY 

The everyday dynamics of places like Matisan reveal much about popular class 

sociality, extended family networks, and place-based communitarianism. They also 

demonstrate the effects of the decline of Haiti’s agricultural economy, a fragile State 

beholden to international donors, and the vicissitudes of the global economy. In this 

historical overview, I provide the context necessary to elaborate one of my main 

arguments, that neoliberal policies and foreign intervention in Haiti has privatized the 

State and public interest and promoted the role of intermediaries in development and 

political advocacy for women and the poor majority. I revisit this argument in chapter 

five through the examination of development projects in Matisan in 2008 and 2009. Here 

I address the legacies of Duvalierist rule and puzzling similarities in the conditions of the 

neighborhoods from authoritarian rule to contemporary “democratic” disordered 

governance. 

Rural Exodus and Quasi-Privatization of Public Lands and Services during the 

Duvalier Era 

Matisan is a place where residents try to make a living and a life, a collection of 

popular neighborhoods (katye popilè) as they are called by residents and sympathizers. 

The popular neighborhood is a prevailing form of urban space throughout the Port-au-

Prince metropolitan area and is a more positive term than "slum" or the French bidonville 

(tin town). The term better connotes the structure and order to the space, activities, and 

society in the neighborhood itself, though it can be used with almost as much derision as 
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other labels. Matisan meets the United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-

HABITAT) in that its households cannot provide at least one of the following basic living 

characteristics: “access to improved drinking water source; access to improved sanitation 

facilities; durability of housing; sufficient living area; security of tenure” (United Nations 

Human Settlements Programme 2015). I found that Matisan, Bèlè, and Site Solèy are 

often discussed together in the press and reports about urban decay and violence in Port-

au-Prince, but 76% of urban Haitians live in “slums” which means that places like 

Matisan are more characteristic of Port-au-Prince overall, at least before the earthquake 

of January 12, 2010 (Moreno, Oyeyinka, and Mboup 2008, 38).35 

Available information on Port-au-Prince’s “slum” areas and “informal 

settlements” indicate that households in places like Matisan suffer from lack of sanitation 

and sufficient living area. Most Latin American and Caribbean countries have nearly 

universal access to improved water and sanitation; the closest comparison in the region to 

Haiti with more than half of “slum” households suffering multiple shelter deprivations is 

Bolivia (Moreno et al. 2008, 103). Oddly enough, most urban dwellings in Haiti before 

                                                 
35 Twenty-three percent of Haiti’s population lives in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area and the 

predominance of the capital is even more dramatic when compared to other urban areas. Haiti’s total urban 

population is 4,656,175, which means that roughly 49% of its urban population lives in the Port-au-Prince 

metropolitan area. Other significant cities are Gonaïves (with a population of 228,725), Cap Haïtien 

(155,505), and Les Cayes (71, 236) (Institut Haïtien de Statistique et d'Informatique 2009). Port-au-Prince’s 

urban primacy—the concentration of the national urban population and the control of flows of capital, 

financial transactions, industrial production, and national revenue in one city—is considered on par with 

the figures of 50% or more urban primacy of Mogadishu, Somalia; Lomé, Togo; Phnom Penh, Cambodia; 

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia; Kuwait City, Kuwait; Panama City, Panama; and San Juan, Puerto Rico (Moreno 

et al. 2008, 26). Indeed, according to a Republic of Haiti 2003 publication, 90% of Haiti’s total investments 

and formal jobs are found in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area (Forsman 2009, 26). Latin America and 

the Caribbean together are 80% urbanized. Central America and the Caribbean show lower rates than the 

rest of the region and heterogeneity at the sub-regional level. In Central America, urbanization rates range 

from 49% in Guatemala to 74% in Panama. In the Caribbean, urbanization rates range from 14% in 

Trinidad and Tobago to 84% in the Bahamas. The average rate of urbanization in the Caribbean is 66%. In 

2009, Haiti was 48% urbanized, lower than its immediate neighbors, the Dominican Republic (70%), Cuba 

(76%), Jamaica (54%), and Puerto Rico (99%), but continuing to climb. Haiti was only 19% urbanized in 

the 1970s. (Saliez, Gerez, and Acosta 2012, 20, 52, Engelman, Kollodge, and United Nations Population 

Fund 2009, 87-90) 
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the earthquake were considered by UN-HABITAT to be “durable.” Durability is 

supposed to attest to both a permanent nature and protection against extreme climate 

conditions, but UN-HABITAT notes that it does not include location and adherence to 

building standards; only 10% of urban housing in Haiti was considered to be non-durable 

in reports before the earthquake (Moreno and Warah 2006, vi, 66). This value speaks 

more to prevalence of concrete floors and use of cinderblock rather than the safety of the 

structures themselves. The number reflects the fact that wood fell out of favor in the last 

seventy years because of its decreasing availability and the ability of concrete to 

withstand tropical storms and hurricanes. Stories of homeowner-residents of Matisan give 

an additional dimension to this figure as second generation Port-au-Prince residents speak 

of transforming the first wooden structures on the property into cinder block ones. 

Indeed, many poor inhabitants in Port-au-Prince construct their homes with cinder 

blocks, corrugated iron sheets, and concrete flooring (Forsman 2009, 34). The number of 

90% “durable” housing is a testament to Port-au-Princians treating “slums” and “informal 

settlements” as permanent homes.  

The attempt to make homes in Matisan permanent happens despite the fact that 

most residents lack title to their land, have little recourse to protect their claim to live 

there, and may be living in precarious locations like ravines, gullies, or flood-prone areas. 

Sixty to seventy percent of Port-au-Prince homes are rentals (Saliez, Gerez, and Acosta 

2012, 128). One form of rent is the lease of either state-owned or privately held non-

agricultural land; the lease-holder technically owns any structure he or she builds there.36 

In this form of rental, the tenant makes a considerable investment in the property and 

suffers all the consequences of the property’s precarious location, as the landlord has 

                                                 
36 Some English-language reports on housing in Haiti refer to this type of leasing with the Haitian Creole 

anfèmay (annual or semi-annual rent) or the French affermage (leasing [proprietor]; renting [tenant]) in 

order to distinguish it from other arrangements (Forsman 2009).  
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little to do with the upkeep of the property. Whether leasing property and living in their 

own home or renting a unit built and owned by the landlord of the property, many renters 

have to pay the landlord in semi-annual or annual payments. This larger amount of 

capital necessary for renting excludes many from entering the housing market, especially 

younger tenants who aspire to establish their own households with their young children 

and new partners. Tenants may also be paying false owners or state representatives, 

inhabiting an illegal sub-division, or subleasing without permission from the owner. They 

may be delinquent in their rent or squatting on the land. Landowners who have obtained 

their land legally have to navigate a complicated bureaucratic process to obtain 

documentation and have difficulty in adhering to building, planning, subdivision, and 

other regulatory laws. Oftentimes, the seller does not comply with tax regulations. The 

Haitian State conducted very few forced evictions in the ten years preceding my main 

field research period, as it rarely enforced the law, especially in areas deemed “informal,” 

that is, the unplanned or illegally occupied places that amount to the 20% of the surface 

area of Port-au-Prince where 80% if the population lives (Forsman 2009, 32-34, Saliez, 

Gerez, and Acosta 2012, 128).37 

According to urban researchers, the bidonvilisation (slummification) of Port-au-

Prince was well established by 1980, if not earlier (Goulet 2006, 60). Between 1950 and 

1971, rural to urban migration accounted for 59% of the growth of Port-au-Prince, 

whereas only 8% of the growth was attributable to “natural population increase” among 

Port-au-Princians (Farmer 1992, 185). Cultivators suffered in an extractive fiscal and 

                                                 
37 During my field research period, the municipalities of Delmas and Pétionville were increasingly carrying 

out evictions of vendors in public spaces who did not have a new form of permit to sell. These evictions 

had not yet progressed to evictions of residential areas. In contrast, the municipality of Port-au-Prince was 

not implementing eviction campaigns. In principle, the mayor of Port-au-Prince can exert jurisdiction over 

mayors of other municipalities. I found little evidence of the mayor of Port-au-Prince exerting control or 

coordination.  
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marketing system (Trouillot 1994b) and faced mounting problems of deforestation and 

soil erosion. Arable land decreased by at least 60% over the same time period; in 1971, 

there remained less than 38% of arable hectares per person than that in 1950 (Maingot 

1986, 78). Before this significant surge of people into the capital, the Haitian State 

largely responded to insalubrity of settlements established by new arrivals from the 

countryside in the 1930s and 1940s by razing their homes and evicting them from the 

area (Goulet 2006, 58). Presidents Vincent (1930-1941), Estimé (1946-1950), and 

Magloire (1950-1956) commissioned some low-cost housing for the urban 

underprivileged and middle-class workers in the public sector, but it was not until 1958 

that large scale housing on behalf of rural migrants in Port-au-Prince was constructed. 

After less than a year in office President François Duvalier (1957-1971) 

inaugurated the construction of a housing project named after his wife, Cité Simone 

Duvalier No. 1 (Simone Duvalier Town No. 1) in a section of the area now known as Site 

Solèy. This area was meant for Duvalier-affiliated migrants who were living three 

kilometers (a little over half of a mile) south of the project in the burgeoning popular 

neighborhood of Lasalin next to the main marketplace of Kwadèbosal.38 Cité Simone had 

a new canal to provide a steady supply of fresh water into the neighborhood, electrical 

service, public latrines, a public school, and a medical dispensary. More than 346 

                                                 
38 When I would speak of Site Solèy’s origins or the reasons for the massive influx of rural migrants into 

Port-au-Prince with some long-term Port-au-Prince residents in their fifties and sixties who had been 

personally affected by political repression during the Duvalier era, they said that many of the rural migrants 

in popular neighborhoods were patronized by François Duvalier and brought into the city from the 

countryside so they could carry out large-scale pro-government demonstrations. Jean Goulet supports this 

claim in his doctoral dissertation which cites Arnoux Boucard’s 1958 study on the psychosocial impacts on 

the relocation of Lasalin residents to Cité Simone, first published as a student thesis at the State University 

of Haiti’s School of Ethnology (Goulet 2006, 59). I suggest that the original reason for the migrants’ 

residence in Lasalin is more multi-faceted, given the dire circumstances cultivators were facing at the time. 

The account that circulates about the pro-Duvalier demonstrators from the countryside may tell us more 

about how successful Duvalier was in securing networks of partisans and convincing the Haitian public of 

his long reach.  
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families were installed in the homes meant for 200 families. Soon the public latrines fell 

into disrepair. The construction and operation of a nearby industrial park depleted the 

water that was meant to supply the housing development. Some residents sublet their 

homes and returned to Lasalin. Duvalier commissioned another development to the west 

of Cité Simone, Cité des Trois Bébés (the Town of Three Babies), named in honor of his 

three children. Constructed between 1961 and 1967, this project suffered similar 

problems as its predecessor. Duvalier attempted to force inhabitants to leave Lasalin 

through ordering his paramilitaries to conduct arson there in 1967 and 1969; many of the 

survivors of the fires did indeed relocate to Cité des Trois Bébés.(Goulet 2006, 58-60) 

The early history of Site Solèy attests to the ways State action and neglect contributed to 

the growth of two types of popular neighborhoods: those constructed to address the 

problem of rural-urban migration and under the auspices of favoring new arrivals who 

pledged loyalty to the Duvalier regime and those which persisted because of their 

strategic locations to commercial areas which survived in spite of brutal episodes to 

displace residents. 

In popular neighborhoods on state-owned land, Duvalier was able to extend his 

authority through clientalism and networks of tonton makout. On state-owned land with 

infrastructure, he could grant ownership or rental priority to public enterprise workers, 

midlevel government employees, soldiers, tonton makout, and other political partisans. 

He could repeat the eviction practices of his predecessors—either through planned urban 

projects or his own strategy of arson—and provide the displaced inhabitants with first 

priority “privileges” to rent plots on state-owned land away from their original homes 

that did not have public services. The leasing of land alongside the building and 

maintenance of one’s own home constituted one of the main rental strategies at work in 

the burgeoning popular neighborhoods. Persons evicted through Duvalier’s housing 
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actions would not receive any compensation for damage to their old homes or for 

relocation. In practice, army personnel and tonton makout in charge of the relocation 

process claimed the first rights of rental—or as Simon Fass characterizes it, de facto 

ownership—and would in turn subdivide parcels in such a way that most favored their 

closest associates. Those displaced families outside of the makout’s or soldier’s network 

would have to rent land or homes from the “owner’s” beneficiaries. (Fass 1988, 214-215) 

At the same time, similar forms of political control developed over basic “public” 

municipal services like water and disproportionately affected the urban poor and popular 

neighborhoods. By the end of 1975 and four years after its creation, the municipal water 

system, CAMEP, had fallen into deep disrepair. Problems that could be attributed to wear 

and tear on pipes and poor planning around contamination and urban growth were 

compounded by vandalism and illegal connections. CAMEP maintenance workers or 

valve operators accepted payments to supply water to certain areas while denying it to 

others. Freestanding CAMEP pipes meant to supply free water to areas which did not 

have a running water supply to the buildings were often appropriated by makout or public 

officials who would charge residents for access. Many higher income residents paid 

CAMEP maintenance or private contractors to run illegal connections from main trunk 

lines to their homes. Of the 640,000 water-consuming residents estimated by Fass’s 1975 

study, 23.44% relied on legal and illegal connections into their homes, and 67.97% relied 

on what he termed “indirect sources:” 14.84% shared water with households that were 

connected to a running water supply, 6.25% procured water through broken pipes, and 

46.88% were consumers of some kind.39 They purchased water from the tanker-trucks 

                                                 
39 Fass emphasizes the commercialization of water through the consumers of tanker-truck water, private 

homes, and water vendors. Tonton makout could commandeer standing pipes either to drive residents to 

purchase from a commercial enterprise or to extract payment for the access to the standing pipe, but they 

did not have similar incentives to exert control over a broken pipe in order to extract payments. 
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that drew from the city’s 100 fire hydrants, the 2,000 connected households who sold 

water, or from women water porters. Some large scale vendors had CAMEP pipes 

vandalized in order to drive up the demand for their product. Fass emphasized the 

households in buildings with a running water supply—whether legal or illegal—were 

middle and upper income. The poor majority whom Fass named “ordinary citizens” were 

disproportionately reliant on sources of water which could fluctuate in price, availability, 

and quality. In 1975, “water distribution was not a public service in the narrow sense of 

the phrase, but rather a sizable private industry producing $3.78 million in value-added.” 

(Fass 1988, 172, 167-175) 

Hope in the Dictatorship’s Aftermath 

The practices set in motion on a grand scale during the Duvalier dictatorship did 

not remain uncontested, but they left enduring effects. “Public” entities like State land 

and water were never truly public during the Duvalier era and changing the structure of 

these resources was a Sisyphean task. Popular mobilizations wished to uproot the system 

of makout-ism, but without considerable resources on their side either through the State 

or foreign aid sector, they could only target low-ranking individuals emblematic of the 

system. After the restoration of the democratically elected government in 1994, many 

popular neighborhoods could better mobilize around housing, water, and food as basic 

rights. The most successful mobilizations were those around water and were made on a 

piecemeal basis. Water committees formed in some neighborhoods were able to pressure 

the government to build water kiosks that they would manage as a democratically 

representative body in the neighborhood (Beckett 2008, 319, Goulet 2006, 246-255). The 

Haitian State was able to respond with these small measures with the assistance of 

international NGOs.  
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As the city continued to grow and the municipality failed to implement watershed 

management and land use zoning, contamination rose, and CAMEP had to stop using 

some of its water sources. By 2009, 85% of the metropolitan population had access to 

water, and only 25% to 50% had access to improved water (Forsman 2009, 38). Fifteen 

percent of the population received water through pipes compared to the nearly 25% 

calculated by Fass’s study in the 1970s (Saliez, Gerez, and Acosta 2012, 81). 

Concomitantly, Port-au-Prince failed to develop major waste processing and implement a 

master plan for drainage. Recent pre-earthquake research for the community ward of 

Martissant revealed that the area produced 160 tons of solid waste a day. Twenty-five 

percent of this waste was collected by the municipality or private services. Half of the 

remaining waste would be burned and half would be dumped, largely to collect in rivers, 

streets, gullies, channels transporting waste and water, and the sea. Without a sewage 

system in place, most liquid waste flows from households and waste producing areas like 

marketplaces towards the bay, through recessed drainage canals, streets, and ditches 

(Forsman 2009, 38). 

Economic Liberalization in the 1980s Followed by Neoliberalism: Deepening 

Poverty, Greater Disparities, and a Weakened Elected Government 

Popular mobilizations could do little to address the main reasons rural inhabitants 

were becoming increasingly desperate and continued to arrive in the capital—thereby 

relying more on their urban family members to support them materially and contributing 

to the population pressure on the city when choosing migration. They faced ever-

worsening economic conditions set in motion by Jean-Claude Duvalier. Duvalier adopted 

a US-led international development and finance agency export-oriented development 

strategy crafted in 1981. He agreed to shift economic policy in favor of export processing 

industries and the production of cash crops for the international market. Export 
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processing industries experienced a short-lived expansion between 1970 and the early 

1980s and began to decline after 1984 (Dupuy 2005, 52).40 This phenomenon attracted 

new migrants while depleting government revenue. Jean-Claude Duvalier’s government 

subsidized the costs of public services and utilities used by the industry and did not tax 

imports deemed necessary for the assembly industry which relied on imported raw 

materials and other industrial inputs. To compensate for the loss of revenue from customs 

duties, the government increased market and consumer taxes, which disproportionately 

adversely affected cultivators and poor Haitians. 

Duvalier’s participation in the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI, 1983) further 

advanced the export-oriented strategy devised in 1981 by opening Haitian’s food markets 

to international products. Haiti increasingly relied on imports for food even as the 50% 

tariffs on food imports like rice buffered domestic agricultural production from some of 

the competition. Haitian rice was expensive to produce because of the low level of 

mechanization; the high cost of leasing land, fertilizer and related supplies, and transport; 

and an exploitative system of credit for farmers, distribution, and marketing. The average 

price of all foodstuffs doubled between 1975 and 1985. (Shamsie 2006, 39-41, Haiti 

Information Bureau 1995, Council on Hemispheric Affairs 2010) After Duvalier fell in 

1986, General Henri Namphy’s administration agreed to the first of two major structural 

readjustment packages—the second of which was to be introduced in 1994—which were 

meant to liberalize interest rates, reform banking and regulations to facilitate profit 

remittance, and lower some import quotas and tariffs (McGuigan 2006, 32). Namphy 

                                                 
40 Alex Dupuy summarizes, “The industry had at best a neutral effect on income distribution, but a 

negative effect on the balance of goods and services, since it encouraged more imports of consumer goods. 

At its height in the mid-1980s, the export processing industry employed no more than 7% of Haitian 

workers. Products from the industry were not used as inputs by other Haitian industries and were exported 

solely to the companies in the US with which the industry had contracts. This meant that the industry could 

not expand its production. Furthermore, most of the foreign investors’ profits were expatriated. (Dupuy 

2010, 16) 
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slashed many import tariffs, closed many state-owned industries, reduced the budget of 

the government agricultural agency located in Haiti’s primary rice-producing region, and 

opened Haiti’s ports to commercial activity (Council on Hemispheric Affairs 2010). All 

but seven agricultural products were free of import restrictions (Fritz-Krockow et al. 

2001, 42). The rice tariff remained in place, but could do little to offset the way 

subsidized US imports, items smuggled into Haiti, and food aid appropriated for profit 

(corn meal, beans, soy, oil) flooded the Haitian market (Haiti Information Bureau 1995, 

Dupuy 2005, 54). Haiti continued to be politically unstable and ruled by military officers 

and a short-term civilian president elected under dubious circumstances. After a brief 

success of provisional civilian rule and a democratic election and inauguration of 

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, military officers once again took control through a coup 

d’état in September 1991. Three years of military junta rule and a partially enforced trade 

embargo by the United States led to the closure of remaining apparel assembly plants, 

further crippled the domestic agricultural economy, and made smuggling more lucrative. 

With their factories closed, Haiti’s commercial elite looked to other forms of business in 

order to invest their money and play roles in upper management like financial services 

(e.g. wiring of remittances), grocery store chains that mainly sold imported products, and 

private telecommunications companies. These service sector businesses could flourish 

because Haitians who lived abroad depended on their existence to support family 

members in Haiti and remain in contact. Service and usage fees, especially in the 

telecommunications sector, could remain disproportionately high in relation to the 

average Haitian person’s income because public sector alternatives, like the state-run 

Teleco, could not meet demand and eventually became slated for privatization.41 Notably, 

                                                 
41 Teleco operated landline services out of residences, businesses, and centers where patrons could place 

calls for a fee. These centers closed down as their primary clients, the majority of Haitians who did not 

have landline service to their homes, could be more easily reached by their relatives abroad if they were 
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many of the businesses benefited from tax exemption through later “business-friendly” 

actions by the Haitian State or by the fact that they were subsidiaries of foreign firms.42  

The second structural readjustment program in 1994, a condition of US military 

and material assistance in returning democratically elected President Aristide to power 

and implemented in 1995, marked the ultimate demise of the remaining agricultural 

tariffs. Haiti’s economy became the most liberalized one in the Caribbean; whereas 

Haiti’s tariff on rice dropped from 50% to 3%, the average tariff for rice in the region 

remained 38% (McGuigan 2006, 7). Sugar tariffs dropped from 50% to 3%, maize from 

50% to 15%, wheat from 50% to 0%, and pork and chicken from 40% to 5% (McGuigan 

2006, 12). More than ten years later, the World Bank noted how Haitian farmers had yet 

to recover from liberal reforms, which were implemented swiftly and on a grand scale 

without measures to assist them through the transition (World Bank 2005, 16).  

                                                                                                                                                 
carrying a mobile phone. Initially, mobile phone users had to add credit to both receive and make a call. In 

2007, the telecommunications company Digicel—owned by an Irish national, incorporated in Bermuda, 

and headquartered in Jamaica—entered the Haitian market. Its promotional drive of free mobile phones to 

early subscribers and competitive pricing—relative to the other two providers at the time, Haïtel and 

Comcel/Voilá—spurred a change whereby mobile phone users in Haiti no longer had to pay for incoming 

calls. (Goggin and Hjorth 2014, 470 n5) 
42 The trajectory of telecommunications tells one part of this story. Digicel now nearly monopolizes the 

telecommunications market at more than 80% of subscribers.Voilá was purchased by Digicel in 2012. 

Haïtel went into receivership in 2013. The Vietnamese Ministry of Defense-run Viettel purchased a 60% 

share in Teleco in 2010 and launched mobile services the following year. It is unlikely that the Haiti-based 

telecommunications firms of Haïtel and Voilá generated much tax revenue for the Haitian State: the former 

company continues to be investigated for tax fraud and its alleged preferential treatment during President 

Aristide’s second administration (2001-2004). Digicel, with its incorporation in Bermuda, is even less 

encumbered by taxes. (Goggin and Hjorth 2014, 470 n5) In another important example, the interim 

government of President Boniface Alexandre and Prime Minister Gerard Latortue (2004-2006) granted a 

three-year tax exemption for all foreign businesses that invested in Haiti (Library of Congress Federal 

Research Division 2006, 15). This tax exemption was also nicknamed by some of my contacts as the 

Delimart exemption, as the exemption was extended to large importers (Schuller 2008) and one of 

President Aristide’s main opponents, Dr. Reginald Boulos, did not have to pay taxes for his chain of 

supermarkets. 
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In March 2010 at a Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on global health, 

Bill Clinton spoke of his particular feeling of culpability in the demise of Haiti’s 

domestic rice production and agricultural self-sufficiency. 

Since 1981, the United States has followed a policy, until the last year or 

so when we started rethinking it, that we rich countries that produce a lot 

of food should sell it to poor countries and relieve them of the burden of 

producing their own food, so, thank goodness, they can leap directly into 

the industrial era... It has not worked. It may have been good for some of 

my farmers in Arkansas, but it has not worked. It was a mistake. It was a 

mistake that I was a party to. I am not pointing the finger at anybody. I did 

that. I had to live everyday with the consequences of the loss of capacity 

to produce a rice crop in Haiti to feed those people because of what I did; 

nobody else. (United States Congress Senate Committee on Foreign 

Relations 2010) 

This critique was not new for the former president. Clinton had sharply criticized long-

term practices around food-aid and neoliberal policies around agriculture and two years 

before at the United Nations World Food Day event. Instead of transporting food 

produced by the donor nations themselves to nations in peril, donor countries needed to 

follow Canada’s example of giving a large portion of food aid in food grown closest to 

the recipient country. Essentially, the US was tying its food aid to US producers. “Food is 

not a commodity like others,” he further emphasized, 

We need the World Bank, the IMF, all the big foundations, and all the 

governments to admit that, for 30 years, we all blew it, including me when 

I was President. We were wrong to believe that food was like some other 

product in international trade, and we all have to go back to a more 

responsible and sustainable form of agriculture. (Food and Agricultural 

Organization of the United Nations Media Office 2008) 

The demise of Haitian agricultural products and the greater importation and cost 

of food are emblematic of the trajectory of other markets once operative in Haiti. Most 

local products became more expensive to produce, were replaced by cheaper imported 

alternatives, or were phased out of circulation as Haitians’ purchasing power fell. The 
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artisanal sector declined when raw materials such as cotton were no longer locally 

produced and refurbished US castoffs, like used clothing and rebuilt mattresses, entered 

the Haitian market. Indeed, the period of 1981 to 1994 is described as one of economic 

crisis followed by a period of relative growth until 2000, when the crisis resumed (United 

Nations Development Programme 2004, 56). Economic liberalization in the 1980s and 

the neoliberal policies that followed worsened poverty and increased the disparity of 

wealth: 

In 1976, three quarters of the population lived in absolute poverty, while 

about 5% appropriated more than half of the national income. By 2007, 

the richest 10% appropriated 47% of national income, and 2% controlled 

26% of the nation’s wealth. By contrast, the poorest 20% received 1.1% of 

the national income; 76% of the population lived on less than $2 a day, 

and more than half lived on less than $1 a day. (Dupuy 2010, 17-18) 

Paradoxically, as Haitians have been able to vote for more of their State officials, 

the Haitian State has become weaker and less able to address basic problems in the 

national economy and infrastructure. Notably, Dupuy’s analysis of the greater 

impoverishment and disparity as a result of liberalizing economic reform and 

neoliberalism include the years of interim rule after the second ousting of democratically 

elected President Aristide in 2004. As researched extensively by Mark Schuller, the 

interim government from 2004 to 2006 “provided the finishing touches” on neoliberal 

agricultural measures enacted since the 1980s. In addition to promising further 

integration of Haiti into regional markets like the Free Trade Area of the Americas and 

better cooperation with privatization of remaining state industries, the interim 

government authorized a U.S. company to operate in Haiti and increase rice imports. It 

agreed to cooperate in more structural adjustment measures, such as further reductions in 

social spending. Forged in haste in the aftermath of Aristide’s ouster, the interim 

government’s economic governance plan “legitimated de facto World Bank and IMF 
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control over the country’s finances and planning… the overall plan keeps more power in 

the hands of international organizations to set priorities through control of state finances.” 

(Schuller 2012, 160-163) 

The political economic changes that eliminated most state industries and 

precluded any social welfare role for the Haitian State must be considered alongside the 

shift in foreign aid funds to the private sector. At the same time that liberal and neoliberal 

economic reforms were implemented, the Haitian State received decreasing percentages 

of international aid flowing into the country. The United States was an early proponent of 

assistance to the private sector in Haiti, providing mostly faith-based, US-headquartered 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) with funds and food for humanitarian and relief 

purposes during its suspension of official assistance to the Government of Haiti (1962-

1973) during François Duvalier’s regime and the first two years of Jean-Claude 

Duvalier’s rule. By 1980, the US made aid to the private sector an explicit component of 

foreign-aid policy.43 The implementation of the "New Policy Agenda" for bilateral and 

multilateral donors, especially after 1989, meant channeling funds through NGOs and 

grassroots organizations under the auspices of their alleged better economic efficiency 

and contributions to "good governance" over the public sector (Edwards and Hulme 

1996). Bilateral aid from the United States evolved to nearly bypass the Haitian State 

entirely. On January 26, 1996, the Dole Amendment was passed to restrict all but 

humanitarian funds to the Government of Haiti unless President Clinton certified that the 

                                                 
43 Simon M. Fass provides an important analysis of US funding of the private sector during this era (Fass 

1988, 20-26). The NGOs eligible to receive this US funding were those classified by USAID at the time as 

“private voluntary organizations” (PVOs). In search for a comprehensive definition of PVOs, I found a 

recent definition provided by USAID, PVOs are “tax-exempt, nonprofits that leverage their expertise and 

private funding to address development challenges abroad” (United States Agency for International 

Development 2015) that I surmise are similar to the definition in circulation from the 1960s to the 1980s. 

PVOs by their definition are either headquartered in the US or operate in more than one country other than 

their country of origin (United States Agency for International Development 2009b, a), in brief, non-

Haitian organizations. 
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Haitian government was conducting a thorough and professional investigation of a series 

of killings which Senator Dole claimed were political or extrajudicial murders. With the 

continuation of the restrictions in H.R. 3540 for the following fiscal year, the time frame 

of the killings was from October 1994 to June 1996, the beginning of Aristide’s 

reinstatement to the first four months of President Préval’s first term. At the heart of the 

matter were the Republican party’s longstanding opposition to Aristide—including the 

Chair of the Committee on Foreign Relations Senator Jesse Helms’ 1993 publicizing of a 

leaked Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) report about Aristide’s alleged mental illness 

and denouncing him as a “psychopath”—alongside prevailing claims among Aristide’s 

opposition in Haiti that he was ordering executions of opponents and would wield mob 

violence if his power was threatened;44 and Republican maneuvers to expose what they 

                                                 
44 I argue that the association of Aristide with mob violence stemmed from a refusal to acknowledge 

popular political subjectivity and an inflation of his control over the popular classes. The mass 

demonstrations that ushered Jean-Claude Duvalier out of power continued after his fall, albeit under threat 

of violence at the hands of the military controlled State from 1986 to 1990. Popular uprisings in the street 

were expressing long-held outrage at inequality, the system of makout-ism, and impunity in general. 

Aristide certainly galvanized these protesters as he rose to popularity and his opponents attributed their 

actions to his influence and personal appeal, rather than a coherent political position on the part of the 

participants. As part of their argument, detractors of Aristide point to a series of events and speeches that 

occurred in 1991: the January 6
th

 attempted coup against the provisional government and its aftermath and 

two highly publicized speeches by Aristide construed as alluding to necklacing on August 4
th

 and 

September 27
th

. Alex Dupuy, Americas Watch, and the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees and 

Caribbean Rights provide rich detail and an overview of some of the prevailing interpretations (Dupuy 

2007, 102-107, Americas Watch and National Coalition for Haitian Refugees and Caribbean Rights 1991). 

On the night of January 6, former head of the tonton makout Roger Lafontant attempted a coup against the 

government of provisional President Ertha Pascal-Trouillot, who was to facilitate the transition to 

democracy. Thousands of people took to the streets in protest, attacking Lafontant’s supporters and 

Duvalierists, including some Catholic Church properties. The pro-Duvalierist papal nuncio gave a homily 

electoral on January 1
st
, Haitian Independence Day that was interpreted as a call for action against the 

incoming government of Aristide. Radio Métropole reported that at least seven suspected Duvalier 

supporters were executed by necklacing (Hockstader 1991). Twelve hours after the coup was initiated and 

at the urging of the US and Venezuelan embassies, along with other international actors, the army moved to 

crush the coup. President Pascal-Trouillot had Lafontant arrested. Street violence and clashes among 

Aristide’s supporters, Duvalierists, the army and the police continued, precipitated by a rumored coup 

attempt later that month and the arson of Aristide’s orphanage on February 3
rd

 suspected to be at the hands 

of a makout. In all, fifty or so people were killed in the aftermath of the January 6
th

 coup attempt and the 

rumor of a coup on January 27
th

. Of political executions and attacks to uproot Duvalierists or protect 

Aristide, Americas Watch and the National Coalition for Haitian Refugees stated, 
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The Lafontant coup left many Haitians believing that only popular vigilance could keep the 

Aristide government in power. Given Haiti’s inexperience with democratic pluralism, many 

Aristide supporters were unable to distinguish lawful criticism of the president or his appointees 

from the destabilizing efforts of Tontons Macoutes or coup-plotting soldiers. They viewed the 

need for popular mobilization – including the threat of violence – as a necessary tool to deter 

further military or right-wing adventurism. (Americas Watch and National Coalition for Haitian 

Refugees and Caribbean Rights 1991, 20) 

Extrajudicial killing by crowds did not always take a political character during this tumultuous time, as 

victims believed to be common criminals were also executed by crowds. Nonetheless, once Aristide 

became head of state, blame for extrajudicial killings and intimidation of Aristide’s political opponents by 

crowds was often attributed to Aristide himself. Aristide was inaugurated on the fifth anniversary of Jean-

Claude Duvalier’s fall on February 7
th

. Twenty-five incidences of mob lynching took place from the time of 

Aristide’s inauguration through the end of August, compared to the seventy-five killings that occurred 

during the ten-month provisional government of Pascal-Trouillot (of which twenty-five killings took place 

outside of the context of January 1991). In a strange turn of events in April, Aristide had Pascal-Trouillot 

arrested on charges of complicity with the January 6
th

 coup attempt and then released her a day later under 

pressure from the US State Department. On the day of Lafontant’s sentencing and the anniversary of the 

annual tonton makout parade, two thousand people took to the streets in the town of St. Marc one hundred 

kilomters (sixty miles) away. Some protesters carried machetes, gasoline, and matches in support of 

dechoukaj (uprooting) vestiges of Duvalierism; two Duvalierist bandits were killed by crowds and twenty 

houses were burned. Less than a week later, on August 4
th

, at a large gathering of secondary school 

students, Aristide raised the notion that the threat of popular violence pressures the court system to 

prosecute perpetrators like Lafontant: 

When they spoke of fifteen years inside the courthouse, according to the law, outside the people 

began to clamor for Père Lebrun [necklacing], because the anger of the people began to rise a 

little. That’s why the verdict came out as a life sentence…The people, who respect the law, who 

uphold the Constitution, when they heard ‘life in prison’ they forgot their little matches, little 

gasoline and little Père Lebrun.” (Americas Watch and National Coalition for Haitian Refugees 

and Caribbean Rights 1991, 26) 

Another speech on September 27
th

 was interpreted by Aristide’s opponents and the State Department as an 

endorsement of mob violence: 

If you catch a thief, if you catch a false lavalasyen [referring to the pro-Aristide popular 

movement Lavalas]… if you catch someone who doesn’t deserve to be there, don’t neglect to give 

him what he deserves. 

Your tool is in your hand. Your instrument is in your hand. Your Constitution is in your hand. 

Don’t neglect to give him what he deserves. 

Your equipment is in your hand. Your trowel is in your hand. Your pencil is in your hand. Your 

Constitution is in your hand. Don’t neglect to give him what he deserves. 

Article 291 [of the 1987 Constitution, which bars from public office for ten years all torturers, 

‘zealous’ Duvalierists, and embezzlers of public funds] is always on our minds. It says: No 

makout, no makout! 

Don’t neglect to give him what he deserves. Three days and three nights you’re keeping watch in 

front of the National Penitentiary [location of Lafontant]…If someone escapes, don’t neglect to 

give him what he deserves. 

Throughout the four corners of the country, we are watching, we are praying, we are watching, we 

are praying; when we catch one of them, don’t neglect to give him what he deserves. 

What a beautiful tool! What a beautiful instrument! What a beautiful appliance! It’s beautiful, it’s 

beautiful, it’s pretty, it looks sharp! It’s fashionable, it smells good and wherever you go you want 

to smell it...(Americas Watch and National Coalition for Haitian Refugees and Caribbean Rights 

1991, 25-26, with author's emphasis and notations) 
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regarded as Clinton’s blunders in foreign policy, especially Haiti (Stotzky 1999, 191-197, 

Schuller 2012, 158).45 The investigations into the killings were never deemed adequate 

for direct funding to the Government of Haiti. Clinton was only successful in arguing for 

support to Haiti’s new police force in the interests of withdrawing troops from Haiti and 

US national security. With the Government of Haiti’s dependence on foreign aid at 65% 

of its operating budget and the US as one of the largest donors (Dupuy 2014, 108), the 

Dole Amendment dealt a serious blow to the fragile Haitian State. After its 

implementation in March of 1996, USAID channeled its money to Haiti exclusively 

through NGOs. The restrictions on USAID’s funding of the Haitian government were 

lifted after the end of Clinton’s administration as Republicans trusted that President Bush 

would institute a foreign policy to their liking; the practice of working with NGOs instead 

of the government continued (Schuller 2012, 158-159). Alongside these structural shifts 

                                                                                                                                                 
The “tool” metaphor of the Constitution skirted a fine line—a line too close for Aristide’s opponents, who 

remembered the speeches he made about class warfare as a militant priest-activist. Aristide inverted the 

popular saying, Konstitisyon se papye, bayonèt se fè (the Constitution is made of paper, the bayonet is 

made of steel), to point to the power of the Constitution akin to a weapon. The “smell” of the tool brought 

to mind the smell of burning tires commonly used in popular protest blockades—or to some, necklacing. 

These two speeches were disproportionately cited as evidence of Aristide’s alleged thinly-veiled agenda to 

turn his crowds on opponents and secure autocratic power. Detractors made much of the differences 

between his rhetorical style and play with Haitian Creole to popular crowds with the exchanges he had with 

the international community in English or French and the speeches he made in more formal venues. With 

the advent of democracy came a whole host of expectations that Aristide’s administration would transform 

the Haitian State. Prevailing human rights views spoke of a moral authority Aristide failed to exercise in 

response to the violent side of popular action: 

This does not mean that we hold President Aristide responsible for inciting the threats and 

intimidation used by his supporters or the lynchings that did take place. We have seen no evidence 

to suggest that Aristide ordered these apparently spontaneous actions. But Aristide deserves strong 

criticism for failing to use his extraordinary moral authority with the Haitian people to instruct 

them in forceful terms that such methods have no place in a democracy. In this sense, 

responsibility for the killings is properly placed with Aristide.(Americas Watch and National 

Coalition for Haitian Refugees and Caribbean Rights 1991, 7) 
45 The CIA obtained the most damaging allegations about Aristide from military officers leading the junta, 

like Lt. Col. Raoul Cédras and the head of the paramilitary wing of the junta, Emmanuel Constant, who 

was on the CIA payroll. It first issued its profile on Aristide in 1991 and reissued it in 1993. Journalists 

from the New York Times and Miami Herald investigated the unlikely veracity of the profile and between 

the CIA and the military junta. For a list of sources on the matter, see Stozsky’s footnote (Stotzky 1999, 

242-244 n38,39). 
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in foreign aid policy to favor the non-governmental sector over the Haitian State was 

parliamentary deadlock under Préval in 1999 and an economic embargo from the fall of 

2000 through Aristide’s second ouster which effectively starved the Haitian government 

of funds.46 

Over my research period I came to think of Haiti as a nation targeted by the 

Global North and emerging industrial economies to dump their sub-standard products. In 

their eyes, I imagined, Haiti was a country of consumers they could depend upon for their 

sheer volume and the remittances their family members sent to them. The dirth of locally 

produced items was even more shocking when I recalled of my earliest memories of 

Haiti. When I lived in Haiti as a child from 1983 to 1985, our home was furnished with 

locally made furniture and linens produced from Haitian cotton. We rarely ate any 

imported food and used locally-produced basic industrial goods, like our cleaning 

products.47 In the late 2000s, at the grocery store nearest to my home where I purchased 

any processed food items I needed, imports from the United States, France, and Latin 

American nations overwhelmed local brands like Famosa, the juice and tomato 

processing company, and Tampico, the sickly sweet drink whose empty plastic bottles 

clogged the waterways. With an eye to the limited budget of its customers, the proprietors 

would break up items originally in larger packets and retail them like onesies; I would 

buy small packages of dried milk labelled “not for resale.” My landlord purchased eggs 

there, packed in styrofoam boxes emblazoned the name of a company in Miami and 

                                                 
46 The parliamentary deadlock and 2000-2004 economic embargo is discussed in detail in chapter three. 
47 This was occurring at the height of Jean-Claude Duvalier’s misappropriation of public funds for personal 

enrichment. In spite of government neglect and a tax structure that impaired local agriculture, these 

products were still available. A closer examination of each product reveals a story of how the legacy of 

Duvalierism and post-Duvalier upheaval alongside neoliberal reform crippled local production. Whereas 

my mother could drive to the mountains to purchase local milk in the 1980s, I was warned against 

consuming milk in that same region by the late 2000s since most of the cows had tuberculosis and the 

limited supply of local milk was not safe. 
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missing an expiration date. Mold grew on the inner shells, and until I connected with a 

local farming project that supplied eggs, I patronized an egg vendor who stationed herself 

around the corner from the store many afternoons and evenings a week. She travelled 

from her home in the border town of Malpasse where she purchased Dominican eggs 

smuggled over from Jimaní. 

My landlord and I often joked about his asking for guarantees when he bought 

manufactured products at the marketplace. The appliance stores in Delmas and 

Pétionville charged too much for his frugal budget so he patronized small businesses in 

central city where handymen shopped. He avoided locations known for selling stolen 

goods, like the area near the Basilique Notre-Dame (Cathedral of Our Lady), and opted 

for the sprawling marketplaces and street-side vendors. He had to return multiple times to 

the hardware section of the marketplace Mache Salomon for a doorknob that would work 

properly and did without a generator after he could not fix the one he purchased with an 

unfamiliar South Korean brand name. The state of affairs was no more the result of a 

conspiracy any more than the grocery store proprietors, egg vendor, and retailer at Mache 

Salomon were pa patriyot (unpatriotic), but it was difficult to witness. A consequence of 

years of converging forces, it reproduced itself as the grocery store proprietors, egg 

vendor, and retailer at Mache Salomon tried to make a living. Even the Haitian diaspora 

was swept into its dynamic as retirees travelled in between their homes in the US and 

Haiti to establish pèpè businesses; one permanent resident whom I helped with his arrival 

form to the U.S. wished to keep the reason for his visit to Haiti as “pleasure” as he 

worried that the American and Haitian governments would levy taxes on the second-hand 

clothing he had refurbished at a warehouse in Miami for import through his hometown, 

the port city of Port-de-Paix. 
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Matisan is not an easy place, but residents who have deep enough roots and wide 

enough support networks can make their homes there if they wish. The poorest of 

residents, renters in ti katye that are most environmentally fragile and exposed to street 

politics, are not attached to the place of Matisan. They move among employers, friends or 

relatives' homes, or other marginal areas of other popular neighborhoods throughout Port-

au-Prince as they seek better circumstances. Some residents aspire to a social mobility 

unencumbered by extended family demands and move as nuclear family units out of 

Matisan further west to the municipality of Carrefour, an administrative unit independent 

of Port-au-Prince. Other like-minded heads of household whose work in downtown 

prohibits long commutes use their ingenuity to find housing in the central city part of 

Port-au-Prince and limit their return visits to Matisan. Still others emigrate abroad, 

mainly by joining family members who are legal residents in the Global North or more 

recently industrialized countries in South America. It is so difficult for a Haitian person 

without assets and a regular job to obtain a tourist visa that accounts of Matisan residents' 

overstaying tourist visas as a means to immigrate into another country are extremely rare. 

US Coast Guard interdictions and the danger and cost inherent in a voyage by skiff deter 

all but the most desperate from fleeing Haiti by sea; I hear anecdotes of people who 

considered taking the risk but only went as far as finding a smuggler before abandoning 

the plan. The Matisan residents with whom I am acquainted who leave the country during 

my stay are minors who joined parents in the US through legal channels.48 During my 

research period, about 33,000-34,000 Haitians emigrated a year (United Nations 

                                                 
48 The adults I knew who had long been waiting for visas to join their legal resident and naturalized family 

members and spouses were able to leave after the 2010 earthquake. Those who are parents were able to 

bring all of their children with them. Some of these children who were minors at the time of their initial 

application were adults by the time they left Haiti. 
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Department of Economic and Social Affairs 2009)49 predominantly to the continental 

United States and Puerto Rico, Venezuela, and the Dominican Republic (United Nations 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs 2012)50. Having family members or 

compatriots in the host country and the promise of sending remittances home appear to 

influence the path of migration. According to the International Office of Migration, the 

countries with the highest percentage of the overall Haitian immigrant population are the 

United States (57.37%), the Dominican Republic (29.37%), Canada (7.76%), and France 

(4.43%) (International Organization for Migration 2012).51 Remittance research by the 

Inter-American Development Bank’s Multilateral Investment Fund (Inter-American 

Development Bank 2007) and the World Bank (World Bank 2013e, a, c) attests to the 

fact that the numbers of Haitians living in the Bahamas are undercounted by most official 

sources. Indeed, the highest percentages of remittances sent to Haiti originate in the US, 

                                                 
49 This number is my calculation for 2008 and 2009 from available estimates and average annual rate of 

change for 2005 and 2010.  
50 I list the countries of greatest Haitian immigration in order of higher to lower percentage with values 

available through the United Nations database (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs 

2012). In 2000 and 2010, the percentage of Haitian migrants who entered each country was 14.79% (2000) 

and 16.52% (2010) for the US and Puerto Rico; 12.52% (2000) and 13.15% (2010) for Venezuela; 12.68% 

(2000) and 12.61% (2010) for the Dominican Republic; 6.34% (2000) and 6.30% (2010) for Cuba; 2.92% 

(2000) and 2.43% (2010) for Canada; 4.11% (2000) and 2.33% (2010) for France; and 2.25% (2000) and 

1.98% (2010) for Switzerland. This information is gleaned from legal migration and so may undercount 

numbers for the Dominican Republic, Cuba, the Bahamas, and the Netherlands Antilles. Using the same 

dataset from the United Nations in combination with other sources, like remittances, the World Bank 

excludes Cuba from its list of top destination countries for Haitian immigrants, the United States, the 

Dominican Republic, Canada, France, the Bahamas, the Netherlands Antilles, Belgium, República 

Bolivariana de Venezuela, Switzerland, and the Netherlands (World Bank 2011, 133). 
51 Like the United Nations database, these percentages are from legal migration and likely undercount 

Haitian immigrant populations in Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and other Caribbean countries. Receiving 

country-specific studies provide more information about the Haitian immigrant presence and their ability to 

naturalize relative to other immigrant groups; certainly the highest percentage of immigrants who are 

Haitian is in the Dominican Republic, where 64% of “foreigners” are Haitian (Saliez, Gerez, and Acosta 

2012, 24). Note that these percentages are not calculated in relation to the host countries’ overall 

population. The numbers of Haitian immigrants in Venezuela have not caught up to other countries even 

though it has had a more welcoming immigration policy relative to other countries since 2000. 
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Dominican Republic, Canada, France, and the Bahamas.52 During my research period, 

remittances constituted 15.4% of Haiti’s gross domestic product (GDP). 

Street and National Politics during Research Period 

When I conducted additional preliminary fieldwork for my doctorate in the 

summer of 2006 after a short two-week visit in March, Matisan was reeling from intense 

fighting between rival armed groups and a selective application of police force that 

reflected the post-Aristide politics enacted during the interim government (March 2004-

May 2006) and the lack of resources and training suffered by the Police National d'Haïti 

(PNH, Haitian National Police). Following President Jean-Bertrand Aristide's ouster on 

February 29, 2004, the equilibrium shifted among armed groups in the popular 

neighborhoods who had enjoyed some State patronage during Aristide's administration 

and who had received material support from organized crime or strongly anti-Aristide 

sectors, like the officers of the defunct Forces Armées Nationales d'Haïti (FAdH, 

National Armed Services of Haiti) disbanded in 1995, members of the former 

paramilitary Front Révolutionnaire pour L'Avancement et le Progrès Haïtien (FRAPH, 

Revolutionary Front for Haitian Advancement and Progress, 1991-1994), and Aristide's 

political rivals in opposition parties and the private sector. State patrons and armed 

groups lost power or changed camps to ally themselves with the new interim 

administration or anti-Aristide factions. The interim administration integrated 540 

members of the armed opposition to Aristide into the PNH and channeled its anti-gang 

                                                 
52 The percentage of remittances sent during the time period from 2010 to 2012 are 67% for the US, 15.8-

15.9% for the Dominican Republic, 8.0% for Canada, 4.4% for France, and 1.8% for the Bahamas. Less 

than 0.25% of remittances were received from the Netherlands and the Netherlands Antilles combined, 

Belgium, Switzerland, and Venezuela, in decreasing order. These figures are calculated from the World 

Bank database (World Bank 2013e, a, c).  
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activities and political repression against areas and people still affiliated with Aristide. 

New, or previously marginal, armed groups emerged in the chaos. 

Armed urban groups in Haiti with mobile allegiances to outside patrons had 

emerged after the fall of Jean-Claude Duvalier in 1986 with the dissolution of the Milice 

de Volontaires de la Sécurité Nationale (MVSN or VSN, the Militia of National Security 

Volunteers, 1956-1986), popularly known as the tonton makout (uncle gunnysacks). 

Armed groups ranged from small, neighborhood-based civilian defense associations and 

petty criminals to gangs implicated in organized crime.53 Street politics-related violence 

in the popular neighborhoods rose and fell in tandem with political tensions in Haiti. 

After the Haitian government was cut off from most development-related aid in 2000 and 

had to renege on promised public sector and social welfare programming, dissension 

spread within the ruling party, urban armed groups allied with anti-Aristide patrons were 

emboldened to assert dominance and former military and FRAPH emerged from 

clandestineness and openly exercised authority in rural outposts. Violence increased even 

more after Aristide's ouster. Street violence abated in the period leading up to the first 

elections to take place after February 29, 2004, on February 7, 2006, and I was able to 

benefit from the relative quiet of the streets during a spring visit in March well after the 

election results were published. However, the social and political causes of violence in 

the popular neighborhoods were not remedied by the election of a president widely 

favored by poor urban constituents. Rather, the situation of armed group violence in Port-

au-Prince did not improve until 2007, as human rights reports of violence and residents 

                                                 
53 The transshipment of drugs through Haiti grew throughout the 1990s as did related crime, like 

kidnapping rings and weapons trafficking; once closely tied to State actors during the 1991-1994 military 

junta, organized crime leaders had a more ambivalent relationship with the Haitian State after its return to 

civilian rule, limited in their influence of State actors as junta personnel were purged from the government 

and having to find new clients who could run for political office or insinuate themselves in the new PNH. 
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attested.54 Matisan in particular suffered more armed group violence in its upper reaches 

than below, and the part of Matisan where I spent most of my time below the rue des 

Dalles dividing line had received internal refugees displaced by massacres and the 

destruction of homes above. (Muggah 2012, Kovats-Bernat 2006a, Peirce 2007) 

By the time I returned to Haiti in early 2008, street violence occurred with much 

less frequency and severity. Even with soaring costs of living, a series of hurricanes and 

tropical storms in the summer of 2008 and blowback from the global recession, Matisan 

experienced a relative period of stability compared to the upheavals of 2004 and 2005 

and the earthquake of January 12, 2010. Hope seemed to be on the horizon by 2009, at 

least for many of the community organizers and activists that I knew. A different set of 

challenges was being faced by Matisan residents as aid groups considered the area 

"pacified" enough to warrant their interventions. I lived in Port-au-Prince until I was 

evacuated on January 15, 2010, a few days after the earthquake. 

I considered my research period to be representative of the protracted crisis the 

majority of Haitians have been navigating during the "democratic transition" period since 

the fall of Jean-Claude Duvalier and the neoliberalization of Haiti and development aid. It 

was easier to see that the violence of everyday life was primarily structural, as armed 

group conflict and criminalized violence like kidnappings had greatly diminished from 

previous years. I borrow the term "protracted crisis" from Michel-Rolph Trouillot, who 

used it to describe the Duvalier years (1956-1986). Trouillot analyzes the Duvalier years 

as an outcome of the way economic surplus was extracted from the peasantry to profit the 

import-export bourgeoisie and foreign nationals who dominated the market and of the 

institution of authoritarian, centralized political models (Trouillot 1990). I use the term to 

                                                 
54 UN pacification schemes oftentimes pushed armed group leaders to other districts. Bandi formerly based 

in Site Solèy were rumored to have become involved in street politics in Matisan after they had been pushed 

out of their previous areas of operation. 
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acknowledge the legacy of the Duvalier years, the disjuncture between the Haitian State 

and civil society—itself a product of a long-term process since the nineteenth century and 

exacerbated by the first U.S. Occupation (1915-1934)—and developments from waves of 

social mobilization and changes in political economy in the thirty years since. The term 

"democratic transition" used to describe the years from 1986 to the present 

conceptualizes Haiti's principle challenges as that of free and fair elections, good 

governance, rule of law, and security. The term "democratic transition" implies an 

eventual consolidation of universal standards based on models from the Global North; 

alongside other poor, non-industrial nations, Haiti is placed on an evolutionary ladder. I 

emphasize protracted crisis because Haiti suffers from the legacies of environmental 

degradation started a hundred years ago and Duvalierist kleptocracy and centralized rule; 

and the effects of (neo) liberalizing macroeconomic policies and “New Policy Agenda” 

international aid. I will address the particulars of these effects and their articulation with 

modes of survival and politics among local women activists in Matisan in the coming 

chapters. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

This introduction takes stock of life for women in Matisan and other popular 

neighborhoods in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area in the late 2000s: the geography of 

Matisan; how space is conceptualized for habitation, community, and making a living; 

and the nature of the Haitian State to its poor urban constituency. The introduction 

broaches the first among the six main arguments of the dissertation, addressing some of 

literature that more directly studies the Haitian State, states in comparable locations, and 

the changing nature of international aid. 
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The chapters further elaborate the six arguments of the dissertation. The first 

chapter, “Telling a Life of Survival and Politics in the Popular Neighborhoods: Tibebe’s 

Biography” argues that life histories of poor Haitian women grassroots organizers reveal 

the greatest stakes the Haitian majority face, the daily labor of social movement activism, 

and a historical perspective on community interventions and politics in the late 2000s. I 

discuss the relationship of Tibebe’s biography to the genres of life history and testimonial 

literature of activists and ordinary women in Latin America and the African Diaspora. I 

address challenges around representation of subaltern experience and writing against the 

culture of poverty. Tibebe is an organic intellectual (Gramsci, Hoare, and Nowell-Smith 

1971, 3, 5-14) whose experiences and theorization of her experiences greatly inform this 

dissertation. Her understanding of micro-social hierarchies and the community roles 

considered appropriate to differently social positioned women in the popular 

neighborhoods inform the next chapter. 

The second chapter, “The Paradox of Social Distinctions among Women from the 

Same Place” addresses the challenges of poor urban Haitian women face in mobilizing 

around common causes. Poor urban Haitian women share many common concerns but 

inhabit a deeply hierarchical environment. Small social distinctions among women based 

on lived gender, class and color position like family background, education, work, and 

the ability to provide for their children coincide with what networks of support and 

influence they can mobilize for their survival and the role they imagine for themselves in 

the community. 

The third chapter, “The April 2008 uprisings against Lavi Chè: Popular Moral 

Economy and Political Subjectivity” further elaborates the relationship of the Haitian 

State to its poor urban constituency. A close reading of the discourses and actions of the 

uprisings reveal continuities between them and past protests against the Duvalier 
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dictatorship, liberalization of the economy, and imperialism. The Haitian State, media, 

and U.S. State Department responded by trying to delegitimize the protests and deny their 

political content. This chapter argues that the so-called “food riots” in southern Haiti and 

the capital expressed legitimate political grievances and were an attempt to assert a type 

of popular democratic relationship between the Haitian populace and the State. Some of 

the women in this study participated as sympathizers, and in so doing, revealed what 

elements of popular moral economy expressed in the uprisings most resonated with them, 

the type of communitas that the mass gathering provided, and the limitations of 

spontaneous popular protest to address their concerns. 

The fourth chapter, “Poor Women’s Social Mobilization in the Aftermath of the 

Uprisings: Strategic Mobility within Neighborhood-level Organizing and Leftist 

Coalitional Politics” argues that popular neighborhood women have little hand in how 

social movements develop structurally and politically. Having witnessed the rise and fall 

of various organizations, local women activists participate in multiple groups as a means 

to address their political concerns. This chapter investigates the strategic mobility of the 

women in my study in two types of mobilizations in the aftermath of April 2008 to 

channel popular insurgency and suffering into sustained political projects: a 

neighborhood association and a coalitional Leftist movement based on organized labor 

with middle-class Haitian feminist support. It describes certain factors that are essential 

for local activists’ greater involvement: strong and respectful personal relationships 

among participants in a movement, opportunities to showcase their skills in assembling 

and facilitating, and the practice of a mutually supportive, engaged, and often lively 

sociality. 

The fifth chapter, “Discontinuity, Intermediaries, and the Papye Tout Se Bon: 

Haitian State and Private Sector Development Projects in Matisan in 2008 and 2009” 
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picks up where the introduction ends to address the State and private actors present in 

Matisan and their role as intermediaries in various interventions staged in Matisan in the 

aftermath of the 2008 uprisings and the tropical storms and hurricanes of the summer of 

2008. Short-term development projects in Matisan under the auspices of the Haitian State 

and foreign aid organizations illustrated the porous line between the public and private 

domestic and international sectors in Haiti. These projects were structured according to 

donor understandings of crisis and need and measurable outcomes that were based more 

on passive, rather than active, beneficiary participation. At most, the projects inspired 

moments of much needed hope within the community and provided short-term 

employment to the middle-class Haitian professionals and the local contacts who 

facilitated the projects. At worst, they exacerbated rivalries and suspicion among popular 

neighborhood residents under different middle-class leadership, worsened tensions 

between older and younger residents, and reinforced the notion that nothing good could 

be done in Matisan. The projects also demonstrated a growing preference in providing 

fòmasyon (short-term trainings) over ankadreman (sustained support). Organized within 

impossibly short timelines, uncoordinated with other local projects to alleviate poverty, 

and in the absence of a long-term infrastructure program for the neighborhood, these 

projects exemplify the structural and institutional problems that pre-dated the 2010 

earthquake. 

The conclusion asserts that poor Haitian women grassroots organizers can 

measure the pulse of the communities in which they live and work, but their insights and 

ability to bring people together are underappreciated and underutilized. Well-acquainted 

with crises and the practice of improvisation, these women can identify the political 

priorities and basic needs of their peers and comment on the mechanisms best suited to 
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carry out interventions. Their knowledge and skills in the years before the earthquake are 

still important untapped potential resources in its aftermath. 
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Chapter One: Telling a Life of Survival and Politics in the Popular 

Neighborhoods: Tibebe’s Biography 

Tibebe Cajuste is the kind of person involved in a social movement at the 

grassroots level. In one sense, her story is interchangeable from the stories of many brave 

women who engage in social movements and do not receive recognition for their 

contribution. Unlike famous figures who galvanized large numbers of people— 

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela, Dr. Martin Luther King, 

Jr.—these women participate as they can, often in multiple organizations, as they have 

little hand in how organizations develop structurally and politically. We hear most about 

the stars of social movements and not enough about rank-and-file members of social 

movements and sympathizers who are just as important to making mobilizations mass 

mobilizations. It is a myth that social movements happen because of charismatic 

leadership; rather, leadership tends to articulate to the world what kind of work is being 

done at the grassroots level and, if successful, pushes the movement along and sutures 

different groups together. People like Tibebe form the infantry of social movements in 

Haiti. They are regular people being brave and taking special actions, women who are 

daring enough to take chances.  

The popular neighborhood branch of SOFA was one of the main venues through 

which Tibebe expressed her activism, as her relationship with the leaders of the 

organization lasted for more than twenty years and she maintained relationships with 

members who stayed after her ejection from the organization in July 2009. Tibebe is one 

of the earliest members of a group of market women and street vendors who made their 

living in Matisan and who joined Solidarite Fanm Ayisyèn (SOFA, Haitian Women's 

Solidarity) as a popular neighborhood branch member soon after its founding in 1988. 

She never resided in Matisan as she could only procure housing in a more remote area, 
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but knows the neighborhood intimately. Over the years, as SOFA's opportunities to 

engage in community development in Matisan ebbed and flowed, Tibebe became a more 

active organizer in Matisan on behalf of SOFA and beyond SOFA's network. She helped 

energize SOFA, the Matisan neighborhood association COB 5, victim support groups, 

and popular political meetings with her poetry and storytelling, and visiting neighbors if 

they were sick or if they needed news or general encouragement. 

Her story tells us about the kind of community that poor urban Haitian women 

community organizers serve for one another and the kind of challenges and hurdles they 

encounter along the way. They both enjoy camaraderie among similarly situated women 

and navigate the interpersonal rivalries and tensions intrinsic to living in a difficult 

environment. They have to attract outside support in order to survive and participate in an 

activist role in the community. The task of pleasing middle-class activist allies, foreign 

sympathizers, and donors in order to maintain these relationships is taxing and 

exacerbates competition among them. Their work is satisfying on many levels but they 

are often disappointed in the results of their efforts. 

I sat for a few hours one night with Tibebe to conduct a household survey with 

her and collect more of her life history. I had conducted the same survey with other 

women who lived in Matisan in order to summarize the daily conditions poor women 

face in surviving, making a living, and raising their children and other dependents. I 

wanted to find out which basic needs these women could address and what costs these 

women prioritized. I also wished to learn about their attachment to the place of Matisan: 

whether Matisan was a place they happened to live because of lack of vacancy elsewhere, 

a location that offered support through kinship or other networks, or a place of last resort 

from which they aspired to move. With closer contacts, I asked life history questions that 
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elicited information about their identifications, social and political beliefs, and 

participation in collective mobilizations in the neighborhood or in popular politics.  

We sat at the dining room table of the front of the house where Tibebe resided. 

The house belonged to her former employer, Georges Aschkar, an aging Syro-Lebanese 

Haitian father of a large family; he and one of his sons, an engineer, were both based in 

northern Haiti and let Tibebe and her daughters stay in two rooms of their five-room, 

single story, cinder block home without paying rent. The house was in disrepair and a 

state of suspended construction but had some of the accoutrements of better times, such 

as carved wooden doors, built-in wardrobes, and tile floors. It was situated in Fontamara, 

a formerly forested, seaside area that once served as a place of leisure and relaxation 

away from the capital's city center. With its front door only nine meters (thirty feet) from 

the national highway, the home was less of an escape from the city than a concrete 

refuge. Its surrounding corrugated fence was pressed towards the center by a six-meter 

(twenty-foot) wide drainage canal on one side, and its immediate neighbors included a 

single room mortuary, street vendor lean-tos, and newer makeshift homes in all spaces in-

between. Across the four-lane highway where there was once a small collection of 

shoreline businesses, a popular neighborhood grew on the landfill filling in the bay. 

The other heirs to the property objected to Tibebe's and her three daughters' 

presence in the house. Not long before this interview, in an attempt to quell the tension 

around having a non-relative and former housekeeper in the house, Georges agreed to 

have three of his young grand-nieces in their late teens and early twenties live there as 

well, so that they could attend school and find work in the capital. Tibebe cleaned up 

after the nieces in the beginning of the day, before anyone else rose, in order to avoid 

strife. Because of the precarity of this arrangement (and in order to avoid jealousy from 

more tenuously housed-peers), she did not have many visitors. It was a privilege to visit 
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with her on multiple occasions at the house. Only the best friends among her peers 

exercised the same opportunity. She understood that some people she has known for 

years would not recognize that her move to the house was a measure of last resort. She 

and her now-estranged husband Dieusibon55 François had had to abandon their home in 

the popular bayside neighborhood of Bizoton after a local strongman who laid claim to it 

as his own property sent a group of young men to drive them from out in 2005. 

TIBEBE’S LIFE HISTORY AND SOCIAL IDENTITY 

Family Origin and Education 

As she relates her life story, Tibebe reveals the different factors that shaped her 

own social identity. Two important factors that shape social identity include—but are not 

limited to—family origin and education. Family origin and education are important class-

like markers of social identity in the Caribbean alongside other markers of class status 

such as education, assets, income, and circumstances of employment. 

Tibebe is a former restavèk and was conceived during the repeated sexual assault 

of her late mother Hermancia Fleurwone by the late Judéus Cajuste, the son of the 

household who employed Hermancia as a live-in laundress. In 1953, Hermancia could 

not make it to the hospital in time and gave birth to Tibebe in the middle of the street. 

Hermancia realized that she was not able to support Tibebe and gave her to a woman who 

approached her in the open market and promised a place for her daughter. Tibebe soon 

became a child slave in the household of a makout milat family in Fontamara and never 

                                                 
55 Dieusibon is a common name in nations formerly colonized by the French throughout the African 

Diaspora with the literal translation of "God so good." The phrase "Dieu si bon" in French language prayer 

and sermons is a praise and expression of gratitude more aptly translated as "God in his goodness" or "God 

in his beneficence." I initially italicize Dieusibon's name as I do Haitian Creole language names like Tibebe 

(Little Baby) or Ti Sè (Little Sister) to make clear to the reader that there is a noteworthy additional 

meaning to the name. 
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attended school.56 Tibebe explained that her captors were phenotypically light-skinned 

but they did not have links to traditional light-skinned urban elites in Port-au-Prince 

proper or its wealthier suburbs. They came from the southern countryside57 and were 

farmers before moving to Fontamara. It was through their alliance to François Duvalier 

that they gained both symbolic and material privileges in addition to the property where 

they lived. 58 The compound adjective makout milat signified their attainment of status 

through political patronage rather than family wealth or enterprise.59 The household she 

served was comprised of a mother, father, child, and a dog that terrorized her. 

                                                 
56 Her first experience with a classroom was as a mother of two when she frequented the literacy classes 

hosted by SOFA in Matisan in the 1990s. 
57 Regional differences in phenotype are part of everyday discourse. Persons from southern Haiti and the 

area around Port-au-Prince are said to be “lighter” than persons who come from northern Haiti. Some of 

this understanding stems from the fact that a greater number of free mixed-race persons (afranchi) lived in 

southern St. Domingue during the colonial era and tensions between afranchi and formerly enslaved 

Haitian military leaders played out in regional contests for power. Leaders of afranchi resistance against 

Black rule often had White French fathers and African or mixed race Haitian mothers. Toussaint 

l’Ouverture was able to quell a rebellion led by a General Rigaud during the Haitian revolutionary war. 

Haiti had a period of split rule (1806-1820) after the death of Jean-Jacques Dessalines, when afranchi 

Alexandre Pétion ruled in the south while Henri Christophe ruled in the north. An additional retold story is 

that “Polish” troops that helped the forefathers of Haitian independence wage war against the French settled 

in southern Haiti after the end of the war and their light-skinned descendents populate the southern 

countryside. Contemporary regional differences in phenotype are “common sense” in Gramscian terms and 

are replicated in academic treatments of race and color in Haiti (Labelle 1978, Nicholls 1996). 
58 Through different conversations I had with long time Port-au-Princians and friends who grew up in 

Fontamara and searches on online Haitian diaspora forums about Fontamara neighborhood reunions, I 

learned of the notion that Fontamara was residence for a number prominent men allied with François 

Duvalier. I tried to find the mechanism through which this allocation happened, but learned only disparate 

details through diaporic networks, such as the fact that the Minister of Interior and National Defense Breton 

Nazaire (1973-1974) was one of the biggest landowners in the area and resold small parcels to residents 

who espoused Duvalierism. I would conjecture that during the Duvalier era, Fontamara attracted 

intellectuals, media directors, prominent educators, military leaders, and high-ranking civil servants and 

political appointees of different political orientations, but the ones who survived the dictatorship allied 

themselves with the regime. 
59 Milat means something different than the similar sounding and outdated English word “mulatto” would 

convey. The term milat is adiscursively potent color and class category. As Michel Rolph-Trouillot 

describes, color categories like milat “embrace characteristics that go beyond the perceived phenotype into 

the field of social relations. These can include income, social origin, level of formal education, customary 

behavior, ties of kinship or marriage.” (Trouillot 1994a, 149) The perception of color is always imbued 

with class and cultural characteristics; Micheline Labelle elicited details about various color categories 

from informants such as lighter skin tone, fairer eye and hair coloring, narrower noses, thinner lips, and 

“silky” hair that can grow longer in order to pinpoint distinctions and found out that color categories varied 

according to the class status, regional location, and self-ascribed phenotype of the informant. Milat as it is 
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Tibebe identifies the origin of her name in the talk about her in the neighborhood 

as she did work and ran errands outside the home, “Timoun, timoun, tibebe sa a, madanm 

bay l travay sa yo,” (This little child, this little child, this baby, [look at how] the lady 

gives her that work). Tibebe does not know at what age she escaped from the family 

whom she served—the memories are hazy and painful. It was only through her coming 

into contact years later with one of her biological father’s sisters that she found out her 

approximate age. Her paternal aunt gave her the birth certificate of a deceased half-sister 

born the same year. This birth certificate enables her to exist as a person in the State's 

eyes, and it is upon the basis of this birth certificate that she has obtained her national 

identification card and other necessary documentation. Her legal name, Marie Alina 

Cajuste, is thus the name of a ghost, and she prefers to be called Tibebe (little baby). 

Nicknames are extremely common and frequently used in Haiti. The name Tibebe 

captures the youthful enthusiasm she demonstrates when she tells a story, recites a poem 

she created, or rallies attendees at a meeting. It reflects the affection many people in 

Matisan have for her, as well as her ultimate vulnerability since she does not have a 

family to buffer her from sudden loss or to confer upon her a higher social status. 

The legacy of having been a restavèk haunts Tibebe in multiple ways, especially 

in her conception of family and her role within one. Tibebe was able to escape from the 

makout milat household at an age in her teens that she cannot precisely recall. She 

                                                                                                                                                 
used in discourse is an especially charged term, as it can reference an alleged class-for-itself, synonymous 

with “aristocracy” and “bourgeoisie”(Hoffmann 1990, 89) and , for the Black informants, a minority that is 

not truly Haitian (Labelle 1978, 174-176) . The use of milat in this sense refers to a somewhat endogamous 

color and class minority within Haiti but obscures its ideological variety and connections with the Black 

bourgeoisie. Alex Dupuy differentiates a higher “merchant-mulatto bourgeoisie” from a lower landowning 

Black bourgeoisie, which together comprise 1-2% of the Haitian population, are largely based in the 

capital, and have never been able to exercise hegemony without “cross-color”alliances (Dupuy 1989, 125, 

145). With these contributions from scholarship and Tibebe’s explanation, I interpret the compound term 

makout milat as a way to differentiate makout milat from other milat, rather than point to them as a sub-

category. I suggest that the milat status of a makout milat is acquired through political connections and 

more likely to be temporary than not. 
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temporalizes her life after her escape as "lè m te gen konesans" (when I became 

conscious, by the time I could remember). She found her mother after her escape from 

her masters through inquiries near the rural town Léogâne. After her reunion with 

Hermancia, Tibebe could not establish the kind of relationship mothers in Matisan often 

describe to me of child to mother. Tibebe was fairly grown up and did not count on her 

mother for protection or guidance. After living together for a year or so, she and 

Hermancia could not maintain a joint household. Since she and Hermancia had to make a 

living as best as they could, they remained in separate locations, with Tibebe remaining 

in the Bizoton-Fontamara-Matisan area as she could eke out a living through networks 

she established as a street vendor and Hermancia seeking live-in domestic jobs in 

between Bizoton and the small, non-titled, flood-prone, family plot in the Léogâne area. 

As Hermancia aged, Tibebe looked out for her, eventually stepping in to take care of her 

and continuing to channel some resources every so often to her and other relatives outside 

of Léogâne. The relationship, then, was reconciled but reestablished in such a way that 

Hermanica could count on Tibebe but Tibebe did not develop the impression that she had 

a family to draw upon in times of need. Tibebe dealt with the circumstances of her life 

with an attitude of forgiveness, filial obligation, and compassion towards others without 

putting forth her personal needs to her mother and her mother's side of the family. 

Similarly, in the last couple of years of her biological father Judéus Cajuste's life, she 

visited with him and nursed him during his final illness, but was never brought into the 

embrace of Judéus' nuclear family, either in affective terms of kinship or its material 

benefits of inheritance. In spite of this rejection, Tibebe kept up cordial relations with 

farer-flung kin on her father’s side of the family, attending cousins’funerals and 

occasionally hosting one of her paternal half-brother’s sons when her household is not in 

too much difficulty (an difikilte). 
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Epidermic Capital 

The presence of epidermic capital60 and the reinforcement of family ties through 

church marriage in Judéus’ family widened the chasm between Tibebe and family 

members on her biological father’s side. As Tibebe remembers various ancestors on the 

Cajuste side based in the Jacmel and Léogâne area, she is sure to note the bèl koulè 

(pretty color) of her paternal grandmother and of her late half-sister whose name she uses 

for legal purpose. "Vrè pitit papa m" (her father's real daughter, Marie Alina, legitimized 

through a church marriage and whom Tibebe never met personally) had bèl koulè. To 

make sure I interpret Tibebe's words correctly, I ask her to explain to me what bèl koulè 

is. Tibebe speaks of the attribute of lighter skin (wouj, red) with a certain idealized 

texture (not too oily, without freckles or other marks), koulè endyen (Indian [Native 

American] color). "Pretty color" entails much more than skin tone itself. Not only does 

Tibebe emphasize how much "lighter, lighter" Marie Alina was, lighter than a cousin I 

met at a relative's funeral or various lighter-skinned women we both know, she also 

describes her sister's hair chevè swa (silky hair) as “longer, longer” than the 

aforementioned lighter-skinned women and her narrower bèl bwanen (pretty nose). Marie 

Alina was just like their paternal grandmother, the blan fransè (white French), je vèt 

(green-eyed) Charlina Jean-Pierre. There is palpable pride in Tibebe's voice, though I am 

unsure of the motivation behind her words and display of sentiment.61 “Ou wè gen 

                                                 
60 Michel-Rolph Trouillot utilizes the term “epidermic capital” to signify the value given to a light-skinned 

relative who may pass his or her physical traits onto offspring. Trouillot coins the term in order to 

acknowledge it as a formidable variable in the calculation of social stature. Trouillot gives as an example a 

poorer woman with limited formal education who can leverage her light-skin appearance to marry a darker-

skinned man of a higher social class. She has to perform a higher class than her modest social background 

in the clothes she wears, the demeanor she adopts, and the discretion she exercises so her social origins are 

masked. With this class performance, she can use her phenotypical appearance as capital. 
61 I am unsure to what extent she subscribes to colorist constructions of beauty and to what degree t she is 

emphasizing the fairer skin and lighter colored eyes of these two female relatives as a way to further the 

affinity between her and me and put me at ease, a ruddy-faced, orange-haired, blue-eyed foreigner. In 

Tibebe's estimation, my very short blond hair is “orange.” 
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diferans non” (you see, there is a difference in [Charlina and her husband's last] names), 

Tibebe adds after she describes Charlina's appearance. I infer from this attention to Marie 

Alina and Charlina's coloring and features and the fact that Charlina and Ritère (Judéus' 

father) did not marry that epidermic capital is extremely influential in the southeastern 

rural setting, perhaps even more influential than the other ways ancestry and kinship ties 

can confer support, safety, or social advantages to offspring, such as when the biological 

parents formalize their union through the church or court. 

For this reason, Tibebe's understanding of family origin and a family's variation of 

phenotype—whether a person is conceived within a partnership or through coercion, 

within a Church-sanctioned marriage or without; is of a “good family”; or resembles the 

bèl koulè of that section of the family—is a powerful factor in shaping the course of 

her/his life. For someone like her, conceived in rape and born to a young woman who 

could not afford to raise her, she thinks of her obligation and responsibilities to others, 

rather than of the support she can ask of them. Her personal experience reinforces a 

dominant ideology about kinship in Haiti with a twist: family origin and affiliation are 

important and enduring indices of personal and social identity and former restavèk never 

truly belong to a family.62 

Tibebe has the same “color” as Judéus did, and she suffers for it in the particular 

way the weight of “color” and appearance plague girls and women. Pou rete bwote koulè 

nwa w, fòk genyen anpil kouraj (to carry the weight of black color, you need a lot of 

strength). Tibebe deals with harassment in the street and with being treated as an object 

of derision by upstart young men.63 Most people, she says, are dismissive of dark-skinned 

                                                 
62 When I refer to dominant ideology about kinship, I refer to the prevalent belief and practice that 

prioritizes consanguineous ties far above other types of relationships (Lowenthal 1987). 
63 The callousness with which young men express their racist, sexist, and ageist derision is not just in the 

impersonal setting of the street. Tibebe's younger daughters field some of the insults to Tibebe's person in 

more personal forums. In an exchange on Facebook in 2012, a photograph of Tibebe and her youngest 
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women with hair and features like her own, and she narrates their attitude as “Pa okipe w 

ak nwè a, pa okipe” (don't bother with that pitch-black, don't bother.)64 As I elaborate in 

greater detail later, Tibebe suffered insults from a co-worker in SOFA, who would 

verbally abuse her with pointed insults to her looks, alleged stupidity, and advancing age, 

equating her nwè phenotype with lack of intelligence, ugliness, crudeness, and 

obsolescence. In response to the question of whether Haitians who celebrate African 

roots treat her differently, Tibebe replies that she will sometimes overhear a statement 

directed towards a dark-skinned woman or girl like, “Gad ki jan li ret avèk koulè l, sa fè 

plezi” (Look at how she bears her color[ing], that makes me happy). More often, Tibebe 

hears disparagement if anything. The mantalite (attitude) of colorist racism and class 

discrimination persists.65 

Conjugal Union and Making a Homeplace 

Like most restavèk, Tibebe survived multiple rapes throughout her childhood and 

adult life and states of herself, “Depi m fèt, m pa konn afè lanmou,” (Since I was born, I 

haven’t had romantic love). She had to do survival sex work in order to get by in her 

younger years. When she met her most significant and longest-term partner, Dieusibon, 

                                                                                                                                                 
daughter which I had tagged with latter's name engendered a heated discussion. One of her daughter's 

Facebook friends, a young man in his early twenties, asked who the ugly nwè woman was. He was soon 

chastised by a number of Haitian women in the comments that followed his. Tibebe's daughter simply 

asked me to take down the photo, as she did not like it. 
64 There are two dimensions to this objectification: one that takes away Tibebe’s humanity by not referring 

to her as a person (moun) and one that amplifies the racism of the comment with the use of nwè instead of 

nwa. Nwè is used in figurative expressions like nwè kou bounda chodyè (black as the bottom of a cauldron), 

nwè kou boustabak (black like a black witch moth [a large species of moth in Haiti]). To use nwè implies 

the force of these expressions, even if left in shorthand. A respectful form of address that indexes racial 

solidarity and pride would be something like nèg mwen (my man), bèl nègès (beautiful Black woman), and 

numerous Haitian Creole adaptations of English language transnational Black pride terms like sista or blak. 
65 The above situation Tibebe describes addresses daily interactions among popular neighborhood 

residents, rather than race, color, and class dynamics overall. Daily interactions such as these reveal much 

about nwa/klè (black/light-skinned) distinctions than the differences and tensions between nwa and milat 

persons. Milat-s, by virtue of their higher class position, do not have much social contact with people from 

the popular neighborhoods. 
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she considered that, as a woman in her mid-twenties, she was already tout granmoun, an 

older woman. They provided each other with care and companionship, but not what 

Tibebe imagined was romantic love, and eventually had three daughters. After their first 

daughter was born, Dieusibon converted to Jehovah's Witness and started to pressure 

Tibebe to attend Bible studies in order eventually to convert. Tibebe , who served the lwa 

(spirits) and attended various Catholic and Protestant churches for occasional services 

and major life events of friends and family, refused to do so, and they continued as an 

interfaith couple for many years afterward, taking different ideological and spiritual paths 

from one another and continuing to pool their resources in order to raise their children. 

When their two oldest daughters Roselaure and Karen were ages three and two years old, 

around 1983, Tibebe and Dieusibon purchased a home on the bay side of the national 

highway in Bizoton, not far from where she was born. Tibebe worked as a street vendor 

of sour oranges and hygiene and cosmetic supplies and picked up some housekeeping at 

the Aschkar residence in Fontamara 31. Dieusibon stayed at their home to look after their 

daughters. 

Their home's location on the bayside of Bizoton and its relative undesirability 

made it possible for them to be able to purchase the property in the early 1980s. 

Neighborhoods relatively closer to downtown Port-au-Prince like Matisan had existed 

since the colonial era, and it was difficult, if not impossible, for newcomers to acquire a 

piece of land on which they could build a home. Newer residents would sometimes opt to 

find a spot higher up on the eroding hillsides and either buy a plot or squat. Tibebe and 

Dieusibon opted to purchase a two-story unfinished cinder block and rebar house once 

owned by the late and notorious chèf seksyon makout (a makout rural section chief), 

Tiyanyan, a mile and a half southwest of Matisan. Tibebe believes that Tiyanyan's 

reputation as an evil man and powerful Voudouist had deterred other potential residents 
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from buying the property. The location on the bayside of the highway also made the 

home less attractive to other buyers, as it often flooded with the rain and the communal 

well nearby supplied water ridden with parasites. When first purchased by Tibebe and 

Dieusibon, the house's first story was comprised of three small rooms on a beaten earth 

floor, and its second story was a skeleton of rooms in the making. They had a latrine and 

a wash area, the latter of which drained underground to a ditch. Sometime in the 1990s, 

by the time Tibebe 's relationship with Georges Aschkar and his son David deepened into 

a more familial one, David requested permission from Tibebe to review the house's 

amenities for safety. David, a plumber and civil engineer, advised them to source their 

water elsewhere, as it was clear to him that sewage and other runoff drained into the 

communal well. Tibebe would go to a public fountain out of the area to purchase water, 

but their daughters still fell ill, though perhaps less frequently, with various fevers 

contracted through mosquito bites and from imbibing contaminated water. Thus her 

statement, "Look, in the popular neighborhood, you can find people who are worse 

off…who live near the toilet, worms jump from the toilet to infest them, they always 

have malarial fever, they always have worms, they always have something, that is to say 

that they come from the poorest among the poor," draws from her experience in Bizoton 

as well as her understanding that within the same popular neighborhood some dwellings 

are closer to sewage byways and thus are more dangerous for their inhabitants. 

Various events made residency at the Bizoton house very difficult. While Tibebe 

and Dieusibon were doing some light construction on the Bizoton house to pour a cement 

floor, they came across desiccated human remains left over from Tiyanyan's tenure. Since 

their daughters were frightened, they spent a few nights at the Aschkar house in 

Fontamara before returning to address the problem of the discovery of the remains. For 

lack of funds to make a police report at the time and out of fear that they would be 
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arrested as suspects in the crime, they disposed of the remains themselves. Politics 

continued to be complicated in the neighborhood, and a local strongman eventually laid 

claim to the property. He orchestrated an attack on them in 2005, sending a group of men 

to assault and evict the family. Tibebe was raped during this event. No longer able to stay 

in Bizoton, Tibebe considered braving a journey overseas by skiff to seek a home and 

livelihood away from Haiti. David convinced her to move into the Fontamara house with 

her three daughters, by then aged 26, 25, and 14. He and his father had moved up north, 

and the house remained vacant save for David's occasional visits to check on the 

property. Dieusibon took up residence elsewhere, sometimes renting a room high above 

Fontamara in a dangerous popular neighborhood, sometimes returning to the old house 

under the cover of darkness to spend the night there. Tibebe and Dieusibon stopped being 

physically intimate after the 2005 assault, and their relationship changed into one in 

which she checks up on him with her daughters every so often, he visits them at the 

Aschkar house in Fontamara, and she provides him with some money when she can. 

Support and Patronage Networks 

As a street vendor in Matisan, Tibebe had become well acquainted with the place 

of Matisan and the networks of extended families that reside in its micro-neighborhoods. 

She was initially drawn into SOFA in the 1990s through SOFA micro-lending and adult 

education activities facilitated by a fellow vendor and head of SOFA's popular 

neighborhood branch, Rica Louis, and her sister Mamoun. At that time, SOFA's upper-

level management had kinship ties and employment with the Centre de recherche et 

d'action pour le développement (CRAD; the Center for Research and Action for 

Development) which during its most active period (1986-2002) helped organizations like 

SOFA secure funding for a micro-lending project to small-scale vendors (timachann), 
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literacy classes, and a community store with subsidized prices. Rica managed the day-to-

day operations of many of the projects that interfaced directly with popular neighborhood 

women, and Mamoun taught Haitian Creole reading and writing to monolingual Haitian 

Creole-speaking adults and French-literate teenagers who wanted to develop their literacy 

in their native language. As a popular neighborhood branch member, Tibebe was given 

work opportunities available through SOFA's networks. She had a cleaning job at the 

Ministry for the Status of Women and Women's Rights (Ministère à la Condition 

féminine et aux Droits des femmes, MCFDF) when SOFA socio-professional branch 

member Dr. Lise-Marie Déjean was minister. After SOFA procured its own funding for 

an artisanal linen and garment workshop that lasted until 2005, Tibebe numbered among 

SOFA popular neighborhood branch members who made piecework wages. As SOFA 

transitioned most of its activities into gender-based violence services and women's health, 

Tibebe became the main housekeeper of the gender-based violence (GBV) reception 

center in Matisan until her dismissal in July 2009. After some of her poetry and life story 

were collected in the mid-1990s and published by Beverly Bell in the 2001 book, 

Walking on fire: Haitian women's stories of survival and resistance (Bell 2001, 39-44, 

76-81), her networks extended to include a few White Americans with long-term ties to 

Haiti. Tibebe's strong ethics of care, her activism, and the part-time work she was able to 

pick up through various patronage networks enabled Tibebe to share what she and her 

family had when they were "not in difficulty," and she occasionally provided food and 

shelter to a son of a half-brother on her mother's side. 

Tibebe’s relationship with the Aschkar family—one of emotional intimacy—is 

nonetheless not tied by blood and is secure only when Georges is well enough to pressure 

other family members to accept the arrangement. Georges and David tell Tibebe that she 

is family, and life is a little easier when David comes down to visit. As she reviews her 
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household budget to me in November of 2009, she explains the difference in her and her 

daughters' eating patterns when he comes down from the north with seasonal root and 

starch vegetable staples (cassava, plantains, potatoes) and food items like peanut butter 

and stocks the household with vegetable oil, a little propane, and bags of charcoal. He 

takes care of formal bills, such as paying for electricity when the neighborhood 

transformer is functioning, municipal water services, and the local tax. He supplies 

filtered water for the household while he is in town. 

Household Expenses and the Maternal Responsibilities 

Before Tibebe lost her job with SOFA in July of 2009, the wages she made of 

2,500 HTG ($62.50 US) a month for part-time housekeeping could better fill in the gaps 

between David's visits. Her oldest daughter Roselaure worked temporary clerical jobs for 

a bank and contributed what she could in terms of wages and office supplies for her 

youngest sister's schooling. Her second daughter Karen could not provide very much out 

of the money she earned doing manicures and braiding in extensions in the open market 

higher up in Fontamara, but she took care of most of her own expenses. This left Tibebe 

with the task of paying for her and her youngest daughter Magalita's food, Magalita's 

schooling and second-hand clothes, and family medical crises, such as Karen's ovarian 

cysts and partial hysterectomy in 2008 and Magalita's recurring bouts of weakness and 

malnutrition. In crises such as the latter, Tibebe would draw upon support from David, a 

collection made among SOFA popular neighborhood branch women coordinated by Man 

Sè, help from some of the more steadily employed staff of SOFA, and cash contributions 

from a couple of American activists who know Tibebe from several years ago. Tibebe 

draws on these networks little by little, being nudged by various friends to make her 

difficult circumstances known, with the news of the latest difficulty being passed along 
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from friend to friend until enough envelopes of money are given to Tibebe to meet many 

of the costs. Tibebe thus manages her networks of support carefully, as she does not wish 

to exhaust the generosity of the people who help her out. She rarely asks directly for help 

when calamity strikes, and makes some of her personal business known to others in such 

a way that the full picture of the crises is never apparent. “Sa m konnen, sèl depans an 

gwo se medikaman...ak lekòl” (What I know is, the only main expenses are medicine and 

school); that is, Tibebe regards medical expenses and school fees as high priority items. 

She will go without eating to meet these costs and will let some people know when she 

finds herself unable to pay for them. For although “Bagay ki domine nan peyi Dayiti se 

manje” (The main issue in Haiti is [procuring] food), Tibebe will not seek help for non-

medical, non-schooling expenses unless Magalita is the one who is missing meals. Then, 

only her best friends from Matisan like Rica or Mamoun will know, and they will pass 

along dried beans or other items as they can. It is difficult to make her vulnerability 

known, either among peers who prioritize their blood relatives' welfare and do not have 

much in excess to share or among more privileged contacts who may shy away after 

multiple requests are made of them. Tibebe treads this line cautiously. At the time of the 

interview in November 2009, months after Tibebe last had steady work, she has trouble 

recalling what meals she and Magalita have prepared earlier than the previous two days. 

Thus elaborating her budget, Tibebe provides a portrait of what many Haitian 

mothers of her social background imagine their role to be, a complex web of never-

ending responsibilities to their children and other kin. At the time of the interview, 

Magalita is 17 years old, an “ekolye” (schoolchild) in Tibebe’s eyes, in troisième (tenth 

grade). Until Magalita finishes philo, the thirteenth year of school, and attempts the 

baccalaureate II exam, Tibebe will do her utmost to support her the whole time and not 

expect her to contribute to the household income. Roselaure successfully completed the 
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baccalaureate II exam at the end of her philo year and undertook some coursework at a 

private religious university. Karen failed the exam at the end of the year that precedes 

philo, rhéto, and then switched to trade school where she completed a training in 

plumbing. Magalita, more inclined towards book learning like her eldest sister Roselaure, 

attends a public secondary school in Carrefour, Lycée Henri Christophe. 

Aspirations and Attainment for Children 

What kind of education a popular neighborhood woman provides her children 

reveals much about her social status. For secondary school, Roselaure attended Lycée 

Henri Christophe and Karen attended the independent and middling quality Collège 

Catherine Flon, also in Carrefour. Daily public transportation adds up, and the lower cost 

of sending her daughters to Carrefour was a deciding factor in Tibebe’s search for 

schools there rather than in the capital proper. Tibebe’s and Dieusibon’s ability to send 

Karen to a private school was a unique opportunity: an aunt covered tuition costs. 

Sending Magalita to Lycée Henri Christophe was the next best option, as Tibebe could 

secure a place for her at the beginning of each school year. 

More than 81% of students in secondary school attend private institutions (Joint 

2006, 168). To increase their capacity, many public and some private schools have 

multiple shifts throughout the day. The double or triple use of facilities means that 

students at multiple shift schools are less likely to have places where they can complete 

their homework or recreational time. Public lycées are reputed to have good teachers but 

they have problems with tardiness and absenteeism on the part of their faculty who often 

teach at multiple schools.66 These irregularities particularly upset Tibebe in that they 

                                                 
66 Most public lycée instructors are employed part-time and juggle positions among different schools in 

order to earn more money in line with the increasing cost of living in Port-au-Prince. State employment 

provides more security than private sector employment, as instructors and other staff earn a pension after 

twenty-five years or so of service. The fact that the pejorative expression “vendeurs de cours” (sellers of 

classes) was coined in the 1990s suggest that educators and administrators in the public school system have 
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suggest to her that the errant teachers have contempt for the students and there may be 

more fundamental problems within the institutions themselves. Public schools are 

mandated to provide slots for students, but take no interventions against student attrition 

as they cannot accommodate the amount of young people who need schooling. 80% of 

the student body in the public system is comprised of young people from the popular 

neighborhoods, provincial towns, and countryside. They have much lower rates of 

passing end-of-year exams since they are most often the most educated members of their 

family and do not have the kinds of supplementary education and material support 

exercised by more privileged Haitian youth.67 Those students who advance to their final 

year—likely with at least one year repeated—are particularly bright and determined. It is 

a testament to Magalita’s persistence and interest in learning that she has advanced to 

where she has. Importantly, the lower cost of official public school-related fees—

entrance fees of 100 HTG/$2.50 US each year, comparably less than the average 300-

1,000 HTG/$7.50-25.00 US each month for middling private schools) is complicated by 

the practice of “recommendations.” Influence-brokering occurs for admission into public 

and middle to high quality private schools, as attested by education scholar Louis-

Auguste Joint’s extensive research (Joint 2006).68 A number of my respondents repeated 

that they need to have a moun pa l (a person on their behalf) within an institution to 

secure a slot for their children in good schools, public or private. To have a moun pa l or 

piston (connections) is to have a school administrator, teacher, or another person on their 

side who can exert influence on school admission. For Magalita’s yearly entrance into 

                                                                                                                                                 
been grappling with the problems of irregular employment and higher cost of living for a couple of 

decades.(Joint 2006, 279-280)  
67 Public lycée have rates of 50-65% achievement on the baccalaureate exam (Joint 2006, 194). 
68 Joint suggests that bribery is more prevalent in cases of private school admission as more poorly 

remunerated private sector teachers are more susceptible to the practice (Joint 2006, 296-297), but I was 

not able to find quantitative measures that compared the rates of bribery in the different milieu. 
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Lycée Henri Christophe, Tibebe’s moun pa l is a teacher to whom she gives a small but 

significant sum of money in exchange for Magalita’s admission. 

Tibebe needs to take care of Magalita and her own basic needs of lodging, food, 

school, and healthcare and feels obligated to supplement her older daughters' efforts to 

secure a livelihood and meet basic expenses. She interprets the suffering she endures as a 

former restavèk and currently illiterate adult as reasons to devote her resources to her 

daughters' education as best as she can, rather than seek opportunities for her own 

schooling. As long as the SOFA-CRAD literacy classes in the 1990s did not interfere 

with her street vendor activities and general hustle throughout the day to earn money for 

her children, Tibebe attended. When offered money by American contacts to attend 

literacy classes so she might transcribe her own poetry and advance in the world, Tibebe 

accepted and would take classes if there were funds left over after paying for Magalita's 

schooling. In the fall of 2009, when given a small job of a few days by a U.S.-based 

ecumenical NGO to run a workshop for restavèk, Tibebe gladly seizes the opportunity 

with the proviso that she secure a similar job for her daughter Karen. When Karen is not 

offered more short-term jobs and Tibebe learns through friends that her daughter is 

considered difficult to work with, Tibebe wonders why she is not approached directly to 

change her daughter's behavior, since she considers herself to still be responsible for her 

adult daughter’s behavior. Key to Tibebe's social identity is whether she can take care of 

the burden of obligations that she assumes a mother has for her children. I posit that she 

especially expects sacrificial behavior on her part because she has not had older blood 

relatives look after her. 

Poor Haitian women’s ability to address basic needs of food, education, and 

medical expenses for their children and to extend generosity beyond their necessary 

familial network influences their social positioning. Thus, social identity for women like 
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Tibebe is thus shaped by their family origin, epidermic capital, assets and income, 

circumstances of housing, education, and ability to fulfill maternal responsibilities. There 

are dimensions of their livelihoods that further characterize their place in society, if they 

have a place at all. 

Working Conditions 

Tibebe currently is the primary and often has been the only breadwinner of her 

family, even when she and her now estranged common-law husband lived together, and 

she has much to say about the nature of work beyond its pay scale. The circumstances of 

a poor Haitian woman’s livelihood—whether she experiences humiliation from a 

supervisor, client, or onlooker; can exercise a degree of free will or choice; has to use her 

body rather than her intelligence; or does dangerous tasks—are important to her social 

identity, and ultimately, her social status. Tibebe speaks of her work as a vendor with 

pause. While the work of a vendor on the street and in the marketplace calls for 

innovation and has minimal supervision, the proceeds from each day are always 

uncertain, and there is always a risk of being robbed. As the domestic economy in Haiti 

has progressively worsened since the 1970s (Dupuy 2005), it has become more difficult 

to find clients and navigate fluctuations in prices69. 

Short-term opportunities through CRAD, CRAD-SOFA joint ventures, and 

SOFA's projects like the artisanal workshop were never full-time jobs. Tibebe's steadiest 

contracted work has been as a domestic worker, for nine months at MCFDF and for 

several years at the Douvanjou (dawn), SOFA's GBV reception center in Matisan. Tibebe 

                                                 
69 For example, a market woman in Gran Ravin explained to me in March 2009 how she was in a crisis 

situation from fluctuations in cooking oil prices. She had purchased a barrel of oil at 14,500 HTG ($365.50 

US)/liter and the retail price had dropped to 10,000 HTG ($250 US)/liter, or 69% of the purchase price. 

Although she had chosen a conservative business plan in selecting a good that was relatively non-

perishable and essential for her client’s daily household needs, she could not protect herself from the 

fluctuations in the Haitian economy. 
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speaks bitterly of the latter job as “kòb imilyasyon” (humiliation money). She enjoyed 

dimensions of her position that she assumed out of an ethics of care and solidarity with 

the women who came in for services, putting GBV survivors at ease when they arrived 

for intake and explaining what services the women could seek there. However, Tibebe 

worked somewhat subordinate to a literate young woman who processed intake 

paperwork and referrals for the GBV survivors. Marilyn,70 22 years old at the time when 

Tibebe lost her SOFA job, grew up in Matisan, was raised by her grandmother, and is a 

niece through marriage of Tibebe's best friends Mamoun and Rica. She had moved away 

from Matisan as soon as her income permitted and did not identify with the middle-aged 

women in the popular neighborhood branch. The characteristics that makes Marilyn a 

promising employee for SOFA—her origins in the neighborhood and her familial ties to 

some of the members of the popular neighborhood branch—is an identity Marilyn 

seemingly wishes to shed in her path to upward mobility. Although Tibebe trumps 

Marilyn in terms of wisdom, people skills, and maturity, Marilyn can do clerical work 

important to SOFA's increasingly prominent GBV arm and is therefore eligible for a 

position Tibebe could never fill. While not technically Tibebe's supervisor, Marilyn 

assumes a position of superiority because she and Tibebe are the only two women to staff 

the center. To Tibebe, Marilyn acts like a filozòf (philosopher, highly educated person), 

as if she is better than Tibebe. 

The abuse Tibebe suffered at the hands of Marilyn included Marilyn's deliberate 

throwing of trash on the ground for Tibebe to pick up and aforementioned verbal abuse 

that combined anti-Black racism with assaults to Tibebe's intelligence, alleged lack of 

beauty and heterosexual desirability, and middle-age. When I was present among the two 

                                                 
70 “Marilyn” is a pseudonym. 
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of them, I witnessed insults directed obliquely to Tibebe. Marilyn would praise a light-

skinned Black U.S. popular culture figure for her silky, silky hair and nearly looking 

“Indian,” and cast a look of derision towards Tibebe, whom she addressed as nwè when 

others were not present. In addition, Marilyn treated incoming clients with contempt, 

which frustrated Tibebe, who took pride in receiving them with respect and gentleness. 

Tibebe's experiences attest to the fact that waves of successive social movements to upset 

anti-Black racism have not reconfigured Haitian society to their goals, and within the 

ranks of Black consciousness organizations like SOFA, insidious daily forms of racism 

and other gendered, classed, and racialized bigotries persist. When Tibebe was still 

working with Marilyn, she told me that SOFA leaders should know better than to trust the 

young woman to do her job well and should remedy the situation. I would press her 

further, asking her if she would request that SOFA popular neighborhood branch 

coordinator Man Sè would intervene or that she bring up the particulars of Marilyn's 

behavior in staff meetings with SOFA's socio-professional leadership. “Se pa pou mwen 

demanti yon moun” (It is not up to me to contradict [denounce] a person), she would 

reply. Tibebe would mention Marilyn's behavior to the young woman's aunts and uncle, 

but they felt powerless to make her change. I interpreted Tibebe's reticence to involve the 

very people she thought responsible—formal leaders of SOFA—as not wanting to 

jeopardize the income of a niece of her friends, being ashamed that she does not have 

leverage over Marilyn as an older woman with long-standing ties in the neighborhood 

and an activist in her own right, being hurt by the insults themselves, and internalizing 

the low worth attributed to her as a dark-skinned, illiterate, middle-aged woman and 

former restavèk. 

In criticizing Marilyn as a particular kind of contemptuous and imperious filozòf, 

Tibebe is also drawing attention to the performance of class that so affects social 
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dynamics in her workplace and in Matisan. Further the nature of a person’s “manners” or 

comportment (pwotokòl, edikasyon, konpòtman)—the performance of class—plays an 

important role in this calculation of social position. Some popular neighborhood 

residents, like Marilyn, are “semi-bourgeois” “in [their] head.” This affects their ability to 

empathize and relate to others, even if their material conditions attest to the contrary. The 

energy and knowledge required to keep up these appearances often do not translate into 

concrete advantage over others but can have affective import that make neighbors 

distrustful of one another and that reach even within a household, marking one family 

member as different from another, etching a boundary that makes pooling and allocating 

resources a complicated endeavor. Furthermore, these class performances are boundary-

enforcing. In humiliating Tibebe, Marilyn is excluding her from her social set. In the next 

chapter, I address the social texture of Matisan as revealed through further questions I ask 

of Tibebe about the various people we know in Matisan. She reveals her ideas about 

micro-social layers at work in the fabric of Matisan, a fabric woven in the intersections of 

indigenously defined class, gender, and race. 

Life histories collected over long periods of time with organic intellectuals like 

Tibebe continue to be important sources for scholars of social movements. Individuals 

like Tibebe who have reached an age of maturity and wisdom and are informed by years 

of activist involvement can help readers better understand the marginalized communities 

from where she comes as she provides a historical perspective, models compassion 

necessary to grasp life in the popular neighborhood, and embeds sociological analysis 

within her narrative. Moreover, her long-held desire to publish a memoir and her 

instructions for me to include details that she considers complicated and that demand an 

open mind and heart from the reader facilitate my task of making her words public. She is 

willing to undertake the risks of disseminating both the details of her life and her analysis 
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of her community and nation. Starting with her life story is one way to add to works 

about poor Black women’s organizing in nations like Haiti. 

One of the main methods of activist anthropology—for the researcher to align 

herself with an organization in struggle and generate research in collaboration with its 

aims—allows the researcher to gain a number of insights into the organization but does 

not necessarily entail publication about the host organization itself. There are risks in 

making public the complicated dynamics of existing organizations who have to secure 

external funding in order to survive as institutions, and I did not ask SOFA and the 

groups I met along the way to extensively publish their organizational histories. Although 

the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area boasted a population of more than 2.5 million at the 

time of my research, it is not characterized by the anonymity common to many major 

U.S. cities. I do not believe that pseudonyms could confer protection to the organizations 

with which I was involved. Moreover, I did not develop the kind of relationship with 

SOFA or other groups necessary to generate a good ethnography of one or more Haitian 

women’s activist organizations. That task, or a sociological history of Haitian women’s 

organizations comparable to Julia Oparah’s book on Black British women’s organizing 

(Oparah 1998), calls for extensive archival work. Studies on extant organizations benefit 

from the authorship of scholars who can act as both insiders and outsiders to the 

organizations, like Sonia Santos’ work on Black Brazilian NGOs (Santos 2008). 

The genealogy promoted by one of the few institutions with an archive of Haitian 

women’s lives and activism, the Centre national et international de documentation et 

d’information des femmes en Haïti (ENFOFANM, National and International Center for 

the Documentation and Information on Women in Haiti), privileges middle-class and 

elite women’s contributions to struggles in gender, cultural, and national politics. These 

brave women’s sacrifices are worth further elaboration, like in the work of emerging 
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historian Grace Sanders, who writes of Haitian women activists in Haiti and Montreal 

from the end of the first U.S. Occupation to the fall of Jean-Claude Duvalier (Sanders 

2013), but their stories—however important—are not central to my project. Middle-class 

perspectives on working class and poor women’s lives are often the source of much 

analysis of subaltern women in Haiti and here I try to bring forth some of Tibebe’s 

analysis about her own life. 
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Chapter Two: The Paradox of Social Distinctions among Women from 

the Same Place 

Majorite pèp la n ap viv nan 

menm kote, kòmsi nan katye 

popilè a. Ou pa ka manje 

tou, yo trete ou pòv…Mizè a, 

se etaj pa etaj. Pòv viv 

andan mizè pou wè mizè 

a…Pa ekzanp, pòv devan 

legliz la, yo trete l kòm pòv, 

yo pa ka manje, son mizè. 

Moun ki rete nan katye 

popilè a, li nan mizè. Ou 

rete bò latrin, vè ap sòti nan 

latrin nan, l ap monte sou 

ou, manje w ap fè, men 

latrin nan, men chòdyè a, 

son pòv ou ye…Paske ou 

pòv ki fò ou ret la. Si ou pa 

pòv, ou pa rete la…Ou pa ka 

achte yon galon pou bwe, ou 

pa ka manje, se pòv ou 

ye…Ou rete bò anpil fatra, 

son pòv ou ye. Gen de bagay 

ou rete, menm si se nan 

katye popilè, ou di, “men m 

pa pòv,” men an reyalite, 

son pòv ou ye. Si ou pa t 

pòv, plas la pa t ap plas ou. 

The majority of people, we live in the 

same place, that is, in the popular 

neighborhoods. You can’t eat either, 

and you are considered poor…Misery 

has different levels. You have to live in 

misery to see the misery…For 

example, the poor who are in front of 

the church are considered poor, they 

can’t eat, they are in misery. People 

who live in the popular neighborhoods 

are in misery. You live near the latrine, 

worms that are in the latrine infest you, 

the food you eat, here is the latrine, 

here is your cooking pot, you are a 

poor person… It’s because you’re poor 

that you live here. If you weren’t poor, 

you wouldn’t live here…You can’t buy 

a galon of water to drink, you can’t eat, 

you are poor…You live close to a lot 

of trash, you are a poor person. There 

are things that you experience that, 

even though they happen in the popular 

neighborhood, [make] you say, “I’m 

not poor,” but in reality, you are a poor 

person. If you weren’t a poor person, 

your place wouldn’t be here. 

—Tibebe, November 10, 2009 

During our life history interview, Tibebe offered her own analysis that tied 

brought together both lines of inquiry: a reflection on the circumstances popular 

neighborhood residents share and what prevents them from finding common cause to 

organize collectively. According to Tibebe, poor people's place is in the popular 

neighborhoods by virtue of their lack of means, but a significant number of these 

residents do not recognize that they share enough within the experience of poverty to 

identify with one another. Tibebe is not making an argument about alleged false class 
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consciousness; she is expressing disappointment, frustration, and compassion in her 

words about micro-level social differences that are powerfully experienced by residents 

of the popular neighborhoods, including her. She is reflecting on times she believed she 

would escape the worst conditions of poverty and the times she was struck with the 

realization of the relentless hold lower social standing has on her. She is drawing on 

decades of experience of organizing and activism among popular neighborhood women 

and men. 

As an activist and former street vendor in Matisan, Tibebe is of Matisan but not a 

resident of Matisan, a woman who has resided in different popular neighborhoods and 

understands the particularities of Matisan and its representativeness in terms of popular 

neighborhood dynamics. She is the guiding voice in this chapter, as she provides much of 

the basis of my grounded intersectional analysis of lived experience, consciousness, and 

politics among Matisan neighborhood residents with a particular focus on women. 

Although urban Haitians in the popular neighborhoods are marked by outsiders as 

belonging to the same class, there are important social distinctions among them, within 

their lived experience of the same place. Tibebe locates residents in what she calls kouch 

sosyal (social layers) of the popular neighborhoods, social positions that are defined 

intersectionally and in hierarchical relation to one another. This differential social 

positioning and the narrow range of options to do better for their younger kin make 

common identification and mobilization around common causes challenging among 

popular neighborhood women. 

Tibebe's analysis of lived experience in the popular neighborhoods is a rich point 

of departure to further an understanding of the social dynamics of the popular 

neighborhoods. In this chapter, I also provide a sociological overview of residents in 
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Matisan and two in-depth portraits of other Matisan-based community organizers to give 

examples of different lived experiences of place and identifications.   

I elaborate and build upon Tibebe’s typology of kouch sosyal so that I may 

engage it with Caribbeanist and Haitianist scholars' historically-informed micro-level 

political economic analyses. As Tibebe states, a person can be poor (living in misery) but 

have a specific experience within her/his kouch sosyal that mediates her/his social 

consciousness. This social consciousness is inextricably linked to experience and 

consciousness along the lines of class, gender, color, and race. Previous scholarship on 

Haiti and the Caribbean attests to the fact that positioning within social layers is linked to 

different degrees of autonomy and the organizational capacity of its subjects, that is, the 

possibilities for various political subjectivities and practices. Through an application of 

Tibebe's analysis and previous micro-level political economic scholarship to my own 

ethnographic material, I propose a sociology of the popular neighborhoods that also 

addresses the autonomy and organizational capacities available to the women who reside 

in them. 

In his seminal 1980 article, “Race, articulation and societies structured in 

dominance,” Stuart Hall writes of social formation in the Black Atlantic as an “articulated 

hierarchy” of economic and sociological factors. He maintains that the theoretical 

analysis and approach to study of social hierarchy “have real effects for the strategies of 

political transformation in such societies”: 

If the first tendency [economic] is broadly correct, then what is often 

experienced and analysed as ethnic or racial conflicts are really 

manifestations of deeper, economic contradictions. It is, therefore, to the 

latter that the politics of transformation must essentially be addressed. The 

second tendency [sociological] draws attention to the actual forms and 

dynamic of political conflict and social tension in such societies—which 

frequently assume a racial or ethnic character. It points to the empirical 
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difficulty of subsuming these directly into more classical economic 

conflicts. But if ethnic relations are not reducible to economic relations, 

then the former will not necessarily change if and when the latter do. 

Hence, in a political struggle, the former must be given their due 

specificity and weight as autonomous factors. Theory here, as always, has 

direct or indirect practical consequences. (Hall 1980, 307) 

Tibebe’s analysis of hierarchy within the popular neighborhood integrates such economic 

factors as residents’ relationship to the means of production (class in the strictest Marxist 

sense) and sociological factors like cultural beliefs attached to color, family bonds, and 

gender. I propose that the analysis of social formations in the popular neighborhoods is 

essential for understanding the broad neighborhood-based popular politics described in 

chapters three and four and alternative strategies of political transformation among poor 

urban women. 

TIBEBE’S SCALES OF POVERTY AND INTERSECTIONAL ANALYSIS 

 

Y ap viv plizoumwen. Yo rele sa 

mwayen de vi…Nan tèt pa yo, se 

yon semi—boujwazi a, klas 

mwayenn nan…Men, mwen 

konsidere nan tèt pa m se menm 

nivo…Men nan katye popilè w 

ap twouve moun ki pi mal…ki 

rete bò twalèt, vè k ap sòti 

twalèt monte sou yo, toujou gen 

lafyèv malarya, yo toujou gen 

vè, yo toujou gen yon bagay, sa 

vle di yo sòt klas ki pi pòv la 

…Lè ou rete nan katye popilè, 

gen plizye kouch sosyal…ou 

jwenn yon moun ki mwayenn 

nan katye popilè a, ou jwenn ki 

pi ba ba ba nan katye popilè 

a…manje alèz, dòmi alèz, kay 

yo bèl, epi yo viv yon ti jan 

fason deliks, yo gen moun peyi 

etranje k ap voye kòb pou yo, 

There are people who live more-or-less. 

It’s called a livelihood…In their heads, 

they are semi—bourgeoisie, middle 

class…But, I consider them at the same 

level…Look, in the popular 

neighborhood, you can find people who 

are worse off…who live near the toilet, 

worms jump from the toilet to infest 

them, they always have malarial fever, 

they always have worms, they always 

have something, that is to say that they 

come from the poorest among the 

poor…When you live in the popular 

neighborhood, there are multiple social 

layers…you find a person who is middle 

class in the popular neighborhood, you 

find those who are low, low, low in the 

popular neighborhood…[they] eat 

comfortably, sleep comfortably, their 

home is nice, they live a little in a 

luxurious way, they have someone 
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epi yo nan bèl djòb, yo toujou 

gen kòb nan men yo…pafwa yo 

pataje ak lòt moun…Men si yon 

moun, piti ou fini ,ou pa ka 

jwenn pou akselere nan yon 

fakilte, ou gon yon ti 

pwoblèm…Chak moun nan 

katye popilè, ou viv nan yon 

nivo pase yon lòt moun…Ou 

nan klas mwayenn, men w ap 

soufri pou manje…W ap viv, ou 

kenbe yon pwotokòl ki pa 

reyèl…kenbe yon pwotokòl 

souvètman
71

… Fò byen fouye 

pou konnen tout detay sa 

yo…Gen echèl pa echèl… 

abroad who sends them money, they 

have good jobs, they always have money 

on hand…sometimes they share with 

others…But if you are a person whose 

child has graduated and you can’t find 

the means to advance the child to 

university, you have a 

problem…Everyone in the popular 

neighborhood lives at a level that is 

higher than other people…You are in the 

middle class, but you suffer for lack of 

eating…You live, [but] you maintain 

manners that are not based on 

reality…you maintain underwear 

manners… You need to dig to know all 

these details…There is a scale… 

Three hours into an interview and discussion I initiated with her about her 

livelihood, managing her family's expenses, and political activities, Tibebe shares with 

me her analysis of social difference in the popular neighborhoods.72 By this time, we 

have known one another well for almost two years. 

The block quotation above provides some of the contours of Tibebe's typology of 

social identity in the popular neighborhoods. Tibebe explained this social analysis to me 

after recounting how her lived experience as a former restavèk (child in unpaid domestic 

                                                 
71 Tibebe is playing with the expression "kenbe pwotokòl," to maintain one's own dignity, keep up one's 

attire, or have manners. She adds "underwear" in a wry commentary on the performance of class, indexing 

what urban middle-class performance is not, like the practice of some women among the ranks of the rural 

and/or poor to not wear bras or panties. Underclothing can be too much of an ill-fitting discomfort in the 

heat, as well as an unaffordable expense. A market-woman who has to relieve herself in a common ditch 

and cannot leave her wares unattended for long can more easily do so simply by hoisting her skirts. Sex 

workers often will not wear underclothing.  
72 The timing for her analysis is apt for my interest in how structural position and politics interact. Of her 

own initiative, Tibebe explains to me the steps of the social ladder right after she tells me the story that 

illustrates the social dimensions of politics. She had just related to me a story of how she had stopped an 

impending attack on Georges Aschkar in this same residence in the aftermath of the 2004 ouster of 

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Color and class-based tensions exploded as Aristide partisans sought the 

perpetrators of the coup, and they looked to vent their anger upon a person they suspected was part of the 

light-skinned commercial elite section of the opposition. This anecdote is related in full in the next chapter, 

chapter three. 
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servitude)73 in the popular neighborhoods shaped her own social identity. Like many 

Haitians who have a strong understanding of themselves as social beings, she regards her 

advantages and disadvantages in a relative calculus to others' and exercises a sensitivity 

around those differences. She similarly has a developed relational idea of social standing 

alongside an acute awareness of how place shapes her lived experience. With insight into 

the intricacies of the popular neighborhoods and daily experience of poverty, she 

expresses a contradiction about Haitians from the “popular class(es)”: she considers 

residents to be “on the same level,” but her own and other residents’ experiences of 

poverty attest to the facts that they live these micro-social distinctions acutely and are 

constrained by an intricate hierarchy in their social interactions with peers. 

From Tibebe’s discussion of the conditions of popular neighborhoods, I surmise 

that through their shared circumstances of place, they could potentially find common 

cause to carry out collective projects of change. Lack of sanitation infrastructure, such as 

inadequate sewer lines, latrines, and garbage service, meager electrical service that breaks 

appliances during its occasional surges, and lack of public lighting characterize the 

                                                 
73 Restavèk means to “stay with.” It is a practice whereby a child is entrusted by her/his parent or guardian 

who can no longer support the cost her upbringing to another family in hopes that the new family will 

provide for the child in exchange for her/his domestic labor. Restavèk often come from the countryside, and 

part of the motivation of their parents or guardian in placing them in a home in a town or city is to give 

them access to education. At best, the child is a secondary member of the family, enjoying some of the 

affections and advantages, like primary schooling, that are conferred on the biological children of the 

family. S/he will not eat at the same table or the same quality food as the host family and act as a servant of 

the biological children as well, dressing them, accompanying them to and from school, cleaning up after 

them, etc. At worst, the child lives under the strict control of the host family, in constant threat of physical 

and sexual violence, and emotionally abused at every turn. For these reasons, restavèk are referred to as 

“child slaves” in activism geared towards ending the long-standing practice. I use the term child domestic 

servitude here to suggest that restavèk are the most vulnerable among foster children, child laborers, and 

domestic workers in Haiti, all whom depend on their host family or employers to exercise customary 

notions of decency and fairness and have little recourse other than leaving in changing their situation. I am 

struck by some of the similarities between restavèk and criada/os, Afro-Brazilian children who are adopted 

into Euro-Brazilian families as unpaid domestic workers (Twine 1998, 34-44) and described by France 

Widdance Twine as “liv[ing] and work[ing] under material and socioeconomic conditions similar to their 

slave ancestors” (35). 
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popular neighborhoods. Police raids that engulf the air with tear gas or sweep up male 

youth who happen to be in the neighborhood streets at the time and are not carrying their 

national identification affect all residents.74 Gang domination and rivalries terrorize 

blocks at a time. Most residents have a hard time sending any of their children to primary 

or secondary school, much less to receive higher education. However, some residents live 

more closely to drainage canals than others and thus find themselves and their family 

members more at risk for illness and subject to the expenses or disabilities of poor health. 

Some residents live more closely to the thoroughfares where gang members clash over 

territory and more acutely experience the stresses of violence or its direct consequences. 

Some residents eat more regularly, live in better structures, and come from families with 

more assets or who provided them with a psychologically and emotionally stable 

upbringing.75 They may have more education, work more dignified jobs or earn more 

money, and have more extensive support and patronage networks from the Haitian 

diaspora, middle and/or upper-class, elected politicians, or "private sector" of Haitian or 

foreign faith-based organizations, activist groups, and humanitarian projects. According 

to Tibebe, there are multiple kouch sosyal (social layers), or what I call micro-social 

layers, since these distinctions among the poor are not often made in scholarship. My use 

of "micro-social layers" provides a means to compare and contrast Tibebe's close 

attention to social distinctions among poor Haitians from the couches sociales populaires 

(popular social layers) described by Francophone social theorists. I will address work on 

couches sociales and attention to local understandings of race, color, class, and gender 

                                                 
74 Residents and SOFA medical staff stated that these episodes of violence lead directly to spikes in blood 

pressure and other stress-related illness. After a gang skirmish or police raid, higher blood pressure 

readings among residents are registered at SOFA's blood pressure clinic at the GBV reception center on 

Thursday mornings. 
75 I return to this idea with the shorthand of “psychological capital” from Sherry Ortner’s concept. 
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difference in detail after explaining Tibebe's analysis which warrants its own further 

elaboration. 

Manners Not Based on Reality and Factors that Shape Social Identity 

"In their heads, they are semi—bourgeoisie, middle class. In their heads……But, 

I consider them at the same level," Tibebe says in one breath. For those neighbors 

invested in an ideology that higher social class confers greater worth onto a person 

keeping certain manners “not based on reality”—performing a higher social class that 

they do not inhabit—does not change their objective social status, but may convince 

others into believing the illusion. The illusion of higher-standing may help cultivate ties 

with higher class individuals or inspire deference from poor neighbors, both of whom 

may perpetuate and internalize class prejudice. The desire to enhance one's self-worth 

(perhaps at the expense of one's neighbors) and the aspiration for social mobility amplify 

the differences in living conditions, education, assets, earnings, employment, and 

support/patronage networks. After Tibebe says she considers residents of the popular 

neighborhood at the same level, she describes the differences above in great detail, and 

tells me about some plizoumwen (more-or-less) residents who are sure to share what little 

extra they have with other people. These residents exercise a communitarian ethic of 

attending to neighbors' concerns after taking care of their family members. When Tibebe 

states that she puts people who think of themselves as semi-bourgeoisie or middle-class 

at the same level, I interpret her perspective as, "I consider...[that popular neighborhood 

residents should identify] at the same level [and exercise a certain communitarian ethic 

with others]." 
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Tibebe’s Kouch Sosyal 

When Tibebe spoke of kouch sosyal, she seemed to have already worked out the 

relative ranking of residents of the popular neighborhoods. She initiated the discussion 

with a set of characteristics she believed factored into a person’s place within a micro-

social layer. I pressed her for elaboration, asking her about individuals we knew in 

Matisan and where they ranked in her typology and why. I found her typology useful as 

an object of study—what it said about how she navigated social dynamics as a self-

described member of a lower kouch sosyal in order to survive, do better for her 

daughters, and maintain a sense of self-worth and dignity—and a convincing analysis of 

lived experience and social hierarchies in the popular neighborhoods.  

At the bottom step of Tibebe's typology of micro-social layers in the popular 

neighborhood are the beggars who travel to one of the bigger churches and who have 

their children work alongside them for alms. This bottom layer comprises mostly women, 

who bear the brunt of gender and class inequality. Mothers who cannot fulfill the duty of 

feeding their children, sending them to school, and sheltering them from adult woes are in 

the worst of circumstances. They have sousi pou mande (trouble asking for help) and 

cannot draw upon other networks or skills to negotiate a better existence. Interestingly 

enough, Tibebe did not place any of our mutual adult acquaintances in this category. 

Although there were a number of restavèk teenagers mentored by Rica who infrequently 

attended a computer course I taught, Tibebe seemingly did not want to condemn these 

young people to this lowest micro-social layer, perhaps in hopes that they would be able 

to surmount their current condition and attain some social mobility. 

The second social layer up is inhabited by women and some men who are able to 

fulfill certain familial obligations but suffer much danger and humiliation in their 
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income-generating strategies. Tibebe tells me about Ti Grimèl76, a sex worker who 

solicits clients in the center city location of Gran Ri (rue Dessalines). She would not 

choose to prostitute herself but has to support her mother and brother and child. Ti 

Grimèl fulfills many of the gendered family obligations expected of mothers, daughters, 

and sisters. Heterosexual sex work by poor women with male johns is more apparent than 

male sex work with male johns; the AIDS epidemic took its toll on a once very visible 

gay male sex tourism industry (Moya and García 1999) and Haitian culturally constructed 

sexual divisions of labor and economic exchange value attributed to women’s sex 

normalize female sex work over male sex work (Zalduondo and Bernard 1995)77. Unlike 

                                                 
76 The nickname Ti Grimèl is common and adds the diminutive ti (little) to a colorist category. Although 

Fabienne Doucet notes that facial features, eye color and hair texture are just as important in a colorist 

category as skin tone, she defines grimèl (the feminine form) or grimo (the male form) in terms of coloring 

only, as a "person with caramel-colored skin, eyes that are light brown, green or something in between, and 

light-brown to blondish hair"(Doucet 2011, 234). Micheline Labelle's 1970s study asked Haitian 

respondents to describe colorist categories, and skin tone and hair type were the two most important 

phenotypical factors in their determination of the boundaries between types. To urban Haitians, the fairer 

grimèl/grimo had more tightly curled hair, broader noses, and fuller lips than other light-skin categories and 

ranked lower (darker) than other light-skinned phenotypes in a racist scale that favored straighter, silkier 

hair, narrow noses, and thinner lips (Labelle 1978, 133). As I mention in footnote 11, colorist categories are 

subjective and ascribed to people in line with their perceived social standing. The use of grimèl/grimo in a 

nickname most often implies modest social class, and grimèl/grimo is sometimes used pejoratively in 

expressions like grimèl/grimo bobistò, a person who visibly (and often unevenly) bleaches his or her skin 

with a variety of products from hydroquinone cream to household cleaner. From my observations and 

occasions of being hailed in the street in different contexts as blan (Whitey/foreigner), dominikèn 

(Dominican), or grimèl, I surmise that Ti Grimèl can be used affectionately, as if recognizing shared 

popular class membership or affinity, or as a way to diminish the social status of the person. A colorist term 

like milat implies higher social class. 
77 Research that brought the economic exchange value of women’s sex to English-speaking readers was 

conducted in rural Haiti in the 1980s (Lowenthal 1987, Woodson 1990). Female informants would speak of 

their sex as tè m (my land) or byen m (my goods or assets) that they provided to their male partners in 

exchange for material support. While both partners may labor to keep the household functioning, women 

could withhold sex from her male partner as a form of pressure. In Zalduondo and Bernard’s later research 

in Site Solèy, “work” was used to signify women’s sex in exchange for “tanglible prestations,” like 

“personal, respectful evidence of the man’s regard,” “gratitude for the favor,” and “(economically valuable) 

benefits” (Zalduondo and Bernard 1995, 167). Women and men in Zalduondo and Bernard’s research 

spoke of being interdependent and women spoke of their non-material reliance on men, such as for 

affection and physical protection. However, Zalduondo and Bernard write of an enduring “salience of 

sexual-economic exchange as an organizing metaphor for normative [hetero]sexual relations” (Zalduondo 

and Bernard 1995, 167). Zalduondo and Bernard suggest that part of this salience is due to the prevalence 

of gendered stereotypes about sexuality, that proper women are either not interested in sex or feign 

coolness towards sex and men continually and indiscriminately desire sex with women. In my translation 
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Dominican sex workers whom Tibebe considers as having a choice in their selection of 

professions, she considers Ti Grimèl to be bereft of volonte (free will). Ti Grimèl risks 

being kidnapped, tortured, or killed in her job. Johns may short-change her. Neighbors 

speak of her with derision. Noting that she holds no prejudice against consensual sex 

between people of the same gender, Tibebe explains that Ti Grimèl is not a lesbyèn 

(lesbian) by choice but has occasional female partners in the same type of exchange 

encounters as she does with male clients. When Tibebe was working as the Douvanjou 

housekeeper, she had social standing higher than Ti Grimèl. Without the job at the 

reception center, Tibebe nearly dropped to the same second-tier social standing as Ti 

Grimèl; she cannot eat every day, and her existence is somewhat hand-to-mouth, but she 

still uses her head to get by, to pick up work, rather than use her sexuality. 

When Tibebe held her job at the Douvanjou, she was clearly at the next level up 

in the social ladder, the third tier of her typology. She explains that this tier is also 

inhabited by public works laborers who clean out the twou egou (drainage ditches) like 

that in the center of the base of rue Martissant 7. By virtue of placing herself in this 

category, she implies that a third tier person’s housing—however tenuous—may be of 

better quality than “the poorest of the poor” “who live near the toilet, worms jump from 

the toilet to infest them, they always have malarial fever, they always have worms, they 

always have something.” The sewer cleaners have an occupation that is important to the 

over-populated, refuse-ridden capital but are never paid on time by the mayor of Port-au-

Prince and the Ministry of Public Works. The fact that the job is public sector does not 

carry much weight for Tibebe because of the late, poor pay incommensurate with the 

                                                                                                                                                 
work for a project of urban female factory workers, I came across the word djòb (job) to describe women’s 

sex; a factory worker was coerced into having sex with one of the managers who had provided her with the 

position in exchange for a cut of her wages and sexual favors. She spoke of having two jobs at that time 

and how she would not return to factory work again as it would most likely entail the same extortion. 
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nature of the work and dangers on the job. They have no ankadreman (supervision in the 

form of resources, support, or encouragement). They do not receive safety training or 

equipment and can uncover something as disturbing as a corpse as they manually clear 

out the grated holes and ditches alongside the main streets. They are not provided safety 

gear (masks, trash picks, etc.) or worker's compensation in the event that they become 

sick or disabled from “drinking” the water in which they work or falling in the tortuous 

holes. The stench of their work clings to them when they are done with the day's work. 

They are marked by various skin infections they acquire in the filth. Public works 

cleaners, then, share Tibebe’s plight of humiliation in having to pick up the refuse of 

others and in being looked down upon. 

In the fourth tier of the social ladder are people who are “more-or-less,” who have 

a livelihood (mwayen de vi)78, who eat each day, who can more or less take care of their 

immediate family’s needs and look out for some relatives who need their help. They can 

pay for their children's education through secondary school but only succeed in furthering 

their education beyond that with luck and considerable sacrifice. They may have a 

respectable trade or set of skills they can employ to earn money beyond kòb imilyasyon. 

They may have certain roles in the community that elevate them above some of the 

neighbors, either through organizational membership, by god-parenting many children, or 

by being able to send small jobs their associates' way. They have longer standing ties to 

the neighborhood and may even have some relatives in the diaspora who can supplement 

their incomes with remittances or can promise an exit strategy for them through applying 

for permanent residency. Eli, who rents his home on Senkyèm Avni Bòlòs Pwolonje and 

has had to change homes a couple of times during my research period, 2008-2010, is 

                                                 
78 Mwayen de vi is a Creolized version of the French moyens de vivre. Tibebe is conveying her familiarity 

with development jargon in using it. 
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“more or less” because his wife can still sell sundries out of their home and they can pay 

for their son’s primary and secondary schooling. He picks up work as he can with his 

skills in masonry and basic construction and is a rank-and-file member of the 

neighborhood association COB 5 and thus can procure small jobs when COB 5 secures 

funding for various projects. He cannot pay for schooling for his not-yet graduated and 

pregnant teenaged niece Marie Ange, whom he took in after a gang-related massacre and 

burning of homes up in the hills in the neighborhood of Gran Ravin where she used to 

live with her own family. Marie Ange can count on the support her uncle and aunt will 

scrape together for feeding and lodging her and her baby, but they do not have the means 

to plan much in advance. A young woman of a delicate frame, she miscarries for lack of 

prenatal care. 

Another person whom Tibebe puts at this fourth social level is Ariane, a woman 

who lives across the street from the Douvanjou in Site Maniga on Rue Nemours. Ariane 

is an example of someone whose residence in a nicer ti katye enables her to seem “more-

or-less” but she is one of the most notable examples of someone who keeps up manners 

that are not real. Site Maniga is a respectable ti katye relative to others. Most buildings 

are painted and may even boast up to three floors. Businesses and institutions in this 

area—two bakeries, a large church, a photocopy service, and a school—are testament to 

its relative stability. Site Maniga was once a middle-class neighborhood where renowned 

politicians and artists kept homes, such as former president and scholar Leslie Manigat 

and konpa (popular dance music) artist Nemours Jean-Baptiste. Yet Ariane struggles with 

a disability. Ariane has had multiple seizures which have affected her cognition. She 

spends many of her days on the street near her home selling gum or small candies, 

standing and watching a small group of male neighbors play dominoes on a folding table. 
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The key to the Douvanjou is often left with her so different SOFA members can easily 

access the center in Marilyn’s absence.  

Tibebe explains more about keeping up manners that are not real and Ariane’s 

particular fate. She alternates between putting me as the listener in the position of such a 

person and addressing me as a joint witness of Ariane’s life: 

Ou kenbe yon pwotokòl ki 

pa reyèl, men se nan chache 

pou wè ki s ak genyen an 

nivo katye, menm jan avèk 

danm ki rete anfas klinik la 

konn malad…Li rete nan 

nivo ki reyèl, ki trè bon 

bagay, ki pwotokòl 

souvètman, men o nivo, nan 

fon, ke sa pa mache jan 

(moun) konprann nan. Si ou 

gen, ou gen dwa ba li…Si 

ou p ap konnen, w ap 

konnen se pa pitit li, se tant 

li ye, se sè l ak manman. Sa 

vle di, li fin pèdi timoun 

nan, li pa gen sipò. Sè l 

oblije, gen plis pwotokòl 

pase l. Sè a peye lekòl, peye 

tout bagay. Sè a te gen bon 

moun pou soutni l. Se sak ke 

ou rele fanmi a. 

You maintain manners that aren’t real, 

but you have to search to see what is 

really going on with levels in the 

neighborhood, it’s the same situation 

with the sick lady [Ariane] who lives 

across the street from the clinic. She 

lives at a level that is real, that is a very 

good thing, that is underwear manners,79 

but at a level, at its depth, doesn’t work 

the way people understand it does. If 

you have anything that you can share, 

you are in the right to give it to her… If 

you didn’t know, you would think that 

they are not her children, she is an aunt, 

she is their mother’s sister. That is, she 

had lost her children, she doesn’t have 

support. Her sister is responsible; she 

has more manners than she does. The 

sister pays for school, pays for 

everything. The sister has good people 

to pay for her upkeep. That’s what you 

call family. 

Ariane relies on her sister who is better equipped to pay for her three biological 

children’s education. With their aunt's help, Ariane's children are finishing secondary 

school and doing some professional training. As a result, they address their aunt as 

“mother” and address Ariane by her first name. Rather than having an occupation that 

humiliates her, Ariane's displacement from her motherhood and her deteriorated mental 

                                                 
79 See previous explanation on page 117, n71. 
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health put her at the same level as the vulnerable public works sewer cleaners and Tibebe 

when she was still employed with SOFA. Thus different micro-social layers can exist 

within the same household, even as family members share the same living conditions. 

Two women whose portraits I will provide in greater detail, Man Sè and Rica, are 

also in the fourth tier. Second-generation Matisan resident Man Sè lives in the house her 

late older brother built on their parent's plot to expand the home of her childhood. She has 

a son with an estranged partner who lives in Florida without immigration papers and who 

does not send child support. She has raised her niece Vanecia, the daughter of her late 

brother Dou Dou, since infancy. Both her son and her niece attend an Adventist 

secondary school in a compound in Diquini. She is the head housekeeper of SOFA's 

Klinik Fanm (Women's Clinic) and through this position can secure small jobs for 

godchildren and kòmè (co-mothers, close women friends). When she has extra capital, 

she takes short trips to the Dominican Republic where she buys items like dried cod in 

bulk, which she then sells out of her home to street vendors who sell retail. Rica, the 

eldest of her siblings, has been living in Matisan since early adulthood. She has numerous 

relatives living in Matisan and two sisters in New Jersey. She and her sister Mamoun are 

the two daughters still in Haiti who look after their aging father. She is a charismatic and 

ambitious figure who can rally neighbors to participate in street demonstrations and other 

events where “bodies” are necessary to give the activity legitimacy. With some of the 

security of family members in the diaspora who can send occasional remittances, Rica 

rents a small two-bedroom house not far from her father's home where the family first 

settled in Matisan. She is separated from her former partner who does not provide child 

support for their three children; her older son and daughter are now in their early twenties 

and live in separate domiciles with children of their own, and her youngest son is still in 

secondary school. Rica can leverage her reputation as a community leader to secure part-
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time jobs supervising Haitian NGO- and foreign NGO-sponsored projects and is able to 

pay for her three children's education through secondary school. She uses whatever 

capital she has leftover to do occasional street vending. Professional schooling and higher 

education are opportunities she seeks through different projects aimed at popular 

neighborhood youth, and she finds a place for her 24-year-old daughter in a cosmetology 

trade school sponsored by the Mission des Nations Unies pour la stabilisation en Haïti 

(MINUSTAH, United Nations Stabilization Mission In Haiti). Tibebe hesitates from 

placing Rica at the highest social ranking of popular neighborhood residents, as Rica is a 

survivor of sexual assault and has experienced a great deal of pain and suffering in her 

life. 

The fifth and final tier of Tibebe’s ranking is occupied by people like Ti Pouch, 

the adjunct coordinator of the neighborhood association COB 5 who has a stable job at 

the Haitian Supreme Court (Palais de Justice). According to Tibebe, there is no higher 

tier than this fifth one, at least for neighbors SOFA and COB 5 members introduce to me; 

being of the popular neighborhood does not allow for higher social standing. Tibebe does 

not volunteer any women’s names for a position at the fifth tier. Ti Pouch (Little Cat), in 

his late thirties and nicknamed so because he has an energetic, youthful, and handsome 

appearance, lives in Koridò Tibouk (Little Village Corridor) in a single story cinderblock 

and rebar home. The unpaved, irregularly sloped pathway that comprises Koridò Tibouk 

is constantly eroding from the rains and runoff, but it is away from the main drag of 

cinquième avenue Bolosse prolongée and is thus sheltered from foot traffic, occasional 

police raids, and eruptions of gang violence. Ti Pouch is legally married and in his late 

thirties, and his wife is a pretty, demure younger woman who waits at home during the 

day for their daughters to return from school. Their thirteen-year-old only leaves the 

home for structured activities but does know many of the children and youth from the 
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neighborhood association’s network of families. With his family slightly cordoned off 

from the rest of the neighborhood, Ti Pouch circulates freely and generously, stopping on 

occasion to play dominoes with other men in the street, sharing the extra cash he may 

have on hand with others, and playing a key role in visiting and trying to secure the 

freedom of neighborhood boys picked up by the police on their frequent sweeps. He 

states at a COB 5 meeting that he envisions COB 5 as a structure that links all the ti katye 

(micro-neighborhoods) together through representatives among the notab (local 

dignitaries, leading citizens); he is a notab whose generosity and persistence in living in 

Matisan mitigate his social prominence. When asked whether the general coordinator of 

COB 5, 41-year-old Luckenson80, is on this fifth tier, Tibebe vociferously protests. 

Although Luckenson  owns some land through his family and works with Ti Pouch at the 

Supreme Court, he is too troubled to inhabit this micro-social layer. He is not as formally 

educated at Ti Pouch, who has facility with written and spoken French, and he works in a 

less prominent position. He has problems with his drinking, which has precipitated in his 

wife's separation from him; she lives with her daughter apart from him. His daughter 

struggles with her French and with school in general and thus seems to have a less 

promising trajectory than Ti Pouch's daughter her age. Easily frustrated, Luckenson lacks 

the finesse and middle-class manners that Ti Pouch exhibits in meetings with potential 

sponsors of COB 5. Ti Pouch manages him accordingly, as Luckenson's anger can be 

useful at times to remind their interlocutors of the “popular” base of their organization. 

Although Luckenson and Ti Pouch have a somewhat symbiotic relationship, Tibebe says 

that Luckenson is “crazy” and thus cannot achieve the same ranking as Ti Pouch. He does 

not give what extra he has in any systematic or strategic fashion but instead has fits of 

                                                 
80 “Luckenson” is a pseudonym. 
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generosity when drunk. Ti Pouch weighs the cases of his beneficiaries carefully; he is 

their confidant and judge, sensitive to the suffering they may have, attuned to the relative 

urgency of their situation, aware of what network he is cultivating in the process, and 

sure not to dispense more than he can give. Thus, members of the fifth tier are men who 

hold steady jobs in the formal economy that require the use of written and spoken formal 

French, have connections with the Haitian State that they may leverage to help out 

neighbors, may have access to assets of some sort through family members or personal 

contacts, have a stable home life, fulfill conventional duties as a father and male 

protector/head of household, and extend their generosity with wisdom. 

In the case of someone like Ti Pouch, fifth-tier standing entails maintaining a 

certain protocol that members of the fourth tier aspire to keep: Haitian middle-class 

performance. There are certain conventions in domestic life and the way Ti Pouch's 

family circulates in Matisan that index heteronormative, Catholic respectability. Ti Pouch 

is married to a woman his junior who does not circulate in public spaces like Tibebe, 

Rica, or Man Sè. Neither his wife nor his older daughter attends COB 5 meetings or 

events. His thirteen-year-old daughter maintains relations well enough with other Matisan 

youth so that they do not consider that she is scorning or snubbing them (meprize). In 

some of the youth activities I coordinate at the Douvanjou, I find her smart and charming 

but somewhat immature and spoiled (frekan), and I check in with other girls who are 

sharing responsibility with her on a project about how they are affected by her behavior. 

"She is young," Marie Ange, Eli's niece, replies generously. Yvette is able to act like a 

child when other girls close to her age are not; she is more protected and sheltered by 

virtue of her class status. Interestingly enough, such charitable comments do not apply to 

similarly immature peers. Unlike Yvette who is exonerated, other girls who forget to do 

tasks they took on, interrupt when another girl is speaking, or arrive late “on purpose” 
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(ekspre) receive censure. Thus Ti Pouch's actual social standing and the performance of 

certain attributes of middle-class security provides a substantively different experience of 

the popular neighborhood for his older daughter. 

Exceptions to Tibebe’s Kouch Sosyal and Popular Neighborhood Identity 

Wealth is said to flow through the popular neighborhoods, particularly via 

organized crime and political patronage, but this does not come to Tibebe's mind when 

she is describing the kouch sosyal of people of the popular neighborhoods. Certain 

residents are omitted from Tibebe's typology. The gwo zotobre (big wigs) are not truly of 

the popular neighborhoods, though they may be implicated in the conditions there. 

Kidnapped victims may be shuttled into Matisan for holding until ransom is achieved, 

prominent bandi (gangsters) may spend several nights at a girlfriend's house, boujwa 

(bourgeois) may patronize politicized turf wars in order to advance their interests, but the 

high-powered criminal element is not “of” the popular neighborhood. Members of the 

chamber of deputies and state functionaries who may reside in Matisan are not “of” the 

popular neighborhood. In conversations I have with women like Tibebe, Fifi, Mamoun, 

and Rica after a blowout of gang-related violence or police raids, the perpetrators and 

intellectual authors are often described as coming from somewhere else. It is only in a 

discussion with Mamoun's husband about a schoolmate of his that became the leader of a 

gang that dominated the neighborhood that I first encounter direct acknowledgment that 

an influential organized crime leader has origins within the neighborhood. Thus, Tibebe's 

typology unapologetically applies to a selection of residents too vulnerable to lead (rather 

than merely conduct) criminal activities or too ethical to fully exploit the neighborhood. 

To confirm this, I ask her if bandi are truly separated from those we know in the 

neighborhood, and she disabuses me of the idea. Rather, low-ranking bandi, regardless of 
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their other activities, may be on the ready to respond when they feel like an injury from 

the outside on a neighbor has gone too far and any actions thereof do not threaten their 

other interests. Tibebe tells me of being approached by an acquaintance who after he 

received news of her firing offered to enact revenge on the perceived middle-class SOFA 

organization. An act of vandalism or worse on the Douvanjou and a female-lead 

institution would not undermine this acquaintance and co-conspirators' standing in the 

street economy and would somewhat satisfy their frustration, neighborhood and class 

solidarity, and how they imagine a “man” would respond to the SOFA's entitlement. 

Suffice it to say, Tibebe calmed this acquaintance and explained that she had willingly 

separated from SOFA. 

Kouch Sosyal and Community Roles 

Tibebe describes her community organizing activities as if she is a facilitator, a 

person to warm up meetings, visit neighbors in times of difficulty, express compassion 

and empathy, and encourage people to participate as they can. She combines these 

qualities of a helper with some of the qualities necessary to leadership: command of the 

verbal arts, knowledge of the lives of the individuals that make up her constituency, and 

possession of an astute analysis of conditions around her. Yet Tibebe has shied away 

from director positions or considered them beyond her reach. During one of the most 

politically active periods of the popular neighborhood branch in the early 1990s, Tibebe 

had the formal role of animatris (moderator), the person in charge of livening up 

gatherings so attendees would be enthusiastic and alert. In Tibebe’s universe, lower 

kouch sosyal standing precludes the abilities and opportunities necessary to lead. 

At the time Tibebe held the formal role of animatris, Man Sè and Rica served as 

treasurer (trezoryè) and coordinator (kòdinatris) respectively. Man Sè and Rica have 
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served as the only two coordinators of SOFA's popular neighborhood branch, with Man 

Sè's tenure starting in 2007 after Rica held the post for nearly twenty years. They have 

greater material resources at hand than Tibebe, so they may extend more of their 

generosity beyond their immediate family and exercise a different kind of influence 

within neighborhood dynamics. They have extended family members living within their 

ti katye (little neighborhood) or in an adjacent area, thus making it possible to leverage 

these networks in order to share important information, pool resources, and be seen as an 

individual of consequence. As Tibebe mentions, Man Sè and Rica belong to the fourth-

tier micro-social layer, and there are no women that she describes as inhabiting the next 

level up. Man Sè once was a member of the fifth-tier micro-social layer, when her older 

brother was still living, and her trajectory especially illustrates the importance of long-

term family ties and influential male relatives in shaping her social position and politics. 

Her life is indicative of how the ti katye is an important unit of social identification and 

organization in the popular neighborhoods: how a resident’s particular ti katye origins 

within Matisan and the role her/his family has played within that ti katye strongly shape 

social positioning. 

MAN SÈ 

Man Sè is a second-generation resident of the ti katye of Riyèl Lasajès which is 

named after the road that runs in between cinquième avenue Bolosse prolongée 

(Extended Fifth Avenue of Bolosse) and route des Dalles.81 Cinquième avenue Bolosse 

                                                 
81 Since ti katye are often named after the main street around which they are organized, I use different 

languages, italicization, and capitalization to distinguish the two. All words in the name of a ti katye are in 

Haitian Creole, capitalized, and italicized. Street names follow French conventions, with numbers, 

modifiers to signify extensions of the road, and words like street, avenue, place, and boulevard in lower-

case. French street names reference maps and are only italicized and translated into English upon their first 

use in a chapter. Haitian Creole words are consistently italicized in order to refer to their presence in the 

glossary. For capitalization, I write cinquième avenue Bolosse prolongée instead of Cinquième Avenue 

Bolosse Prolongée. Each word in the title of the ti katye Senkyèm Avni Bòlòs Pwolonje is capitalized. 
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prolongée is an extension of the north-south road cinquième avenue Bolosse. It 

eventually curves up the hillside to route des Dalles, an east-west thoroughfare. Taking 

ruelle la Sagesse from its intersection with cinquième avenue Bolosse prolongée to that 

with route des Dalles is a quicker route, but residents prefer to walk along cinquième 

avenue Bolosse prolongée instead of traversing the fifth-of-a-mile stretch of ruelle la 

Sagesse and arrive in an insecure stretch of route des Dalles, well to the east of the 

marketplace up there. Route des Dalles runs for two and a half kilometers (one and half 

miles) from the neighborhood of Kafou Fèy (Carrefour Feuilles) to the 72-hectare (42-

acre) Parc Martissant, a national park being developed from the colonial era residences 

apocryphally attributed to Pauline Bonaparte and Charles Leclerc and the former 

properties of Katherine Dunham and Albert Mangones. Public transportation takes this 

higher, interior route of des Dalles, but motorcycle taxi drivers are wary of taking 

passengers along its length. Route des Dalles serves as a major dividing line between 

those who identify themselves as living anba (below) and anwo (above) Matisan. Above 

des Dalles are such areas as Gran Ravin, Tibwa, and Dekayèt, and they are often 

discussed as if they are apart from Matisan itself. The skirmishes that happen along ruelle 

la Sagesse among competing gang interests below Man Sè's home in the ti katye of Dekat 

and the baz (base) that claim the areas above des Dalles reinforce the distinctions 

between anba and anwo. Ruelle la Sagesse is a thus a useful short-cut to a minority of 

residents and to the UN civilian police in the course of their pacification missions among 

competing gangs. Although Man Sè does not often go anwo, she maintains 

                                                                                                                                                 
Prolongé(e)/pwolonje signifies that the road has been lengthened in a different direction than its original 

orientation or works as a modifier to disambiguate the original road from smaller streets similarly named. 

For lack of city planning, house numbers and street names suffer from confusing repetitions that are 

somewhat rectified by adding prolongé(e)/pwolonje to the street name or bis to the house number.  
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communication with a number of midwives who have participated in SOFA trainings in 

the past who live above des Dalles and who keep her informed about the conditions there. 

Man Sè notes that there are a lot of kan (competing camps, cliques) in Lasajès 

itself, but the area is not shut down as often by street violence and gang intimidation as 

the neighboring ti katye of Riyèl Lafwa to the west. La Sagesse is gently graded and 

broad enough at around three and a half meters (11.5 feet) across for car traffic and is 

closer to an open marketplace that runs along an east-west curve of cinquième avenue 

Bolosse prolongée for less than a fifth of a kilometer (tenth of a mile). Man Sè's house is 

a little more than 90 meters (100 yards) from the western end of this marketplace. I 

conjecture that its proximity to this commercial area confers relatively more security 

since the concentrated number of local street vendors and the visiting ti machann from 

the countryside who make a living there would be more difficult for gang members to 

displace and subjugate residents. Riyèl Lafwa, in contrast, has a narrow, steeper paved 

passage running down its center that only can support foot traffic and the wastewater and 

garbage that run down its axis. A few structures straddle the pathway and provide a 

headway clearance of ten feet at most. When gang members post themselves at the north 

and south ends of the passage of ruelle la Foi, the ti katye Riyèl Lafwa is effectively shut 

down, and many of the residents stay within their homes until it is safer to circulate. It is 

more difficult, then, in Riyèl Lafwa than in Lasajès to conduct commercial activities out 

of the home. Man Sè is restricted by the turbulence of Lasajès, but in her location, she 

exercises a small but significant degree of advantage in security, sanitation, and stability 

over her neighbors in Lafwa. 

Man Sè is often called by her ti non jwèt (nickname) from childhood, Ti Sè (little 

sister), and she was introduced to me as Ti Sè when we first met in 2006. From my initial 

exposure to SOFA through Lise that year, I believed that honorifics were rarely used, so I 
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went by my first name and called others by their first name or nickname. Then I realized 

that socio-professional branch members used first names or nicknames all the time, 

whereas popular neighborhood branch women did so only with frequently seen fellow 

branch members and the closest of friends. They would frequently inject “Madanm” 

(missus) before the first name of socio-professional branch members, such as Madanm 

Carole or Madanm Doktè Lise. They would often add it respectfully with elders they 

passed in Matisan. They would occasionally preface the first name of a friend to show 

they noticed her special outfit for a church service or graduation, and they sometimes 

used it affectionately to reassure the woman they addressed that they recognized her 

importance, like the time Man Sè crossed paths with a food vendor at Pon Breya she 

considered a kòmè (fellow godmother or close female friend). As Man Sè would 

sometimes procure short-term working opportunities for her, her emphasis on Madanm 

after her “good afternoon” that time signaled a number of things: good afternoon, 

hardworking colleague; good afternoon, you who keeps your family and business afloat; 

good afternoon, eyes on the street. Madanm can diffuse the strongly felt difference in 

opportunity when used by one neighbor who has a slight advantage over another and 

acknowledges the reciprocity between someone like Man Sè, who worked within a 

formal institution and did some commerce out of her home, and the prepared food 

vendor, who spent her days in a four-foot-deep lean-to next to the main market, a hub of 

information and also, unfortunately, of outbreaks of street violence. Madanm dignifies 

the image of the woman as she sweats over a boiling cauldron. 

By the time I moved to Haiti full-time in 2008, Man Sè was serving as the 

coordinator of the popular neighborhood branch. As I spent more time in Matisan away 

from the women’s clinic in Fontamara, I picked up on how Eli and some other members 

of COB 5 and neighborhood residents addressed her Man Sè and felt increasingly 
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uncomfortable with using the nickname Ti Sè. Man is a respectful for older women in a 

community. Man is an abbreviation of both madanm (ma’am) and manman (mother). I 

tended to use the honorific man in front of the first name for women with whom I had an 

intermediate relationship, not as close as with women like Tibebe and more informal than 

with women whom I addressed as madanm. Man Sè combines an honorific with a 

nickname instead of with a first name and simultaneously conveys respect and intimacy. 

Since I heavily relied on key popular neighborhood women respondents like Man Sè for 

advice and explanation, I followed Eli's example and started to call her Man Sè instead of 

Ti Sè. This did not affect how I addressed Tibebe and Rica. Tibebe and Rica have more 

experience in popular politics and seem to take to heart the positive symbolic significance 

of using first names. I followed Eli's cue of not using honorifics with them, as I could 

better convey my respect for their seniority through other means. 

Man Sè had been nicknamed Ti Sè because she was the younger sister of a man 

well-established in the neighborhood, Dou Dou Edouard. She was born at the Isaïe Jeanty 

Maternity Hospital in Chancerelles on September 13, 1957, and was the second of three 

children. Her parents came from adjoining ti katye near the transportation hub of Potay 

Leyogann and the national cemetery. Initially living in Lasajès with another partner with 

whom he fathered a son, Man Sè's father started a relationship with Man Sè's mother. In 

1949, he sold this first home where he lived with his first common-law wife in order to 

buy the plot of land where he established a new household with Man Sè's mother. 

Eventually, three structures were established on the plot: an unpainted wooden building 

with a corrugated aluminum roof and a beaten earth floor which serves as the cooking 

area; a painted wooden storage area with a few rooms, a concrete floor, and the same 

roofing as the kitchen; and a one-story three-room cinder block and rebar home. Man Sè 

grew up in the simple structure that now houses the cooking area. In this three-room 
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structure lived twelve individuals: her late parents, her older brother Dou Dou, her 

younger sister Jocelyne, her half-brother through her father Rénole, and some other 

relatives on her mother's side who would rotate through. 

Man Sè is a katolik apostolik (apostolic Catholic), an adherent who does not serve 

the lwa. Her mother served the lwa, and Man Sè would participate in certain vodouyizan 

customs through her teenage years, like leaving offers of coffee at the cemetery. Her 

mother died in 1972, and by 1990, after her father died, she started to consider herself 

apostolik. When she can afford to, she goes to rural pilgrimage sites that mix both the 

Catholic faith and vodou. She also goes to Catholic celebrations frequented and 

reappropriated by vodouizan. So despite the fact that she herself no longer serves the lwa, 

she entertains a respectful attitude towards vodouizan. 

Man Sè attended school until she completed elemantaire deux (fourth grade) at 

the age of 17 years old, four years before the 1978 Bernard Reform spurred public 

elementary school teachers to primarily instruct in Haitian Creole. Her brother sent her to 

a four-year trade school that trained her in cooking, pastry making, and decoration. She 

says she can "sometimes" read and write in French; that is, she prefers to write in a form 

of Haitian Creole and rarely exercises her French language skills. Man Sè taught me a 

number of words and expressions that I would not have learned otherwise, as many 

people would accommodate their Haitian Creole to ease my French-based comprehension 

of the language. Man Sè's communication skills differ markedly from Tibebe's. For as 

much as Tibebe did not benefit from formal education, Tibebe can code-switch within 

Haitian Creole. She knows many French-derived synonyms of Haitian Creole words and 

knows some of the jargon common to Haitian feminists and foreign human rights 

workers. She also has command of the verbal arts in such a way that she is recognized for 

her oratory skills. Unlike Tibebe, Man Sè has a slight stutter and speaks in rapid phrases 
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punctuated by pauses. She exclusively speaks the bon kreyòl (good Haitian Creole) of the 

popular neighborhoods and speaks to the side of topics, using many analogies instead of 

addressing subject matters in a direct manner. She is frank, but I have to listen closely to 

recognize certain points that she makes to me in a way that she considers obvious. Some 

of her communication style has to do with her diplomacy and the role she plays in 

keeping in touch with people and knowing what is going on with their lives. If she is 

angry about a situation, she often expresses how the situation is injurious to other people 

and how it makes other people angry before justifying her own position. I conjecture that 

this style is misinterpreted by some of the socio-professional branch of SOFA as 

acquiescence, passivity, or being “fearful” (pè) of more outspoken popular neighborhood 

branch members. Her stance simultaneously disappoints and reassures SOFA socio-

professional members, as the highly centralized leadership contradictorily wishes to 

affirm the competence, strength, and wherewithal of popular neighborhood women, seeks 

confirmation over its control over the popular neighborhood branch, and responds poorly 

to direct confrontation. 

Fully urbanized, formally educated to a degree, skilled in specific arts of the 

culinary industry, and Catholic, Man Sè embodies some middle-class qualities. She does 

not have all the manners (edikasyon) of the middle-class, but she knows some of the 

tastes of the middle and upper-classes through her trade schooling and thus is poised to 

assist her younger relatives in cultivating the affectations of middle-class status. As I will 

illustrate later in this chapter, Man Sè is attuned to the culturo-religious dimensions of 

class and the particular opportunities Protestantism offers young people in Haiti today. 

She facilitates her younger relatives' exposure to internationally funded Protestant 

education and youth leadership institutions. She accepts when some of these younger 

relatives decide to convert and orient themselves to a more individualistic and materially 
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successful model of salvation but continues to fulfill a community role in Lasajès that 

precludes commiserate individualism and materialism on her part. Man Sè took some 

cues from her older brother in adopting this role and adapted it according to changing 

conditions in Matisan. 

Years after her parents died and after the fall of Jean-Claude Duvalier, changes 

came to Matisan rapidly. One of the two nearby public fountains was destroyed in 1986, 

and the second fountain was gone within two years. Under the auspices of developing 

Riyèl Lasajès into a wider road in 1988, the State dismantled the public cement shower 

stall (douch). The reservoir on Man Sè and Dou Dou’s property that they shared with 

neighbors had to be rerouted from its original source in Riyèl Lafwa, so Dou Dou 

coordinated donations from neighbors and contributed a large share of the cost to connect 

the well to the municipal water service (CAMEP). Dou Dou paid the water service fees 

thereafter. In 1989, Dou Dou and Man Sè's now estranged common-law husband built the 

cinder block house in which Man Sè now lives. 

Man Sè and Dou Dou ran a joint household together for many years, with Dou 

Dou playing a more senior role. There was no disagreement among the siblings about the 

arrangement of the ownership of their mother's home passing to just two of the children. 

Their younger sister Jocelyne had married and she and her husband had a home in the 

northeastern outskirts of Port-au-Prince. Thus secured, Jocelyne did press any claim on 

their mother's former home. Dou Dou's wife passed away shortly after his daughter 

Vanecia was born in 1988. Man Sè took on the primary parenting role of her niece. Two 

years later, Man Sè gave birth to her son Antoine with her common-law husband. While 

Antoine was still young, her husband emigrated without papers to Florida. He was able to 

send remittances to Man Sè until the stresses of living as an undocumented worker and 

battling illness overwhelmed him. A cousin on her mother's side who lived in the same 
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community in Florida and knew of his circumstances through other Haitian immigrants 

started to share news of him as his communications with Man Sè and their son 

diminished. This loss was somewhat buffered by the stability and support Dou Dou 

provided to Man Sè. They shared their home with a number of relatives on their mother's 

side of the family and through a complicated network of godchildren and were able to do 

well for themselves for a number of years. 

Dou Dou played a central role in the community exemplified by his rerouting the 

reservoir they had on the property which they shared with neighbors. From the late 1980s 

onward, public services steadily degraded in Matisan, and the Haitian state withdrew its 

maintenance and supervision of basic services. Dou Dou was someone who inspired 

confidence in his neighbors when a project needed to be done: when he took a collection, 

he accepted an amount appropriate to the circumstances of each person who contributed; 

he always made a higher donation as befitting his status as a homeowner and leader in the 

community; and he followed through on making sure that the project was completed. In 

Man Sè's words, people knew “kay Dou Dou e Man Sè..li pa nan magouy” (Dou Dou and 

Man Sè's home does not get involved in cheating/scheming). After he passed away in 

2005, Man Sè took on some of the dimensions of this role as she grappled with greatly 

diminished resources and the rising costs of education for her niece and son. She no 

longer pays for water from CAMEP which stopped billing residents in 2006. She charges 

some neighbors 1.5 HTG to fill their 25-gallon water buckets so she can come up with 

more money for maintenance, such as when erosion leads to a 2009 breakage in the pipe 

higher up the hill. She is trusted with taking donations but has to be astute about to whom 

she gives the money. She does not have technical skills and is more likely to be cheated 

than her brother. Most often, she leads in pooling resources for things she can personally 
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manage, like decorations for a funeral or passing the communal collection to a family 

with an ailing relative. 

It is noteworthy that the memory of Dou Dou is invoked with the continued use of 

her nickname Ti Sè and that some male residents still refer to her house as (Mister) 

Edouard’s. To have a living male relative of consequence conferred certain protection, 

resources, and status to Man Sè. To have a deceased male relative of consequence and to 

take on some of the roles he played with reduced resources requires a great deal of 

cunning and diplomacy. In private, she is quick to disabuse me of prominent 

misunderstandings about her home: no, her home was not Dou Dou's house originally; 

the cinder-block house was built upon her mother's plot, so her home used to be her 

mother's home. In public forums, she cautiously listens to accolades about her brother 

and is skeptical when approached by male leaders who knew her brother and refer to her 

as a notab (noteworthy person) in the neighborhood and court her for positions within 

male-led organizations. These male leaders are noticing that they can attract certain funds 

otherwise unavailable to them with the appearance of female participation in their 

organizations and recognize that women play important roles of serving as head of 

household, managing mutual aid networks, and being poto mitan (central pillars) of 

support in the neighborhood. They are not necessarily willing to reexamine their models 

of leadership and reconfigure their organizations to fundamentally integrate women. Man 

Sè maintains a cordial distance. 

Man Sè has a large extended family of godchildren, children, and youth who stay 

with her and her two children on a permanent, semi-permanent, or episodic basis. In the 

fall of 2009, Man Sè's house is home to at least six people on a regular basis: Man Sè; her 

19-year-old son Antoine; her 21-year-old niece Vanecia; a friend and fellow member of 

the popular neighborhood branch's six-year-old granddaughter, Emmanuela; the younger 
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brother of a godson, 17-year-old Balaguère; and her brother Dou Dou's stepson, 32-year-

old Wencelas, who has been living with her since he was five years old. The 

aforementioned cousin who updates Man Sè about her estranged husband in Florida has a 

32-year-old daughter, Dedette, who recently moved out after many years with Man Sè to 

live in a house the cousin's tenants vacated. Man Sè hosts a number of other people every 

so often. Two young women who are best friends and live next door, 23-year-old Rose-

Guerline and Joanne, stay when the street violence escalates, as their home is more on the 

street of ruelle la Sagesse and both the house itself and their front door are not made of 

sturdy material. Sometimes Balaguère's mother comes and visits from the countryside. 

Wencelas's 9-year-old daughter and 1-year-old son, both at their mother's household in a 

nearby ti katye during the school year, stay during the summer time. 

Man Sè takes on the costs of education of the young people in her house on a 

scale of highest priority for her blood relatives and lower priority for her other charges. 

For Antoine and Vanecia, she pays for the Collège Adventiste de Diquini (Adventist 

School of Diquini), the Seventh Day Adventist French-language secondary school with a 

developing university program on a 32-hectare (78-acre) campus five kilometers (three 

miles) to the west. Like Tibebe, she is sending Antoine and Vanecia to a school outside 

of Port-au-Prince in the municipality of Carrefour. Unlike Tibebe, her reasoning for 

choosing a school in Carrefour is not about saving public transportation costs. She 

regards the municipality of Carrefour as more tranquil than Port-au-Prince. Some families 

in Matisan are able to send their children to the best public lycées in downtown Port-au-

Prince: Lycées Toussaint Louverture, Pétion, Antenor Firmin, and Marie Jeanne.82 Man 

Sè finds the episodic teacher strikes and lycée student protests at public schools in Port-

                                                 
82 Joint confirms the prestige accorded to these lycées (Joint 2006, 196). These schools still suffer from 

teacher tardiness and absenteeism and occasional cancellation of courses, but are significantly higher 

quality than public lycées in Port-au-Prince’s periphery. 
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au-Prince so disruptive that she does not seriously consider any of these public lycées for 

Antoine and Vanecia. Her example corroborates Louis-Auguste Joint’s assertion that 

popular class families with regular incomes send their children to private school; a good 

private school affordable to a poor Haitian family may have well-trained teachers, 

consistent application of traditional Haitian pedagogy (the use of repetition and 

memorization in the teacher-centered learning process), suitable teaching aids, and 

adequate teaching methods (Joint 2006, 117, 193, 199). 

For Emmanuela, in préparatoire un (first grade), she pays for afternoon school 

nearby. She sends 17-year-old Balaguère at Lekòl Timoun, a low-cost community school 

down the street on rue St. Bernadette, since she considers him an elèv (pupil) rather than 

an etidyan (student) because of his inconsistent history of schooling. He is still in primary 

school, préparatoire deux (second grade). If she is given a partial scholarship, she will 

send Balaguère to l’École Johannesburg, a community school run by Jean Gardy and his 

wife Emilie, who trained in pedagogy at the State University of Haiti's École normale 

supérieure, an elite teacher's training college, and instruct in the morning before their 

afternoon teaching at a local public school.83 For those younger relatives out of school, 

she looks for opportunities for training and employment. She helped Wencelas get a job 

at Klinik Fanm, and successfully convinced SOFA leadership that the location, once a 

private home, needs staffing around the clock to protect the building from break-ins. 

Trained as a driver, Wencelas was unemployed for three years before Man Sè procured 

the work for him. Man Sè gives whatever she can to her godchildren—eleven in all—to 

schooling and other needs. I witness her going through a particularly difficult time in the 

fall of 2009 when she states that she does not have any "small change" to spare for them 

                                                 
83 A teacher's training at l'École normale supérieure is recognized as prestigious, whether or not he or she 

has completed their bachelor's degree there (sètifika). Balaguère would presumably receive a better 

education if taught at l’École Johannesburg rather than at Lekòl Timoun. 
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and has visibly lost weight from her normally round figure as she sacrifices her own 

eating to pay for Antoine and Vanecia's expenses. 

Man Sè's allocation of rooms and household chores follows a similar logic of 

weighted generosity for foster members of her household, greater self-sacrifice for her 

younger blood relatives, and investing most of her resources and energies into Antoine 

and Vanecia. Man Sè conducts the main shopping for provisions at the wholesale open 

market of Kwadèbosal (Croix des Bossales) nearly three and a half kilometers (two 

miles) away and cooks the Sunday meals. She says that everyone contributes to the 

housecleaning, though it seems like the daily cooking, sweeping, and washing of dishes, 

and handwashing of shared items are shouldered by the girls and women in the 

household. Vanecia cooks the food during the week when she returns from classes. 

Vanecia and Antoine take care of cleaning their own rooms and doing most of their own 

handwashing and ironing. The boys and men do more household chores that take them 

outside of the house, like running errands or accompanying visitors or young children on 

the way out of the neighborhood. Balaguère is charged with looking after Emmanuela 

and walking her to school when Man Sè is at the clinic and Antoine and Vanecia are in 

class. He is most often chosen to run down to one of the nearby marketplaces to pick up 

small items. His truancy from school and running off to hang out in the streets has 

discouraged Man Sè from hoping for much for his future. He has a more tenuous basis to 

his relationship with her as the younger brother of one of her godsons, and his behavior 

exacerbates the delicate nature of this relationship. He is not very emotionally close to 

Man Sè. Six-year-old Emmanuela, fostered by Man Sè since she was a toddler, captures 

more of her affection and will undoubtedly exercise more privileges in the future than 

Balaguère as she is also Vanecia's goddaughter. 
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In the three-room cinder block house, Vanecia sleeps in the big bed in the one 

bedroom by herself, Man Sè sleeps in the living room or the hallway if the weather is 

especially hot, Emmanuela sleeps in the living room, and Balaguère sleeps in a small 

eating area. Wencelas and Antoine share a room in the painted wooden structure with the 

concrete floor which Antoine has to himself most of the time since Wencelas spends 

many nights now at the SOFA clinic. Although Vanecia shoulders more of a 

responsibility for household chores than Antoine, she is given more material privileges 

than Antoine in addition to having her own bedroom. Man Sè states that Antoine's 

material needs are easier to satisfy, and indulges Vanecia's requests for a larger allowance 

for clothing, hair accessories, and cosmetics. 

Man Sè laughs about Vanecia's higher expenses at the same time that she takes 

Vanecia's requests seriously. These additional costs may represent the necessary tools to 

perform middle-class femininity and attract a promising middle- or upper-class long-term 

partner. Man Sè funds Antoine and Vanecia's participation in extracurricular activities at 

Collège Adventiste so they may deepen their connections with other young people with 

promising futures and pursue their university education, but Antoine and Vanecia's paths 

to upward mobility are differentially gendered. The school which Antoine and Vanecia 

attend promotes a heteronormative and patriarchal ideology of achievement, where girls 

and boys can do well in school but where ultimately a girl's opportunities are inextricably 

linked to that of a future husband, some of whose identity she will take on as her own. 

This framework can be persuasive when it is crudely applied to make sense of the 

differential trajectories of married middle-class and upper-class women who are able to 

advance much further in their professional and political lives than single poor women or 

poor women in common-law marriages with poor men. Vanecia, though loving and 

appreciative of Man Sè and in good relations with the less privileged youth in her 
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neighborhood, does adhere to much of this achievement ideology. Man Sè, ascribing to a 

different idea of family relationships and gender relations, responds to Vanecia's requests 

with the accommodation common to primary school-educated popular neighborhood 

mothers who trust their children's judgment about what is necessary to advance in school, 

professional life, and society. So while Man Sè regards the property as both Vanecia and 

Antoine's and speaks of a day when Vanecia can set up her own home in the lakou 

(courtyard), Vanecia is most likely planning for the day that she can move out of the 

neighborhood and live with her future husband's relatives. The larger material investment 

in Vanecia in her teens and early twenties is a shorter term one as Antoine is less likely to 

move out of his mother's home. 

Man Sè's lakou and area adjoining the street serve as a place for socializing, 

exchanges of news, refuge, and business. The cooking area in which Man Sè used to live 

with her family as a child is a crude structure that has fallen apart over the years. 

Sometimes friends will stay in that area, sleep on the concrete roof of the main house, or 

stay the lakou in the middle of the three structures on the property. A rara band, which 

counts her son among its members, rehearses and socializes in the street and the front of 

the main house. The young men, to whom she refers as jèn msye (young misters) can be 

rowdy and are often buzzed on kleren (cheap unrefined white rum), but they maintain a 

modicum of decorum out of respect for Man Sè. She will send some of them on errands, 

reinforcing a sense of purpose among them, particularly in the protective roles they can 

fulfill as young men. When I leave her home in the evening or at night, Man Sè will send 

at least one of these young misters to accompany me to where the public transportation 

picks up and make sure that I am safely on my way. At the same time that she maintains 

good relations with the young men, she recognizes limits on her influence on them and 

their ability to act respectfully towards their neighbors. Her cousin's daughter Dedette 
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could not easily move into her mother's house after the tenants left because a number of 

young men destroyed the property as they squatted on it. "Ou konnen jèn msye...yo 

libèten" (you know young misters are lax in morals/wasteful), she says, after telling me 

that they had relieved themselves inside. 

Man Sè has built networks of influence in the informal economy. While outsiders 

may characterize Man Sè’s income-generating activities and little formal education as 

typical of poor women in the popular neighborhoods, Tibebe emphasizes that Man Sè is a 

konmèsant (merchant, retailer) rather than a ti machann (vendor). Man Sè states she has 

identified as a konmèsant from the age of twelve years old, when Dou Dou would bring 

back provisions from trips to the provinces and she would manage the sales and carry out 

related managerial duties of attending to Dou Dou's contacts. When she can eke out extra 

capital from remittances or her wages as the clinic head housekeeper, she arranges a trip 

to the Dominican Republic where she purchases dried cod and other sundries in bulk. She 

was most successful in these endeavors until the military junta’s rule from 1991 to 1994, 

a time during which her small boutique was ransacked. She never recovered from this 

loss and proceeded to operate on a much smaller scale. She now sells these items through 

the SOFA's network as well as out of her own home to street vendors who then resell in 

detail. Man Sè also procures small jobs for a number of women she considers kòmè. 

Although her formal job for SOFA is that of housekeeper, there are times when SOFA 

needs to be able to host a celebration, large meeting, or training with discretionary funds. 

With her connections among the various produce vendors and pool of unemployed or 

underemployed women who can cook, she is an event organizer who enhances her own 

reputation as she provides jobs. She distinguishes herself in her ability to coordinate the 

preparation, cooking, and decoration. She stays in the background during these events to 

make sure everything is running smoothly in the kitchen. This also reinforces the 
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impression Man Sè gives to the women who work with her that she is there to work 

alongside them rather than just supervise. 

In her role as housekeeper and coordinator of the popular neighborhood branch, 

she also can secure permission to use the clinic space in emergencies for neighborhood 

women or to host events for her family members, such as birthday or graduation. As I 

mention in the introduction, Klinik Fanm’s move to Fontamara meant a loss of patients 

who could not travel the two and a half kilometers (one and a half miles) west to another 

neighborhood, but it also meant a relief from the turbulence of Matisan. During the 

summer of 2006, there was so much gang activity that Man Sè hosted some twenty 

women residents with their children for several nights on the grounds of the SOFA clinic. 

They left the clinic grounds during the weekday and quietly returned before nightfall. 

Sometimes Antoine would be sent to stay for days on the clinic grounds, as Man Sè 

deemed Lasajès especially dangerous to a young man during eruptions of street violence 

and law and order crackdowns. Police sweeps of the neighborhood would pick up young 

men who did not have their national identification cards on them and would lead to their 

detention in jail. 

Man Sè balances her personal interests with the collective of the popular 

neighborhood branch in such a way that avoided conflict. Man Sè was able to host an 

afternoon celebration in the women's clinic after Vanecia's commencement for close 

friends and family. Since Antoine, who had also finished that year, did not participate in 

graduation and did not attend the afternoon party, Man Sè endeavored to organize an 

additional nighttime party that also included Darline, another younger relative who had 

graduated. She deftly combined this graduation celebration at the clinic with the 

birthdays of three popular neighborhood branch members in September. A couple of 

hours into the party, upon the arrival of Carline, a staff member of the clinic, longtime 
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popular branch member, and only popular neighborhood branch member of SOFA's six-

member coordinating committee, Vanecia and Darline spoke formally of their 

accomplishment and gratitude to the women who had made it possible. Antoine stood 

nearby, as if his speaking might disrupt the notion that SOFA was a women's 

organization. Vanecia summoned Man Sè and her aunt from the kitchen to be recognized. 

Dancing started and then paused for Carline. She addressed the guests in an instructive 

tone, reminding them that they were there thanks to the organization of SOFA. Later on, 

the three popular neighborhood branch members whose birthdays were that month posed 

for photographs in front of the cakes with frosted congratulations to Vanecia, Antoine, 

and Darline. The gesture of calling the party a joint graduation and birthday celebration 

harkened back to the days when popular neighborhood members' birthdays were monthly 

group celebrations. A number of people had contributed small donations for the food as if 

the party were not personally dedicated to Man Sè's young graduates. But the inclusion of 

the birthdays was more of an afterthought: Man Sè raised the lionshare of the money the 

party cost, there had not been a joint birthday celebration for quite some time, and there 

was no plan in place to revive the practice in a regular manner. 

Man Sè has a particularly steady relationship with the leadership of SOFA. She 

became popular neighborhood branch coordinator in 2005 after the central coordinating 

committee decided that it was time for a change in leadership. Rica had been the 

coordinator of the branch since its founding in 1988. Most of SOFA's funding by 2005 

was earmarked for GBV services, and the last livelihood development project SOFA 

spearheaded, the artisanal linen and clothing workshop, had just ended. The role of 

popular neighborhood branch coordinator was therefore changing, as there were no 

foreseeable micro-entrepreneurial opportunities planned to generate income. Rica had 

lost interest in the position and ceded it willingly. A number of popular neighborhood 
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branch members supported the candidacy of Fifi, a Baptist in her late fifties known for 

her honesty and humility. There was skepticism on the part of some of the socio-

professional branch members that Fifi would exercise her role independently of Rica's 

influence. The details of the withdrawal of Fifi's candidacy, voter turnout, and the 

election itself were murky in the recollection of the popular neighborhood women who 

spoke to me of the event. What was clear is that Man Sè was the coordinator favored at 

the time by the socio-professional branch, and popular neighborhood women 

accommodated its preference. Her stable wages as the head housekeeper at the women's 

clinic, her strong identity as a konmèsant, and the discontinuation of micro-

entrepreneurial opportunities within SOFA mean that she does not look to SOFA as the 

primary means by which she will advance her personal and political ambitions. In the 

same breath that Man Sè tells me of her sense of calling to be a konmèsant from a young 

age, she says that she is not meant to work at an office (biwo). Opportunities to advance 

within SOFA are really within its central headquarters and its branch for gender-based 

violence services and general women’s rights advocacy. The French literacy skills 

required to do casework with clients means that university students or middle-class 

women usually staff GBV services. Popular neighborhood branch women who like to 

conduct trainings of their peers or serve as a representative of poor women's interests can 

sometimes procure extra work through SOFA's contacts at the MCFDF downtown. Man 

Sè is not interested in this kind of role or in the obeisance that she considers necessary to 

interact in an environment supervised by more class-privileged women. "W ap sibi anpil 

imilyasyon" (you suffer a lot of humiliation) she says, as she describes what a popular 

neighborhood branch woman has to go through in order to request funds from the central 

office for an activity. This humiliation consists of having to listen to unsolicited advice 

and endure exacting scrutiny of the reasons and plans for the activity, having to wait or 
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experience being stood up in a meeting with the headquarters' managing staff, and being 

provided the funds at the last minute or not at all. Because of this, she does not initiate 

many activities for the popular neighborhood branch, which does not have its own 

discretionary budget, and she tends to think that other office environments entail the same 

degree of humiliation. The limited opportunities she has to do events for SOFA 

sufficiently compliment the way she plays her role as a prominent konmèsant out of her 

home in Lasajès. Furthermore, she works at a location to and from which she does not 

have to navigate Port-au-Prince's notorious traffic jams and thus can more easily attend to 

what she is managing out of her home. 

The experience of imilyasyon is powerful, and I am struck by the ways other 

Matisan residents use the term to describe arrangements of power, episodes of personal 

insult, and conditions of class injury. Imilyasyon is not only an experience; the 

anticipation of it acts as a deterrant in the best of times and as a menacing shadow in the 

worst. In looking over my fieldnotes years later, I wonder if imilyasyon happens between 

peers but suspect that other words are used to describe interpersonal conflict, 

disparagement, or mean-spiritedness. Mine (undermine) is a term that I recall being used 

to describe problems among peers. Imilyasyon is linked to differences in the quality of 

working conditions in the central office of SOFA, where there are fans, with the 

Douvanjou. Imilyasyon is used to describe the fact that the central coordinating 

committee, front office staff, and domestic workers do not eat at the same table during 

lunch. 

Man Sè expresses gratitude about SOFA when she looks back on how she first 

became involved. Her statement "SOFA fè mwen menm pataje," directly translates into 

"SOFA made me share," but means something more like, "SOFA made it possible for me 

to share more with other people." SOFA provided more opportunities to participate in 
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mutual aid networks with other vendors and women she had not previously known, but 

the efforts of SOFA were less effective in making solidarity across class seem possible. 

She is skeptical of the ability for more class-privileged women to establish a fair 

relationship of reciprocity with her. Man Sè seemingly understands that middle-class and 

upper-class women will always assume a certain amount of control over working poor 

women, that the template upon which they build their relations with them is patron-

domestic worker. She is not looking for a horizontal, intimate relationship across social 

difference but believes that a respectful relationship is possible. 

Some traditional types of patronage fall within Man Sè’s idea of respectful 

relationships across social difference. An example of a relationship she appreciates is that 

which she has with one of the two doctors who staff the women's clinic, Dr. Michel. 

Frustrated with the campus shutdowns and clashes with the authorities on the part of male 

student-led activists from the Haitian State University's School of Social Sciences, Man 

Sè confided in Dr. Michel and appealed to her to find an alternative to the university she 

believed had "twòp dezòd"(too much disorder/unrest). In her understanding of how 

patronage works, she believed that Dr. Michel would find a place for Antoine in a 

scholarship program to a university in Venezuela. She did not pursue any backup plans, 

perhaps in the belief that to do so would insult Dr. Michel. To ask for Dr. Michel’s 

intervention was too cede control over the situation to her. She discouraged Antoine from 

taking the entrance exams to the School of Social Sciences. When Man Sè learned that 

Antoine would not be able to get into the Venezuela program, she did not express any 

bitterness, having believed that Dr. Michel did all she could to secure a place for him. I 

was baffled that Man Sè believed Dr. Michel was in a position of enough influence and 

power that the possibility of Antoine's acceptance into a scholarship program became, in 

Man Sè's estimation, a foregone conclusion, and that she had not pursued other strategies 
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to help Antoine get into another low-cost but good quality university program. Since the 

rate of finishing the bachelor's thesis required for the degree is higher at the School of 

Social Sciences than at other State University colleges and since more of their faculty are 

full-time, instead of adjunct instructors, Antoine could do well there. Man Sè was so 

concerned about twòp dezòd that she could not consider the School of Social Sciences in 

a positive light. 

Man Sè’s strong aversion to twòp dezòd attests to how the lack of structure and 

venting of frustration play out deleteriously in young peoples' lives in Matisan. It 

illustrates her association of order, discipline, and stability with social advancement. Man 

Sè's desire to steer Antoine away from dezòd accommodates some of the conservative 

ideas about the order, discipline, and stability that the Collège Adventiste and Protestant 

institutions in general try to instill in students and parents. She has a contradictory stance 

towards Haitian Protestant middle-class tenants of individualism, nuclear family loyalty, 

uplift, and adherence to rules. These tenants are difficult to uphold in Man Sè’s social 

milieu and with the material resources she has available. 

It is helpful to consider Man Sè's moral stances and aspirations for Antoine and 

Vanecia in comparison to the way a young Protestant couple, Clément and Mona, seem to 

embody many of the qualities promoted by Antoine's and Vanecia's school. Clément and 

Mona live in a house on the stretch of Matisan 7 that flattens out after it curves away 

from Pon Breya. This location, lower on the hillside than Man Sè's home and far enough 

from the pressure point of Pon Breya so as to be shielded from its street violence, is 

tranquil. Clément and Mona work as a husband and wife team in Delmas, an hour to hour 

and a half public transportation journey one-way, at a U.S.-funded child evangelizing 

organization. After their half work day on Wednesdays, Clément leads youth activities 

with Mona in tow in Matisan near Pon Breya at Legliz de Dye (Church of God). Clément 
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and Mona are admired by the children and youth who attend activities at Legliz de Dye 

and are appreciated by these young people's older relatives, but they are not tied to the 

place of Matisan. Their employment will take them on child evangelizing trips into the 

countryside, and they are ready to leave Matisan if the opportunity arises to do God's 

work elsewhere. They see themselves as being apart from many of their neighbors and do 

not receive many guests in their home. Notwithstanding, when they have a visitor, they 

go out of their way to make the person feel welcome. One day I sat with Clément in the 

front room and reviewed video footage of an International Children's Day event he had 

coordinated. The stand-up fan barely stirred the air. In the ti katye where they live EDH 

employees still check the meters and bill account holders, but there is little maintenance. 

Clément and Mona explain that the number of neighbors who pran priz (rig connections 

into the main electrical wires overhead) diminishes the power supply that makes it into 

their home. They dutifully pay their EDH bill and note that the system is broken because 

their neighbors sabotage it. They regard the following of rules as a virtue and necessary 

for salvation and believe that their righteous behavior can affect their environment for the 

better. 

Up in Lasajès, Man Sè, a single-parent head of an expansive extended family, 

regards the breaking down of infrastructure differently. After 1986, electricity quality 

degraded so much that she could no longer run her refrigerator. The last time an EDH 

employee came to read the meters was in 1991. Already fearful of having to enter a place 

that had a notorious reputation, the representative drove the company pick-up truck 

armed with a gun. The driver shot in the air, presumably to disperse people, and a 

bystander was hit in his leg. Panicked, the driver tried to drive out of the area but had to 

abandon the truck when he could not get proceed with a large crowd gathering around 

him. He fled on foot, and the truck was overturned and set afire. Man Sè describes the 
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fear and arming of the driver as justified: li pa janm konn ki aksyon zòn sa a...nèg Gran 

Ravin...fè pou bay presyon (he could not know what kind of activity could happen in the 

area, the men from Gran Ravin [who would descend down Lasajès] intimidated people). 

She relates the reaction of the crowd matter-of-factly, seeing the reason for their reaction 

after someone was hurt. She does not describe her neighbors as angry but as frightened 

(perèz). She acknowledges the power of fear in precipitating a bad event and does not 

easily place blame on an individual. There is an implication that the neglect of the area 

for so long by EDH set up the employee to encounter a crisis. The area was bad at that 

time, Man Sè says; there was something inherent to the conditions of street violence and 

the presence of nèg Gran Ravin that made the area dangerous for a meter check. Man Sè 

wants to keep Antoine away from dezòd not because of an inherent lack of morality or 

rules in an environment of unrest but because the rules are different when fear 

predominates. 

Strongly identified with Lasajès and an innovative konmèsant who maintains 

some autonomy in her work, maintaining stable relations with the socio-professional 

branch and trying to draw on the patronage of a doctor for her son's private university 

enrollment rather than pursuing multiple alternatives, sending her children to an 

Adventist school, Man Sè resists easy categorization. When I sat next to her as she did 

her laundry in the courtyard and young rara members, including Antoine, drank kleren 

and joked nearby, I could not think of her in the same terms as Ti Pouch, the self-

described notab who makes the rounds with male neighbors as they play dominos on a 

fold-out table or hang out in the street but who keeps his domestic life private. She is a 

noteworthy person in the neighborhood whose access to resources and power is 

diminished by virtue of being a woman of little formal education. She mobilizes her 

strengths to maneuver around gender- and class-based discrimination. She excels at the 
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occupation of a konmèsant, a role deemed especially suited to women which her brother 

encouraged her to pursue and through which she has found support in past CRAD micro-

credit projects and SOFA's network. She believes that there are limitations to her 

relationships with class-privileged women and so chooses a path of non-confrontation 

with socio-professional branch women, trusting one doctor in a patronage type of 

relationship and securing small extra jobs for SOFA events that compliment her work as 

a konmèsant. Offices are not places for her, but she is trying to prepare her son and niece 

so they may complete the necessary education and have command of class-specific 

manners necessary to work in professional environments and become members of the 

Haitian middle-class. Her background and approach warrants comparison to her and 

Tibebe's friend, Rica, a charismatic woman with more overt political ambitions. 

RICA 

Rica was born on September 1, 1961, in the State University of Haiti's general 

hospital in downtown Port-au-Prince. Like Man Sè, Rica is a second-generation Matisan 

resident. Her mother lived in Pòtay Leyogann when she married her father. Then they 

moved into her maternal grandmother's home in Riyèl Lafwa. The oldest of four 

daughters, Rica played a leadership role in her family and maintained strong ties to their 

relatives in Jacmel. 

Rica was educated up to receiving the brevet (brevet d’enseignment fondamental), 

the first official diploma a student receives in the Haitian education system at the end of 

quatrième (ninth grade) after passing rigorous exams. She had one more year of study 

and exams for another diploma (brevet elementaire du premier cycle) before she could 

have advanced to lycée. She can read and write in French and Haitian Creole. After 

teaching literacy courses since 1987, she writes most often in Haitian Creole rather than 
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French, and she has attained a command of Haitian Creole spelling and grammar that 

surpasses that of many84. She describes herself as Katolib, a portmanteau of Katolik and 

lib (free). She has strong relationships with local vodouyizan leaders. Her open-

mindedness about religion and her non-sectarian approach put atheists and more secularly 

inclined individuals at ease, though it is not a reflection of secularism on her own part. 

Rica and her 17-year-old youngest son live in a rental in Site Makout (Macoute 

City). She left her last long-term partner ten years ago, and has not had any partners 

since. Site Makout is bordered by rue Martissant 1 and rue Ste. Bernadette in the west 

and east and is halfway up the hill between the national highway and cinquième avenue 

Bolosse prolongée. Site Makout is named after its former inhabitants, prominent makout 

leaders, and seems to retain some of the advantages it had during the Duvalier era. It 

boasts a few more cement roofs than in Lasajès or Lafwa. Although it is on the same grid 

as adjoining ti katye, its residents are more often able to run certain power-hungry 

appliances like desktop computers and refrigerators when electricity is supplied, which 

may indicate better initial electrical infrastructure or fewer illegal hook ups. Site Makout 

is a place that inspires modest planning for the future and provides a little tranquility. 

Across the street from Rica’s house is l’École Johannesburg, the community school run 

out of the section of the house of Jean Gardy and Emilie, equipped with some PCs, and in 

the midst of expansion to a second floor. One of the teenagers I know from Lafwa comes 

                                                 
84 Despite the fact that Haitian Creole proponents and linguists have been mobilizing in force since the 

1970s, the Barnard Reform of 1978 which introduced Haitian Creole as the primary language of instruction 

in the first four grades of elementary school, and the Constitution of 1987 declared Haitian Creole an 

official language alongside French and introduced compulsory primary education, written command of 

standard Haitian Creole is a specialized skill. Implementation of these reforms has been especially difficult 

as 83% of Haitian schools are in the private sector. In my experience, those who have the best command of 

written Haitian Creole are young people who have attended the best public secondary schools, educators 

who access good linguistic resources either through Creolist or evangelical networks, marketers who seek 

monolingual Haitian Creole customers, and participants in social movements to legitimize national culture 

and popular knowledge. 
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down to her aunt's home in Site Makout when street violence is bad or when she needs a 

quiet place to study and retreat after her chores are done. The small advantages Site 

Makout possesses are meaningful to its residents and visitors but should not be 

overestimated. Jean Gardy and Emilie identify themselves as normaliens from the 

coursework they undertook at l'École normale superieure, and neighbors respect their 

prestigious training. Furthermore, Jean Gardy is a respected leader in Matisan; he is a 

long-time activist once imprisoned in the 1990s for his support of President Aristide. He 

has a long history of providing local youth with afterschool activities and supplemental 

education and is especially active in the Mache Breya ti katye. His political and 

community credentials are strong, thus ensuring that he can have certain material 

possessions in his home that will not be stolen. Rica does not have commiserate property 

that she has to protect, but she also has a reputation as a leader and person who helps out 

the community and is able to enjoy the relative peace of Site Makout within her home 

there. 

The house that Rica rents for herself and her son has two rooms, separated by a 

wall, each with its own entrance onto the small front porch. The house has cinder block 

walls, a corrugated metal roof, wooden front doors, and cement floors. Rica tells me that 

her landlord lives in Pétionville and owns three different houses in Matisan, then corrects 

herself to say that he owns six to seven other rooms. This means that the landlord—or his 

Matisan-based proxy who manages the properties—can rent out rooms within the 

different structures to separate households if the demand is high enough. It is difficult to 

imagine more than one household filling Rica's rental. Rica and her son sleep in one 

room and prepare and eat food in the other. They have a latrine and washing area and 

purchase their water at a nearby well which they transport back to their home in buckets. 

They use more expensive kerosene for cooking in hopes that it is better than using 
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charcoal in the small enclosed room when they prepare meals. Rica does not receive 

many visitors here, though her son may set up a four-person folding card table so he can 

sit and play with his friends. When she is not at the nearby Lekòl Timoun on rue Ste. 

Bernadette, COB 5's meeting space, or travelling in other parts of the city, Rica spends 

time socializing and holding court in the alleyway in front of her father's home in Riyèl 

Lafwa. 

Rica has two rent-free alternatives in Matisan. One is a three-room house at the 

top of ruelle la Sagesse which she purchased as an investment. "Zòn pa bon" (the area is 

not good), and she never intended to live there. She was last able to rent it out in 2006 

and allows an acquaintance who has fallen on bad times to stay there, as leaving the 

building vacant would invite vandalism and squatting. The other alternative is her father's 

home in Riyèl Lafwa, which is home to whoever in the family is charged with looking 

after him. Rica's father is in his late sixties and appears to be in his eighties. He 

frequently falls sick, and his family hopes that his permanent residency visa will come 

through so he can be taken care of in New Jersey, where two of Rica's sisters live. Before 

they moved out to the municipality of Carrefour in the spring of 2009, Rica's younger 

sister Mamoun, Mamoun's husband Tou Tou, and their three daughters, ages 10, 11, and 

12 years old, lived in the father's house. This arrangement worked with Mamoun's 

schedule as she tried to make a living in the alleyway as a street vendor of cassava bread 

and other non-perishables. Now Rica's 24-year-old daughter Betina lives in the house and 

is starting a family of her own. Rica's oldest son Johnny established his own household 

elsewhere a while ago. All of Rica's grown children are thus accounted for. Her 

unemployed daughter can better fill the role of caregiver while Rica is out of the house 

most of the day. 
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Rica extends help to many people with whom she does not have a kòmè or kin 

relationship and so differs from Man Sè, who shelters kin and foster children related to 

her through her godparenting. This is a matter of her long-term commitment to popular 

politics and identity as a militan (activist) and the role she is able to play within her 

family because of the support she receives from relatives abroad.85 It is a norm in Haitian 

society first and foremost to attend to the basic needs and advancement of the family. The 

decision to extend generosity to non-kin beyond religious celebrations and without a 

logic of patronage, like in an employer-housekeeper arrangement, is a conscious political 

position. Man Sè has been influenced by this approach, but she does not take it on as 

forcefully as Rica. Rica not only demonstrates this in the entrusting of her home at the 

top of ruelle la Sagesse to an acquaintance but also in the ways she advocates and 

occasionally shelters the various young people she knows in the neighborhood, including 

escaped restavèk. 

Rica cultivates institutional and political networks beyond those of Man Sè, and it 

is worth elaborating Man Sè's diplomatic organizational politics to further understand the 

nuances of Rica in contradistinction. SOFA, to which Man Sè was introduced by Rica, is 

the only formal organization in which Man Sè is a member. SOFA has a policy that does 

not allow its members to belong to other organizations and its reasoning and enforcement 

during my period of fieldwork is described in chapter four. Man Sè participates as a 

coordinator in a way that is compatible with her neighborhood standing and SOFA's main 

political tenets. A number of women who have fallen out of favor with SOFA's 

membership or who have been kicked out of the organization remain friends with Man Sè 

and other popular neighborhood branch members. Man Sè is careful about these 

                                                 
85 Through supporting Dedette and hosting Dedette’s mother, her cousin, during visits from the U.S., Man 

Sè can count on occasional support from abroad. Man Sè has other relatives in North America, but the 

relation is not as close as that between Rica and her sisters in the U.S.  
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friendships, keeping their existence unknown or minimizing their importance to SOFA's 

socio-professional branch members. Man Sè treads a diplomatic line in keeping with the 

SOFA membership-only rule in regards to her niece Vanecia's involvement in SOFA. 

SOFA seeks more participation by young women, and there is an expectation that the 

popular neighborhood branch leaders will promote the organization and enlist their 

younger female relatives. Man Sè is not an enthusiastic promoter of SOFA but strikes a 

balance between the role she is expected to play on behalf of the organization and a 

healthy respect for Vanecia's autonomy. She may send Vanecia to attend a SOFA training 

or activity for popular neighborhood young women as a way to encourage Vanecia’s less 

privileged peers to participate as well. Vanecia will attend initial meetings of SOFA 

programming out of courtesy to Man Sè and will follow through the end of the activity if 

it falls in line with her long-term goals. Vanecia is pursuing education intended to 

advance her French proficiency and facilitate her advancement towards university 

training in law or a similar middle- to upper-class profession. Short-term vocational 

trainings in office-related skills, like word processing or managing a spread sheet, are 

more appropriate for Vanecia than SOFA activities geared towards vocations. Vanecia 

will attend higher-profile political education and consciousness-raising seminars when 

SOFA is collaborating with other organizations. She half-heartedly attends meetings of 

“sub-commissions” SOFA tries to form among young women related to its different 

programmatic axes. She is avoiding earning titles or formal roles in SOFA. This keeps 

options open later for her. If she keeps her status as a "pitit SOFA"(SOFA child) and does 

not become a full member, she can pursue formal roles in another organization in the 

future without disrespecting SOFA or threatening Man Sè's position within it. 

Rica has participated in various neighborhood groups, autonomous and State-

sponsored popular organizations, Haitian middle class-run NGOs, and internationally 
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funded groups for more than twenty years.86 She does not restrict herself to the SOFA-

only membership rule. Since Rica started teaching Haitian Creole literacy to adults in 

1987 as part of the Catholic Church’s Misyon Alfa,87 and she has had a well-established 

role and skill base as an activist before she joined SOFA. Indeed, Rica became part of 

SOFA through her connection to CRAD and maintained her connection with one of 

CRAD's founding members after he separated from his wife, CRAD's primary founder 

and one of SOFA's co-founders, and started to pursue activities of his own under CRAD's 

name. When Rica was coordinator of SOFA's popular neighborhood branch, she 

managed different locations of CRAD-SOFA and SOFA's projects, such as a community 

store meant to generate revenue for popular neighborhood women at the same time as 

providing lower price goods to the community and an artisanal linen and clothing 

workshop on quatrième avenue Bolosse meant to generate livelihoods for the SOFA 

members who made piecework wages there from 1998 to 2005. When these projects 

ended, Rica was still able to secure locations from which she could work and organize in 

the neighborhood because she was not dependent on SOFA for her personal, charismatic 

reputation or institutional presence in the neighborhood. At the Lekòl Timoun on rue Ste. 

Bernadette, she is able to lead a number of activities. With promise of funding from 

CRAD for the rental of the building and the support of the Haitian chapter of a North 

American ecumenical NGO, she conducts support groups and artisanal workshops with 

restavèk in Matisan. She is the treasurer of COB 5, which met in a couple of locations 

during my fieldwork from 2008 to 2010, first in the small backyard of Eli's rental home 

                                                 
86 Studies of popular civil society in Haiti distinguish among these different types of organizations. Chapter 

three explains these distinctions in detail. 
87 As I mention in the introduction, the Catholic Church hierarchy was at odds with the radicalized base of 

Misyon Alfa. It responded to the right-wing political violence against its foot soldiers by temporarily 

closing the program for “restructuring” in the summer of 1988. For all intents and purposes, this temporary 

closure signaled the end of the Church’s involvement. Organizers and educators tried to continue the work 

of the national literacy campaign with mixed results. 
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on cinquième avenue Bolosse prolonguée and then in a rented office space on the second 

floor nearby. 

Rica actively seeks and creates opportunities for her children to participate in any 

non-SOFA networks or projects that may provide them with job training or prospects for 

future employment, even if these opportunities may be at political odds with SOFA's 

national political platform. Rica secured an opportunity for her daughter Betina, a "pitit 

SOFA" like Vanecia, to receive a scholarship from MINUSTAH in order to attend 

vocational training in cosmetology. She encouraged other SOFA and non-SOFA popular 

neighborhood mothers to benefit from this opportunity as well, and Tibebe's daughter 

Karen participated in the same program. Man Sè would not have considered doing the 

same for Vanecia given the vocational orientation of the training. More importantly, Man 

Sè would be risking open defiance of SOFA's stance against the MINUSTAH 

"occupation" if she were to send Vanecia to such a program. 

Alongside her cultivation of extensive political and development connections 

beyond SOFA and provision of generosity beyond kinship or godparenting networks, 

Rica has adapted her maternal and familial role to work alongside her role as a militan. 

Expectations around motherhood in the popular neighborhoods entail considerable self-

sacrifice for children to further their education or reap some of the cultural markers of 

respectability. The idealized roles for aunts, older sisters, and aunts also demand 

selflessness for the sake of younger children and the larger family and deference to male 

relatives. As Tibebe points out, Ti Grimèl subjects herself to considerable danger and 

humiliation to support her mother, brother, and children, and cover the costs of such 

culturo-religious celebrations as her child’s first communion. Although the weight of 

obligations of motherhood can be overwhelming, to abdicate motherhood through 

adopting out one’s children or ceding some maternal responsibilities to others is a path of 
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last resort. Ariane, whose sister is addressed by Ariane’s children as “mother,” is an 

object of pity. Tibebe and Man Sè accommodate some of the demands of the hegemonic 

model for motherhood and disregard others. While they are self-sacrificial, they defy 

some of the sexism inherent in the model in their devotion of time and resources towards 

their younger female relatives’ education. Tibebe has very limited choices for her 

daughters’ education for lack of means. Man Sè cannot recognize the potential merits of 

good public lycées and reputable state universities for their location in tumultuous Port-

au-Prince and their episodic disruptions from teacher and student activism, and does what 

she can to expose Antoine and Vanecia to institutions also frequented by Haitian middle-

class youth. Rica has been more willing to expose her children to potential advantages 

and disadvantages in a mixture of learning environments and leverages her skills and 

connections more than material means in securing an education for her children. She has 

exercised these choices given her educator’s understanding of each of her children’s 

capacity for general education and vocational learning, her knowledge of different 

educational institutions in Port-au-Prince, and her ability to supplement her children’s 

school-learning through fellow activists in Matisan and NGO-sponsored trainings for 

Matisan youth. I found out about Rica’s second and third child’s education in detail. 

Betina attended College Mixte Frère Roc, a private for profit school in Matisan linked 

with the Haitian education NGO Fondasyon Konesans ak Libète (FOKAL, Foundation 

for Knowledge and Liberty). Frère Roc’s programming suited Betina, whom 

neighborhood women would sometimes describe as “tèt di” (hard-headed), a stubborn 

learner who easily became frustrated when she encounters something new that she does 

not immediately understand. Frère Roc had some vocational courses alongside traditional 

curriculum, and when Betina did not advance enough in her studies to be able to go to 

university, Rica availed of her contacts to find free and low cost further instruction in 
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different feminized trades (sewing and aforementioned cosmetology) and basic computer 

skills. Ricardo attends the public Lycée Jean-Jacques Dessalines in the downtown Port-

au-Prince neighborhood of Bèlè. Rica’s neighbor Jean Gardy, an alumni of Lycée Jean-

Jacques Dessalines, involves Ricardo in his community school with the intention of 

encouraging him along in his studies and providing him with at least part-time work in 

the future. Jean Gardy’s mentorship mitigates the challenges Ricardo may face in a large 

public lycée which does little to improve attrition rates. His encouragement and attention 

are critical in Ricardo’s continued advancement in school. 

Rica provides opportunities for her kin in the various organizations in which she 

is involved. She recruited her younger sister Mamoun and her niece Patricia88 to join 

SOFA, and over the years, they have been able to do some remunerated work for the 

organization and MCFDF. Rica tries to strike a balance between familial duty and her 

role as a militan in her role as treasurer in COB 5. When COB 5 solicits aid for victims of 

the hurricanes and tropical storms of 2008, Rica, Ti Pouch, and Rivière advocate for food 

donations and home reconstruction for their relatives, COB 5 members, and closest 

neighbors. The idea of utilizing some kind of external criteria—the poorest residents of 

Matisan, those who cannot pay for schooling that year, or those whose homes have been 

worse hit by inclement weather—does not resonate with many residents in Matisan, as 

family ties and obligations are central to most people’s identity and effective kin usually 

live in the same ti katye. Rica, Ti Pouch and Rivière try to manage public perception so 

they do not appear to provide too much preferential treatment to their kin by exercising 

discretion and demonstrating that can be counted upon for certain forms of generosity to 

rank-and-file COB 5 members and non-member sympathizers in the surrounding ti katye. 

                                                 
88 “Patricia” is a pseudonym. 
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Rica’s own modest accommodations act as a testament to her sharing what she can. 

Rica’s relatives can also help her manage public perception in their behavior as a good 

neighbor. Mamoun’s courtesy and affability seems to help diffuse suspicions that Rica 

only looks out for moun pa l. 

Tibebe places Rica at the same social level as Man Sè despite the fact that Rica 

has lower living standards, lacks a male relative/mentor like Dou Dou, and cannot 

advance her children's general education to the same level. Tibebe regards Rica at the 

same level as Man Sè because of Rica's prominence as an activist. Like Tibebe and Man 

Sè, Rica comprehends generalizations made about Haitian women in the popular 

neighborhood and the limited role envisioned for them in middle class-led anti-poverty, 

women's rights, and political projects. Yet she insinuates herself within this paradigm in a 

very different way and can secure more, if temporary, opportunities to generate income 

from it. On one hand, she can leverage her identity as "generic" popular neighborhood 

woman. She has money-managing skills as the head of her household and as a ti machann 

and thus is an attractive candidate for micro-entrepreneurial projects. She comes from a 

generation of women who worked, however briefly, in the light assembly sector; she can 

operate industrial sewing and embroidery machines and handle regimented, repetitive 

work and is thus poised to participate in the revival of such import-export sector schemes. 

She is a sexual assault survivor and mother, an ideal recipient of aid from programs that 

target the "poorest of the poor" or the "worthy poor." On the other hand, she can leverage 

her relatively advanced formal education, political experience and acumen, and charisma. 

Rica's fighting spirit and courage appeal to popular neighborhood constituents who seek a 

politics that does not blame them for their condition. Middle-class Haitian progressives 

and both Haitian and foreign developmental experts need popular participation in order to 

garner legitimacy for their projects and look to Rica as someone who brings a 
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constituency of people with her. With her literacy teaching skills and ability to lead 

meetings and trainings, Rica can act as intermediary between middle-class organizers and 

the popular base. 

As I will explain more in depth in chapter five, funding for projects in the popular 

neighborhoods is notoriously fickle, and State, Haitian NGO, and foreign entities that 

target the popular neighborhoods for interventions lack follow through and coordination 

with one another. There are historical periods where funds are more flush than not, like 

the few years that the Human Rights Fund supported projects in the aftermath of the 

1991-1994 military junta rule. The timelines for projects are also restricted by donor 

ideas of cost-effectiveness. What constitutes a problem worthy of donor involvement 

conflicts with residents' lived reality. For example, the disaster relief organization 

Diakonie Katastrophenhilfe funded the rebuilding of homes in anwo and anba Matisan 

after the 2008 hurricanes and tropical storms but would not intervene when February 

2009 daily rains eroded the hillside higher up in Matisan and caused the same level of 

destruction in anwo Matisan because the storms could not be classified as hurricanes. 

Contract period staffing does not allow for the flexibility and continuity needed to carry 

out a project in the popular neighborhoods: an organization's fieldworker—often a 

Haitian national paid at lower wages than staff from the Global North and in a sub-

contractor position—needs time to establish a strong enough relationship with the 

community that will host the project, and often his or her contract ends before the contact 

bears fruit for the community. Persons formally aligned with political parties take an 

interest in Matisan during election season, and then their attention dwindles as their 

elected official duties take over. These structural problems have numerous effects. One of 

the effects that directly influences Rica's role as an intermediary between popular 
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neighborhood residents and project management is to reinforce Rica's impression that she 

needs to actively protect her unique position. 

If Rica is perceived as indispensable to project management, she will most likely 

be selected to work on future undertakings. Rica cultivates the impression that she is 

indispensable by showcasing her gifts in organizing and teaching and intimidating or 

undermining potential rivals. Rica engages in gossip with other residents about her 

potential rivals or influences her friends and younger mentees to avoid rivals' meetings or 

activities or to play a passive, information-gathering role. Rica intimidates subtly; her 

manipulation contrasts markedly with the harsh, violent aggression that has too often 

dominated dynamics in Matisan. The question is how Rica's exercise of leadership affects 

other popular neighborhood women in terms of whether she helps or impedes them from 

recognizing their own value, talent, and potential to participate in changing the world in 

which they live. For the moment, I leave this question open, as chapter three examines 

the dominant paternalistic and exclusionary model of leadership with which women 

leaders like Rica must contend and the ways they maintain a position of influence in 

male-dominated circles of power. 

GENERATIONAL DIFFERENCES, RANKING THE DIFFERENT DETERMINANTS OF KOUCH 

SOSYAL, AND BOURDIEU’S FORMS OF CAPITAL 

As I revisit the details of Tibebe’s, Man Sè’s, and Rica’s lives in light of Tibebe’s 

typology and consider events that change a person’s place in the social ladder—Tibebe’s 

dismissal from SOFA and the death of Man Sè’s older brother Dou Dou—I discern a 

ranking among the different factors that Tibebe considers important in determining a 

person’s place in a particular social layer. Many of these factors correspond with different 

forms of Pierre Bourdieu’s capital (Bourdieu 1986) and Sherry Ortner’s concept of 

psychological capital (Ortner 2002), though the factors themselves cannot be reduced to 
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class. I use economic capital to refer to that which is directly and immediately convertible 

to money, such as ownership of a house or various forms of income. I use social capital 

to refer to the constellation of social obligations and support a person may have, 

“connections” that are convertible in certain conditions into economic capital. I use the 

term cultural capital to signify that which may be convertible in certain conditions into 

economic capital (like French language ability needed for certain occupations). I also 

refer to institutionalized cultural capital, such as certification through a certain school, 

when relevant. Of the three states of cultural capital, objectified cultural capital (cultural 

goods) is not discernable in Tibebe’s rubric. Institutionalized cultural capital (e.g. 

academic qualifications) are more highly prioritized than embodied cultural capital (mind 

and body dispositions, particularly affections of middle-class status and 

gender/sexuality). I use Sherry Ortner’s “psychological capital” to refer to that which 

confers “social effectiveness,” in adolescence and adulthood and that is mainly 

accumulated during formative years. Ortner describes psychological capital as the quality 

of love and support that one gets from one’s important social relationships, particularly 

family, during the years of growing up (Ortner 2002, 20) and how it influences the kind 

of social self a person becomes (“outgoing or shy, self-confident or timid, active or 

passive, open or closed” (Ortner 2002, 13). The concept of psychological capital 

measures the kind s of social and psychological disruptions a person may experience as 

they grow up; the greater quantity or significance of the disruption, the less psychological 

capital the person has. She coins the concept in response to the limitations of Bourdieu’s 

forms of capital in making class subjects, and how they do not enable complex theorizing 

of subjects as persons with certain forms of consciousness, certain structures of feeling, 

and “personality” (Ortner 2002, 12-13). In this case, I mainly use psychological capital to 

refere to what Tibebe and Matisan women describe to me as emotionally critical to a 
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young person’s upbringing such as having a strong relationship with her/his mother, 

having a strong sense of her/himself within a family. Correlating the different factors 

Tibebe sees as shaping a person’s position within a social layer with Bourdieu’s forms of 

capital and Ortner’s “psychological capital” can help us better see micro-social 

distinctions among neighborhood residents whose biggest differences in “capital” are not 

those in income or assets. 

What Tibebe prioritizes points to the social conditions she has endured as an 

illiterate former restavèk: advancing her child’s education is more important than eating 

regularly. She is also describing priorities she shares with other popular neighborhood 

mothers and “othermothers,”89 particularly those who have reached middle-age. Many of 

the women in this group who have biological children are separated or widowed; when 

asked if they have a sexual partner or companion or are looking for one, they shake their 

head. More often than not they indicate that they have already had the most significant 

relationship they expect with a male sex partner. Although the words for sexual 

partner/companion or boyfriend/girlfriend (ti zanmi, menaj) are genderless, my asking 

this direct question does not elicit any disclosure on their part of same-sex attraction and 

preference. They may offer deeper reflections about sex and romance or ribald sexual 

jokes about their past and other people’s present private lives but rarely acknowledge 

their own sexual desirability. In response to different times when I remark on their charm 

and pleasing appearance, they diffuse compliments with humor. 

                                                 
89 I am using the term Patricia Hill Collins expressed at length in Black Feminist Thought to signify the 

women in a community who fulfill certain aspects of a mothering role to younger people who are not their 

biological children (Collins 2000, 178-183). In the case of the popular neighborhoods, these othermothers 

look out for the welfare of young people, keeping an eye on them while other relatives are absent, including 

fulfilling a disciplinary role; temporarily or permanently sheltering or fostering children; acting as a 

godmother; sharing food or money; and providing advice. 
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I infer from these different reactions that sexual desirability, menaj, and personal 

beauty are more the purview of youth. As such, they are ephemeral variables. Based on 

the conversations that I have with young Matisan women in the generation following 

Tibebe, Man Sè, and Rica, I conjecture that certain factors Tibebe de-emphasizes have 

more of a priority for the younger women. Thus, I list the factors that I believe are most 

important to Tibebe from highest to lowest priority and mark those of possible greater 

importance to younger women with an asterisk: 

 Coverage of her child’s basic needs (shelter, food, health) 

 Level of support from and stature of family of orientation 

 Child’s education for the first nine years of schooling 

 Living conditions (diet, quality and location of housing) 

 Working conditions 

 Child’s education for the last years of secondary school (troisième, seconde, 

rhéto, philo) 

 Formal education and training (academic or vocational)* 

 Child’s education at university level 

 Job-related cultural capital* 

 Non-kin networks of patronage* 

 Non-kin networks of mutual aid 

 Non-job related cultural capital* 

Young women without children have a different perspective regarding their 

futures; with a few exceptions, many of them are complementing their older relatives’ 

efforts in helping out with younger siblings or cousins rather than being pressed, as the 

primary provider and caregiver, with the immediate needs of a child. Young women with 

children still may consider themselves to be eligible for schooling and may place their 

own educational and training opportunities on par with their children’s and entertain 

dreams of a well-remunerated or supportive partner. Job and non-job related cultural 

capital—middle-class manners, attire, and comportment—may also have more import 

given the types of jobs in the service sector and office environments they seek, so they 

may surpass the social standing of their forebears. Furthermore, relatively prominent 
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traditional roles among poor urban women like that of a konmèsant are beyond their 

reach because of political economic changes, lack of capital among potential buyers, and 

the fluctuation of prices of goods. Thus, they look more to nursing assistant jobs, clerical 

work, and reception jobs in institutions. There are limits to how much a person can 

advance in their performance of this persona. Phenotypic distinctions—color and 

hegemonic notions youthful beauty—mediate her ability to excel within this role. In this 

sense, office-setting cultural capital may be more important to the younger generation 

than middle-aged and elder women. 

If we revisit the different factors Tibebe considers important to positioning a 

person within a social layer with details revealed by her, Man Sè’s, and Rica’s lives, we 

can flesh out a table of sorts and visualize the interplay of factors. Cells are highlighted in 

different colors to correspond to Tibebe (light grey), Man Sè (medium grey), and Rica 

(dark grey). 
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Table 1: Table of Factors That Determine a Popular Neighborhood Resident’s Place in a Kouch Sosyal 

  From meager conditions to level exceeding that of adequate support or ability 

From 

basic 

duties to 

situations 

enjoyed 

by more 

socially 

privileged 

residents 
 

 

Child’s basic 

needs (shelter, 

food, health) 

Living and 

making a living 

in the streets or 

in domestic 

servitude 

Housed, meager 

nutrition, 

recurring/ 

untreated 

childhood 

illnesses 

Housed, improved but irregular 

nutrition, childhood or adolescent 

illness treated on occasion by 

medical provider 

Housed, 

regular 

nutrition, 

fewer 

childhood 

illnesses 

+ preventative health 

care 

Family of 

orientation 

(psychological.

economic, and 

social capital) 

Restavèk: stayed 

with a family to 

have basic needs 

covered in 

exchange for labor 

Foster care, 

stayed part-time 

or full-time with 

another family or 

godparents 

Grew up with some 

family members or 

at least his/her 

mother 

Family had 

multiple adults 

contributing to 

household 

Family is well-

established in 

the ti katye 

through male 

relative(s) 

Remittances 

From 

extended 

family 

From 

immediate 

family 

Child’s highest 

level of 

education for 

the first nine 

years of 

schooling 

No school at all Irregular, poor 

quality 

community 

school 

Lekòl bòlèt, 

cheaper private 

schooling with 

poor quality 

curriculum and 

untrained teachers 

Better quality 

community 

school or 

subsidized fair 

quality private 

school 

Good quality 

community 

school or 

public school, 

fair quality 

private school 

Very good quality 

public school or 

middling-very good 

private school 

Living 

conditions 

(diet, quality 

and location of 

housing) 

Living on streets, 

hand-to-mouth 

existence 

Squat Obtain shelter 

through generosity 

of others, irregular 

diet 

Rent close to 

sewage and 

other sources 

of illness and 

street violence; 

better diet 

Rent in less 

dangerous ti 

katye or own 

home in 

dangerous area, 

eat enough 

Own home in less 

dangerous ti katye, 

eat daily and well 

Working 

conditions 

Begging in the 

street (public 

humiliation, 

social ostracism, 

vulnerability to 

violence) 

Sex work (risk of 

violence, no 

remuneration, 

social ostracism) 

or having to rely 

on contacts for 

charity 

Regular manual 

labor in filthy, 

dangerous 

conditions without 

commiserate 

remuneration or 

safety measures 

Manual labor 

with ability to 

delegate worse 

tasks to 

subordinate, 

supervisory 

capacities 

Side business, 

master at 

trade, good 

skills as a 

schoolteacher, 

accountant, 

clerk 

Excel in trade, 

management training 

or experience as 

educator, 

development worker 
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 From meager conditions to level exceeding that of adequate support or ability 

From 

basic 

duties to 

situations 

enjoyed 

by more 

socially 

privileged 

residents 
 

 

Child’s highest 

level of 

education for 

the last years 

of secondary 

school 

(troisième, 

seconde, rhéto, 

philo) 

No secondary 

school 

Completion of 

troisième or 

seconde 

Highest educated 

child does not pass 

rhéto 

Child does not 

pass rhéto, but 

is able to attend 

vocational 

training 

Child passes 

rhéto (on first 

or second try) 

Child passes 

philo (on first 

or second try) 

Formal 

education and 

training 

(academic or 

vocational; i.e. 

institutional 

cultural 

capital) 

No formal 

education aside 

from sparse adult 

literacy courses 

Some spoken 

French, some 

Haitian Creole 

literacy 

Meager 

command of a 

trade 

Medium command of 

French and fair 

Haitian Creole 

literacy 

Apprenticeship 

completed in trade 

Medium 

command of 

French and 

strong Haitian 

Creole literacy 

Mastery in 

trade, skilled in 

technical or 

professional 

proficiency 

Strong French, 

full literacy in 

French and 

Haitian Creole 

Mastery in 

trade, advanced 

technical or 

professional 

proficiency 

Bilingualism, 

recognized 

strong 

technical or 

professional 

proficiency 

Child’s highest 

level of 

education at 

university level 

   Some 

professional 

training at a 

non-accredited 

university 

Attendance at 

an accredited 

state, private or 

middling 

university 

Graduation 

from university 

Job-related 

cultural capital 

 Understanding 

petit bourgeois 

and bourgeois 

tastes for 

domestic and 

service sector 

work 

Agility at switching codes between 

middle-class office and institutional 

settings and popular class environments  

Some 

institutional 

cultural capital 

from attending 

recognized 

school 

Diploma from 

recognized 

institution 

Comportment, clothes, hairstyle, and 

mannerisms for front counter service 

sector or office work 

 

  

Table 1 (continued) 
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 From meager conditions to level exceeding that of adequate support or ability 

From 

basic 

duties to 

situations 

enjoyed 

by more 

socially 

privileged 

residents 
 

 

Non-kin 

networks of 

patronage 

(social capital) 

 Former domestic 

work employers 

or temporary 

foreign 

benefactors 

Patrons with 

whom still have 

points of contact 

and thus more 

insured support 

(religious figures, 

human rights 

activists, social 

movement actors) 

Small progressive 

Haitian NGO 

patronage over a 

long period of 

time and in small 

quantities of 

support 

Larger 

organizational 

patronage of 

greater material 

support and not 

necessarily 

renewable 

(MINUSTAH, 

foreign aid 

organization) 

Political 

patronage 

 

Bourgeois 

patronage 

Non-kin 

networks of 

mutual aid 

(social capital) 

Kotizasyon 

(collections) for 

funerals and 

treatment of urgent 

illnesses 

Sabotay 

(provision and 

receipt of small 

loans through 

pooling money 

with other 

women) 

Follower of a 

popular 

organization or 

neighborhood 

association 

Member of a popular organization, 

neighborhood association, or local 

religious institution 

 

 

 

 

Leader of a 

popular 

organization, 

neighborhood 

association, or 

local religious 

institution 

Non-job 

related 

cultural capital 

Ability to convey 

deference in 

interactions with 

more socially 

privileged persons 

in order to secure 

patronage 

Middle-class 

performance 

Adept at 

recognizing and 

deploying faith-

specific 

comportment 

(Protestant of 

various 

denomination, 

Catholic, atheist) 

Adept at 

managing 

foreigners and 

their national 

particularities in 

informal contexts 

Able to navigate different cultural 

politics (cultural nationalism, 

technocratism, evangelical 

conservatism), able to interact 

productively and socially with 

Haitian socio-professionals and 

some foreign interlocutors 

Respect-

ability, 

sociality 

Mascul-

inity/ 

feminity, 

or 

sexuality 

Table 1 (continued) 
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TIBEBE’S KOUCH SOSYAL AND THEORIES OF COUCHES SOCIALES: SOCIAL FORMATION, 

MICRO-POLITICAL ECONOMY, AND INTERSECTIONALITY IN HAITI 

The concept of social layers, or couches sociales, has purchase with a number of 

French-speaking social scientists who examine hierarchy and social difference as if they 

are carved out by multiple axes of domination and historical conditions. Social layers 

contain traces of the past and change in response to macro-political economic and 

geopolitical developments. Social layers are materially bound though they are not strictly 

defined by class. With the concept of social layers, it is easier to address how subjects 

have multiple axes of identity and develop contradictory and differential social 

consciousness. Social layers do not address gender explicitly but can articulate place, 

class, race, and color specificity. They are not interest groups but can manifest different 

coherent ideologies and political practices related to their lived experience. In my 

analysis of Tibebe’s micro-social layers and the roles she, Man Sè, and Rica play in their 

families, community organizing, and political networks, I am drawing upon the 

structural-Marxist analysis of Haitian urban and rural (macro-)social layers provided by 

Micheline Labelle (Labelle 1978) and Gracien Jean (Jean 2002). They posit their own 

typology of social layers to address different questions of ideology and practice. 

Micheline Labelle is one of the rare scholars to try systematically to analyze race, 

color, and class ideology among different groups of Haitians in Port-au-Prince and the 

rural area of Léogâne. She collected her data through research teams from 1971 to 1972. 

The social layers interviewed in her study were the following 

1) urban traditional bourgeoisie who identify as milat 

2) urban petty bourgeoisie (middle class) who identify as nwa 

3) well-off Black peasants 

4) Black mid-level independent land-owning peasants 

5) Black poor peasants who could not subsist on the crops grown on their meager 

holdings 
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Labelle related the formation of these social layers to the main social layers formed in 

colonial times and reconfigured in the struggle between nwa military officers and milat 

elite in 19
th

 century independent Haiti, the U.S. Occupation (1915-1934), burgeoning 

anti-imperialist and Black nationalist movements from the 1920s through the 1940s, and 

François Duvalier’s rule and promotion of Noirism. Urban respondents’ self-

identification as milat or nwa had less to do objective phenotype than with holding 

particular political and ideological positions on the “question of color” in Haiti, the 

historical competition between nwa and milat sectors of the dominant classes to rule. She 

selected these urban social groups for their roles in the economy, their participation in 

political struggles for control of the State, and their roles in the ideological battleground 

of the “question of color.” She selected the three rural groups because of the fundamental 

role that the agrarian masses play in the national economy to challenge the dominant 

assumption that rural Haitians do not concern themselves with race and color dynamics. 

Labelle did not sample the working class because they comprised only 4% of the 

population at the time. She could not include the Black traditional political bourgeoisie 

because their numbers are greater in the north of Haiti and the political climate was too 

repressive in Port-au-Prince for her to seek them out for answers about race, color, and 

class. For the same reasons of political repression, she was not able to interview the pro-

Duvalier petit bourgeois activists. Research was tailored to investigate the 

terminology/lexicon of color and its relationship to the social positioning of the person 

who employs it; essentialist discourse that links characteristics (moral, intellectual, social, 

etc.) to different colorist categories; the lived race, color, and class experiences of people, 

their effects on intersectional consciousness, and accommodation of dominant colorist 

ideology (Mulattoism or Noirism). For each social layer she enumerated class indicators 

such as family reputation, income, profession, educational level, state of living quarters, 
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and educational level of children and performative indicators of class, color, and race 

such as language use (Haitian Creole vs. French), culture-religious practices (Afro-Creole 

or Europeanized),90 and manners. In her structural-Marxist analysis, she was able to 

conclude that the discourse on the “question of color” always references the two 

complementary variants of colorist ideology by the dominant classes, Mulattoism and 

Noirism, which both function to obscure determinants of social relations in Haiti91 and 

that each social layer formulates its position regarding race, color, and class in Haiti in 

terms of the specific conditions of their lives and the social antagonisms they experience.  

Gracien Jean employs the concept of social layers in order to investigate forms of 

civil society in which they participate, their ideologies, and political practice. He 

identifies the following social layers in contemporary Haiti and alludes to some of their 

historical origins: 

 

1) high social layer 

a) landowning aristocracy 

b) post-colonial military officer-landowners 

c) fugitive European and Middle Eastern immigrants in the business sector 

                                                 
90 The dichotomy of Afro-Creole/European has a great deal of currency among theorists of Caribbean 

society and their works on cultural pluralism. For the time that Labelle was conducting her research, it may 

have been easier to categorize different cultural practices within these two camps. For the purposes of my 

research, I find that there are ways European and North American cultural forms have been “Haitianized” 

or are Afro-diasporic that it is difficult to point to one cultural practice as nwa, milat, indicative of Black 

pride, or Afrophobic. There are ways that cultural nationalists among the intelligentsia practice folkloric 

culture that is differently classed than popular neighborhood versions, the latter being no less “Black” than 

the former. I believe that there are multiple ways popular neighborhood Blackness is expressed, and rather 

try to reflect on cultural practices in terms of whether they embrace popular class sensibilities or emulate 

middle-class positions, whether they promote certain traditional popular class socialities or emergent 

subjectivities. The closest I come to addressing “cultural pluralism” is in my analysis in chapter four. 
91 Mulattoism alleges that milat are more competent rulers and deserve positions of power. Milat function 

as the normative subjects, much like the unmarked White male subject of liberal discourse. Noirism posits 

that Black leaders more authentically represent the interests of Black people overall and are entitled to rule. 

Both are elitist ideologies that make essentialist claims about color categories. François Duvalier’s 

rendition of Noirism is a permutation of Negritude that strips the latter of its potentially libratory race and 

class analysis and advances more metaphysical aspects of the intellectual movement, like the idea of an 

African personality.  
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2) middle social layer which emerged from different political circumstances (e.g. 

the expansion of the Haitian State and Black civil service during President 

Dumarsais Estimé’s government (1946-1950), political patronage under the 

Duvalier dictatorship (1957-1986), post-1986 coup d’états, and other political 

situations) 

a) higher-ranked civil servants 

b) engineers 

c) doctors 

d) other professionals 

3) higher middle poor social layer 

a) small land-holding peasants 

b) service sector employees (private and public sector) 

4) lower middle poor social layer comprised of informal sector workers 

a) small vendors 

b) artisans 

5) low social layer comprised of the working masses in the agricultural sector, 

manufacturing sector, and the great mass of unemployed urban and rural 

inhabitants (lumpen agro-proletariat) (Jean 2002, 28)92 

In his ambitious project, he identifies five different categories of civil society 

organizations and attributes which different social layers are most active with each type. 

Each category of civil society has one or more political ideologies at work (conservative, 

reformist, political racketeer, protest campaign-oriented, anti-establishment, 

electioneering, neo-radical, anarcho-populist, and polyclassist), different types of political 

action (political lobbying, economic monopolist, influence-brokering, political-

racketeering, political pressure, class and political conflict mediator, violent political 

action, electoral competition), and different types of organizational dynamics (dependent 

on external support, suffering from internal dissension, political and economic 

clientalism, autonomy, radicalism, clannishness, cult of personality dynamics, politically 

polarized) (Jean 2002, 39). Jean’s ambitious project does not bear scrutiny like Labelle’s 

systematic sociological study. He is trying to diagnose a civil society in the making and 

judges, rather than investigating the depths of the groups he is analyzing. He seems to 

                                                 
92 I translate from Jean’s original text in French into English here. 
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stand too much outside of the organizations he generalizes. Rather, his scholarship 

reveals the promises and pitfalls of tackling disparate historical, ideological, and social 

(class and place) details with too large of a research question and lack of rigorous 

methodology. His execution is limited, but he ventures into a subject matter that warrants 

further study. 

 Labelle and Jean build on studies that examine social layers, social consciousness, 

community and political roles of rural Haitians. This work links contemporary rural 

Haitians with their post-emancipation ancestors of the 19
th

 century and with 

developments in the political economy thereafter, with a particular interest in possible 

solidarities among the rural poor. Geographers like Paul Moral and anthropologists like 

Sidney Mintz advocate for research that recognizes nuances among the rural peasants as 

important to distinguishing their different levels of autonomy and organizational 

capacities. Small distinctions in land tenure, type of crop cultivated, level of skill as a 

cultivator and commercial actor, small business ownership in the rural town economy, 

and agricultural wage labor are amplified by the way differently class rural inhabitants 

treat one another and the exploitative nature of peasant taxation and agricultural 

speculation (Moral 1978, Mintz 1974). 

 In search of the “grassroots” of social movements and politics, I find Tibebe’s 

attention to micro-level social difference compelling. Tibebe’s typology of kouch sosyal 

helps us imagine the roles different popular neighborhood women may play in a 

community because she is speaking in terms of the stakes that are highest for popular 

neighborhood residents and she has witnessed successive social mobilizations inspire, 

promise change, and fail to meet their goals. She is sharing what she and her peers 

consider their baseline responsibilities to their families and is proposing how the ability 

or lack of ability to meet these responsibilities mediates how and in which contexts they 
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can relate to non-kin. There is something intrinsic to their place in a micro-social layer 

that shapes their community and activist roles because positioning within a micro-social 

layer is also a positioning within networks of support and influence.93 Tibebe also 

grapples with a certain amount of shame as a former restavèk and from the experience of 

poverty. It takes considerable courage and effort to wrest a sense of self-worth out of 

such a hierarchical environment. I ask her what type of relationships are possible across 

different micro-social layers, imagining that she will speak of relationships across 

significant social difference within the popular class, like the way fourth-tier Ti Pouch 

and a first-tier woman who begs in front of the church may relate. She answers in an 

unexpected way, specifically raising the subject of her relationship with Rica. To be 

friends with someone like Rica, she says, she keeps a certain distance from Rica’s 

organizational involvements. She states the she does not involve herself closely with the 

roles Rica plays in COB 5 or share her opinions about the dynamics she witnesses there 

with Rica. She is a sympathizer of COB 5 but will never become a member. I gather that 

this way, she will never be in direct competition with Rica, and she will never share 

insights on organizational dynamics with her in a way that could be construed as critique. 

To be friends with someone of a higher kouch sosyal, then, involves deference to that 

person. This idea is particularly unsettling, as it presents a major stumbling block to 

social movements among popular class participants and rules out libratory dynamics 

across class difference between popular class and middle-class Haitians. In the next 

chapter, I explore further neighborhood-level organizing and popular political activism 

and gauge Tibebe’s assertion against key ethnographic moments. 

  

                                                 
93 In chapter three, I advance the thesis that positioning within networks of support and influence also 

shapes political agency, which Begoña Aretxaga defines as “the capacity of people to become historical 

subjects deliberately intervening in the making and changing of their worlds” (Aretxaga 1997, 8). 
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Chapter Three: The April 2008 Uprisings against Lavi Chè: Popular 

Moral Economy and Political Subjectivities 

Tibebe’s discussion in chapter two of the different micro-social layers of the 

popular neighborhoods provides a way to understand how “fourth-tier” women like Rica 

and Man Sè can play more prominent roles in community organizing in Matisan and 

within the popular neighborhood branch of SOFA. Her correlation of kouch sosyal with 

levels of agency articulates a central argument of the concept of “structural violence” 

elaborated in detail by Paul Farmer, a phenomenon of “historically given (and often 

economically driven) processes and forces that conspire—whether through routine, ritual, 

or, as is more commonly the case, the hard surfaces of life—to constrain agency” (Farmer 

2004, 40) and induce suffering among vulnerable sectors of society. Farmer further 

explains that the poor are more likely to suffer and have their suffering unnoticed (Farmer 

2004, 50). During my main dissertation research period from 2008 to 2009, lavi chè (the 

high cost of life) in Haiti precipitated large-scale demonstrations in the country which 

condemned the normalization of poor Haitians’ suffering. Protesters were trying to 

reclaim their agency by assembling in high numbers and expressing their angry critique.  

As I will demonstrate, deprivation in of itself did not spur the mass mobilizations. 

Like the eighteenth century English “food riots” described by E.P. Thompson, they had a 

more complex motive than hunger and were a form of direct popular action with clear 

objectives and an internal set of rules (Thompson 1971, 48, 1966, 64). The existence of 

severe social inequality in the context of widespread hunger acted as a catalyst for 

demonstrators to voice longstanding frustrations. Demonstrators forcefully conveyed 

their messages in order to elicit a productive response from the State and an international 

audience. Their remonstrations fell on deaf ears. The Haitian government answered by 
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trying to delegitimize the protests and leaned on UN forces to impose order, further 

incensing the crowds. 

The concept of structural violence is analytically useful in bringing together 

intersectional analysis of Black feminism (Davis 1983, Crenshaw 1991, King 1988), the 

simultaneous axes of domination that constrain poor Haitian women’s agency94—class, 

color/race, gender, and geopolitical hierarchies which make citizens of poor countries 

like Haiti especially vulnerable—and the violence of these social processes. When 

violence is identified in its systemic form, acts of aggression and interpersonal conflict 

are given necessary social and historical context, as I will explain in greater detail in my 

discussion of the April 2008 uprisings. Structural violence helps understand how agency 

is hindered; other analytical approaches are needed to discern how agency is facilitated 

and what form it takes. As I remarked in chapter two, positioning within a micro-social 

layer is also a positioning within networks of support and influence. Rica and Man Sè are 

able to exercise more sway in Matisan relative to Tibebe because of the opportunities 

they can secure for themselves and their friends and family. They have also cultivated 

different community personas, with Man Sè’s playing a more conservative, sacrificial 

role for her young relatives, kòmè, and immediate neighbors, and with Rica’s assertive 

defiance and extending her generosity to restavèk youth and farer-flung acquaintances. 

These three women played different roles in politics that emerged in the uprisings 

of April 2008. Tibebe and Rica participated in early days of the uprisings themselves. 

Man Sè stayed out of the fray of April 2008. As COB 5 tried to respond to the difficulties 

of starvation and harness the impulse that drove protesters to the streets in April 2008, 

Tibebe played a supportive role when called upon and Rica continued in a leadership role 

                                                 
94 Poor Haitian women’s agency is not only constrained by the limitations or lack of avenues they have to 

assert their social, economic, and civil rights, but by the embodiment of social inequality itself in their high 

rates of morbidity and mortality. 
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in the organization, albeit constrained by the greater power exercised by its male 

coordinators. As coordinator of the popular neighborhood branch, Man Sè helped provide 

neighborhood women trainees to SOFA-affiliated citizenship events (chapter 4) and 

rallied them to participate in a May 1, 2009 mass demonstration organized by SOFA’s 

allies. Rica gave measured support to SOFA in that she brought popular neighborhood 

residents affiliated with COB 5 and her own network of young women to the May 1, 

2009 mass demonstration. Out of respect for Man Sè’s role as coordinator and in a quest 

to find political forums where she could play more of a leadership role and influence the 

content of the political platform, Rica was far less involved in SOFA-affiliated political 

trainings. 

In two settings for popular protest, the April 2008 uprisings and the May 1, 2009 

mass demonstration, Rica marched alongside other leaders of the male-dominated 

neighborhood association COB 5 and encouraged a number of women who sympathized 

with the tenor of the protests and the organization itself to participate as well. Male State 

University of Haiti students, male adolescents, and unemployed men in their twenties and 

thirties predominated in the mass mobilizations because of their greater mobility from 

household and childcare responsibilities and their prior participation in groups that 

organized the demonstrations. Rica’s greater participation relative to other women is 

testament to the small privilege of mobility she exercises relative to many of her peers, 

her identity as an activist, and her ability to gain prominence within the organizations for 

which the demonstrations were critical. I traced her and her female peers’ movements 

during April 2008 uprisings and neighborhood and social movement-based attempts to 

form a popular politics thereafter. April 2008 and its aftermath served as a setting where 

they could utter many of their political priorities and intimate what they needed in order 

to be involved in social mobilization. For their participation in these male-dominated 
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spaces meant that their perspectives were welcome to such extent that they 

complemented these leaders’ emerging localized and politically contingent moral 

economy (Thompson 1971, 1966),95 a consensus about the problems of Global North’s 

and Haitian government’s corruption, the political responsibilities of the Haitian 

president to his citizens, legitimate forms of leadership, and Haitian sovereignty.  

In narrating the events of April 2008 and its aftermath, I highlight these women’s 

utterances of political priorities and their intimations about which methods which would 

best elicit their participation because the specificity of their political desires and actions 

are absent from accounts about popular politics. I consider their position analogous to 

republican women in Begoña Aretxaga’s ethnography of their participation in working-

class Catholic resistance to British rule in Northern Ireland in which she states that 

republican women’s politics “often runs against the grain of the two major political fields 

in which it operates: nationalism and feminism” (Aretxaga 1997, 4). Poor Haitian women 

are negotiating sex and micro-social layer hierarchies within popular politics and class 

hierarchy within Haitian feminist milieus. In order to make the “anonymous and 

subversive” character of republican women’s politics intelligible to the reader, Aretxaga 

analyzes the discourses, practices, and motivations that configure republican women’s 

political subjectivities (Aretxaga 1997, 18). She is particularly invested in interpreting 

their marginal oppositional practices in a way that reveals their transformative potential 

                                                 
95 Mobilizations around lavi chè and uprisings around the world in response to the food crisis of 2007-2008 

bear generic similarities to Thompson’s account of “foot riots” in eighteenth century England (Hossain and 

Kalita 2014). The first index of living standards for the English working class and poor was the price of 

bread and oatmeal (Thompson 1966, 315), and the cost of bread, rather than wages, “was the most sensitive 

indicator of popular discontent” (Thompson 1966, 63). Grievances around these prices "operated within a 

popular consensus as to what were legitimate and what were illegitimate practices in marketing, milling, 

backing, etc" (Thompson 1971, 79). This popular consensus was part of the moral economy of the poor, "a 

consistent traditional view of social norms and obligations, of the proper economic functions of several 

parties within the community," (Thompson 1971, 79) or more specifically, “assumptions which taught the 

immorality of any unfair method of forcing up the price of provisions by profiteering upon the necessities 

of the people” (Thompson 1966, 63). 
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(Aretxaga 1997, 19-20). In this chapter, I apply some of this interpretative work Aretxaga 

completes in her book. I interpret a series of popular political and neighborhood events I 

consider consequential to Matisan women to make their politics more intelligible to the 

reader and describe the conditions of possibility for these women’s involvement and 

leadership in more organized campaigns. 

As I will demonstrate, media and Haitian State representations of urban poor 

politics deny popular political subjectivity; therefore my work to discern poor women’s 

popular political subjectivity includes defining the parameters of popular political 

subjectivities along the way. I propose that popular political messages and mobilizations 

must necessarily be interpreted in dialectical relation to the Haitian president’s actions 

and words and the practice of electoral democracy after the fall of Jean-Claude Duvalier 

in 1986. Protesters act as sentinels of perceived excessive violations of popular moral 

economy. Mass mobilizations create transient opportunities for communitas and 

articulations of incipient political platforms. As participants work to develop these 

articulations into sustained political projects and communities, they navigate social 

antagonisms, encounter longstanding suspicions that collective action can be appropriated 

to enrich individuals or elite groups, and struggle to forge a campaign that inspires their 

constituents and can draw wider material and symbolic support. Women with political 

experience like Rica search for multiple opportunities for their political participation as 

groups rarely open opportunities for their leadership or guidance. They have seen the rise 

and fall of various organizations involved in social movements. Participation in more 

than one network increases their chances of finding a place that addresses their concerns 

and expands their potential sources of support. Their strategic mobility is an adaptation to 

a complicated political field. 
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THE EVENTS OF APRIL 2008 

Aba lavichè. Down with the high cost of living. On Thursday, April 2, 2008, 

Haitians began gathering in the Department of the South and Haiti’s third largest city, 

Les Cayes, to protest soaring costs of rice, cooking oil, and other basic goods. Over a 

year's time, the price of kerosene and diesel had increased by 47%. The cost of basic food 

staples had also risen dramatically, up 30% to 47% on items like rice, maize, sorghum, 

wheat flour, beans, and cooking oil (Fantinet et al. 2008, ix, Radio Métropole 2008).96 

Worse still were the figures over a two-year period, doubling or tripling for rice, wheat, 

maize, and cooking oil (Préval 2008, Fantinet et al. 2008). The main culprits for the 

higher prices were global, skyrocketing petroleum and grain prices, with the latter 

increased due to its diversion for biofuel production (Schuller 2008). Eighty percent of 

the rice consumed by Haitians was imported, and rice made up 24% of the calories 

consumed daily (Favre et al. 2010, 20, 24). Other staples were imported from the Global 

North: milk products, chicken, and even sugar. There was no simple strategy to lessen the 

difficult times, such as shifting consumption to domestic products or imports from the 

neighboring Dominican Republic. Fuel costs increased both imported items and locally 

produced items transported from the countryside. Furthermore, the 2007 hurricane season 

(June-October) caused severe losses of important food and cash crops and damaged 

transport infrastructure throughout southern Haiti and in the Dominican Republic 

(Coordination Nationale de la Sécurité Alimentaire (CNSA) and The Famine Early 

                                                 
96 In search for reliable statistics on food prices, I examined reports generated by intergovernmental 

organizations and ministries within the Haitian government closely monitored by donor agencies (e.g. 

Ministère de l’Agriculture, des Ressources Naturelles et du Développement Rural (MARNDR, the Ministry 

of Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Rural Development) as media reports gave variable numbers and 

did not always cite their primary sources. The cost of food staples had risen dramatically, by 47% for 

imported rice, 30% for imported wheat flour, 22% for local maize, 34% for local sorghum, and 42% for 

beans (Fantinet et al. 2008, ix). According to the Institut Haïtien de Statistiques et d’Informatique (The 

Haitian Institute for Statistics and Data Processing), an agency of the Ministry of Economics and Finances, 

the price of cooking oil increased by 30% (Radio Métropole 2008). 
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Warning Systems Network (FEWS NET) 2007, Food and Agricultural Organization of 

the United Nations 2008).97 With an allocation of 55.3-69% of total household expenses 

to food (Mathieu et al. 2007, 76), most households suffered. 

On Tuesday, April 3, at least five thousand demonstrators populated the streets of 

Les Cayes. Protesters appealed to the elected officials to stop playing political rivalries 

and debating procedural points and to deal with the pressing matter at hand. They called 

for President Préval to change neoliberal policies, stabilize food prices, and establish 

subsidized community stores for staple goods. Older boys and young men in their 

twenties and thirties predominated among the Les Cayes protesters, but they elicited the 

sympathy and support of a far wider demographic within the popular classes and some of 

the middle class. By the end of the day, a small group of protesters started damaging 

small stores, looted a UN storage facility, and burned two UN cars. A smaller protest the 

same day took place in front of Parliament in Port-au-Prince, but it seemed like the 

property damage and violence directed at the UN in Les Cayes precipitated the first 

formal response from the national government.98 

On April 4
th

, Prime Minister Jacques Edouard Alexis went on national television 

and tried to deflect attention from political economic policies that had spurred the crisis. I 

found his tone reminiscent of that used by an irate teacher to a recalcitrant pupil and his 

stance one of condescending familiarity with his audience. Both denied them valid 

political subjectivity. He stated that the demonstrations were now being manipulated by 

drug dealers and chastised attendees at a press conference for being misled, "Pa kite 

                                                 
97 Haitian and Dominican crop damage included that of rice, beans, plantains, cassava and sugar cane. The 

most serious destruction occurred when Tropical Storm Noel hit Haiti and the Dominican Republic on 

October 30 and October 31, 2007, respectively. 
98 Previous protests about the problem of hunger had been largely ignored by the Government of Haiti, 

including a women’s protest on March 7, 2008, in front of the Ministry of Economy and Finance in the 

Palace of the Ministries, a complex that houses four other ministries (Joachim 2008).  
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moun ap di w de bagay ki pa sa" (don't let people tell you things that aren't true) (Flory et 

al. 2008).99 The UN, he continued, was not to be blamed for the high cost of living; the 

Haitian government was not paying for its mission.100 He tried to placate the public, 

stating that $10 million (U.S.) would be applied in reducing prices through subsidized 

food programs and creating jobs in sanitation. 

Had Alexis proposed a counter-argument to conspiracist ideas about the UN and 

addressed the roots of the crisis in clear terms, he may have mitigated the antagonism 

directed at Préval's administration. Instead, he chose to make a promise not yet publicly 

endorsed by his president, the superior of two executives in government who remained 

silent. He lost credibility in protesters’ eyes in his dismissal of hostility towards the UN, 

which stemmed from their observations of the correlations between the UN presence and 

their worsening daily misery. Indeed, the large amount of foreigners living in Haiti with 

the means to pay for inflated rent and other goods influenced landlords and business 

owners to cater to these consumers and hike up their prices, like during the late 1996 

peak in civilian and military deployments of the first of a series of UN Missions in Haiti 

(1993-2000).101 UN presence in the mid to late 1990s coincided with the Government of 

Haiti's agreement with international financial institutions (IFI) to implement structural 

readjustment programs and austerity measures, and protests in 1995 and 1997 critiqued 

the UN alongside the rising cost of living, IFIs, and then impending neoliberal political 

economic policy to cut public sector jobs, privatize state-run companies, and lower tariffs 

                                                 
99 A number of newscasts captured Alexis’ address, and I am providing my own translation of the original 

Haitian Creole. 
100 I elaborate on popular distrust of the UN and its role as an emblem of systemic problems in Haiti later 

in this chapter. 
101 The UN missions had the following titles, acronyms through which they were known in Haiti, and 

dates: United Nations Mission in Haiti (UNMIH), September 1993-June 1996; United Nations Support 

Mission in Haiti (UNSMIH), July 1996-1997; United Nations Transition Mission in Haiti (UNTMIH), 

August–November 1997; United Nations Civilian Police Mission in Haiti (MIPONUH) (December 1997–

March 2000) 
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on foreign agricultural goods. The four-year gap between previous missions and the 

current mission, the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (Mission des Nations 

Unies pour la stabilisation en Haïti, MINUSTAH), which had begun in June of 2004, 

was inconsequential to a feeling of continuous foreign presence and interference in Haiti. 

MINUSTAH was emblematic of the international aid apparatus, various foreign 

consultants, missionaries, and other non-nationals who advanced their projects 

independent of any regulation by the State. Invectives against MINUSTAH in 2008 

recalled protests in 1995 and 1997. In terms of residential and commercial rent, Port-au-

Princians had seen no reprieve in housing costs during the interim, especially those socio-

professional Port-au-Princians who more directly competed for spaces out of which they 

could build their own institutions. Port-au-Princians could readily observe UN personnel 

circulating in their air-conditioned sports utility vehicles and by-passing traffic jams. 

They would hear of the occasional scandal or crime committed by UN personnel that 

went unpunished. Residents in the popular neighborhoods remembered various massacres 

in Bèlè and Site Solèy carried out by MINUSTAH from 2004 to 2006 under the auspices 

of gang pacification.102 So Alexis' attempt to defuse anger directed at MINUSTAH 

                                                 
102 In the aftermath of President Aristide’s ouster in 2004, Haiti descended into large scale violence as 

former army and paramilitary members who had disbanded in 1995, drug gangs, neighborhood self-defense 

groups, and politically aligned street clans (pro- and anti-Aristide) vied for control. In addition, large 

protests started in support of Aristide’s return and against measures that had reduced the public sector 

workforce. The interim government initially responded to these protests with Haitian National Police 

(HNP) measures. The HNP were poorly prepared and often shot indiscriminately into the crowd. After the 

anniversary of the first successful coup d’état against Aristide (September 30, 1991), protesters started to 

fight back against police clamp downs. The interim government responded by starting a concerted 

“pacification” campaign in zones where Aristide had a prominent following and enlisted the support of 

MINUSTAH. Contrary to its moniker, this pacification campaign took the form of extrajudicial beatings, 

detentions, and killings of Aristide’s political supporters. MINUSTAH carried out violent raids from 

September 2004 to January 2005 in Bèlè, resulting in the deaths of 400 people. MINUSTAH similarly 

followed the interim government’s lead in other campaigns in the popular neighborhoods which lead to 

many civilian deaths, such as the July 2005 raid on Site Solèy. The head of the military contingent of 

MINUSTAH, Lieutenant General Augusto Heleno Ribeiro Pereira, resigned in September 2005 after 

having testified to the intense pressure put on the mission by the interim government and “international 

community,” including General Powell, to employ violence (NYT 2005, IPS 2005). His successor, 
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specifically and associations with foreign presence made him further vulnerable to 

political scapegoating. On Monday, April 7
th

, after demonstrations broke out in Petit-

Goâve, Jérémie, Léogâne, and Gonaïves, and numerous blockades set up by farmers 

around the southern countryside started blocking main roads, Port-au-Princians took to 

the streets and effectively shut down the capital for three days. On the afternoon of the 

second day of protest in Port-au-Prince, I took refuge in my home and did not emerge 

until Thursday morning, April 10. 

Rica, Tibebe, and members of COB 5 participated in demonstrations in Port-au-

Prince for the first day and a half. The early phase of demonstrations in Port-au-Prince 

included middle-aged women, employed married men, and other more settled popular 

neighborhood residents who were showing their solidarity with the younger generation. 

Rica, Tibebe, and members of COB 5 withdrew from the protests as the dynamic of kraze 

brize (smash and break) took over. They shifted their activities towards self-preservation 

and making sure their families were safe as MINUSTAH and the Haitian riot police 

(Corps d'Intervention et de Maintien de l'Ordre, CIMO, Rapid Intervention and Law 

Enforcement Unit) clamped down especially hard on Matisan and other popular 

neighborhoods with indiscriminate tear gas use. COB 5 members did not attribute the 

violence to "manipulation" but the fristrasyon (frustration) among young protesters that 

lent further volatility to the situation. The way they spoke of fristrasyon made me think of 

a contagious condition that could not be diffused once it surpassed a boiling point. Young 

people were more prone to experience fristrasyon past the boiling point because they had 

more personal aspirations and life ahead of them. COB 5’s sense of foreboding and 

sympathy was echoed in the words of Berony François, a former farmer from Les Cayes 

                                                                                                                                                 
Lieutenant-General Urano Teixeira da Matta Bacellar, committed suicide on January 6, 2006, reputedly 

because of “personal and family reasons” (BBC 2006) and hinting to the stress and contradictions of the 

UN’s work in Haiti.  
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and resident of Site Solèy, who was interviewed in a group by France 24. He and his 

friends, also displaced farmers, were playing dominoes in front of the camera as they 

discussed their plight. They identified the Haitian State as the agent primarily responsible 

for the dire conditions and their inability to survive in the countryside as cultivators. 

Tout tan pa gen sekirite nan peyi 

a, pa gen devlòpman, pa gen dlo 

potab, pa gen travay, pa gen 

lekòl nominal, pa gen dispansè, 

pa gen lopital, pou tout ayisyen 

vi an pe, pap janm pa gen 

vyolans. 

As long as there is no security in the 

country, no development, drinking 

water, jobs, primary schools, medical 

dispensaries, [and] hospitals, Haitians 

will not live in peace, there will never 

be a time without violence (Flory et al 

2008).103 

François spoke more of a baseline of decency necessary for peace; the lack of 

sekirite to live and make a living, a basic infrastructure, and accessible educational and 

health system spur violence. Sekirite is often translated as security, but it connotes 

stability as well as safety, where life is less prone to arbitrary upheavals and loss. What is 

additionally interesting about François’s warning that violence would continue unless 

there were fundamental public services and work is that violence can be interpreted as 

both the fury of the protests and the ongoing violence of everyday life. Furthermore, 

while the deprivation many Haitians were experiencing was astounding in its scale, 

deprivation in of itself—hunger in its most desperate form—was not the sole cause of the 

uprisings according to François and many of the protesters. A relational sense of misery 

informed the protests. In their signs and slogans, protesters were making causal links 

among their suffering, the Haitian State, and foreign presence based on processes that had 

started in 1995. The ensemble of their signs and slogans pointed to an intention behind 

                                                 
103 This is my translation of François’ comments and a modification of the translation provided by the 

program. The English voiceover translates his words as, “As long as there is no security in this country, no 

development, and drinking water or jobs, public schools, medical dispensaries and hospitals open to all, 

Haitians will not live in peace, the violence will continue.” As I address later in this chapter regarding 

representations of the April 2008 uprisings, commentators and voiceover translations sometimes undercut 

the analyses different interviewees on the street offered to them about the reasons for the protests. 
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the problems, as more privileged sectors of society could profit from their misery just as 

the Global North could benefit from Haiti's weak position. 

“Nou bouke” (we are worn out). Placards pointed to the beneficiaries of the 

current state of affairs, “Lavi chè bay vòlè” (the high cost of living gives to thieves)104. 

Some signs seemed coordinated in their rhymes, “Boujwazi ap fè pwofi” (the bourgeoisie 

profits), “Laprès ap fè pwezi” (the press writes poetry) (Roc 2008). They protested 

against “plan lanmò a” (the death plan), a term coined in the mid-1990s to refer to 

structural readjustment and austerity measures (Bell 2001, 102) and associated with the 

older expression coined by the 1980s, “plan ameriken” (American plan), an alleged 

coherent and coordinated agenda to exploit Haiti for the enrichment of the U.S. and 

Global North (Wilentz 1989, 269-279, Farmer 1992, 229-243, Deshommes 2006).105 

                                                 
104 The word “thief” can also connote “profiteer” in this statement, as part of a discourse I encountered 

about natural disaster, commercial elite speculation, and Haitian government profiteering. Concerning bad 

flooding in the municipality of Carrefour in October 2009 and the lack of humanitarian relief a month later, 

Tibebe said to me, 

Gen lè—bon, yon bagay ki domine 

peyi a bèl, gon siklòn, gen lè tout 

Leta kontan. Leta kontan pou fè 

kòb pou yo met nan pòch yo. Gade 

kòb, moun ap pete mouri la, 

Bizoton. Leta pa fè anyen jiska 

prezan...Sa vle di dega pa ase 

sifizan pou yo (pa) fè mas kòb 

mete nan pòch yo. 

It seems—well, the main issue that really is at 

stake in the country is that when there are 

hurricanes, the State is happy. The State is happy 

to make money to line its pockets. Here is the 

money, people are dying in Bizoton. The State is 

still not doing anything…That is to say the 

damage isn’t enough for them to do anything else 

other than put most of the money they receive in 

their own pockets. 

 
105 The term “American Plan” started circulating in 1984 after Ernst Verdieu, a member of the independent 

Haitian electoral council, released a collection of quotes that he had compiled from U.S. government 

documents that allegedly revealed the U.S.’s plans to transform the Haitian economy into a cash crop and 

light assembly export economy. American journalist Amy Wilentz started tracking its usage at the end of 

1986 and could not find a reprinted copy of Verdieu’s document, though the newspaper Haïti Progrès often 

mentioned it. From an initial idea about reorienting the rural economy by replacing hillside and mountain 

slope food production with fruit, coffee, and cacao cash crops, replacing cereal and other food staple 

production in the plains with other agricultural products gear for export, and channeling cultivators once 

dependent on subsistence agriculture to low-wage assembly work, the “American Plan” became short-hand 

for actual U.S. governmental and corporate offenses in Haiti, like a U.S. company’s dumping of toxic waste 

in the waters near Gonaïves, or grim realities suspected to have a deliberate design to weaken the Haitian 

and ensure North American hegemony in the hemisphere, such as the transmission of the HIV virus to 

Haitians from North American tourists. “American Plan” was also given as a name to the structural 
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They wore Haitian flags or flag colors of blue and red, symbolically reclaiming their 

nation’s sovereignty. Many of their pithy slogans, songs, and symbols were reminiscent 

of the practice of voye pwen (sending points), obliquely mocking, chastising, and 

critically commenting on their conditions through figurative language, a practice similar 

to Afro-diasporic “signifying” or “loudtalking” (Brown 1987, 167-177, Richman 1990, 

1992, McAlister 2002, Smith 2001, 45-68). Like many pwen, these messages’ primary 

audience was comprised of other participants and observers of the protests who could 

propagate them further as they discussed them among their networks or with the media. 

This indirect character of voye pwen makes the form useful across gender to socially 

marginalized persons who cannot launch direct attacks on their targets of aspersions 

(Richman 2002) but often is visible in male-dominated competitive public spheres like 

Carnival and electoral campaigns (McAlister 2002, Richman 1990). The targets of the 

critique—the Haitian State, domestic elite, and foreign agents associated with the UN 

mission—would have to exercise as much verbal agility as the senders if they responded 

with another pwen in some form of public address.106 

                                                                                                                                                 
readjustment policies and privatization measures imposed on the Haitian government as part of the Paris 

Club Agreement, a set of conditions for President Aristide’s return to power in 1994 (Nairn 1994). Haitian 

popular protest against this economic restructuring soon coined the term plan lanmò a and protested against 

it alongside the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB), two of the three entities 

responsible for monitoring the progress of the economic restructuring. The Inter-American Development 

Bank (IDB) was the third institution responsible for monitoring. 
106 Voye pwen is a form of discourse whereby the target of the comment is a “passive victim.” One of 

Karen Richman’s primary research collaborators, Malgre Sa, explains that the target “can respond in one of 

three ways but the choice is always mediated by context and considerations of the different statuses of the 

parties involved. First, one can get angry, lose control and start a quarrel, actions which are only likely to 

mark the owner for the community’s teasing and ridicule. This inappropriately direct response is 

tantamount to an admission of guilt. One may admit guilt in a socially acceptable way by opting for the 

second strategy of passivity…A third and highly-valued type of response is to return the pwen. The target 

strategically removes himself or herself from a position of ‘social accountability ’and challenges the new 

target to take ownership of the message. Sustaining the fictional ‘frame’ of non-provocative discourse is an 

esteemed option among members of a ‘speech and song community ’who, like their Creole counterparts 

elsewhere in the region, value competitions among ‘men-of-words’ (Abrahams 1983)” (Richman 1990, 

118). Richman provides an example whereby the perceived target of a pwen who otherwise exercised a 

great deal of power met disgrace when he responded inappropriately with anger. A year before the general 
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Protesters used terms that had emerged within the last year to vividly describe the 

extent of their hunger, grangou klowòks ak asid batri (bleach and battery acid hunger), as 

if their stomach pains were as bad as if they swallowed the caustic substances. They 

carried metal plates and spoons to beat out sounds as they marched. They waved leafy 

branches, using a metaphor created during mass protests against Duvalier started in 1985 

to call for the uprooting of those in power, and shouted "Aba Preval" (down with Préval). 

Some of the protesters carried photos of President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, twice unseated 

from power by opponents with foreign and Haitian elite support, once known for his fiery 

rhetoric about class conflict in Haiti. Through their different props and statements, 

participants were communicating with each other over possible solutions to the crisis. All 

the while, they still awaited response from their president. 

By Monday afternoon, protesters reached the gates of the national palace. They 

were responding to a statement made before the uprisings by Préval which was 

considered a provocation in the face of the hardship most Haitians were experiencing and 

the fact that Préval had yet to make a public statement since the uprisings began. In a visit 

to small famers in the Central Plateau, Préval had spoken of the problem of hunger in a 

manner regarded by many as insensitive and flippant. In an attempt to convince his 

audience that he too shared in their plight, he replied to the effect of “Come and get me to 

protest alongside you, as I pay the same price for rice, beans, oil and other items as others 

                                                                                                                                                 
elections in 1990, newly appointed U.S. Ambassador Alvin Adams used a proverb in a public address to 

promote the rapid transfer of power from the military junta to a freely elected civilian government, “Bourik 

chaje pa kanpe” (the loaded donkey does not stand still). Avril angrily refused to receive Adams and 

thereby reinforced the notion that the proverb was apt one: the process of democratization, the donkey, 

would likely proceed because the agents in its way—the members of the military junta—could only 

respond in “tantrums” rather with sophisticated challenges (e.g. co-optation) to its progress. Richman’s 

later writings about Haitian women’s use of voye pwen in their conjugal politics demonstrates how the 

rhetorical strategy can be employed beyond reputational posturing among male rivals (Richman 2002). 
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do”.107 Participants were acting as if they were sentinels of the people, showing that they 

paid close attention to their president’s words and actions and responding accordingly by 

bringing the protest to his door. Nearby, protestors faced off with UN soldiers, with one 

man stuffing grass in his mouth from a plate he held out to them, in reference to a 

nickname for MINUSTAH, vòlè kabrit (goat stealers).108 Tires burned at major 

intersections. Near the central square, rocks were thrown at buildings, supermarkets and 

cell phone stores downtown were vandalized and pillaged, and the Air France building, 

leased out at the time to the Government of Haiti for office space, started to be dechouke 

(uprooted), windows broken and contents thrown out into the street. On the second 

morning of the march, the dynamics of kraze brize spread out from its locus downtown to 

                                                 
107 This is my English paraphrasing of Haitian Creole phrases captured and repeated in retellings of 

Préval’s remarks. I rely on the popular education organization Chandèl (torch)’s retelling of Préval’s 

encounter since it conveyed some of the most precise details of Préval’s visit, “"Nou menm nan Chandèl, 

menm jan ak rès popilasyon an, nou te pran nòt sou deklarasyon prezidan Preval te fè nan Plato Santral 

sou koze grangou an, kote l te mande pèp la pase chache pou al nan manifestasyon nan lari a, li peye diri, 

pwa, lwil ak lòt pwodui moun sèvi chak jou menm pri ak yo" (We in Chandèl, along with the rest of the 

people, we took note of President Préval’s statement in the Central Plateau on the issue of hunger, when he 

asked the people to come and find him for their demonstration in the streets (since) he pays the same price 

as they do for rice, beans, oil, and other products). News sources, everyday conversation, and even political 

critique expressed in song repeated and paraphrased Préval’s alleged “pase chache m pou al nan 

manifestasyon” (“come and get me to go to the protest”) long after the April 2008 uprising to equate 

Préval’s style of governance with a pretense of solidarity with the poor and ineffectual leadership. In the 

summer of 2000, during his first presidency and a similar moment of crisis in the Haitian economy, Préval 

had met with small farmers in his hometown of Marmelade concerning the difficulties they faced in making 

a living and made a similar comment, “naje pou sòti” (swim to get out) (Daniel 2001). He used the 

expression naje pou sòti, akin to “sink or swim” to warn his audience that the government of Haiti did not 

have adequate resources at the time to address their plight, there was not enough forthcoming international 

aid, and they would have to continue to rely on their own resources. The phrase was recorded by a 

journalist and quickly circulated in the news and popular political commentary. Préval’s use of “naje pou 

sòti” drew fiery critique (Concannon 2006). The metaphor of swimming to survive evoked the flight from 

poverty to other shores through perilous waters. Like “pase chache,” the clumsy aphorism “naje pou sòti” 

served as a lightning rod for criticism.  
108 The musical group Demele’s "Nou Tout Konn Chime" (We all know heartless people/political 

instigators of violence) further popularized the nickname alongside other songs. An initial rumor that 

MINUSTAH confiscated goats from Haitians in the countryside turned into a powerful metaphor about 

MINUSTAH’s alleged abuses. The nickname vòlè kabrit in songs accompanied descriptions of 

MINUSTAH’s killing of civilians in various anti-gang campaigns in the popular neighborhood and their 

conspicuous presence at night clubs and other leisure spots, accompanied by Haitian sexual partners. The 

nickname could be redeployed in a humorous fashion to insinuate other types of vulgar or aberrant 

behavior on the part of MINUSTAH, like bestiality. 
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envelop neighborhoods on the way to the suburbs of Delmas and Pétionville, clogging up 

the main arteries of avenue Delmas and avenue John Brown. Destruction crashed down 

upon the streets like a wave, as some demonstrators threw rocks on public transport vans 

and bulldozed street vendor stalls, seizing what materials they could to set up barricades. 

Marchers ascended avenue John Brown from downtown Port-au-Prince to Pétionville, a 

suburb associated with wealth and exclusivity. 

The form and content of these demonstrations recalled popular mobilizations from 

the past. The form of these protests harkened back to anti-Duvalierist popular 

mobilizations before Haitian citizens could vote for their leaders, when there existed little 

middle ground in which to apply political pressure. During the Duvalier era, the 

presidency and then unicameral Parliament did not have to demonstrate competency or 

accountability in order to secure their mandate. The right of assembly was often 

suspended by the legislature and the right of association was restricted by an article in the 

penal law that required governmental authorization for the regular meeting of more than 

twenty persons for religious, literary, political, or other reasons (Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights 1979). Suspected and actual activists were harassed, 

jailed, or killed. In 2008, Haitians had secured the rights of assembly and association and 

universal suffrage but were implementing similar forms of popular action. Participants in 

the April 2008 uprisings assembled spontaneously and anonymously, without banners or 

signs identifying the groups with which they associated or from where they came—and 

called for the action—or removal—of the President—not the Parliament and its Prime 

Minister. I suggest that they did so because years of the practice of deliberative 

democracy in Haiti undercut their faith in the electoral process and in the potential 

importance of the direct election of the legislature and municipal leaders. They yearned 

for an accountable president and functioning government but were ever vigilant that the 
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Haitian State and dominant classes would continue to exploit the poor majority for self-

enrichment. One way of thinking through the relationship between the poor majority and 

the Haitian State is to look at their experience of elections since 1990. 

The Experience of Deliberative Democracy in Haiti 

Measuring Faith in the Electoral Process in Matisan in April 2009 

In April 2008, Haiti was due for a legislative election for the seats of ten senators 

whose terms were about to expire, but there were no signs of a coming election. The last 

significant election had taken place on February 7, 2006, when 60% of registered voters, 

41% of the voting age population, showed up at the polls to vote for the president and 

legislature. The run-off election that followed on April 21, 2006, included all candidates 

for the Senate and Chamber of Deputies as none had achieved a clear majority, and 28% 

of registered voters, 20% of the voting age population, turned out to vote. It was not until 

the spring of 2009 that overdue legislative and municipal elections were scheduled and I 

could ask Matisan residents about their intentions to vote.109 When I spoke with Matisan 

residents and Tibebe about their going to the polls on April 19, 2009, I was surprised to 

hear from many respondents that they did not intend to go. When I pressed those 

respondents for a reason why, they most often answered that they did not have the 

required identification to vote, that they did not think that politicians would keep to their 

promises once elected, or that their candidate was not on the ballot. I interpreted their 

statement that their candidate was not on the ballot as their disinterest in an election for 

Senate candidates they did not know or particular anger at the barring of former President 

Arisitide from national politics. Some young male respondents would flash me a photo of 

                                                 
109 Chelsey Kivland provides an astute analysis of the relevance of the April 2009 elections in the 

neighborhood of Bèlè (Kivland 2012a) and spurred some of my further investigation into voter registration 

and turnout in this section. 
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President Aristide that they kept in their wallet in explanation that their candidate was not 

on the ballot; Aristide lived in exile in South Africa, and the former ruling party of Fanmi 

Lavalas, split over the last election in 2006, was unconstitutionally excluded from the 

spring 2009 elections. 

In response to its exclusion, the Fanmi Lavalas party called for an election 

boycott. Under the auspices of “security,” the Provisional Electoral Council, (Conseil 

Provisore Électoral, CEP),110 a body appointed by the president to administer the 

elections, instituted a number of measures for election day, most of which I suspected did 

more to dissuade voters from the polls than to protect them: the suspension of public 

transport and prohibition of motorcycle use, a ban on public demonstrations, and the 

temporary “cancellation” of personal gun permits, thereby prohibiting all but security 

companies and the Haitian National Police from bearing arms (Réseau National de 

Défense des Droits Humains 2009). The streets of Port-au-Prince seemed empty that 

Sunday, where independent observers suggested that less than 2% of registered voters 

showed up at the polls, even lower than the 11.8% national voter turn-out calculated by 

the CEP (Conseil Électorale Provisoire 2009). 

                                                 
110 The CEP is a body appointed by the Haitian executive in power and is often accused by opposition 

parties and their sympathizers of skewing results in favor of the ruling party. After its first incarnation in 

1987, the CEP was supposed to be replaced by the aforementioned permanent electoral council of nine 

members appointed by the three branches of government. In 2012, President Martelly initiated the process 

to form the permanent council and the situation is highly contentious and has yet to be resolved as of the 

publication of this dissertation. With the criticisms of opposition groups in mind—and for lack of 

comprehensive investigation of the CEP for the figures that I investigate from 1990 to 2009—I suggest that 

the overall trend is more revealing than the precise numbers themselves. In many cases, independent 

observers supplemented the CEP’s efforts in registering voters and monitoring the polls. The most common 

allegation is that the CEP miscounted votes for the opposition, effectively throwing them out without 

reporting how many votes it considered invalid and thereby decreasing the voter turnout and voting age 

population turnout percentages. 
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The 2009 Senate Elections, Voter Registration, and Turnout in Numbers 

Residents’ stated reasons for not voting that spring and the low turn-out prompted 

me to search for data that could contextualize the 2009 Senate elections. I examined 

available information on required identification for voting, voter registration and turnout, 

reported irregularities, opposition party boycotts, and political upheavals since Haitians 

were first able to popularly elect their president and parliament on December 16, 1990. I 

detected a steady decrease in voter registration over time. According to my calculations 

with official figures from the CEP, the Inter-Parliamentary Union database (Inter-

Parliamentary Union 2014), the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral 

Assistance (International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance 2014), and the 

U.S. Bureau of Census (United States Bureau of the Census 2014), registration of voting 

age Haitians, in the 90
th

 percentile in the 1990s, steadily decline from its peak in May 

2000 at 96.36% to 67.94% in 2009. 

Calculations in voter turnout and voting age population turnout reveal two 

processes. Firstly, legislative elections that took place without concurrent presidential 

elections had lackluster participation overall and a steady decline in voter turnout over 

time with one exception, the May 21, 2000 legislative election. From 1990 to 2009, 

legislative elections voter turnout and voting age population turnout declined from 

31.09% to 11.81% and from 29.01% to 8.02%, respectively.111 Secondly, voters turned 

out in greatest numbers for presidential elections during which either Jean Bertrand 

Aristide was a presidential candidate or when the election itself presented an opportunity 

to end unpopular neoliberal interim government rule. Voter turnout was especially low 

during the December 1995 election. Aristide had been returned to rule in October 1994 

                                                 
111 I employ voter turnout and voting age population for presidential and legislative elections as municipal 

election data is not readily available for local elections that were not already part of larger presidential or 

legislative elections. 
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with the intervention of the U.S. military and under an international agreement whereby 

his years abroad while he was internationally recognized as Haiti’s head of state were 

years served of his original five-year presidential term. This idea meant that although he 

was in office in Haiti for only nine months of his five-year first term before a coup d’état 

(February-September 1991), he could only sit as president after his return in October 

1994 until February 1996. According to the 1987 Haitian Constitution, he could not serve 

consecutive terms in office. Many of his supporters calculated the date of his presidential 

mandate as if it had been interrupted by the military junta rule and believed that he was to 

remain in office for another three years. Two days before the election, he endorsed his 

former prime minister who served him in the nine months before the 1991 coup d’état, 

René Garcia Préval. Confounded by the early end to President Aristide’s first mandate 

and “voter fatigue” after multiple legislative elections that year (Noël 1996), registered 

voters and Haitians of voting age participated at 27.94% and 25.30%, respectively. In 

2006, René Préval’s apparent popularity among the sectors of society who had supported 

Aristide was amplified by the fact that Aristide’s political party endorsed Préval well in 

advance of the elections, Aristide was living in exile and blocked from returning to Haiti, 

and the 2006 election was the first opportunity to vote against the interim rule of 

President Boniface Alexandre and Prime Minister Gérard Latortue. Like the presidential 

elections of 1990 and 2000 which put Aristide in office, the 2006 election had more than 

50% registered voter turnout and 40% voting age population turnout. Popular 

engagement with the outcome of the February 7, 2006 election of the president testified 

to an additional level of importance of this presidential election to the poor majority. 

On February 13, 2006, after the CEP disallowed more than a hundred thousand 

ballots cast largely for Préval and announced that Préval had captured less than 50% of 

the vote and would have to participate in a run-off election, tens of thousands of Haitians 
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took to the streets and set up blockades across the country, effectively paralyzing the 

nation (Lindsay 2006). Thousands took their protest to the election headquarters at the 

luxury hotel in Pétionville, Hotel Montana, where election results were released to the 

media and international election observers (Thompson 2006b). Journalists and bystanders 

took photos of the many protesters who went into the hotel’s swimming pool, playfully 

defying the hotel’s exclusivity.112 The next time protesters assembled in such large 

numbers took place during the April 2008 uprisings (Lindsay 2008).113

                                                 
112 Photographs by Agence France Presse (AFP, French Press Agency) journalist Walter Astrada and 

Associated Press (AP)  journalist Andres Leighton were among those re-circulated in a number of major 

news outlets. I suggest this scene of the pool at the Hotel Montana also harkened back to the much 

publicized times in the mid-1990s and early 2000s when President Aristide opened his swimming pool at 

his home in Tabarre on weekends to street children and restavèk. Aristide would often address how private 

swimming pools represented social exclusion in Haiti in press conferences publicized by his foreign press 

liaison and his own writings (Aristide and Flynn 2000, 43-45, Karshan 2002). His critics attributed his 

hosting of children at his home as an empty populist gesture. I suggest that the in the circulation of his 

image of the swimming pool among his supporters and detractors alike, it gained power as a metaphor for 

social inequality. 
113 Unless otherwise footnoted by additional special symbols in the table on page 22, I obtained voting age 

population from the US Census International database (United States Bureau of the Census 2014) and 

electoral data from the Inter-Parliamentary Union database (Inter-Parliamentary Union 2014). I shade run-

off elections in light grey. The following special symbols use data from other sources: 
*
author’s 

calculations from values combined from separate databases (United States Bureau of the Census 2014, 

Inter-Parliamentary Union 2014);
†
(Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1993); 

‡
author’s 

calculations from percentages given by former Aristide adviser and current University of Miami law 

professor Irwin Stozky’s monograph (Stotzky 1999); 
#
percentages directed provided by Stotzsky’s 

monograph (Stotzky 1999); 
ǁ
(International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance 2014); 

Δ
(Noël 

1996, 20) and 
◊
CEP data from journalistic sources and an offline CEP website (AlterPresse 2009, Conseil 

Électorale Provisoire 2009) 
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Table 2: Voter Registration and Voter Turnout in Presidential and Legislative Elections from 1990 to 2009 

Type of election Year 
Month 

and day 

Voting age 

population (VAP) 

Registered 

voters 

VAP 

registered
*
 

Total vote 
Registered 

voter turnout 
VAP turnout

*
 

Joint presidential-

legislative 

election114 

1990 16-Dec 3,540,447 3,227,115 91.15% 1,640,729 50.84% 46.34% 

Complementary 

legislative election 
1991 6-Jan 3,540,447 3,227,115 91.15% n/a n/a n/a 

Legislative run-off 1991 20-Jan 3,540,447 n/a n/a n/a  n/a  n/a 

Legislative 

election115 
1993 18-Jan 3,752,712 n/a n/a n/a “very low”

 †
 n/a 

Legislative election 1995 25-Jun 3,931,572  3,668,049 93.30% 1,140,523 31.09% 29.01% 

Complementary 

legislative election 
1995 13-Aug 3,931,572  3,668,049 93.30% 1,173,776

‡
 32.00%

#
 29.86%

‡
 

Legislative run-off 1995 17-Sep 3,931,572  3,668,049 93.30% 733,610-917,012
‡
 20-25%

#
 18.65-23.32%

‡
 

Presidential election 1995 17-Dec 3,931,572 n/a n/a 994,599 
ǁ
 27.94%

Δ
 25.30% 

Legislative election 1997 6-Apr 4,112,740 n/a  n/a n/a 7.00%  n/a 

Legislative election 2000 21-May 4,405,884 4,245,384 96.36% 2,547,000 59.99% 57.81% 

Legislative run-off 2000 9-Jul 4,405,884 n/a  n/a "virtually empty" polls  n/a  n/a 

Joint election 2000 26-Nov 4,405,884 3,668,049
ǁ
 83.25%  2,871,572

ǁ
 78.29% 65.18% 

Joint election 2006 7-Feb 5,085,621 3,533,430 69.48% 2,093,927
ǁ
 59.26% 41.17% 

Legislative run-off 2006 21-Apr 5,085,621 3,533,430 69.48% 1,000,314
ǁ
 28.31% 19.67% 

Legislative run-off  2006 3-Dec 5,085,621  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a  n/a 

Legislative election 2009 19-Apr 5,468,713 3,715,176
◊
 67.94%

◊
 438,624

◊
 11.81% 8.02% 

Legislative run-off  2009 21-Jun 5,468,713 3,715,176
◊
 67.94%

◊
 412,960

◊
 11.12% 7.55% 

                                                 
114 I put the presidential and joint legislative-presidential elections in bold lettering since the effort and resources devoted to registering voters and 

popular interest in voting are much greater during these elections. 
115 These legislative elections for a third of the Senate seats took place under the military junta’s rule, which only allowed its supporters to run. 
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The much higher rate of participation in presidential and joint presidential-

legislative elections confirms Haitians’ historical identification of sovereign authority in 

the presidency over rather than alongside other branches of government (Fatton 2002, 

Dupuy 2007). I interpret lackluster turnout at most legislative elections and overall 

decline in voter participation as further indicative of multiple phenomena: decreasing 

popular support around the model of Haiti’s democracy as sculpted by the Haitian 

Constitution of 1987 and its practical implementation thereafter; problematic electoral 

practices that chip away at popular sovereignty and render electoral results suspect; and 

the weakening of the relevancy of the Haitian State as the public sector is diminished and 

global intermediaries take over duties presumed to be the purview of the Haitian 

government. 

A Narrative of Elections in Historical Perspective 

The legal framework for elections was established in the Haitian Constitution of 

1987, a Constitution suspended from June 1988 to March 1989 and fully reinstated in 

October 1994. At the time of the Constitution’s writing and referendum, the National 

Council of Government (Conseil National de Gouvernement, CNG), a joint military and 

civilian provisional government headed by General Henri Namphy, ruled over Haiti in a 

practice known as “Duvalierism after Duvalier” (Trouillot 1990, 221-228): the old 

Duvalierist socioeconomic order and primacy of the military was maintained with the 

help of a new paramilitary that replaced the tonton makout. The CNG appointed twenty 

people to a constitutional assembly, a new body empowered to re-write the Constitution. 

It then held poorly-attended elections for the remaining forty-one members on October 

19, 1986. The CNG’s Ministry of Information reported a turn-out of 9.2% of the Haitian 

electorate while other electoral observers estimated a turn-out of 1 to 5% (Inter-American 
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Commission on Human Rights 1988). The first twenty members of the constitutional 

assembly appointed by the CNG drafted the new Constitution which was then amended 

in response to the remaining elected members of the assembly, whose vote in favor of the 

final version was necessary before its submission to a popular referendum. The 

constitutional assembly was by no means representative but did include members of the 

anti-Duvalierist exile community. It responded to popular pressure to eradicate the worse 

aspects of Duvalierist practices in the Haitian government, such as an all-empowered 

presidency and highly centralized rule by writing in contradictory and unwieldy measures 

in the Constitution (Pierre-Charles 1999, 32-35). The most popular measures at the time 

of the referendum were to wrest the control over the administration of elections from the 

executive to an autonomous Permanent Electoral Council (Conseil Électoral Permanent) 

selected by the three branches of government among a list proposed by departmental 

assemblies (Articles 191-199)116 and to bar “architects of the dictatorship,” former 

administrators of Duvalier era public funds suspected of corruption, and publicly 

identified perpetrators of political violence (torture or assassination) from public office 

for ten years (article 291) (Danner 2009, 25). In spite of continued political repression 

during CNG rule, a surprising 1,271,147 voters, 48.1% of registered voters and 38.12% 

of the voting age population (Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1988, 

                                                 
116 The Permanent Electoral Council, as of yet to be implemented, was to consist of nine persons with nine-

year terms selected by the three branches of government (the president, the Supreme Court (Court de 

Cassation) and both chambers of the Haitian Parliament) from a list of thirty candidates forty years and 

older proposed by the departmental assemblies. The members of the Permanent Electoral Council do not 

have to come from a pool of popularly elected political office-holders but they must be at least forty years 

old and similar to members of Parliament and the President, fulfill additional nationality and minimum 

Haitian residence requirements. They must be native-born and have resided in Haiti for a minimum number 

of three years before holding office. They cannot administer public funds during their service to the 

Council. Departmental assemblies consist of one representative of each popularly elected municipal 

assembly and are important units that mediate between the capital and local government. 
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United States Bureau of the Census 2014),117 voted during the constitutional referendum 

on March 29, 1987. The vote was overwhelmingly in support of the Constitution’s 

implementation, at 99.8% (Bellegarde-Smith 2004, 174). 

The Constitution’s most popular provisions were to prevent the rise of another 

dictator rather than to facilitate the rule of a popularly elected administration (Danner 

1993). The majority of the Haitian population had experienced codified national 

governance and law in exploitative and repressive terms (Casimir 2001, Ramsey 2011, 5-

6, 91-92, Trouillot 1977) and would have to be convinced of the new model of liberal 

democracy based on individual rights and balance of power promoted by the 

Constitution.118 The Constitution distributed governmental power over the presidency, a 

new prime ministry and a bicameral Parliament with a new Chamber of Deputies, and 

judiciary branch, and aimed to decentralize power concentrated in Port-au-Prince through 

independent local bodies. Many members of the popular arm of the democratic 

movement doubted that the Constitution could transform the political system without an 

accompanying armed struggle against the Duvalierist political and social elite (Smarth 

                                                 
117 The percentage of the population that registered to vote and turned out at the referendum is calculated 

from two different data sources, the official vote count and the U.S. Census International Data Base. The 

latter provides information on the number of Haitians 18 years and older for 1987. 
118 I emphasize the classed nature of this exclusion in this section of the chapter although Haitian law 

marginalizes poor people, sexual minorities, and women of all classes. For example, until a recent 

presidential decree made during interim rule on July 6, 2005, sexual assault on girls and women was 

classified as a “moral offense” (attentats aux mœurs) rather than a criminal offense. The reform of Haitian 

law in order to confer equality among all sexes and classes has advanced at a slow pace and I found that it 

has sometimes reinforced class distinctions among women. For example, a presidential decree made on 

October 8, 1982 during Jean-Claude Duvalier’s regime reclassified married women from “minors” to adults 

with some legal rights accorded to men: the ability to take part in court proceedings and engage in 

commercial activity without authorization by their husbands; full legal capacity; joint management of 

property in common and exercise of parental authority; and the ability to cite adultery as grounds for 

divorce under the same conditions as men. In conversations with me about Haitian law, Haitian liberal 

feminists raised this 1982 decree as an example of gains for Haitian women and even credited the decree to 

Michèle Bennett’s positive influence on her husband Jean-Claude Duvalier’s regime. I suggest that women 

differentially experience the sex/gender system in Haiti. Promoting reform on behalf of married women 

without corresponding protection for women in long-term, non-legalized partnerships with men and queer 

women makes such measures’ feminist credentials suspect. 
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1998, 34-35). Others were suspicious that the restrictions on presidential prerogatives and 

the expansion of parliamentary authority would block reforms and disenfranchise the 

poor majority (Fatton 2002, 90).119 Indeed, a considerable minority of popular class 

activists and their sympathizers abstained from the referendum itself (Smarth 1998, 

57n1). Thereafter, the Constitution was suspended by the CNG in June 1988, and there 

were no attempts to revive its implementation until October of 1994. One of the most 

popular measures, the Permanent Electoral Council, was never implemented, leaving the 

organization and management of elections in the hands of the seated government. 

Whereas the Haitian presidency experienced two successful peaceful transitions 

from the end of the previous president’s mandate to the beginning of the next president’s 

rule, in 1996 and 2001, Parliament was dissolved or suspended before senators and 

members of the Chamber of Deputies could serve their full terms of six and four years 

respectively, as a result of the 1991 coup d’état, 1999 presidential rule by decree, and 

2004 ouster of President Aristide. In an ironic twist of fate and in somewhat of a 

confirmation of popular activists’ fears, the Constitution’s reframing of executive power 

posed a new set of problems rather than instituting a promising new relationship between 

                                                 
119 Robert Fatton describes at length the aspects of this model of liberal democracy as a problematic one, 

though he equivocates about its significance to upheavals in Haiti. He states that it “could also prove a 

formidable obstacle to the radical restructuring of society” and “tended to produce a stultifying immobilism 

that favored the status quo of the dominant classes. Instead of generating compromise, it created deadlock; 

instead of facilitating civil debates, it exacerbated antagonisms;and instead of enhancing peaceful patterns 

of governance, it spawned popular mobilization that easily degenerated into ‘mob rule.’ Paradoxically, the 

constitution blocked any effective form of governance” (Fatton 2002, 90). Earlier in the same work, Fatton 

minimizes the significance of the Constitution’s model for deadlock and paralysis in Haitian governance, 

“Institutions have never prevented, nor will they prevent, dominant classes from violating and destroying 

whatever constitutional framework they had adhered to once they perceive that their fundamental interest is 

endangered” (Fatton 2002, 44). Furthermore, he seems to question the legitimacy of popular activist 

critique of the legality and norms of the Constitution by putting their characterization of them as 

“bourgeois” in quotes without further elaboration of their specific misgivings. I am employing part of his 

analysis alongside that of Mark Danner and Luc Smarth to advance the idea that both the model of liberal 

democracy and the practice of deliberative democracy deepened the popular classes’ skepticism and 

frustration with electoral politics. For an additional critique of the 1987 Constitution’s unwieldy “semi-

parliamentary system,” see Mirlande Manigat’s short essay (Manigat 2011). 
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the Haitian citizenry and the State. The Constitution’s empowerment of the Parliament 

lead to more deadlock than a real balance of power: when faced with seemingly 

insurmountable opposition, the presidency would overcome resistance through attrition—

deputies and senators are rarely re-elected—or dissolve the Parliament altogether. The 

presidency was often in conflict with the Parliament, most dramatically in gridlock from 

1997 to 1999 during Préval’s first term. President Préval dissolved the legislature and 

ruled by decree towards the end of his first term (1999-2000)120. An exception to low 

voter turnout to parliamentary elections (57.81-59.99%), the spring 2000 parliamentary 

elections were followed by a controversy regarding proper vote counting methodology 

for how many Senate candidates should proceed to a run-off election; what could have 

been a burgeoning interest in voting for parliament was quashed in a vote counting 

procedural conflict and followed by a punitive four-year suspension of foreign aid to 

Haiti’s government. 

Concomitantly, multiple processes undermined popular suffrage since its 

inception in 1990: the ousting of popularly elected governments and interim rule during 

which high numbers of activists were killed, imprisoned, or exhausted from further 

participation in organizing and activism; the United States and its allies in the Global 

North’s concerted efforts to steer Haitian politics through the withholding of aid to the 

government of Haiti and support of the private sector, often members of the opposition to 

the elected administration and among traditional elites; and procedural mire in the 

required identification and the elections themselves. Nine months after the first free 

                                                 
120 After PM Rosny Smarth’s resignation in June 1997, Préval’s four nominees for prime minister were 

rejected by parliament. To break the eighteen-month deadlock, Préval dissolved Parliament and ruled 

without a prime minister until the end of his term. The dispute over a new prime minister subsumed 

controversy around the April 1997 Senate elections for a third of its members. In the next round of 

parliamentary elections in the spring of 2000 were for all of the Chamber of Deputy seats and 

approximately two-thirds of the Senate seats, allowing eight of nine previously elected senators to enter 

office.  
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elections for president and parliament, a U.S.-backed coup d’état in 1991 unseated 

President Aristide,121 and a violent military junta rule (1991-1994) followed, during 

which an oil and arms trade embargo was only partially enforced to the detriment of 

Haiti’s poor (1993-1994),122 tens of thousands of persons were killed, tortured, raped, or 

arbitrarily detained, and hundreds of thousands fled the country.123 President Aristide was 

returned to power in October 1994 with a number of concessions in macro-economic 

policy and the length of his remaining term with the assistance of U.S. forces. Successful 

transition to President Préval’s first presidential administration nine months later in 

February 1996 was soon followed years of aforementioned blocking of international aid 

disbursement to the Government of Haiti, which depended on external aid for 20-25% of 

its budget (World Bank and Moreira 2008, 38, Preeg 1996, 77). Some of the aid, 

                                                 
121 For an analysis of direct CIA involvement with the military officers and attachés who orchestrated the 

1991 coup d’état and its joint campaign with Senator Jesse Helms to discredit Aristide , see Paul Farmer’s 

historical analysis of foreign policy towards Haiti and James Ridgeway’s investigative journalism (Farmer 

1994, Ridgeway 1994). 
122 The Congressional Black Caucus and TransAfrica Forum argued that this partial enforcement of the 

embargo was a result of President George H. W. Bush’s finding “nondemocratic governments useful,” like 

his predecessors. Bush defended himself with the response that the European Union’s lack of support for 

the embargo weakened it (Buss and Gardner 2008, 72). President Bill Clinton added additional items to the 

embargo, like the prohibition of international financial transactions, including credit card business and wire 

transfers, the latter which disproportionately affected the poor who depended on remittances (Buss and 

Gardner 2008, 73). Regarding the blockade’s negative impact on the Haitian people, rather than the 

military junta, Terry Buss and Adam Gardner provide the following summary: “Some 140,000 private-

sector jobs were lost, many permanently. In 1989 there were 40,000 jobs in Haiti’s textile industry; by 

1994, there were none. Smuggling and trafficking across the shared border with the Dominican Republic 

exploded. Unable to obtain fuel, Haitians cut down more and more trees, accelerating deforestation and 

exacerbating the ecological disaster already under way…The health of the population deteriorated 

substantially. Because electric power was scarce, vaccines and medicines could not be preserved for use. 

By most accounts, the embargo made life much worse for the poor, those it had been intended to help” 

(Buss and Gardner 2008, 73). Participants in the 1991 coup d’état against Aristide who were integrated into 

the military junta regime, like Lt. Col. Michel François, chief of the Haitian National Police, had business 

ties with major smugglers of fuel into the country. Families who controlled the importation of foodstuffs 

who had supported the coup grew richer from the sanctions’ exemptions and negative impact on national 

food production. (Freed 1994) 
123 Estimates of victims range from 10,000 to 30,000 (Belleau 2008) At least five thousand people were 

murdered (Stotzky 1999, 191) and 150,000 fled from the country (Commission Nationale de Vérité et de 

Justice 1995, 176). 
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earmarked for the public sector, like an International Development Bank loan to improve 

the national health system—a responsibility most Haitians consider the purview of the 

State—required parliamentary ratification and was blocked as early as 1998, during 

prolonged parliamentary gridlock.124 In late August 2000, the World Bank, European 

Union, Inter-American Development Bank, the United States, Canada, France, and the 

Netherlands suspended more than $500 million in aid, crippling critical government 

functions and public services.125 The 2000-2004 development assistance embargo was 

not lifted until long after the candidates whose victories were disputed resigned. This 

prolonged aid embargo further reinforced the initial impression that it was directed 

against the popular vote, as it continued through President Aristide’s second inauguration 

and was accompanied by Global North funding of the opposition to the ruling party of 

Fanmi Lavalas.126 The embargo and promotion of the opposition contributed to his 

Aristide’s ouster in 2004, three years into his second term.127 An unpopular technocratic 

                                                 
124 Paul Farmer provides the specific example of the Inter-American Development Bank Loan no. I009/SF-

HA, of which the first phase of the loan amounted to $22.5 million US. Importantly, Farmer notes that the 

project to be supported by the funds was considered by most people who evaluated it as “feasible and well 

designed” to improve the health care system (Farmer 2004, 87). 
125 The Republican-dominated U.S. Congress had long been pushing for cutting off direct aid to the 

Government of Haiti and channeling the funds to the private sector instead since 1996. The aid embargo 

against Haiti started during President Bill Clinton’s second administration, not, as sometimes erroneously 

reported, during George W. Bush’s first administration. 
126 Farmer and Tracy Kidder (Farmer 2004, 85-90, Farmer, Fawzi, and Nevi 2003, Kidder 2003) provide 

informative analyses of the embargo and its crippling effect on the Haitian state and public sector, 

including how, in the spring of 2001, the U.S. illegally blocked IDB loans worth $148 million for 

improving roads, education and the public health system that had already been approved for disbursement 

before the embargo began. 
127 Walt Bogdanich and Jenny Nordberg revealed that the Congressionally funded International Republican 

Institute “democracy building” program for Haiti largely aimed—through covert measures—to isolate and 

destabilize Aristide’s second administration while the American ambassador Brian Curran tried to broker 

peace between Aristide and his political opposition (Bogdanich and Nordberg 2006). Mark Schuller 

provides a convincing, detailed argument to use the term “coup d’état” (Schuller 2012, 22-24, 158-159) to 

describe the destabilization of the Haitian government through the abrupt withdrawal of aid and the Global 

North funding of unpopular anti-Aristide “civil society” groups, but I use the term “ouster” here to 

demarcate the qualitative difference between Aristide’s fall in 2004 and the CIA-supported military coup in 

1991. 
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interim government put into power with U.S. support128 then ruled from 2004 until 

President Préval’s second inauguration in May 2006. 

The question of not having an electoral card necessary to participate in the 2009 

Senate elections prompted me to look at processes around the elections themselves and 

what I came to call procedural mire in the required identification and dynamics at the 

polls. The following is a table that summarizes the irregularities, opposition complaints or 

boycotts, voter registration and identity card requirements, and CEP compensatory 

measures to better enable the popular vote from 1990 to 2009.129 I shade rows in dark 

gray when the elections are the first to take place after a major upheaval: an ouster of the 

                                                 
128 The leaders of the interim government were selected under heavy influence from the U.S. The steps 

through which the U.S. and the international community colluded with the opposition camp to place Gérard 

Latortue, a retired UN employee then living in Boca Raton, Florida, in the prime minister’s seat follows. 

The U.S. government heavily influenced the selection of the members of “Tripartite Council,” Mr. Leslie 

Voltaire (former Minister of Haitians Living Overseas under Aristide), Mr. Paul Denis (former Senator of 

the Republic and a member of Plate-forme Démocratique, the opposition coalition to Aristide’s 

government), and Mr. Adama Guindo (United Nations Resident Coordinator in Haiti, dubbed 

“representative of the international community”). These three men in turn selected seven people to 

comprise “The Council of the Wise,” (Conseil des Sages) a group of “eminent persons,” six of whom 

numbered from the opposition to Aristide. These seven members chose the interim government’s prime 

minister. The members of “The Council of the Wise” were Lamartine Clermont (Catholic Church), Anne 

Marie Issa (director-general of Radio Signal FM. and private sector representative), Danielle Magloire (co-

founder of the Haitian women’s NGO Enfòfanm and director of Haitian feminist umbrella group CONAP), 

Paul Emile Simon (a representative of the Fanmi Lavalas political party), Jean-Marc Donald (Anglican 

Church), Christian Rousseau (State University of Haiti professor and previously involved in opposition 

student protests), Ariel Henry (Democratic Convergence, the coalition of political parties that opposed 

Aristide’s administration). 
129 I repeat the calculations of percentage of voting age population (VAP) registration and VAP turnout and 

data for registered voter turnout from the previous table and add information. For additional information 

not available previously cited sources, I draw from international election observer reports and news sources 

for the 1990-1991 joint presidential-legislative elections and legislative run-off (Council of Freely-Elected 

Heads of Government and National Democratic Institute for International Affairs 1991, National 

Republican Institute for International Affairs 1991); 1993 Senate election while Haiti was ruled by a 

military junta (Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 1993); 1995 legislative elections and 

presidential election (Pastor 1995, International Republican Insitute 1995, Noël 1996); 2000 legislative 

elections and presidential election (Organization of American States 2000b, a, Permanent Council of the 

Organization of American States 2002b, a, New York Times 2000, Permanent Council of the Organization 

of American States 2000); and 2006 joint presidential-legislative election and legislative run-off 

(Thompson 2006b, a, Washington Times 2006, Organization of American States 2006). 
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president and/or dissolution of parliament. I shade in light grey run-off legislative 

elections, as they generate less interest than the first round. 
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Table 3: Election Voting Irregularities and Opposition Party Boycotts, 1990-2009 

Date and 

number of 

legislative 

seats 

Description and irregularities CEP 

facilitating 

measures 

Restrictive

/anti-

fraud 

measures 

International 

election 

observers 

Opposition 

complaints 

or boycott 

VAP 

registered 

(%) 

Turnout 

(%) 

VAP 

turnout 

(%) 

Invalid 

votes 

(%) 

16-Dec 1990 

27 Senate 

83 Chamber 

(all) 

First free joint presidential-legislative 

elections for which campaigning was 

dangerous; administrative 

irregularities attributable to lack of 

experience of staff and voters; loss of 

secrecy with ballot in ways illiterate or 

new voters were assisted by staff. 

Photo 

ballots, 

ID 

provisions 

at 

registration 

Indelible 

ink for 

voters 

at polls 

UN, OAS, 

and other; 

voting in 

most areas 

went 

“smoothly” 

 91.15 50.84 46.34   

6-Jan 1991 “Complementary elections” at various 

sites to make up for locations that did not 

function properly, on same day as 

thwarted coup attempt against 

provisional president by Duvalierist 

Roger Lafontant. 

“Make-

up” 

elections 

Ink    n/a n/a n/a 

20-Jan 1991 

22 Senate 

42 Chamber 

Legislative run-off election; lower voter 

turnout attributed to recent attempted 

coup and voter misunderstanding that 

race had been decided in December. 

 Ink UN, OAS, 

other 

 n/a n/a n/a; 

“negli-

gible” 

n/a n/a 

18-Jan 1993 

9 Senate 

During the military junta’s rule, only 

political parties in support of military ran 

for office. 

 Highly 

restrictive 

dangerous 

political 

climate 

Not present Restricted 

by 

military 

junta 

n/a n/a n/a n/a 
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Date and 

number of 

legislative 

seats 

Description and irregularities CEP 

facilitating 

measures 

Restrictive

/anti-

fraud 

measures 

International 

election 

observers 

Opposition 

complaints 

or boycott 

VAP 

registered 

(%) 

Turnout 

(%) 

VAP 

turnout 

(%) 

Invalid 

votes 

(%) 

25-June1995 

18 Senate 

83 Chamber 

First elections after 1991 coup d’état, “an 

administratively disastrous election;” 

partial or no voting at numerous polling 

sites, disappearance of thousands of 

voting cards; ballots for mayor and other 

local positions are missing photos; 

violent incidents that close some polls in 

spite of presence of international forces 

for security; many poll workers unpaid 

and absent or present for part of day. 

Incomplete 

photo 

ballots 

New 

electoral 

card; 

indelible 

ink 

“Free and 

fair” 

Complaints; 

calling for 

annulment 

of 

election 

93.30 31.09 29.01 n/a 

13-Aug 1995 

18 Senate 

83Chamber 

“Complementary elections” at numerous 

locations, including popular 

neighborhoods and impoverished rural 

areas. 

“Make-up” 

elections 

Ink n/a n/a 93.30 32.00 29.86  

17-Sep1995 

7 Senate 

56 Chamber 

Legislative run-off Photo 

ballots 

Ink n/a Partial 

boycott 

93.30 20-25 18.65-

23.32 

 

17-Dec 1995 Presidential elections; supporters of 

Aristide call for “three more years” to 

his mandate, served largely in exile, and 

on November 24
th

, he insinuates that he 

will extend his term if the majority of 

the Haitian people request so; Aristide 

endorses Préval two days before 

election; paramilitary from 1991-1994 

military junta carry out violence in 

prior months. 

Photo 

ballots 

Ink Significant 

administrative 

problems, 

better 

organized 

than 

previous 

elections 

that year 

Boycott by 

most of 

opposition, 

which 

objects to 

composition 

of CEP 

 27.94 25.30 13.30 

Table 3 (continued) 
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Date and 

number of 

legislative 

seats 

Description and irregularities CEP 

facilitating 

measures 

Restrictive

/anti-

fraud 

measures 

International 

election 

observers 

Opposition 

complaints 

or boycott 

VAP 

registered 

(%) 

Turnout 

(%) 

VAP 

turnout 

(%) 

Invalid 

votes 

(%) 

6-Apr 1997 

9 Senate 

These legislative elections were aborted 

before their run-off. No official results. 

Photo 

ballots 

Ink “Free and 

fair” 

Threat of 

boycott 

n/a n/a 7.00  n/a 

21-May 2000 

19 Senate 

83 Chamber 

After 17-month rule by presidential 

decree, controversial ballot counting 

regarding eight of ten Senate seats 

eligible for run-off. OAS disagrees with 

counting methodology and withdraws 

observers thereafter. Numerous 

candidates of opposition party arrested 

after elections. 

ID 

provisions 

at polls, 

photo 

ballots 

New 

electoral 

card, ink 

Credible 

voting 

process, 

disagreement 

with 

counting 

methodology 

 96.36 59.99 57.81   

9-Jul 2000 

2 Senate 

46 Chamber 

Legislative run-off Photo 

ballots 

Same 

electoral 

card, ink 

OAS not 

present for 

observing 

Boycott n/a      

26-Nov 2000 

9 Senate 

Three months into development 

assistance embargo, Haiti holds its 

presidential election with special Senate 

election to address the nine Senate seats 

who had never been officially declared 

as winners in the April 1997 election. 

Four OAS missions from August to 

October fail to help resolve the impasse 

between the opposition and ruling 

party. 

Photo 

ballots 

Same 

electoral 

card, ink 

OAS not 

present for 

observing 

Boycott, 

claims of 

insecurity 

83.25 78.29 65.18 13.30 

Table 3 (continued) 
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130 Election materials, including thousands of blank or partially filled ballots, were found in a dump outside of Port-au-Prince ten days after the election, 

further reinforcing suspicion of fraud. 
131 The 125,000 ballots disqualified from the election were suspected by Préval supporters to have largely been in his favor. 

Date and 

number of 

legislative 

seats 

Description and irregularities CEP 

facilitating 

measures 

Restrictive

/anti-

fraud 

measures 

International 

election 

observers 

Opposition 

complaints 

or boycott 

VAP 

registered 

(%) 

Turnout 

(%) 

VAP 

turnout 

(%) 

Invalid 

votes 

(%) 

7-Feb 2006 

30 Senate 

99 Chamber 

(all) 

First elections after 2004 coup d’état, 

long expired term limits. Election 

materials found in dump,130 high 

percentage of ballots disqualified, and 

controversial counting of blank ballots 

followed by large scale protest. 

Photo 

ballots 

New 

CIN 

required, 

ink 

  69.48 59.26 41.17 7.5

131 

19-Apr 2006 

30 Senate 

97 Chamber 

Legislative run-off Photo 

ballots 

CIN 

required, 

ink 

  69.48 28.31 19.67  

3-Dec 2006 

3 Senate 

11Chamber 

Legislative run-off Photo 

ballots 

CIN 

required, 

ink 

        

19-Apr 2009 

12 Senate 

Senate election for long-expired term 

limits. Exclusion of Fanmi Lavalas party. 

Registered voters did not receive CIN in 

time. 

Photo 

ballots 

CIN 

required; 

“security” 

measures, 

ink 

 Fanmi 

Lavalas 

boycott 

after its 

exclusion 

67.94 11.81 8.02   

21-Jun 2009 

11 Senate 

This second tour of Senate elections 

awards a number of seats to the ruling 

party and the CEP president is accused 

of manipulating the results. He flees the 

country. 

Photo 

ballots 

CIN 

required, 

indelible 

ink 

 Complaints 67.94 11.12 7.55   

Table 3 (continued) 
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In principle, legislative and municipal elections provided an opportunity for 

Haitians to directly elect representatives from their geographic region and attuned to the 

particularities of local politics. In reality, these elections rarely took place without 

irregularities and opposition party complaints or boycotts. The political practices of both 

Haiti and U.S. interests in the island nation were structurally prone to polarization. The 

presidentially appointed CEP failed to take opposition complaints and boycotts seriously. 

The opposition, however unknown or unpopular among the Haitian majority, garnered 

disproportionate attention by international electoral observers and successfully lobbied 

for support among U.S. congressional members and private, non-profit political 

development corporations funded by congressional dollars.132 

Meanwhile, concerns about voter fraud increasingly outweighed CEP attempts to 

facilitate voting. The CEP could take a few types of actions to compensate for their own 

managerial problems around the election process that disenfranchised the poor majority, 

such as the poor majority’s difficulties with procuring electoral cards or encountering 

election day voting irregularities at polling sites which served them. Ballots with 

photographs helped illiterate voters select their candidate. The CEP could allow voters to 

register or vote without supporting documentation if they could have two contacts with 

proper documentation attest to their eligibility, as happened in the joint December 1990 

presidential-legislative elections (Council of Freely-Elected Heads of Government and 

National Democratic Institute for International Affairs 1991) and the May 2000 

legislative elections (ACE Electoral Knowledge Network 2013). The CEP could also 

                                                 
132 I base this claim on international election observer reports and the aforementioned investigative 

reporting on U.S. support of the opposition against Aristide before the 1991 coup d’état and his ouster in 

2004 (Bogdanich and Nordberg 2006). Election observers affiliated with the Carter Center at Emery 

University would address the concerns of opposition parties while discussing their relevance to the majority 

of the Haitian electorate, whereas reports generated by U.S. Republicans would present opposition party 

grievances as an indication that “minority rights” were not being respected. 
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compensate for irregularities on election day by holding “complementary elections” at a 

later date at polling sites where voting had inadequately taken place, as in after the 

December 1990 joint elections and June 1995 legislative elections.133 The CEP stopped 

taking such actions after 2000. In 2005, electoral card requirements became more 

demanding. By 2008, the identity card itself became a tool of surveillance, rather than 

enfranchisement, of the Haitian people. 

By decree in July 2005, interim President Boniface Latortue instituted the new 

identity card with a photograph to replace all previous forms of identification; those 

persons who could not furnish their national identity card (carte d’identification 

nationale, CIN) to a Haitian police officer upon demand after January 2008 would be 

subject to a 500 HTG ($12 US) fine and possible arrest (Article 27) (République d'Haïti 

2005b). They could obtain their first CIN free of charge and then would have to pay 500 

HTG, the same amount of the fine for not having a CIN, for replacements. The CIN 

expired after ten years and had to be reissued after expiration. Before this decree, 

Haitians had to have electoral cards newly issued before each major election (1990, 1995, 

and 2000) in order to vote. The major piece of identification necessary for other civil 

functions had been the fiscal identity card (carte d’identité), created in 1987 by the Tax 

Branch (Direction Générale d’Impôts) in order to assign a fiscal registration number 

(numéro d'immatriculation fiscale, NIF) to all Haitians and foreigners eligible to pay tax, 

ostensibly to enforce tax law. The fiscal identity card lasted for five years, was last issued 

in October 2005, and was an acceptable substitute for the CIN at the polls after July 2005 

as long as it had not expired at the time of voting. In creating the CIN, the Haitian State 

based viable electoral identification on the fiscal identity card rather than the electoral 

                                                 
133 Rather than taking the holding of “complementary elections” as an indication of the failure of the main 

election or suspicious machinations on the part of the CEP, I interpret the provision of complementary 

elections as a practical solution to an array of problems of poor management of the electoral process. 
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card, thereby consolidating the holder of the card’s right to vote with the right of the State 

to enforce taxes. Furthermore, the CIN became a necessary document for other juridical 

and civil existence in Haiti. Haitian civil rights advocates point out how Haitians cannot 

otherwise exercise basic rights without a CIN: individuals cannot not obtain a bank loan 

or open a banking account, merchants cannot recover their merchandise from customs, 

recipients of remittances cannot pick up funds through most money transfer businesses, 

students cannot register for the primary school graduation or baccalaureate exams, and 

individuals cannot travel abroad (Loutis, Beaubrun, and Isidor 2007, 13).134 

                                                 
134 Microfinance institutions like Fonkoze are less stringent in their documentation requirements for 

accounts, receipt of transfers, and loans, and have offices nation-wide, but are not as well-known as banks 

and transfer businesses like Western Union. For the purposes of this discussion, I address the problem of 

not having a carte d’identification nationale (CIN, national identification card) rather than the problem of 

not having other important documentation, like a birth certificate, in order to exercise a range of rights in 

Haiti. According to Article II of the 2005 presidential decree, a citizen cannot exercise the following rights 

and fulfill the following functions unless they possess a CIN: 

 hold public office 

 be employed in a salaried position 

 obtain public documents 

 act as a proxy or power of attorney on someone else’s behalf 

 register as a student at an institution of higher education 

 obtain a passport or driver’s license 

 register a motor vehicle or obtain auto insurance 

 obtain a weapon’s permit 

 obtain an academic or professional title or other documents attesting to accreditation 

 engage in civil or judicial processes as a plaintiff or defendant 

 register for a patent license 

 conduct any requests with the National Records office (Archives Nationales d’Haïti) such as 

change in matrimonial status or demand for copies of birth certificate 

 participate in any civil action as a party, plaintiff, or witness 

 participate in any examination or national competition that provides a license, diploma, or other 

title recognized by the State 

 vote in an electoral assembly 

 present one’s candidacy for an elected public office 

 register or renew the registration of a political party 

 register a group or umbrella organization of political parties 

 solicit public financing of a political party or political coalition’s campaign 

 exercise general rights and privileges that require some form of identification (Bernard 2005) 
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Prior electoral cards—obtained through less stringent measures than the fiscal 

identity card—were not acceptable forms of alternate identification to vote in any 

elections after the 2005 presidential decree. Voter registration had not required birth 

certificates in the past. Haitians had to present a birth certificate in order to obtain a CIN 

or have two witnesses who already had CINs attest to their identity. I suggest that this 

provision for applicants for the CIN did not play the same facilitating role provisions for 

lack of documentation did in the voter registration process of 1990 or at the polls in 2000. 

Applicants for the CIN were participating in a bureaucratic process that was a far more 

extensive task for the Haitian State than the issuance of electoral cards. 

The Organization of American States supported the Haitian government in in 

issuing these new identity cards in time for the presidential elections of 2006, whereby 

3,533,430 of the allegedly 3.4-3.7 million eligible voting citizens estimated by OAS were 

registered for a CIN in time for the elections (Permanent Council of the Organization of 

American States 2009) and of whom 3,067,883 actually received the identity card itself 

(AlterPresse 2006). The OAS estimation of the number of eligible voting citizens in 2006 

differs markedly with the population eighteen years and older that I obtained from the 

international population database, 5,085,621 (United States Bureau of the Census 2014). 

It seems as if the Haitian National Office of Identification (l'Office National 

d'Identification, ONI) similarly had a much higher eligible voting population in mind as 

they reported much lower percentages of eligible voters who had a CIN. In contrast to 

reports of success from the OAS regarding the issuance of CIN, from 2007 onward, the 

ONI and Haitian media debates spoke of a large percentage of the Haitian population 

who did not have a CIN. With approximately 240,000 Haitians reaching the age of 

eighteen years old annually (AlterPresse 2007), the ONI stated that it was hard pressed to 

keep up with the issuance of new CIN, even with continued support from the OAS. By 
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February 2007, the Director of the ONI, Ronald Covil, estimated that one million 

Haitians eighteen years and older did not have the CIN (Bernard 2007). Civil rights 

advocates claimed that the percentage of Haitians eighteen years and older with a CIN 

was even lower since offices were not well enough equipped to process the card 

application themselves, and only 50% of Haitians had a CIN (Collectif Migrants Outre-

Mer and Collectif Haïti de France 2009). 

While I was trying to assess the relevance of the CIN to popular participation in 

the 2009 elections, I was more compelled by the claim that many Haitians did not have a 

CIN because of the number of people picked up in sweeps of neighborhoods for not 

having a CIN on them. As I mention in chapter two, one of Man Sè’s young neighbors 

was apprehended by the police in Matisan during an anti-gang sweep under the auspices 

that he was not carrying a CIN. I also learned of increased police sweeps in Pétionville 

and Delmas where Haitians—disproportionately young men—were detained or arrested 

for lack of CIN (AlterPresse 2008). The failure of having a CIN was used a pretext for 

closing public spaces off from Haitians without documentation. ONI statements in 

support of obtaining a CIN indicated further that the Haitian State was using the identity 

card as a means to exclude allegedly criminal elements in Haitian society rather than to 

empower Haitian citizens to exercise their civil rights. Director Ronald Covil spoke of the 

need to identify citizens among the population given alleged problems of migration, 

national security, drug and arms trafficking, and child trafficking (AlterPresse 2007).135  

                                                 
135 Covil’s original statement in French follows, “Aujourd’hui, pourquoi une carte d’identification 

nationale ? Face à une multiplicité de problèmes : problème de migration, problème de sécurité nationale, 

problèmes de trafic de drogue, de trafic illicite d’armes, de trafic d’enfants, etc. tous les États cherchent à se 

doter d’un document sûr, d’un document sécurisé permettant d’identifier les citoyens” (“Today, [why do 

we need] a national identity card ? [We are] faced with a multiplicity of problems : the problem of 

migration, the problem of national security, the problems of drug trafficking, of illicit arms trafficking, of 

child-trafficking, etc. all States are looking for a way to endow themselves with a reliable document, a 

secured document that allows them to identify citizens.”) 
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Over this same period of uneven and interrupted but extant universal suffrage 

from 1990 to 2009, the Haitian State became increasingly liberalized, and like other 

Southern States, unable to fulfill basic functions presumed by its citizens as part of its 

social contract (Schuller 2009a, 2012, Trouillot 2001, Ferguson and Gupta 2002, Kivland 

2012a, Dupuy 2005). The weakening of the State meant that Haitians’ vote carried less 

power, as their actions at the polls could do little to influence the growing number of 

international actors and non-governmental organizations active in Haiti. As I will address 

in chapter five, neoliberalism caused the proliferation of various intermediaries with 

short-term contracts in Haiti and the privatization of the State itself (Karim and Leve 

2001). These intermediaries and the privatization of the State make it difficult for 

Haitians to direct their politics to a target that will and can respond to them. 

I emphasize these aforementioned factors in explaining the cogency of the Haitian 

presidency to the majority of Haitians, their disinterest in the legislature, and growing 

voter disaffection in contrast to theorists who locate causation in an alleged dictatorial 

and messianic political culture or habitus of Haiti. Robert Fatton and Alex Dupuy most 

advance this hypothesis in their works about the rise and fall of President Aristide, a 

figure who they claim captured the attention of the poor masses solely because of his 

paternalistic charisma and message of salvation for the poor (Fatton 2002, Dupuy 2007). 

As Fatton writes, 

subordinate classes carry the burden of their political habitus: they believe in the 

emancipatory powers of a providential, messianic leader. It facilitates the rise of 

"patrons" and demagogues and obliterates the need for institutional structures of 

governability. "One-manism" becomes the dangerous norm." (Fatton 2002, 32-33) 

In proposing a dialectical character among major events, bureaucratic electoral processes 

and framing of civil rights, and popular political subjectivities, I suggest that protesters in 
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the April 2008 uprisings were far more informed, justified in their skepticism, and 

reflective than the media and State represented them. 

Media and State Representations of April 2008 

The content of the demonstrations echoed messages conveyed in significant but 

smaller scale campaigns in the mid to late 1990s against structural readjustment programs 

and the actions of the United Nations’ mission in Haiti. Contemporary participants 

identified their misery within a neoliberal economic system and a deliberate agenda from 

the domestic elite and various interests from the Global North to exploit the mass of 

Haitians for their own profit. For all the historical underpinnings of the protests, the 

Haitian State, conservative Haitian media, and U.S. State Department sought to 

delegitimize the demonstrations by invalidating their messages, alleging manipulation of 

the protesters by political party opponents and criminal elements, and decontextualizing 

the destruction wreaked by the protesters. Sympathetic international media coverage 

acknowledged the ongoing suffering of the Haitian people and the global nature of the 

problem but indirectly undermined the political content of the protests and legitimacy of 

the protesters themselves by focusing on their youth, the volatility of their state of 

hunger, and acts of violence. These media outlets scrambled for interpretation in the face 

of the violent eruptions during in the demonstrations, eruptions which greatly contrasted 

with the everyday courtesies common in public transportation and interactions that 

pedestrians could have on regular routes they took in the streets. 

Conservative Haitian press coverage focused on the alleged political partisan 

nature of the violence. Anti-bourgeoisie sentiment was "lavalassienne" (attributable to 

followers of Aristide and the political party Fanmi Lavalas) rather than a grounded 
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critique of class inequality (e.g. Roc 2008).136 The U.S. State Department picked up on 

this thread of argument and became convinced that the protests were directed by a hidden 

hand, a practice when political leaders, business magnates, and smaller groups who vie 

for recognition engage groups of people for pay or other remuneration to create an 

illusion of their popularity through demonstrations, banner placement, graffiti, and 

similar tactics. In a confidential American Embassy cable released in August of this year 

and written on April 22, 2008, Ambassador Janet Sanderson wrote 

  

The events of the last weeks indicate that despite the gains made here since 

2006, there are groups in Haiti committed to violence with links to criminal 

and, in some cases, political elements. These groups are still able to send 

their followers to the streets and shut down the country for a few days at a 

time. There is indeed a likely drug connection to the violence in Les Cayes. 

The origins of the violence in Port-au-Prince are more murky - and likely 

more diverse - but we believe that elements linked to the pro-Aristide party 

Fanmi Lavalas had a hand in them this time around although it is unclear 

how well the political leadership was able to control activities of its 

surrogates…At the end of the day, these demonstrations were primarily 

about politics. Those with genuine grievances - the cost of living and the 

daily grind of poverty here - often saw their message brutally hijacked by 

others with more political agendas. (Sanderson 2008) 

Sanderson defined "politics" in the partisan political sense in opposition to 

"genuine grievances;” to be “political” is to be allied with the then deeply divided Fanmi 

Lavalas party rather than having a political consciousness and organized purpose that 

defies easy formal political party affiliation. The State Department ignored the historical 

import of the demonstrations which picked up currents expressed in popular protest from 

the mid to late 1990s and symbolism from the anti-Duvalier movement. It failed to 

recognize the fact that members of various organized groups unaffiliated with political 

                                                 
136 The influence of Haitian conservative media spin on events on international actors in Haiti is far-

reaching. Conservative media accounts serve as primary sources for United Nations assessments and U.S. 

congressional reports and have especially shaped AP and Reuters reports when the two news organizations 

had no dedicated Haiti correspondents present in the country. 
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parties participated in the actions. Contrary to Ambassador Sanderson’s depiction, I 

contend that the message of those with genuine grievances was not hijacked by drug 

dealers or Aristide partisans. The message was first “hijacked” when actors within the 

Haitian State claimed that drug dealers were manipulating the demonstrators. This 

secondary struggle over representation of the uprisings was then picked up by 

conservative Haitian media and international political actors in Haiti. Initial claims about 

drug dealers developed into an alleged destabilization campaign run by opponents of the 

government.137 If shutting down the streets—a tool of popular protest—could be 

attributed to a minority of criminal elements and nefarious political interests, popular 

political subjectivity itself could be denied, and the Haitian State could justify a 

paternalistic stance towards its subjects. 

When President Préval finally formally addressed the public in Haitian Creole on 

Wednesday afternoon, April 9th, he greeted them as the people of Haiti, "those who are 

suffering," conjuring an image of his audience as hapless victims. He expressed his 

sympathy to those who had lost property and family members. He said that countries 

throughout the world, small and large, were grappling with the problem of the high cost 

of living. The problem Haiti faced had been in the making for twenty years; Haitian 

agriculture had declined since Haiti opened its markets for foreign agricultural products 

in 1987. The solution, he said, is not to subsidize imported commodities or cut taxes, but 

                                                 
137 A statement captured from a politician about rivals targeting them during the uprisings would be 

repeated from one media source to another until the accusations became accepted as facts. For example, 

following the break-in and destruction to his home in Les Cayes on April 7
th

, Senator Fortuné of the 

Department of the South informed Radio Métropole that he had heard that Lucien “Ti Pistol” Angela, a 

member of a number of popular organizations patronized by Fanmi Lavalas until 2004, was among the 

demonstrators. This speculation was repeated in Alterpresse to the effect of confirming the identity of 

demonstrators as Fanmi Lavalas partisans and drug dealers. Many press interviews with individual 

demonstrators attest to their varied political background, but Haitian State representatives invested in the 

narrative about criminal destabilization of the government persisted in promoting their interpretation in the 

aftermath of the uprisings. For an interesting example of the narrative of destabilization, see then Secretary 

of State for Public Security Patrick Elie’s remarks to journalist Reed Lindsay (Lindsay 2008). 
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to support domestic agriculture and sustainable development. He promised to subsidize 

fertilizers and fund domestic egg production. He cited the poor state of the roads as 

another cause of the high cost of transport and food and spoke of the need to put the 

national construction company (Centre National des Équipements, CNE) to work.138 He 

said that he would speak with food importers to see if he could convince them to lower 

their prices. He then made two appeals with no promise of follow-up or warning of later 

enforcement. He called for employees of the State who earn more than 30,000 

HTG/month ($750 U.S.) to tithe 10% of their income in solidarity with those in misery. 

He prevailed upon Haitians to fulfill their "patriotic" duty to pay taxes. Then he urged 

Haitians not to be swayed by empty promises calculated to appeal to them or ideas of 

easy economic fixes. Destructive demonstrations would not bring any solutions, and they 

discourage investment (Préval 2008). 

Préval's address elicited more anger, and it failed to exonerate his government's 

culpability in the problem. He did successfully redirect some of the antagonism directed 

at him through elision and speaking of Haiti as though it were capable of overcoming the 

crisis on its own. His mention of the 1987 trade liberalization placed the roots of the 

                                                 
138 The type of regional alliances Préval had been cultivating with other countries to stabilize the petroleum 

market, like Haiti's membership in Petrocaribe, had yet to bear fruit. Préval joined Petrocaribe early in his 

second administration, in May 2006. As a member state, the Government of Haiti (GOH) became eligible 

to purchase petroleum products from Venezuela by paying a portion of the cost and incurring a 1% interest 

loan for the remaining balance. The portion the GOH would have to initially pay was between 60% and 

75% of the total shipment based on the price of oil in the world market. When the price of oil remained 

high, the GOH only had to pay for 60% of the shipment upfront and could defer payment on the remaining 

40%. When the price of oil dropped to $40 U.S./barrel, the GOH had to provide cash payment for 75% of 

the shipment. The scheme was also intended to create a source of revenue for the GOH, which could resell 

the petroleum at reasonable market prices to local companies. Opposed to the Hugo Chávez government 

and its growing influence in the region, the U.S. State Department and U.S oil companies stymied 

implementation of the agreement. The first two shipments of asphalt arrived in October and November 

2007. It took nearly two years for Haiti to be able to receive its first shipment of fuel in March 2008. The 

agreement was to meet local consumption of petroleum and its derivatives. To be able to access revenues, 

the executive branch had to work with Parliament. The first emergency measure to spend Petrocaribe 

revenues was reached in late September 2008, after the hurricanes and tropical storms of the summer 

devastated the country. 
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crisis in the more distant past, avoiding the fact that neoliberal policies that further 

accelerated the process had started in the year preceding his first presidency (1995) and 

were upheld during his first administration (1996-2001). He did not address Haiti's 

foreign policy or relationship with IFIs that had spurred these political economic changes. 

He made no mention of what he could do with Parliament to resolve the issue. That same 

day, sixteen of the twenty-seven senators signed a letter calling for PM Alexis' 

resignation. History seemed to be repeating itself; the last time that Préval had faced 

popular protest over political economic policy, the pending agreements with the IMF 

regarding structural readjustment, his prime minister Rosny Smarth was fired (June 9, 

1997).139 When Alexis met with the Senate on Saturday, April 12, he was voted out of 

office. That same day, Préval was able to secure an agreement with food importers to 

lower prices for a month as long as he pledged future subsidies on their imports. 

Préval's delayed response reinforced the notion that poor Haitians and their allies 

could only capture the attention of their government through dramatic popular action. 

Although they were calling for change in international dynamics, Préval spoke to them in 

local terms. For all of his rhetoric around domestic agriculture and sustainable 

development, Préval would not ultimately reconfigure the national economy; instead, he 

eventually capitulated to the power of the influential food import business and committed 

the Haitian State to the subsidization of future imports. As I demonstrate in chapter five, 

“sustainable" development projects had already been introduced over the last year, and 

COB 5 members had personal experience that spring with one such project and its failure. 

                                                 
139 President Aristide had similarly dodged responsibility for political economic policy when, in October 

1995, Prime Minister Smarck Michel resigned under pressure against free market reforms three months shy 

of the end of Aristide's administration. Aristide took a different tactic than his successor. He distanced 

himself from the very neoliberal policies which he had agreed to promote as a condition of his return to 

power in October 1994 through vocal critique and delaying some of their implementation. 
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THE APRIL 2008 UPRISINGS IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Outrage was always part of the message during the April 2008 uprisings. 

Demonstrators understood that the mere gathering of people from the popular classes en 

masse would be seen as a provocation, and they aimed to have their message heard by 

authorities by conveying it in a more forceful manner. The situation was extremely 

delicate; many of the hungry, frustrated participants became further frustrated when they 

received empty promises and were chastised by the prime minister, a person they did not 

regard as a legitimate executive. Expressing anger and massing in large numbers—or 

creating the illusion of a large backing of fellow poor Haitians—are difficult tools to 

wield but one of the few tools Haitians of the popular classes have to publicize their 

grievances. When their daily suffering is ignored, they turn to tactics like shutting down 

the streets. Unfortunately, assembling in anger is a double-edged sword: it captures the 

attention of the authorities and international audiences, but it is more easily discredited as 

“irrational.” I argue that the escalation of anger and force in April 2008 correlated with 

dissatisfaction about the content of Alexis's press statement and the delay in Préval's 

address. It was not a bridled anger, but it had a rationale. Analysis of popular political 

acts in the 1970s and 1980s provides a means to better understand this rationale and the 

collateral damage such demonstrations can wreak on other poor Haitians. 

In 1985, Jean Dominique spoke of an anger that existed in a latent form in the 

Artibonite Valley, Cap Haïtien, and the poorer neighborhoods in the Port-au-Prince 

metropolitan area that acted as a critical element of the popular revolt against Jean-

Claude Duvalier's regime and Duvalierism as a system. It was through the various 

incidents during which this anger started to be expressed that the popular classes were 

forming their own politics, making visible their priorities, and shaping platforms for 

organizing through trial and error. One of the puzzling iterations of the popular protest 
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movement was the campaign of kraze mamit (break the pots) in 1971-1972. Groups of 

small and medium rural cultivators140 were storming marketplaces containing wholesale 

rice destined for the capital and breaking wholesale women merchants' measuring pots. 

The destruction was not geared to hurt these wholesalers, slightly more privileged actors 

in the agricultural market, but to express a political demand that had been ignored by the 

Haitian State. Community councils had petitioned the Ministry of Agriculture to 

standardize measures, as wholesalers (madansara)141 were using larger containers when 

purchasing from rice producers in order to eke out more profit for themselves. It was after 

the Ministry's inaction that the cultivators wreaked the destruction, symbolically 

destroying the exploitative system by breaking the pots. Jean Dominique brings up the 

kraze mamit campaign among a variety of popular political tactics employed in the 1970s 

and 1980s, such as public demonstrations, circulations of petitions, delivery truck 

stoppages, carrying arms, and physical attacks on or murders of small-time functionaries 

employed by big landowners. Like the popular protest movement Dominique describes, 

the April 2008 uprisings provided a large-scale forum for popular classes to share with 

one another their everyday critiques and visions of a better Haitian State, in addition to 

being a method for presenting their grievances to the government. Dominique’s analysis 

lends weight to my point that the descent into kraze brize should be considered in relation 

to the non-responsiveness of President Préval, as the kraze mamit campaign occurred 

after other avenues had failed to capture the attention of the Haitian State. Additionally, 

damage to public transportation vans during the April 2008 uprisings can be seen as a 

                                                 
140 I translate Dominique’s use of paysan to small and medium rural cultivator rather than “peasant” as the 

latter term has not been re-appropriated in English in the way that the French paysan and Haitian Creole 

peyizan has by small farmer and agricultural laborer social movements. 
141 Madansara refers to women wholesalers and the village weaver, a non-migratory chattering and harshly 

buzzing bird considered a pest in Haiti for its sometime destruction of grain and seed crops. Some women’s 

rights advocates in Haiti try to reappropriate the term madansara as if it attests to the migratory nature of 

the women, who travel long distances to buy and resell their wares. 
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lashing out at the hikes in fares, the ways drivers passed the costs of fuel to their 

passengers. 

It is important to distinguish the protesters’ targeted actions from indiscriminate 

mob violence. While Haitians in the popular neighborhoods were upset about their 

conditions relative to the comfort of privileged classes and foreigners, once the 

demonstrations had run their course and relieved somewhat their anger and frustration, 

they returned to exercise courtesies and consideration common to Haitian sociality. To 

illustrate this, I share an interaction I experienced immediately following the uprising. In 

its aftermath, on the morning of Thursday, April 10
th

, I set out to catch a public transport 

van. Drivers of public transport were easing into the day as they were not sure whether 

the demonstrations would resume. Each van that passed by was so full that it was not 

accepting any more passengers. Rubber dust settled back onto the remains of the burnt 

tires and rose again when disturbed by the cars’ passing. After a significant wait, I was 

beckoned by a middle-aged female passenger who had procured a seat on one of the vans, 

and I accepted her offer to sit on her lap. Her help was typical of an average day in Port-

au-Prince public transportation and had not been the first time a fellow passenger offered 

this kindness; the intimate sharing of space and exchanging greetings were part of 

everyday Haitian sociality. When I arrived at my destination, I realized that my skin on 

my arms and legs felt like the surface of a running track, it had captured so much of the 

dust circulating in the air and our lungs. I had not realized that I had become so dirty 

when I sat on the stranger’s lap, and I was further in awe of her generosity. 

I had spent a day and a half inside my home, waiting for conditions to calm.142 As 

tensions mounted, I could have become in the protesters’ eyes a stand-in for 

                                                 
142 I gathered source material from the media and witnesses to the protests to learn of their messages and 

dynamics as I personally witnessed only a small portion of the uprisings, having entered my home around 

noon on Tuesday, April 8
th

, at the same time that protesters were ascending avenue John Brown two 
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MINUSTAH. My White foreignness already would remind them of my freedom to live in 

Haiti and circulate as I chose, while they could not. I had already been warned by a friend 

against circulating alone in certain streets in the evenings and how it would be considered 

a provocation by frustrated, hungry, and idle young men who had been drinking kleren 

during the day. In popular protest, crowd sentiment passes a point of distinguishing 

among various symbols of social privilege and becomes more reactive. This is not to say 

that it loses its logic. It contrasts with everyday sociality in the streets which makes it a 

confounding phenomenon to understand. The prevalence of courtesy in everyday Haitian 

sociality explains why some journalists misinterpreted the waving of leafy branches 

during the protests as "peaceful;” journalists were trying to differentiate good sectors 

from bad sectors in the demonstrations, extending a stereotype that Haitians express their 

suffering with grace, and aberrant Haitians show aggression. Contrary to the journalists’ 

mistaken view of the fronds as peaceful emblems, waving leafy branches signifies 

uprooting; this tactic was first used during the anti-Duvalier demonstrations. Peace was 

not a part of the agenda in the April 2008 uprising, but protesters differed in terms of 

what they saw as appropriate levels of anger to have their point understood. 

Dominique describes the popular actions in the 1970s and 1980s that culminated 

in overt anti-Duvalier organizing with convincing detail. These popular actions, 

especially in their initial phases proceeded without formal leaders (acephalous), have a 

certain degree of anonymity in the gathering of crowds and placards that do not identify 

the protesters, are fueled by latent anger, and contain a constellation of precise critiques 

                                                                                                                                                 
hundred feet away. I had left my home around 6am that morning to go to the nearby dense suburb of 

Delmas on public transportation and returned to my home for a late morning meeting. My travels provided 

me with a chance to time the spread of the protests from the central city out to the greater metropolitan 

area. Many of the media sources with which I disagreed in terms of analysis provided a range of 

photographs and spontaneous interviews with protesters that I treated as primary sources for the purposes 

of reinterpretation and constructing a narrative of the uprisings. 
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that can be expanded into a larger campaign. Phenomena like bat tenèb (beating out 

thunder, the hitting of pots at night to make noise) and graffiti are other examples in the 

history of popular protest and contemporary events that fit into Dominique’s 

characterization. In addressing the kraze mamit campaign, Dominique demonstrates how 

good interpretation can make sense of some of the most puzzling events within the range 

of expressions of popular protest. What Dominique does not examine in much detail is 

the gendered dimension to popular protest. In the kraze mamit campaign, groups of men 

were pitted against merchant women. When April 2008 protesters shut down the streets 

and appropriated vendors’ stalls to mount barricades, they were jeopardizing the 

livelihoods of ti machann. Kraze mamit and kraze brize were shows of force that harmed 

women, however secondary to their primary objectives. I suggest that kraze brize is an 

iteration of masculine popular power which also accounts for the fact that women’s 

participation waned after the first day and a half of protests in Port-au-Prince. Poor 

women and men both harbor anger about their condition in savagely unequal Haiti, and 

anger erupts for lack of other viable avenues to make their experiences of social suffering 

visible and to reclaim some agency. Yet I witnessed and learned of two dramatic 

moments during my research period where group manifestations of women’s anger 

revealed some distinctive characteristics worthy of attention. 

GROUP ERUPTIONS OF WOMEN’S ANGER IN MATISAN AND THEIR RATIONALE 

In September 2008, my landlord, Bony Prou, mentioned to me that the human 

development and disaster relief organization where he volunteered had some food aid left 

over that he could extend to Matisan residents who had been hit hardest by the hurricanes 

and tropical storms that devastated Haiti that year. I connected Bony with COB 5, as the 

latter was experienced in managing distributions and could use the location of Lekòl 
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Timoun in Riyèl Sen Bènadèt to do so. Bony, a middle-class Haitian who had extensive 

experience working across class difference and through political upheavals through his 

former trucking business and Carrefour-based leasing depot space to ti machann, spoke 

of the need for caution. Distributions of any kind at that time of desperation were like 

“feeding a lion;” in an attempt to avoid problems, he asked for a list of recipients in 

advance and instructed COB 5 to notify these beneficiaries the day before of the location 

and time of the distribution. Bony drove his car to the site a half hour before the 

distribution. Bony; Janel, a young man he mentored; and I carried the boxes from the car 

into the school. The distribution started and nearly ended smoothly, until a number of 

uninvited women from Riyèl Sen Bènàdèt came through the gates to demand some of the 

donations. A small bag or so of dried beans was left, and Bony’s mentee was still holding 

a box of water purifying tablets when the recent arrivals ripped the thick cardboard box in 

his hands to shreds as he stood in bafflement. They did not harm him in their search and 

the scattering of what remained of the box afterwards, but they were livid. COB 5 had 

violated a prevailing understanding of proper behavior in a popular neighborhood. Only 

one of the thirty beneficiaries came from the ti katye. People who live near where an 

intervention is housed are valuable: they can look out for threats against the program, 

they can pass along news that is important to the program's functioning, they can refer 

clients, and they can come to lend a hand if an emergency happens. As neighbors, they 

were owed a certain courtesy, and they took especial affront to their exclusion from the 

distribution. COB 5 had included a number of relatives of leadership and friends among 

their list of victims, reinforcing the idea among neighbors who recognized recipients that 

COB 5 indiscriminately looked out for its own.143 

                                                 
143 I address the issue of who constitutes an appropriate beneficiary according to some Matisan residents in 

chapter 5. An argument could be made for a number of the recipients who were related to COB 5 members 
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Another incident happened in Riyèl Sen Bènadèt a year later in response to a 

horrific event that testified to the breaking point of women well-acquainted with gender-

based violence. One of the local ti machann Thelismè Fils-Aimé was staying in the ti 

katye after having fled from her abusive husband in the countryside.144 Her husband, 

Mexène Saintus, discovered her location and murdered her by decapitating her with a 

machete. A group of mostly women residents stoned and cudgeled him to death. News 

quickly spread as the incident was revisited in conversations among many of the women I 

knew. They explained the killing of the husband as an inevitable conclusion to his crime, 

which had been compounded by an additional offense. The tipping point, a number of 

them said, was that one of Fils-Aimé and Saintus’ children was in the hospital when the 

man murdered his wife. Not only was he condemning all of the children to growing up 

without a mother, his action further endangered the life of the sick child. The child died 

eight days later, a confirmation to those Matisan women who were following the 

trajectory of the murder of the perils children face without a mother.145 

                                                                                                                                                 
as deserving of aid, but COB 5 still caused great offense and was perceived as unjust in its actions in its 

neglect of Lekòl Timoun’s neighbors. 
144 In this narrative, I rely on Matisan women’s retelling of the event and the human rights report from the 

National Episcopal Commission for Justice and Peace in Haiti (Jistis ak Lapè Achidyosèz Pòtoprens, 

JILAP), rather than on the two journalistic sources available. Points of disjuncture were the spelling of the 

woman victim’s name; the last name and the spelling of the first name of her husband; and the framing of 

Mexène Saintus’ crime. The JILAP account was published by human rights observers who collected 

information for a report on violence in Port-au-Prince over a three-month period and had more time to 

verify their information than did the journalists. The Radio Kiskeya report seemed suspect to me because it 

attributed the last name of the woman victim to her husband who killed her, which is uncommon since only 

a small percentage of poor women formalize their partnership through marriage. They keep their maiden 

name and may be addressed as “Madanm” <first name of husband>. The account provided by Radio 

Kiskeya seemed to be the basis of the Haïti Liberté account ten days later and provided an explanation for 

Saintus’ killing of his wife: he approached where she worked on the street and argued with her about her 

neglect of their three children in Kenscoff, a rural area above Port-au-Prince. The reasons for Saintus’ 

killing Fils-Aimé were not discussed among the women from whom I learned about the event. They spoke 

of her having left her husband in the countryside and taken refuge in Matisan and having to attend to one of 

her four children in a hospital in Port-au-Prince. 
145 In many discussions I had with women, the state of not having a mother was offered as a cause for bad 

events and bad choices made in different residents’ lives during childhood and adulthood. 
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The women’s killing of Méxène Santius was shocking, and indicative that the 

Riyèl Sen Bènadèt women who perpetrated the violence lack recourse when confronted 

by injustice in their communities. I was especially struck by the framing of Santius’ 

crime in terms of the endangerment of a child. This was the breaking point for the women 

who killed Santius; it was not specifically the murder of a friend in the neighborhood or 

the defiance of such principles as sanctity of motherhood, though these aspects certainly 

contributed to their outrage. The September 2008 food distribution incident and the 

October 2009 killing of Santius not only expressed women’s rage but also indicated 

critical values worthy of inclusion in popular political platforms. As I address in the next 

chapter, these elements of female popular moral economy are rarely articulated in long-

term political projects of male neighborhood association members and Leftist allies of 

women popular neighborhood residents. 
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Chapter Four: Poor Women’s Social Mobilization in the Aftermath of 

the Uprisings: Strategic Mobility within Neighborhood-level Organizing 

and Leftist Coalitional Politics 

In the aftermath of April 2008, there were two types of mobilizations targeting the 

women I knew in Matisan that tried to channel their insurgency and suffering into 

sustained political projects: a neighborhood association and coalitional Leftist movement 

based on organized labor with middle-class Haitian feminist support. Women 

demonstrated a strategic mobility in their involvement with these efforts, as they had little 

hand in how these two movements developed structurally and politically and they have 

witnessed the rise and fall of various organizations. 

SCULPTING A POPULAR POLITICS OUT OF POPULAR PROTEST: COB 5 AND THE 

KOLEKTIF POU YON LÒT PREMYE ME 

In his remarkable 1985 article, Jean Dominique was writing about a movement as 

it was occurring on the ground and did not have hindsight to address what the popular 

movement became after the fall of Duvalier. Over a 21-month period, I had the 

opportunity to observe two different approaches to construct a long-term political 

strategy after the April 2008 uprisings: the neighborhood-based politics of COB 5 and the 

Kolektif pou yon lòt premye me (Collectif pour un autre premier mai, Collective for 

Another May First), a coalitional movement of labor unions, small farmer and 

agricultural laborer organizations, popular education organizations,146 neighborhood 

associations, civil society groups, university student activists, and middle-class 

progressive NGOs.  

                                                 
146 Popular education organizations like Chandèl sponsor community events, distribute literature, and hold 

workshops to improve the level of political education among the urban poor. They lend what support they 

can to community schools and the provision of related humanitarian aid for young people (school meals). 
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COB 5 sought to expand its influence in Matisan and become recognized by 

political candidates who aspired to capture votes from the community ward of Martissant, 

an administrative unit that represented 12% of the electorate in the Department of the 

West. The May First Collective sought to hone the messages of the April 2008 uprisings 

for another mass protest action and to gather support for a parliamentary measure to 

increase the minimum wage in 2009. It tried to maintain a tangential position vis-à-vis 

formal political parties; many of the progressive NGOs involved in the May First 

Collective regarded the political parties as co-opted entities, and the movement had to 

create an entente between those who still supported President Aristide and his political 

party and those who vociferously opposed his government from 2001 to 2004. 

The two approaches of COB 5 and the May First Collective distilled important 

issues from the April 2008 uprisings in such a way that made their politics more coherent 

than those of the uprisings at the same time as they missed the opportunity to integrate 

more effectively poor women’s political priorities and to bring in poor women as equal 

participants. By virtue of its involvement in public university networks and progressive 

Haitian NGOs, the May First movement involved middle-class women activists and 

women intellectuals in the formation of its political platform. Yet poor women remained 

on the sidelines, sympathetic to the efforts of the organizers but involved more out of 

loyalty than out of the organizers’ ability to incorporate their viewpoints. 

COB 5: Place-Based Interventions, Constituents, Recognition, and the Bittersweet 

Aftermath of 2008 

COB 5’s name, the Coordination of Organizations from Cinquìeme Avenue 

Bolosse, harkens to its initial idea to serve as an umbrella organization for 33 grassroots 

groups in Bòlòs and Matisan bounded on the east by première avenue Bolosse and on the 

west by cinquième avenue Bolosse prolongée. COB 5 first registered itself formally with 
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the Ministère des Affaires Sociales et Travail (MAST, Ministry of Social Affairs and 

Labor) so it could apply for sponsorship from the mayor’s office and other sectors of the 

Haitian State and secure foreign aid. As time passed, COB 5 envisioned itself more as an 

organization that would bring together representatives from all of the ti katye radiating 

off of Cinquième avenue Bolosse and its extension, Cinquième avenue Bolosse 

prolongée. In smaller meetings of its coordinator, adjunct coordinator, secretary, 

treasurer, and a few delegates, COB 5 leadership spoke of the organization as 

synonymous with Matisan. They discussed the problem of managing political candidates 

who counted on their backing during election time; one of the main problems they faced 

was the manner in which politicians “forgot” Matisan once they were in office. COB 5 

leaders believed that public denunciation of corrupt politicians alongside the promotion 

of their name would convince public officials and candidates that they were a force with 

which to be reckoned. 

General Coordinator Luckenson Rivière spoke to me of two campaigns he 

considered especially effective. COB 5 had targeted a former parliamentary member 

when he was still in office in a series of censuring graffiti messages signed by COB 5. 

The parliamentary member paid someone to cross out the messages, which Luckenson 

took as evidence of lack of support for the politician. COB 5 posted a large banner on a 

main thoroughfare, also signed with its name, stating that politicians act like they need 

Matisan until the elections after which they will have nothing to do with the place. These 

acts would not “let” politicians forget Matisan. With these visible messages, COB 5 was 

demonstrating, or creating the illusion of, a large following to the politicians. 

COB 5 had to consolidate its base to lend force to its rhetorical strategy. COB 5 

solicited funds from an array of institutions, including U.S. Christian missionaries, 

European disaster relief organizations, and a joint U.S.-Haiti sanitation business. COB 5 
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did not have enough name recognition to solicit support directly from any of the Haitian 

State ministries but was poised through its relationship with SOFA to participate in such 

“sustainable” State-sponsored development projects in Matisan as a chicken coop project 

that I describe in length in chapter five. Indeed, COB 5’s relationships with SOFA and 

another progressive Haitian NGO once a close collaborator with SOFA, CRAD, were the 

means through which COB 5 could secure some aid provided by the Haitian State and 

large organizations like Oxfam and the United Nations Development Fund for Women 

(UNIFEM). Most of the time, COB 5 needed “grassroots” intermediaries like middle 

class-run Haitian NGOs to receive any aid from large organizations as it did not have 

commiserate name recognition and international networks. With whatever support COB 5 

could garner, it sponsored small school book and food ration distributions and carried out 

a couple of development projects. 

In the late summer and early fall of 2008, Haiti captured international attention 

once more when hurricanes Gustav, Hanna, Ike, and Kyle and tropical storm Fay caused 

793 deaths (with an additional 310 missing persons), the destruction of 22,702 

residences, and damage to 84,625 additional homes, all of which affected 165,337 

families (Action by Churches Together International 2009, 4). The German Protestant 

disaster relief organization Diakonie Katastrophenhilfe (DKH, Diakonia Disaster Relief) 

conducted a rapid assessment in Matisan, as its steep slopes and poor drainage made it 

one of the worst damaged locations in Port-au-Prince. In an unprecedented turn of events, 

one of the Haitian staff members of DKH met with COB 5 and eventually provided them 

with the materials and funds for the reconstruction of 50 homes in Matisan anba (ti katye 

Flanbè, Senkyèm Avni Bòlòs Pwolonje, Pon Breya) and Matisan anwo and surroundings 

(ti katye Gran Ravin, Ti Bwa, Kay Bwason, Mòn Lafen, and Mòn Marinèt). DKH 

delivered the materials to SOFA’s Douvanjou, and COB 5 managed the project, hiring 
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skilled laborers like carpenters, a construction foreperson, and masons. COB 5 secretary 

Eli Févry participated as a paid laborer and oversaw much of the construction since he is 

a mason and carpenter. COB 5 counted 68 families as beneficiaries of the reconstruction 

and repairs it carried out in November and December of 2008. COB 5 had high hopes for 

its relationship with DKH, particularly since its liaison with DKH, a Haitian national on 

contract until February 2009, seemed enthusiastic about its future plans for a tree nursery 

(oak, cashew, key lime, and cedar). Such a project would have generated employment for 

COB 5 members and sympathizers and dovetailed with COB 5’s aspirations to become 

the organization representing Matisan. 

As I followed COB 5’s plans, I was still hard-pressed to understand how it could 

overturn the historical neglect that politicians exercise towards the popular 

neighborhoods in the aftermath of elections. I could imagine how COB 5 could influence 

the number of people who attended a politician’s visit or their behavior at such a meeting 

and how it could persuade residents to reject politicians’ vote-buying schemes like pre-

election rice distributions. COB 5 never hinted at doling out retribution for politicians’ 

neglect; if public denunciations had limited scope, creating a powerful network of 

prominent residents seemed promising, at least for members of the leadership with more 

elitist philosophies about politics. 

For Ti Pouch, the key to securing a following in Matisan and favorable responses 

from politicians was to recruit notab, noteworthy persons, who would ensure that COB 5 

would be recognized as a locus of authority in Matisan. These were individuals who ran 

businesses, acted as religious leaders, and had a good profession like directing a school or 

working in the civil service. Notab represented the respectable side of Matisan. They 

knew how to gain access to formal institutions that excluded most Haitians. They 

understood Haitian law and how to navigate the government bureaucracy in order to 
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register their businesses or institutions; they existed more as citizens than most residents 

in Matisan and could decrypt bureaucratic requirements that overwhelmed most people. 

They had enough command of French and enough ability to pass as middle-class that 

they could productively interact with gatekeepers in office environments. They had 

enough means that they could help out neighbors less fortunate than they. Ti Pouch was 

implicitly referring to someone like himself or the kind of person Luckenson could have 

been had he not struggled with alcoholism. 

Ti Pouch deftly bridged the chasm between the world of the popular 

neighborhood and the State bureaucracy. With his position as usher (huissier) at the 

Supreme Court, Ti Pouch could find out about individual detentions and cases. When the 

son of one of Man Sè’s neighbors, Simone, was picked up in a police sweep and placed 

in jail in March of 2009, Ti Pouch could provide updates and accompany her as she 

delivered food for her son at the jail near the main fire station.147 Ti Pouch could not 

expedite Simon’s son’s case but performed an important service in explaining where her 

son was in the process and when she could anticipate his release. The fact that illegal 

arrests of young men were common in the name of gang pacification did little to mitigate 

the fear family members had for their young relatives’ safety. Ti Pouch’s position saved 

women like Simone from being exploited by swindlers who approach family members of 

jailed persons with promises of freeing their loved ones for a fee. Notab could serve as 

the protectors of Matisan and present a recognizable and implicitly male face to COB 5’s 

interlocutors.  

At one of COB 5 large assemblies of constituent organizations on a Sunday 

evening, Ti Pouch spoke in futuristic terms of COB 5, an institution that could achieve 

                                                 
147 The jail does not feed inmates, so family members have to deliver meals each day. 
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greatness. As in all COB 5 events and daily operations, business was conducted in 

Haitian Creole. Ti Pouch spoke of the need for COB 5’s expansion. One of the ways 

COB 5 could do so was by reinvigorating its presence among the ti katye and making 

sure it had a delegate for each geographic section that could channel messages and 

information. Each delegate needed to be an upstanding person with leadership qualities. I 

was surprised that Ti Pouch was emphasizing what COB 5 could become rather than 

taking advantage of the opportunity to meet to assess what COB 5 was currently doing 

and taking stock of gains and losses. Instead of inviting feedback from a variety of 

constituents, Ti Pouch was inviting attendees to imagine themselves as connected with 

future greatness and signaling to a male and higher micro-social layer selection of those 

attendees that they could become prominent persons if they followed his direction. 

Although I took exception to his paternalistic approach and overstatement, these qualities 

were not a problem for attendees and in of themselves did not threaten COB 5’s viability. 

Indeed, it seemed to me that expressing optimism and projecting confidence was 

welcomed by the attendees; perhaps they did not need to be reminded of their limitations. 

As long as COB 5 could keep up a certain level of distributions and community 

amelioration projects, Ti Pouch’s would not be seen as a blofè (bluffer). 

Ti Pouch advocated for involving more women as a means to expand COB 5; he 

was implying involving more women with connections to patronage networks and 

women’s organizations. Like most COB 5 meetings, those in attendance and those 

provided with opportunities to speak did not reflect the sex-ratio of the organization 

itself. Two-thirds of COB 5’s rank-and-file members were women, and COB 5 could rely 

on an even greater number of women sympathizers. To demonstrate his point of the kind 

of women COB 5 had to involve more, Ti Pouch had asked Rica to bring Man Sè and 

introduced her as one of the main persons through which COB 5 had a productive 
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relationship with SOFA. After all, it was through COB 5’s relationship with SOFA that, 

not only could its members participate in State-sponsored chicken coop project, but they 

could receive the DKH materials at the Douvanjou rather than Eli’s backyard, which gave 

COB 5 a more respectable institutional face. I was puzzled at the meeting dynamics as it 

seemed that it would be more fitting for Rica to introduce the topic and explain what may 

encourage different type of participation from women and how the organization could 

structure its activities to make better use of their skills and knowledge. I took Ti Pouch’s 

continued chairing of the meeting as evidence that he thought he had to convince the men 

in attendance about the importance of the participation of more women and took for 

granted women’s acquiescence to his idea. Most importantly, Man Sè had not been 

forewarned that Ti Pouch’s introduction was going to be made under the auspices of 

recruiting more women like her. She merely nodded her head in acknowledgment of his 

introduction. Ti Pouch then asked Tibebe if she had any poem to contribute, and Tibebe 

declined. Ti Pouch could not move forward on the issue without fundamentally engaging 

Rica; without doing so, he was undercutting her authority among women in raising the 

issue as he did. Skeptical of his motives, Man Sè and Tibebe would not further 

undermine Rica by indicating any enthusiasm. 

The dynamics of this meeting recalled other tense moments I observed in SOFA 

meetings. I rarely witnessed women individually and directly confront people with whom 

they were at odds, especially in interactions across social difference. When I observed 

moments of conflict between SOFA popular branch and socio-professional members, I 

took note of popular neighborhood women’s tardiness or absenteeism, silence or blank 

facial expressions, putting their heads down to nap, or uses of evasion. If asked about a 

responsibility delegated to them by the socio-professional members to whom they 

referred in private as “chèf” (boss), they would try to shift blame about their non-
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compliance by bringing up the shortcomings of another popular branch member, speak of 

the eruptions of street violence that hampered their activities, and raise the problem of 

daily costs of transportation or small office materials they needed rather than state what 

they were willing to do for SOFA and what help would make them able to accomplish 

this.148 I took these behaviors as an indication that the organization was experiencing a 

particularly difficult period in its history; popular neighborhood women had long 

resigned themselves to the idea that the organization existed on behalf of the socio-

professional members. Similarly, Ti Pouch’s address signaled to women present at the 

COB 5 assembly that the organization existed on behalf of Ti Pouch and Luckenson; Man 

Sè and Tibebe’s passive response to Ti Pouch as he tried to make an argument for greater 

women’s participation reinforced this understanding. 

Rica is one of the few women I observed who used her anger and popularity 

skillfully in competitive or conflictual situations, mixing overt aggression with charm, 

humor, or compassion. She had a posture of strong self-worth and confidence. As I 

explain more in chapter five, Rica could wield her anger and allude to the backing of her 

sympathizers in such a way that unsettled middle-class interlocutors who needed popular 

support for their development projects; in their discomfort, they also became convinced 

that Rica was the person they needed. I surmised that these qualities made it possible for 

Rica to advance to the position of treasurer within COB 5. They were the same qualities 

that dissuaded many women from risking her disfavor. Few women believed that they 

could be as bold and skillful as Rica in navigating male-dominated organizations; Rica 

                                                 
148 As I further describe in chapter four, SOFA’s predicament during my research period was that popular 

neighborhood branch women’s relations with middle-class women had long been reverting to the historical 

pattern of relations between the two classes. I was interested in the reasons for women to passively accept a 

task and then renege on their “commitment.” I conjectured that some of the reasons for noncompliance 

were bewilderment and disgust that the socio-professional members were not doing the same kind of tasks 

in the same kind of environment they faced. Admitting to being uncertain or confused about a task could be 

humiliating. 
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seemed to have a role in COB 5 because of her indomitable will rather than the 

organization’s inclusionary characteristics. Fewer women would directly compete with 

her by aspiring for a more involved role in COB 5. 

The assembly clarified some confusion that I had about Rica’s role within COB 5. 

Rica was part of the leadership but not. On rare occasions in my presence, other COB 5 

members, all male, would hint at their misgivings about Rica’s competitive stance 

towards other women in the community. She was a maverick. These other members did 

not think that they could influence her behavior. I interpreted the situation differently, as I 

saw COB 5’s approach to the issue of women’s participation in the organization as 

instrumental. I saw Rica’s asserting her autonomy in the manner she did as symptomatic 

of the power they refused to grant to her within COB 5. Despite the fact that she was the 

highest ranking female member of COB 5, Rica would not concede primary 

organizational loyalty to COB 5. She derived her power from the multiple patronage and 

political networks in which she participated; she was a flexible subject who survived 

through improvisation, making do of opportunities that arose as outside interest in 

Matisan ebbed and flowed.  

By September 2009, COB 5 was struggling with the nursery it had started in Mòn 

Lopital in hopes of continued support from DKH. COB 5 had collected money from its 

members to buy the first set of trees for the project and they were dying for lack of water, 

fertilization, and other supportive care. As I will explain in detail in chapter five, its DKH 

contact was not empowered to advance the project after the end of his contract. His 

successors would not directly reveal this fact or DKH’s funding priorities for that year as 

it behooved them to maintain a flexible pool of potential trainees for disaster mitigation 

workshops. In a bitter twist of events, COB 5 was experiencing the relative stability of 
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2009 in comparison to 2008 with problems in securing funds and generalized 

disappointment among its ranks. 

The Collective for Another May First, Political Education, and Crafting an 

Internationalist Political Platform 

On another front, activists from the industrial labor movement, small farmers’ 

movement, urban popular organizations,149 and civil society organizations formed by 

university students and middle-class activists were organizing among their own ranks, 

conducting political education events in left-wing and cultural nationalist centers and 

improvised popular neighborhood settings, and hosting conferences in university 

settings.150 They started hosting events at an accelerated pace in the fall of 2008 and 

                                                 
149 Popular organizations define “themselves as spreading and defending the rights and claims of the 

popular classes” (Smarth 1997, 106) and emerged in the aftermath of Jean-Claude Duvalier’s fall as an 

alternative to political parties and traditional civil society organizations that they considered elitist. The 

forerunners of popular organizations were the Christian Base Communities (CBC) and neighborhood 

committees that organized neighborhood improvement projects and monitored makout activity after the fall 

of Jean-Claude Duvalier. Popular organizations are poor Haitians’ organizations, primarily formed by poor 

and working class male youth, students, residents of a particular area, former soldiers, artists, literacy 

workers and the unemployed. A significant minority of popular organizations are also formed by female 

street vendors and factory workers with an interest in addressing their specific gendered and classed 

concerns. Popular organizations conduct community improvement projects and meetings in which 

attendees can debate social and political issues and form strong relationships of mutual aid and solidarity 

with one another. They are political catalysts, spreading news among their constituents about current events 

and their implication for everyday life and participating in “popular” forms of protest (sit-ins, graffiti, 

marches, and demonstrations) when they can. Loosely structured and with few formal officers, if any, they 

adhere to the principle of learning and adjusting from practice and experience (Smarth 1997, 111). Popular 

organizations were vilified from their inception by the political class and elites in Haiti. The most recent 

study that investigates them in detail is Haitian sociologist and public university professor Luc Smarth’s 

1998 Les organisations populaires en Haïti: Une étude exploratoire de la zone métropolitaine de Port-au-

Prince. Popular organizations formed alliances with middle-class sympathizers, though these alliances 

became more tenuous as some popular organizations sought patronage with actors within the Haitian State 

and their political opponents after Smarth’s study. Patronage could include material support in exchange for 

their presence at political events or the provision of weapons as a means to transform them into militia 

groups. Over time, this type of organization created in rejection of the old systems of patronage and 

clientalism was nonetheless vulnerable to co-optation or inclined towards opportunism as a means of self-

promotion. The extent of this co-optation/opportunism warrants further study.  
150 Batay Ouvriye (BO; Workers’ Struggle), Confédération des Travailleurs des Secteurs Public et Privé 

(CTSP; Confederation of Public and Private Sector Workers), Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen (Tèt Kole; 

Heads Together Small Farmers of Haiti), Antèn Ouvriye Ayiti (AOA, Haitian Workers’ Antenna), 

Solidarite Ant Jèn Veye Yo (SAJ Veye Yo; Solidarity Among Youth/Be Vigilant), Mouvement 

Démocratique Populaire (MODEP; Popular Democratic Movement), and Chandèl (Torch) were  the 
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coined a name for their coalition in March 2009, the Kolektif pou yon Lòt Preye Me (the 

Collective for Another May First). The most visible leaders in the Kolektif were Batay 

Ouvriye (BO; Workers’ Struggle), Confédération des Travailleurs des Secteurs Public et 

Privé (CTSP; Confederation of Public and Private Sector Workers), Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan 

Ayisyen (Tèt Kole; Heads Together Small Farmers of Haiti), Antèn Ouvriye Ayiti (AOA, 

Haitian Workers’ Antenna), Solidarite Ant Jèn Veye Yo (SAJ Veye Yo; Solidarity Among 

Youth/Be Vigilant), Mouvement Démocratique Populaire (MODEP; Popular Democratic 

Movement), and Chandèl (Torch). The idea was to revive the enthusiasm that once 

circulated among the urban poor and their allies to deepen their understanding of current 

conditions through debate and workshops. In the rush of popular organizing after the fall 

of Jean-Claude Duvalier, newly formed groups and groups coming out of hiding used 

meetings as a way to form bounds, develop communication skills, and learn how to work 

well together. When I spoke with organizers of political education events, they shared 

with me the chief obstacles that they believed they faced: the harshness of daily survival 

in Haiti and its crippling effects on people’s ability to travel or take time off of their 

income-generating activities to attend meetings and the low level of political awareness 

and discernment among their constituents. I was told that the level of critical discourse 

among poor Haitians and students was no longer like the late 1980s and 1990s. I had 

opportunities to observe their different strategies to remedy the level of political 

education as they hoped that they could address the other problem—the difficult material 

                                                                                                                                                 
organizations who presented themselves as the primary members of the collective in radio spots. SOFA on 

its own and as a member of Plateforme Haïtienne de Plaidoyer pour un Développement Alternatif 

(PAPDA; the Haitian Advocacy Platform for Alternative Development) participated among many other 

middle-class progressive Haitian NGOs and university professors. SOFA was the only expressly women’s 

organization that I found in the collective’s literature and May 1, 2009 street demonstration. The primary 

organizations of the collective are led by men, with the important exception of BO, which has a woman 

coordinator, Yannick Étienne. 
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conditions in which they operated—once they ideologically revived and expanded their 

base of support. 

One opportunity I had to attend a popular education event geared towards youth 

took place in the popular neighborhood in an area much closer to downtown Port-au-

Prince in the spring of 2009. The Kolektif members who contributed to the event were 

trying to play a supportive role to a group of young men who were enthusiastic about 

improving their community. These young men identified themselves of the neighborhood 

in a way that reminded me of COB 5 male leaders’ equivalence of themselves with 

Matisan. Unlike COB 5, these young men envisioned themselves as revolutionaries—

they could not quite identify as notab because of their youth and lack of access to various 

forms of capital. So their posture mixed vanguardism with longstanding ideas of 

paternalistic masculine leadership in the popular neighborhoods.  

I was asked by an American friend, scholar, and filmmaker to bring my projector 

to help them screen his documentary on women factory workers and neoliberal policy in 

Haiti. He would be present at the whole event and could field a variety of questions the 

young audience could ask like, “How do I make a documentary?” The Kolektif members 

had left the agenda of the event to the neighborhood contacts and brought a university 

professor to give a speech as part of the afternoon’s program. Two young men with this 

responsibility ran around at the last minute, having been stood up by the other delegates 

of their group and not wanting to lose face in front of the visitors. When a crowd was 

gathered, the university professor gave a rousing speech in Haitian Creole, launching 

biting critiques about inequality and the corruption of the Haitian government, elite 

classes, MINUSTAH, and the Global North. With such powerful metaphors like the idea 

of the Global North and commercial elite souse san (sucking blood) from Haitians in the 

export garment-assembly sector and the high prices of food imports, he eloquently traced 
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continuities from the first U.S. Occupation (1915-1934) to the present. Long accustomed 

to student and politically educated activist audiences, the professor used terms yet to have 

currency among the disinterested youth in attendance like imperialism and neoliberalism. 

They were waiting for an espektak, a musical or dance performance that could bring them 

pleasure and distract them from their current worries. Rather than step in and create an 

opportunity for back and forth exchange, the neighborhood contacts expressed their 

disappointment in the paltry turnout of fellow youth at the event and scrambled for a 

generator to screen the documentary. The generator, once procured, could not generate a 

consistent enough current to run the projector, and the event fizzled out. 

The challenges met that day were multiple. The neighborhood contacts were 

aspiring to play a role in their community but they were uncertain about their purpose 

other than wanting to become activists of consequence. They had not achieved group 

cohesion among themselves and were not equipped to persuade other young people 

milling around the neighborhood to show up on time to the event. They were not patient 

or mature enough to let go of their embarrassment and make the most out of the smaller 

group assembled. The Kolektif organizers wanted to maintain a supportive role and allow 

the young people to remain in charge. Their showing up and providing a professor to 

speak to the audience was an endorsement of the young people’s initiative. The professor 

normally operated in milieu where his interest in national sovereignty, attachment to the 

idea of direct democracy, and stands about neoliberalism, imperialism, and exploitation 

resonated with others. In this other setting, Kolektif organizers were struck with the fact 

that residents were not having the same kinds of discussions with one another that would 

make such abstractions legible. The gulf between the Kolektif organizers and the youth 

audience was one of generational difference and depth of experience. A short-term event 

of this type was something that the cash-strapped and overcommitted activists could do, 
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but it was a method that functioned better at an earlier time, like the height of the popular 

democratic movement, when neighborhood residents regularly gathered to discuss current 

and political events. One of the Kolektif members confided in me that the level of 

political education among popular neighborhood residents had fallen relative to times 

when he had been organizing in the late 1980s and 1990s. 

I was struck by the behavior of the young neighborhood contacts in the way that 

their aspirations for leadership were wrapped into their initiative to conduct the popular 

education event. They were striking out on their own as a small group, a vanguard who 

organized a program that could potentially relieve the boredom of other youth in the 

neighborhood who did not have the means to go to school or keep themselves occupied in 

engaging ways. The university professor’s verbal performance was to be a prelude to a 

screening of a documentary that featured the struggles of members of their kouch 

sosyal—mainly women with whom they could identify their sisters and mothers—in a 

compelling narrative. Although they were receiving support from older activists from 

outside the community, they were not drawing on older people from the neighborhood 

who might have lent a hand. Perhaps they believed that their message of revolution 

would be ill-received by older neighbors; I could imagine the resistance they encountered 

in trying to form their own politics. However, with my experiences of Matisan in mind—

and the ability women like Man Sè demonstrated in organizing events and parties from 

collections she made in the neighborhood—I suspected that their lack of experience, 

strong identification with their peer network, and a masculine idea of political radicalism 

contributed to their not seeking help among the women and men who could have 

facilitated their event and even suggested some appropriate modifications to their 

program. 
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In the months leading up to the May First demonstration, I also attended a series 

of konferans deba (conference-debates) that took place each month at a center for popular 

education in Port-au-Prince on the “pwoblematik lit popilè a” (the question of the popular 

struggle). One or two persons would give a presentation on a topic framed within Haitian 

events and then members of ten to twenty strong audience would introduce themselves 

and then ask questions or offer commentary. The themes included the 19
th

 century and 

early 20
th

 century peasant struggles, university student organizing during the first U.S. 

Occupation (1915-1934) in light of student organizing today, contemporary agricultural 

worker and small farmer mobilizations, and garment assembly worker struggles. The 

konferans deba could last for a few hours, with a bulk of the time devoted to the question, 

answer, and commentary section. The study of the various struggles in different points in 

Haitian history was meant to help attendees form a joint political platform. During these 

times attendees would interrogate the forum itself, like one man who voiced in 

frustration, “Depi 2004, nou pa gen nasyon…N ap fè deba nan vid,” (Since [Aristide’s 

ouster and the arrival of the MINUSTAH forces in] 2004, we haven’t had a nation…We 

are debating into a void”). One frequent participant replied to him that they did not yet 

have an organizational base from which they could mobilize, and discussions like the 

ones they were having were intended to help form the network and the shared politics 

necessary to move forward. 

Many of the audience members were university professors, university students, 

and activists who ran popular education programs themselves, publishing Haitian Creole 

newspapers or manuals on how to understand Haitian political economy, law, or human 

rights in a language accessible to readers with little formal education, carrying out 

trainings with grassroots groups, or facilitating access to development aid for grassroots 

projects. The facilitator of the konferans deba was a university professor with long-term 
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involvement in popular education and cultural politics with the poor, and he had 

previously discussed how holding these events had become more and more difficult since 

popular class attendees could not afford the public transport fare and time away from 

trying to make a living in order to attend. 

The small farmer organization Tèt Kole Ti Peyizan Ayisyen (shortened to Tèt Kole 

or TKL; Heads Together Little Haitian Farmers) showed up in co-ed groups of five or so 

on a few occasions and changed the composition of the participants which would have 

otherwise been heavily weighted towards Port-au-Princian male intellectuals and activists 

in the public university milieu. On one such occasion, a former worker in the garment 

industry, a leader in Batay Ouvriye (BO, Worker’s Struggle), and a visiting American 

university professor presented on the exploitation of the sub-contracting system and 

Haiti’s current labor mobilizations. The former worker spoke of his experiences in the 

factory and the BO leader and university professor provided a commodity chain analysis 

and background on how the U.S. was pushing for the revival of the assembly sector. Tét 

Kole members were most interested in hearing from the factory worker and revisiting the 

details of his working conditions, the labor he expended relative to his wages, and the 

ultimate cost of the apparel he was producing for the U.S. market. The worker’s 

testimony seemed critical to them; it was not just the articulation of political economic 

policy into daily life that generated their enthusiasm, but the opportunity to express 

empathy and reinforce the speaker with supportive comments. The BO leader, a previous 

and very active participant in the konferans deba, tried to steer the conversation towards 

theorizing revolutionary struggle. Tèt Kole members’ disinterest in this line of discussion 

was palpable. It seemed to me what Tèt Kole attendees needed to engage in a politics 

around the exploitative assembly work and the wretched position Haiti had in the 

geopolitical economic system was to become familiar with the experiences and cultivate 
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a direct relationship with members of the urban working classes. If seasoned rural 

activists such as Tèt Kole were drawn to testimony and the opportunity for interpersonal 

connection, what did other poor Haitians without the same experience need to become 

engaged in a coalition movement and how could a political platform resonate with them? 

The “Another May First” demonstration on May 1, 2009 provided an opportunity for me 

to witness core activists of the movement and their sympathizers interact with one 

another and the movement’s emergent political platform. I saw the mass demonstration as 

a way the movement was trying to orchestrate a spectacular event reminiscent of April 

2008 that would force the authorities to take their geopolitical agenda more seriously and 

that would thwart a politics-as-usual response. 

The Mass March of May 1, 2009 

On the morning of May 1, 2009, on International Workers Day, a holiday 

combined with the celebration of agricultural laborers in Haiti, with my video camera in 

hand, I met up near the Parliament building with members of the popular branch of 

SOFA along with jèn SOFA (SOFA youth, young relatives or young women in the 

neighborhood that SOFA members shepherded), twenty or so members of the foot band 

that rehearsed near Man Sè’s home, “Sa W Wè” (What You See), and some COB 5 

members. Man Sè and Rica had been instrumental in gathering them in attendance. They 

wore SOFA t-shirts printed on the front with SOFA’s logo and a call for the State to take 

action 
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PREMYE ME 2009 

SOFA DI, LETA PRAN 

RESPONSABILITE W POU BAY: 

Travay—Asirans Sosyal 

Bonjan Mache 

Agrikilti pou fanm yo ak mas 

pèp la jwenn lamanjay, 

sante ak byennèt 

THE FIRST OF MAY 2009 

SOFA SAYS, THE STATE, FULFILL 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE: 

Work—a Social Safety Net 

A Good Market 

Agriculture for women and the 

masses so they have food, 

health, and well-being 

On the back of their shirts read, “MANM SOFA DI YON/LÒT PREMYE ME POSIB” 

(the members of SOFA say that another May first is possible). They were participating 

largely out of loyalty to SOFA and a belief that the demonstration had to do with their 

concerns about the high cost of survival. There was an implicit acceptance of their role as 

bodies in the streets—rather than analysts to shape political priorities—to add more 

legitimacy to the march. I was surprised after having witnessed conflict between middle-

aged popular branch members and socio-professional branch members that Man Sè and 

Rica unquestioningly embraced the role to bring neighborhood residents out for the 

march. “SOFA bezwen nou” (SOFA needs us), Man Sè said to me with pride. SOFA did 

need them, as they could provide popular legitimacy to an organization with largely 

middle-class leadership, but Man Sè’s statement was not, “Chèf bezwen nou,” (The 

bosses need us), as popular branch women were wont to call the socio-professional 

branch members when they were frustrated. Man Sè was identifying as SOFA at the same 

time as speaking of the organization’s need for them. The event inherently valued Man 

Sè and Rica at a level where meetings at the office and other interactions that required 

their passive presence did not. The march was an opportunity for both Man Sè and Rica 

to do something they could do very well, lead the young people, their kòmè, and male 

allies in an enthusiastic and assertive gathering. This situation convinced me that the 

complaints shared with me about SOFA had as much to do with uncomfortable work 

roles allocated to them as the class inequality palpable in different qualities of their work 
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environments and segregation during meal times. Other popular neighborhood-origin 

members and staff, like Marilyn, embraced the opportunity as well. Members of SOFA’s 

coordinating committee lead another contingent of SOFA t-shirt wearing participants in 

another section of the march. 

We were located near the beginning of the march, where a brass band of eight 

men in white button-down long sleeve shirts and black ties and trousers followed a man 

bearing the Haitian flag. Slogans had already been spray painted by the organizers of the 

march on concrete walls of buildings and at the bases of monuments nearby, 

Aba kowòperasyon restavèk 

Aba okipasyon 

Aba MINUSTAH 

Aba machann peyi 

UN 

Down with the restavèk151 

cooperation152 

Down with the occupation 

Down with MINUSTAH 

Down with the vendors of the country 

UN 

They affirmed the handwritten signs, printed banners, and red flags carried by marchers 

from the labor movement, public university, and popular education activists—whom I 

had largely met in other popular neighborhoods, popular education centers, and 

university settings—identified the diminishing of the State, the government of Haiti’s 

acquiescence to foreign powers, and neoliberal policy as major culprits of poverty in 

Haiti. Préval was a “governor” likened to President Philippe Sudré Dartiguenave (1915-

1922) installed as head of state by the U.S. during the first U.S. Occupation (1915-1934). 

Préval was a restavèk governor, head of a restavèk state, complicit in a restavèk 

                                                 
151 As I explain in chapter two, restavèk (to stay with) is a term for child domestic servitude, whereby a 

parent has his or her child taken in by another family in hopes that the child will be remunerated for his/her 

labor in board, food, and some schooling. 
152 “Cooperation” also link’s Préval’s administration to the unpopular interim government from 2004-

2006, and its agreement with donor agencies from the Global North in the Cadre de Coopération 

Interimaire (CCI, Interim Cooperation Framework). The CCI was largely a donor-led “economic 

governance” plan to spend a billion US dollars among development and military agencies, largely directed 

by foreign “experts,” and to continue Haiti’s cooperation with structural adjustment measures and 

neoliberal policies. 
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relationship with the by UN forces and development aid donor countries. “Nou pa vle 

gouvènè nan peyi Desalin nan,” (we don’t want a governor in the country of 

Dessalines153). Other members of government were complicit in corruption and in league 

with the boujwa (bourgeois) classes, stealing public resources or exploiting the Haitian 

people (vòle, stealing, or souse san, drinking blood) in order to enrich themselves or 

favor their cronies in the private sector: the Minister of Social Affairs, the Mayor of Port-

au-Prince, and the Dean of the State University of Haiti. Marchers similarly condemned 

other entities who “bluffed” (blofe) their support for the public sector and workers and 

really worked on behalf of private business interests, like company unions and individual 

public service labor leaders who made a “mess” (gagòt) of their responsibilities and made 

it impossible for the employees they were supposed to represent to send their children to 

school. Racialized resistance, anti-colonialism, nationalism, autonomy, human rights and 

dignity were promoted in additional sets of oppositions. Protesters spoke of themselves as 

granmoun (adults) that represented their own interests and demanded to be treated 

accordingly, “Dyalòg sosyal pa dwe menn [sic] jan ak rapò mèt kay ak restavèk” (Social 

dialog is not supposed to be conducted in the same manner as between a master of the 

house and a restavèk). Students denounced state university professors who supported the 

                                                 
153 Jean-Jacques Dessalines, leader of the Haitian Revolution after Toussaint Louverture’s capture and 

head of state from 1804 to his assassination in 1806. Often repeated in recounting of Dessalines are his 

actions to destroy the race and color hierarchies in Haiti through legislation and brutality: thedeclaration 

that all Haitians are Black in the 1805 Constitution (and semantic destruction of White and gens de couleur 

categories) and his ordering the massacre of 3-5,000 White Creoles. He is the only forefather of Haitian 

Independence who is also a lwa (spiritual entity). When he is invoked in popular protest, activism, and 

popular culture, Black militant resistance and nationalism are indexed. François Duvalier manipulated these 

themes in the cult of personality he cultivated for himself that referenced both Dessalines and Bawon 

Samdi, the master of the Dead. One of the notable steps he took to tie his regime to Dessalines was to 

change the colors of the Haitian flag to the black and red Dessalines chose when he proclaimed himself 

Emperor in 1805. When the figure of another forefather of Haitian independence, Toussaint L’Ouverture, is 

used in political events, monuments, and other cultural forms, a more conciliatory, reformist model of 

Black independence is invoked. Aristide invoked the figure of L’Ouverture as a way to link himself with 

Haiti’s revolutionary leaders and distance himself from Duvalier. 
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reviled restavèk dean, “Aba pwofesè pèpè” (Down with pèpè professors, akin with cast-

off clothing from the U.S. sold in Haitian markets). Basic services were rights, not 

commodities, “Ledikasyon ak lasante pa dwe machandiz!” (Education and health should 

not be merchandise!) 

Within this broad indictment was support for one of the rare measures to protect 

labor. The organizers were supporting a proposal in the Chamber of Deputies to raise the 

minimum salary to at least 200 HTG/ day ($5.00 US) from the 70 HTG/day ($1.75 US) 

set by presidential decree in 2003. They alternated with chants of “200 goud, salè 

minimòm!” (200 gourdes, minimum wage) and “500 goud, salè minimòm!” (500 gourdes, 

minimum wage) and held up signs with “200 goud pou piti” (200 gourdes, at least) to 

indicate that they supported the change, but that 200 gourdes a day did not adequately 

cover basic expenses and that they would continue to organize on behalf of a livable 

wage. Deputy Steven Benoît had first brought the measure to the Chamber in 2006 and 

Préval had blocked the vote since (Reyneld 2009).154 The minimum salary was to apply 

to formal industrial and commercial sector employees. Roughly 250,000 Haitians had 

wage employment (Maguire 2009, 3) but the most promising area of job increases were 

in the apparel subcontracting industry, about 8% of the total formal sector workforce, or 

26,000 at the time, 64% of whom were women (Bettter Work Haiti 2010).155 In this 

                                                 
154 Préval’s opposition to the bill was well-publicized, but details of his maneuvers were not readily 

available in major Haitian news sources. According to activists following the issue, Préval employed a 

number of tactics to undermine the bill’s passage, including meeting with deputies at the national palace 

and offering them 8 million HTG each for local development projects as an incentive to oppose the bill. 

Some of the deputies denounced his action publicly (Reyneld 2009, 1). 
155 I use an estimation provided by Better Work Haiti , a United Nations International Labor Organization 

(ILO) agency charged with assuring all Haitian textile factories taking advantage of HELP legislation 

comply to international labor standards. Haitian economist Fritz Deshommes found a range of 22,000-

25,000 employed in Haitian newspapers and greater numbers in a study conducted on behalf of 

industrialists who opposed the minimum wage, with 26,905 laborers in total (along with 2,620 supervisors, 

495 technicians (electricians, mechanics, plumbers, etc.), and 305 higher-level professionals (engineers, 

managers, accountants, etc.)) (Deshommes 2009). 
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sector, workers were paid at piece rate, and the minimum wage was to insure that they 

could not be paid underneath the 200 gourdes and that they could qualify for overtime. 

There were protesters with work experience in the textile and clothing assembly industry 

who were anticipating the industry’s renewal with further implementation of the U.S. 

Congressional Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity through Partnership Encouragement Act 

of 2006 (HOPE) and the Food Conservation and Energy Act of 2008 (HOPE II).156 

Together, the two pieces of U.S. legislation provided duty-free access and tariff 

preference levels (TPL) for woven and knit products. These participants felt an extra 

sense of urgency to their organizing, as HOPE II aimed to establish an industrial park for 

future garment sector facilities and there was widespread support for the British 

economist Paul Collier’s January 2009 report to the Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon of 

the United Nations. Without local input by persons working in Haiti or particular 

attention to the failures of the assembly industry in Haiti in the 1980s, Collier advocated 

for export industries, the production of mango as a cash crop and revival of garment 

assembly, and the privatization of the state electricity company and the ports as solutions 

to Haiti’s poverty (Schuller 2009b, Collier 2009). 

Public sector workers long laid off as part of privatization of state industries like 

the telecommunications company Teleco, fired as part of reductions in staffing, or 

awaiting several months to a couple of years’ back pay were also present in large 

                                                 
156 There was reason to be skeptical about the US Congressional bills’ promises, as three years of 

implementation of HOPE I created 3,500 jobs instead of the estimated 70,000 (Péan 2009). Yet, the context 

in 2009 was different than from 2006 to 2009. With the publication of the Collier report, the May 17, 2009 

special envoy of the UN to Haiti appointment to Bill Clinton, a strong supporter of neoliberal policy in 

Haiti, especially opening of the agricultural market, there was greater international support for policies like 

HOPE II. Moreover, global mobilizations around the apparel subcontracting industry also meant that there 

were more groups poised to publicize whether the minimum wage law was being enforced in that particular 

milieu and support enforcement through boycotts in the Global North and other actions. In regards to the 

apparel subcontracting industry, activists would be facing a larger terrain of struggle around the minimum 

wage and worker rights in Haiti and could potentially draw on greater international labor support. 
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numbers. These types of workers had been holding smaller marches specific to their 

concerns since privatization started to threaten their jobs in the mid-1990s.157 

In smaller but significant numbers were marchers with prominent internationalist 

messages. A small contingent of Brazilian men in Haiti for an extended visit with the 

trade union confederation Coordenação Nacional de Lutas (Coordination of National 

Struggles, Conlutas) and the landless rural workers’ movement Movimento dos 

Trabalhadores Sem Terra (MST) was present. Batay Ouvriye members held a number of 

their signs showing the Brazilian movement’s opposition to Brazil’s involvement with 

the UN occupation. Other marchers held up signs in solidarity with workers in 

Guadeloupe and Martinique, referring to their January-March 2009 general strike and 

ongoing mobilizations that critiqued the French State and the position of privilege White 

Creoles enjoyed on the islands, “Aba enperyalis franse” (Down with French imperialists). 

The range of groups were named and represented in addition to the organizers of 

the Kolektif on the first of May differed markedly from the “anonymous” uprisings of 

April 2008. The greater specificity of concerns about corruption, the market, the cost of 

living, and workers’ rights and the interpolation of multiple state actors made the politics 

of May First more coherent. If Préval’s administration deigned to listen, it could identify 

spokespersons among the marchers with whom to engage in political dialog and 

negotiations. As a mass protest of mainly poor Haitian people in the streets of Port-au-

Prince, the march on the first of May also repeated the subaltern defiance of April 2008. 

A chorus was sung, “Mare yo, mache ak kòd yo pou mare yo” (Tie them up, walk with 

ropes to tie them up). Reminiscent of vodou ceremonial songs, the refrain also reminded 

me of a vodou roots hit from the 1997 carnival era which denounced corrupt government 

                                                 
157 During my dissertation research period, I would occasionally encounter smaller protests of thirty or 

forty persons formerly employed in the public sector. 
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officials as gran manje (big eaters).158 Another chant rippled through the crowd, 

variously hailing the mayor of Port-au-Prince (Muscadin Jean Yves Jason, 2006-2012) 

and the boujwazi 

Boujwazi boujwazi, 

Lè n grangou nou pap jwe 

Boujwazi boujwazi, 

Lè n grangou n pap jwe 

Woy n pap jwe 

Woy n pap jwe 

Woy n pap jwe 

Lè nou grangou nou pa jwe 

Bourgeoisie, bourgeoisie 

When we’re hungry we’re not playing 

Bourgeosie, bourgeoisie 

When we’re hungry we’re not playing 

Woy we’re not playing 

Woy we’re not playing 

Woy we’re not playing 

When we’re hungry we don’t play 

Gone were the leafed branches symbolizing uprooting or the threat of kraze brise. 

Vendors kept their wares displayed on the sidelines and young men selling small sealed 

bags of potable water circulated among the marchers and made sales when the protest 

slowed down or made a momentary stop. The threat of class warfare of various chants 

accompanied a spirit of camaraderie and enthusiasm among the marchers. The turnout of 

people in the march, rara and brass bands, chants and slogans, and visual props seemed 

to keep the marchers engaged—my recording of the event picked up marchers who yelled 

out short testimonies to each other and onlookers—“Pitit mwen pa ka al lekòl” (my 

                                                 
158 “Si Yo Vle”(If They Want) was written by Manno Charlemagne and performed by Koudjay. The song 

draws from vodou roots rhythms and metaphors. Its often repeated “remix” lyrics contained the following 

lines: 

Si ou vinn pou divize n, m ap choute w 

nan mitan bann nan … 

Yo manje jouk yo gonfle… 

Mare yo… 

Pote kòd pou mare gran manje 

Yo tèlman manje yo gonfle 

If you come to divide us, I will kick you 

out from the middle of my gang… 

They eat until they are bloated… 

Tie them up… 

Carry a rope to tie up the gran manje 

They eat so much they are bloated 

The idea to “tie them up” was sometimes interpreted by observers as “to hang them” or “to string them up.” 

Carnival revelers in 1997carried ropes and twirled them over their heads. According to Terry Rey, the song 

“called for the binding of the gran manje—a reference to anyone whose self-indulgence impedes 

underclass liberation –with impassioned chants of 'mare yo!'( 'tie them up!'). Doubtless, corrupt politicians 

and exploitative elite families took little comfort at the sight of thousands of underclass revelers dancing in 

the streets with ropes; even those unequipped would trace their arms through the air in an unmistakable 

tying gesture." (Rey 2001, 284) 
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children can’t go to school)—and carried on lively debates about demonstration issues, 

comments about the march itself, or friendly side conversations about why they were 

there. 

I looked beyond the Matisan marchers, heavily weighted towards young women, 

to assess the overall gender and age composition of the march. I could identify a number 

of male leaders in the labor, public university, and popular education movements—and a 

few of their female counterparts—and the body of the march seemed to have equal 

participation among men and women. Unlike the youth-infused contingent from Matisan, 

most of the women appeared to be in their thirties and older. Indeed, I had the impression 

that the march was far more inter-generational and mixed gender than the April 2008 

uprisings. The bull-horn was passed around as various women and men led chants in our 

section of the march. When one woman with the bull-horn did not elicit the kind of 

enthusiastic response she expected, she directed her reproach at another woman from her 

contingent of city public workers, “Nou dekouraje moun” (you are discouraging people). 

There was a standard of social behavior in the march that this woman was articulating: 

protesters not only need to be coordinated and disciplined, but they needed to keep the 

atmosphere “heated” and to support each other along the way. Her words reminded me of 

times when SOFA popular branch members waxed nostalgia about earlier days of the 

organization, when there were more meetings and members of the socio-professional 

branch attended funerals, graduations, and other personal celebrations of popular branch 

members more often. They too used the word ankourajman (encouragement). In the 

marcher’s reproach and the recollections of popular branch members was an indication of 

what the social movement needed to keep them engaged and an articulation of popular 

moral economy. Everyone had a responsibility to relate to others with solidarity, to be 

present at major celebrations, bear witness to life events, and convey a respectful 
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acknowledgment for the other person’s daily struggles and humanity. Such standard was 

being invoked by the protester for the march as well as the social movement. 

Many of the participants who started with the march did not have distinguishing 

clothing and I soon noticed small women vendor and mixed gender bystanders were 

joining the throng from the sidelines. They could participate as if in Carnival, lifting their 

skirts and wiggling their behinds in playful mockery, sticking up their middle finger to 

me, the White cameraperson. Some women vendors left behind their merchandise with a 

konmè to walk or dance with the marchers for a block. Other bystanders could make the 

march their own, like the young men who flashed photos of Aristide that they carried in 

their pockets. 

Indeed, a major accomplishment of the organizers had been to broker a new 

relationship of solidarity with Aristide supporters. Much of the Kolektif leadership was 

comprised of groups who had formally taken a stance against Aristide’s second 

administration by 2003 as pro-Aristide civilian groups broke up political protests 

mounted by both the Haitian Right and Left. Members of the Left at best perceived that 

Aristide was doing little to stop the violence perpetrated by his supporters and at worst 

suspected that he was orchestrating the civilian assaults on political gatherings. The truce 

in 2009 between the once opposed camps of activists made it possible for a number of 

current and former Aristide supporters to march on the same terrain. One man who 

identified himself with Aristide’s orphanage and center for street boys Lafanmi Selavi 

(the family is life)159 and approached my camera. I suspected that he was a later arrival to 

                                                 
159 The shelter for street youth operated roughly from 1986 to 2000, with periods of closure due to political 

repression and difficulties with funding and management. After the building where Lafanmi Selavi was 

gutted, the program of Lafanmi Selavi was said by the Aristide Foundation for Democracy to have 

continued. Lafanmi Selavi is named after one of the first street youth who was mentored by Aristide in the 

1980s, Selavi. Some of the young men who were affiliated with the shelter became politically partisan gang 

leaders in the popular neighborhoods, like Dred Wilme of Site Solèy. It is a difficult taskt to fully grasp 

their complicated adulthoods as leaders with large followings in their neighborhoods and involvement in 
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the march. He had put a whole through a Conluta poster which he wore around his neck 

like a poncho, stumbled through some of his words, and seemed to have been bolstered in 

his confidence by the audience of young men around him and some kleren (unrefined 

rum). Nearby, members of the coordinating committee of SOFA observed him in case he 

posed a threat; when he demonstrated that he only wanted to talk at me and my camera, 

they looked on in a mixture of skepticism and tolerance. He had believed that as a former 

member of Lafanmi Selavi that he would be able to find a job; Préval had supported the 

center from its early days. Instead, he found that his affiliation with Lafanmi acted against 

him. 

Gade mwen menm ak kalite jèn, 

m gen trantèn daj. M poko ap 

travay yon jou. Jak di kote m ap 

jwenn travay, tandi ke se nou 

Lafanmi Selavi, rele Gasya 

Preval revoke nou tou. Egal, 

nou pa nan voye wòch, nou pa 

nan kraze vit, nou pa nan okenn 

dezòd. Men nou vle fè yon 

revandikasyon pou n kapab 

jwenn yon ti lavi miyò pou n 

kapab viv, paske nou nan 

sikonstans kote ke nou pa kapab 

ankò. Mwen mande Rene Gasya 

Preval, Lafanmi Selavi yo, 

manm Lavalas yo, ni sa k 

repibliken, ni sa k demokrat, 

poukisa nou pa kap jwenn yon 

goud? Egal, ni makout, ni 

Lavalas, nou santi nou pa kapab 

Look at how young I am, I am in my 

thirties. I haven’t worked a day in my 

life. Every ten places where I find 

work, since we are part of Lafanmi 

Selavi, [someone] calls [René] Garcia 

Préval to get us fired. That is to say, 

we aren’t here to throw rocks, we 

aren’t here to break windows, we 

aren’t here to cause any destruction. 

But we would like to protest so we 

can realize a life that is somewhat 

better because we are in 

circumstances that we cannot bear any 

longer. I ask René Garcia Préval, 

Lafanmi Selavi, members of [Fanmi] 

Lavalas [political party], both 

Republicans and Democrats, why 

can’t we earn one gourd? That is to 

say, [I am telling] both makout [and] 

Lavalas, we can’t do this any longer. 

                                                                                                                                                 
criminal activities. Supporters of Aristide distanced him from these young men or downplayed the young 

men’s involvement in violence. Opponents of Aristide cited the trajectory of these street youths’ lives as 

evidence of Aristide’s training them into “street soldiers.” Anthropologist J. Christopher Kovats-Bernat 

wrote of many of the boys involved in Lafanmi Selavi in his ethnography of street children based on 

fieldwork conducted within the period from 1994 to 2004 (Kovats-Bernat 2006d). The bulk of Kovats-

Bernat’s research was conducted for his dissertation, for which he conducted ethnographic fieldwork from 

1995 to 2001. 
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ankò. Nou mande ni sa k lwen, 

ni s ak prè, pou vin ede ti 

jèn…sòti kote nou ye a pou nou 

ka jwenn nou ap viv. Se sa mwen 

menm Sony, Lafanmi Selavi, 

mwen di, an verite, an verite, an 

verite. 

We ask those who are far and those 

who are near to come and help the 

youth…[so] we can escape the 

situation we are in so we can live. 

That’s what I, Sony, [of] Lafanmi 

Selavi, say, in truth, in truth, in 

truth.160 

One of Sony’s friends clapped his hands in affirmation. Sony was still identifying himself 

with the youth, as he had never had the adult experience of being able to work and 

provide for family members. The generation that came of age in the 1990s experienced 

more material hardship than previous generations. In the uncertain terrain of Haitian 

politics after the fall of Duvalier, a once common and fairly successful strategy of 

affiliating with a patron was no guarantee. Sony and other former members of Lafanmi 

Selavi who had been exposed to a combination of liberation theology—that those who 

lived in poverty were deserving of dignity and could speak most truth to power—and an 

ideology of radical democracy that recognized poor youth as political subjects.161 With 

their aging out of services for youth and the eventual dissolution of Lafanmi Selavi 

programs, they faced a difficult reality. During Préval’s first administration and 

Aristide’s second administration, a small minority of former members of Lafanmi Selavi 

enjoyed patronage while political hostilities and conflicts contributed to their vilification 

                                                 
160 Sony is a common name, and this young man was not the same Sony Telusma who participated in a law 

suit against Aristide in early 2013. Sony Telusma provided testimony that money donated to Lafanmi 

Selavi while he was involved as a street youth with the center never went to fund programs for the intended 

beneficiaries. The lawsuit in which he participated is part of a series of lawsuits targeting Aristide since his 

return in 2010 (Baron 2013, Wilentz 2013) . 
161 At the time of Lanfanmi Selavi’s fluorescence, more than half of Haiti’s population was 15 years old 

and younger. To further promote the idea that young people had an important voice and should be 

incorporated into the public sphere, Lafanmi Selavi had a radio station affiliated with it called Radyo 

Timoun (Children’s Radio) staffed by the street youth. Aristide’s translation of liberation theology and its 

application to Lafanni Selavi is described in his writings (Aristide and Wargny 1992, 1994, Aristide and 

Wilentz 1990). Kovats-Bernat describes Lafanmi Selavi as “constructed on a base of liberation theology, 

and sought to educate and activate street children as political citizens in the new democratic order. As such, 

its pedagogy and functioning were significantly more radical than its contemporaries” (Kovats-Bernat 

2001, 11) 
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in the Haitian media and publications that drew from these sources to sensationalize the 

fall of Aristide (e.g. Deibert 2005). Already in a structural disadvantage as young people 

with little formal education relying on income in the streets, street youth affiliated and 

non-affiliated with Lafanmi Selavi were interpellated as irredeemable criminals and 

targeted by accelerating CIMO anti-gang sweeps from the mid-1990s onward (Kovats-

Bernat 2006d). 

Despite the fact that Aristide and Préval did not or could not exercise enough 

power to increase opportunities for the vast majority, Sony spoke of President Préval as 

one with authority and ability to “fire” him. The Haitian President was the locus of State 

authority in Sony’s eyes, although he also called out to both the U.S. Republicans and 

Democrats who influence conditions in Haiti. Sony retained his identity with Lafanmi at 

the same time as he questioned it, placing other pro-Aristide entities Fanmi Lavalas 

political party and the Lavalas social movement itself among the other political agents he 

hailed, Préval’s administration, U.S. Republicans and Democrats, makout from the 

Duvalier era, and perhaps even the latter’s descendants, other violent paramilitary and 

civilian militia receiving state support (zenglendo during the 1991-1994 military junta, 

chimè during Aristide’s second administration from 2001 to 2004). These various actors 

from different ideological camps all had a hand in widespread unemployment in Haiti. In 

a mixture of irony and frustration, Sony asserted an equivalence to supposedly obsolete 

political agents (the makout) and present day entities. There was a disheartening 

continuity among all of them, and Sony was issuing an especially pointed challenge to 

Préval’s administration in raising the specter of the makout. 

With participants like Sony, the march was also a space for political discourse 

outside that set by the organizers. This open character to the march and the forms of 

sociality promoted by many of the marchers made the event seem like a grand assembly 
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of the popular public sphere where participants could exchange ideas and formulate new 

ones. No one stepped forward to “correct” Sony and his analysis; the ways protesters 

could offer testimony and interact with one another in the streets created a special 

alchemy. Certainly, one event would not crystallize the massive effort organizers had to 

exert to put the social movement on its feet, but the medium of popular protest allowed 

for an equalizing dynamic that political education events and other forms of organizing 

did not. 

A couple of hours into the march, the tactical unit of the Haitian National Police, 

CIMO, set up a barricade. It made no difference that the organizers secured a permit in 

advance. As seen in figure 7, they could not keep to their original route (in black dotted 

lines) and tried to keep together as they took an alternative route to the Chan Mas (in 

white). Protesters started singing a modified version of Sweet Micky’s 2004 hit, “Dekole” 

(Loosen), “Nou gen dwa pou nou manifeste CIMO” (We have a right to demonstrate, 

CIMO).162 The original song rallies young people and speaks of CIMO “being in my ass” 

(CIMO nan bouda m), that is, being everywhere and hindering everyday movement in the 

country. Some of the student activists took particular delight in refashioning this song, as 

it was recent enough for them to remember and seemed to specifically address their 

generation. The singers maintained the carnivalesque mixture of delight, play, vulgarity, 

and defiance to the march as they waited for CIMO’s next move. CIMO responded by 

beating some of the marchers—including an elderly woman, who suffered a head 

wound—and lobbing teargas into the crowd. Part of the original demonstration—

                                                 
162 “Dekole” was slated for release for the last carnival hosted by Aristide’s administration. The carnival in 

Port-au-Prince had much lighter attendance than expected for the bicentennial of Haiti’s independence, as 

civil unrest and violence at the hands of former soldiers spread throughout the country. Sweet Micky’s 

mockery, then, is directed to Aristide’s administration and CIMO response to the demonstrations that took 

place before his ousting. Sweet Micky was firmly in support of the right-wing, elite sector of the opposition 

to Aristide, and released his 2004 carnival song in a short 2005 album he named after the opposition, GNB. 
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hundreds instead of the thousands of protesters who started—reconvened at the central 

plaza downtown, the Chan Mas (Field of March). 
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Figure 7: Map of March on May 1, 2009 

There a State-sponsored fair was being held to celebrate "Solidarite Patwon, Ouvriye, 

Peyizan, Atizan se Sewòm pou ranfòse Pwodiksyon nasyonal la" (The Solidarity among 

Employers, Workers, Small Farmers, and Artisans is the Serum that Strengthens national 

Production). The fair’s slogan echoed Préval’s public address after the April 2008 
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uprisings; it promoted local cooperation among different sectors of society—which the 

Kolektif movement would identify as sectors that occupied inherently conflicting 

positions—under the banner of patriotism. There were small-scale idealizations of two-

story countryside and town homes, artisanal exhibits with tools like hand looms in use to 

demonstrate the process of weaving, numerous canopied stations where visitors could 

purchase national products, and itinerant vendors of ice cream and potable water bags 

who could take advantage of the large gathering to make some sales. CIMO followed the 

protesters in small pick-up trucks as their convoy truck could not maneuver through the 

narrower space. Men seated in the bed descended with automatic rifles in hand and stood 

as the protesters continue to sing their version of “Dekole.” Young men who were selling 

water bags at the fair joined in the song and milled around the protesters in amused 

curiosity. I noticed a few men who wore t-shirts with fair’s slogan sing along as well, but 

could not identify whether they were original protesters who just put on the shirts or if 

they were attendees of the fair who decided to join the protest. This standoff seemed 

much less tense than the earlier confrontation in center city and it was evident that CIMO 

would not deploy the same force as they did not want to disrupt the fair. The tension 

abated, and the marchers then threaded their way through the displays and attendees, 

chanting, “500 goud, salè minimòm” before concluding their activities. 

The organizers of the march were ever alert to how Préval and his administration 

could try to co-opt their messages, but activists like Rica positioned herself somewhat 

differently. She was cognizant of how movements rose and fell and was constantly in 

search of opportunities to mobilize around her particular concerns as a popular 

neighborhood resident. Several weeks after the May 1, 2009 march, she invited me to 

meet up with her at a “Mouvman Chomè” (The Movement of the Jobless) rally on the 

Chan Mas. I had heard radio spots on behalf of Mouvman Chomè which claimed that the 
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minimum salary campaign had nothing to do with “the people’s” (pèp la) daily struggles; 

the campaign was a minority issue and what “the people” needed were jobs. Mouvman 

Chomè seemed fabricated to me, and student activists who were continuing the minimum 

wage campaign through numerous street demonstrations, political murals, and events at 

the university suspected as such. I found Rica’s interest compelling—something about 

Mouvman Chomè resonated with her. If it indeed existed beyond the bounds of Préval’s 

patronage or support from other anti-minimum wage reform camps, this meant that a 

political mobilization around unemployment was emerging without alliances to student 

activists or organized labor. Rica was going to attend on her own, without members of 

COB 5 or SOFA. I was to look for her near the unfinished monument to the bicentennial 

constructed during Aristide’s last administration. On the day of the planned rally, I 

waited at the plaza and look around and I could not find Rica or a grouping of people 

who looked ready to protest. I called Rica numerous times to only reach her voicemail. 

When she finally answered my call, she told me that she was not there because she was 

sick. This statement seemed like a face-saving gesture for both of us. Rica was not truly 

standing me up (bay poto) if she was sick. Whether the rally was a legitimate one or a 

façade did not have to be investigated. Rica, the seasoned activist, had neither been 

swayed by unsubstantiated radio spots nor disloyal to COB 5, the group who 

accompanied her in the April 2008 uprisings. I responded in my own embarrassed and 

awkward way by dropping the subject with Rica. I never found out if a rally did indeed 

happen that day. I did interpret the non-event as an indication that Rica’s activities with 

COB 5, SOFA, CRAD, and an ecumenical NGO doing consciousness-raising about 

restavèk were insufficient in a number of ways. The organizations were always grappling 

with enprevi, (unforeseen [circumstances]) and Rica seemed to have decided that it was 

best for her to juggle multiple projects and networks. I suspected that the various political 
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projects undertaken by these organizations were missing important elements for Rica. In 

striking out on her own in meeting with the Mouvman Chomè, Rica would be in a 

position to propose a new political approach for COB 5 that had not been explored before 

that could gain more traction with popular neighborhood residents who were not notab 

(noteworthy) and who were certainly plagued by joblessness. I surmised that Rica 

exercised a strategic mobility in her politics because of the limitations for her growth as a 

leader in other venues and the absence of pressing issues for her in campaigns already on-

the-ground. 

The Kolektif and SOFA took firm stances on issues neighborhood-level activists 

in Matisan did not. Given the sentiments against MINUSTAH in the April 2008 uprisings 

and history of UN civilian massacres in Site Solèy and Bèlè, I was surprised that the 

strong stand against MINUSTAH did not resonate with many people with whom I spoke 

in Matisan. MINUSTAH was not popular among Matisan residents; the answer to many 

of my inquiries among SOFA popular branch women was that the Sri Lankan contingent 

of MINUSTAH based out of an old police station in Bizoton “pa pale kreyòl, men yo 

konn kreyòl” (don’t know Haitian Creole, but they know Haitian Creole). According to 

my interlocutors, individual soldiers would have sexual encounters with other women in 

the neighborhood. In a darkly humorous take on the situation, my interlocutors added, 

“Yo konn kite yon sèl adoken!” (They sometimes leave only one adoken (a 5 HTG coin or 

$0.13 US)). That is, the relationship of MINUSTAH to the neighborhood was an 

exploitative one but it did not necessarily necessitate specific attention among the other 

forms of exploitation and marginalization residents faced. 

There was something particularly powerful in the broader, emblematic nature of 

MINUSTAH in the April 2008 uprisings—a proxy for international aid apparatus, 

various foreign consultants, missionaries, and other non-nationals who advanced their 
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projects independent of any regulation by the State. The Riyèl Sen Bènadèt women’s 

response to being left out of the September 2008 food distribution seemed in line with 

this earlier, broader critique of MINUSTAH; that is, aid work without input and 

beneficiaries at the neighborhood level offends popular moral economic notions of place, 

entitlement, and mutual dependence. A year later, the directed stance against 

MINUSTAH on May 1, 2009 may have been missing some of the valence of before. For 

I found that popular neighborhood branch women and male allies of SOFA in other 

neighborhood groups would not go so far to call for the end of MINUSTAH in their 

criticisms. In the name of pragmatism, some even applied to the grants MINUSTAH was 

offering for supplementary education programs for young people. Keeping their 

adolescents occupied and out of trouble and securing opportunities for their young 

persons’ technical training and possible employment were more pressing issues. 

CONCLUSION 

The April 2008 uprisings were political events whose significance was 

undermined by the Haitian State and media. Participants and their sympathizers 

regrouped over the next year with enormous effort, as Haiti was hit by a number of 

natural disasters and the Préval administration tried to diffuse popular insurgency in the 

popular neighborhoods with "sustainable" development projects and counter-campaigns 

against the minimum wage.  

I described why destruction escalates within popular protest and how women’s 

outrage erupts into physical violence to emphasize the urgency of the problem of 

structural violence in Haiti. Details in my descriptions—government responses that 

served as further provocation in April 2008, the disrespect for people who make up the 

place of a ti katye in the food distribution of September 2008, and the endangerment of a 
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child through Sanctius’ murder of Fils-Aimé—provide some information about ideas of 

justice and the quest for agency among the popular classes. Through the lens of Matisan 

women commentators as they spoke in hindsight about these events, there exists a limit to 

what social injustices and violations a person can endure, and when that limit is 

exceeded, violence erupts. They were not pointing to a limit with a clear boundary that 

could be skirted by authorities or parties with an interest in managing the environment of 

the popular neighborhoods. They were indicating their compassion and identification 

with other women, pointing to the delicacy of the condition of structural violence. 

Moreover, the sharing of experiences and the forging of long-term ties are critical 

elements for subaltern involvement in social movements. As suggested by Tèt Kole 

members’ greater interest in the personal testimony of a former garment factory worker 

over the abstraction of such experience into notions of political economy, poor 

Haitians—even seasoned activists—have fewer resources to devote to activism than in 

the past and have enough distinction among themselves and their struggles that solidarity 

must be deliberately forged and sustained among them. That solidarity is better cultivated 

in sharing experience-based knowledge and developing relationships than in broadcasting 

overarching theories of exploitation and struggle. SOFA popular branch members’ 

reasons to participate on May 1
st
—out of personal loyalty to the organization and faith 

that their concerns would be addressed, however obliquely—indicate that bonds 

established over time and memories of close personal ties were powerful motivations. 

Moreover, the opportunity within the May 1
st
 march for Man Sè and Rica to do what they 

do best, lead young people in their networks and bring in their peers, and the opportunity 

for communitas indicates that some political milieu are far more rewarding for popular 

neighborhood women than others. 
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Social hierarchies within the field of popular protest differed from those operating 

within the popular neighborhoods and auxiliary groups attached to middle-class NGOs 

like SOFA. Young men predominated in the biggest marches and sit-ins; seniority carried 

less weight as youthful vivacity sustained the energy of the events. Micro-class 

distinctions were diffused as other abilities showcased during the demonstrations won the 

admiration and respect of participants like physical endurance, the crafting of pointed 

critiques or artful slogans and nicknames, and improvised theater. In a time of hunger, 

lower school enrollment for children, and general embitterment about politics, it was 

especially challenging for poor women to leave their homes and income-generating 

activities to participate in the demonstrations. Women who participated experienced a 

sense of communal belonging, an outlet for their indignation, and a certain satisfaction 

that their voices were amplified by fellow participants and that they were doing 

something about their conditions, however ephemeral their actions and their impact may 

have been. Yet this emerging agency for women was still constrained by gender 

hierarchies. 

The field of popular politics—in protest and neighborhood-level organizing—is a 

male-dominated one predicated on a masculine idea of power, where leaders ultimately 

tokenize female participation and marginalize poor women’s specific grievances as they 

try to shape a common platform. Charismatic figures like Rica juggle multiple networks 

instead of authoring political platforms as their experiences with the rise and fall of 

various organizations and movements has taught them not to rely on one outlet for their 

politics and as they are not recognized as capable of articulating a politics that would 

resonate at a national level. 
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Chapter Five: Discontinuity, Intermediaries, and the Papye Tout Se 

Bon: Haitian State and Private Sector Development Projects in Matisan 

in 2008 and 2009 

Contrary to the promises of electoral democracy since 1990 for Haitian citizens to 

exercise of greater power and just distribution of resources in their communities, 

neoliberal policies and foreign intervention in Haiti has privatized the State and public 

interest and promoted the role of intermediaries in development and political advocacy 

for women and the poor majority. Neighborhood association members and local women 

activists experience the proliferation of intermediaries as having multiple gatekeepers 

with whom they have to negotiate for material support. Each gatekeeper has its own 

specialized field of intervention and eligibility and reporting requirements, often at odds 

with neighborhood ideas of just distribution, working relationships, and procedure. In 

fact, behind one gatekeeper is another gatekeeper, as sub-contracting characterizes most 

projects undertaken in Matisan. Local activists who succeed in becoming involved in a 

development project interact with a Haitian middle-class professional who works in turn 

for another organization. They rarely come into contact with higher management of 

international aid organizations or Haitian State ministries. 

During my research period, I observed that the Haitian professionals who 

accompanied the largest projects were mostly likely contract employees for an 

international organization who were beholden to a foreign supervisor who was paid at a 

radically grander scale then subordinate Haitian national employees. The professionals 

who brought the greatest number of small projects to Matisan were either representatives 

of the Haitian State, local non-governmental organizations, or small Haitian business 

people, often in as part of a public-private collaboration. These other professionals were 

paid less than professionals working for international organizations. Haitian NGO 
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professionals—at least closer to the helm of their organizations—were often drawn to the 

work as a means to fulfill their institutional missions. In all cases, local activists had to 

report back to these Haitian professionals, who had to report in turn to their home 

organization which then reported back to donors. The agendas of these various outside 

groups and their conducting projects in Matisan and those of local activists were fodder 

for local criticism. A target for particularly cutting remarks were these outside groups’ 

reporting requirements. “Se papye tout se bon,” (It’s all about the paper that says all is 

well”) Tibebe would often say. Intervening outside groups needed to concoct reports that 

made them look good and it did not much matter how the residents experienced the 

project. Professionals who hoped for further contract employment in the humanitarian 

sector had to promote their professional reputations. Professionals from Haitian NGOs 

wished to maintain or enhance their group’s standing so they could continue to receive 

funds. Furthermore, their reports had to provide proof of donor-dictated deliverables. 

What surprised me was local activists’ ability to recognize ideological difference 

and differences in scale among outside organizations active in Matisan and insidious 

structural similarities between the outside organizations and local activists. When Tibebe 

said, “Se papye tout se bon,” or Rica would remark, “Yo raketè, y ap blanchi kòb” (They 

are racketeers, they are laundering money), they were not making such statements out of 

resignation. They were frustrated that they were being treated as disposable 

representatives of the Haitian poor and/or Haitian women. They still hoped for alternative 

outcomes from development projects in Matisan and, with each outside group needing 

local activists to provide legitimacy their projects, developed a sophisticated 

understanding of development projects and how they may leverage their objectification 

as targets of aid. 
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Outside groups that act as intermediaries exist on different scales and are deeply 

affected by the structure of international aid. Since 2005—if not earlier—official 

development aid (ODA) from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) has exceeded the internal revenue available to the Government of 

Haiti for use in its annual budget.163 In the 2009 fiscal year, net ODA was $1.12 billion, 

approximately 130% of the Haitian government’s total internal revenue. International 

multilateral agencies and non-state service providers (international non-governmental 

organizations (INGOs) and private contractors) receive the majority of international aid 

in the form of grants. Separate from ODA but significant in volume and are the flows of 

money into Haiti for peacekeeping operations ($575 million in 2008). “Alternative local 

recipients”, like Haitian NGOs, Haitian private companies (through local procurement of 

contracts with aid agencies), or individual citizens have been historically been excluded 

from UN appeals for relief aid. (United Nations Office of the Special Envoy for Haiti 

2011). These flows of aid thus boost international interests and influence in Haiti. Less 

than 5% of international aid money destined for recipient countries is actually spent 

within their national borders (Saint-Cirin 2012). The Haitian private sector’s net benefit 

from trickle-down effects of aid is, as of yet, unmeasured. 

                                                 
163 ODA to Haiti has fluctuated alongside political events and humanitarian crises over the last couple of 

decades. Since the government of Haiti has relied on ODA as a significant portion of its budget (25%-40%) 

since the mid-1990s, I suggest that any withholding of aid during embargoes (1991-1994, 2000-2004) 

results in such a deleterious impact that the government’s internal revenue has rarely surpassed ODA since 

the mid-1990s. The OECD is an intergovernmental organization of 34 member-states “dedicated to global 

development… to build a stronger, cleaner, fairer world” (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development 2015). During my fieldwork period, the largest donors to Haiti within the OECD are the 

United States, Canada, the Inter-American Bank, and the European Commission. The member-states are 

Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 

Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New 

Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, 

United Kingdom, and the United States. 
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REPUBLIC OF NGOS? 

The popular moniker of Haiti as repiblik ONG (republic of NGOs) speaks to the 

sheer volume of private organizations operative in Haiti created in response to US foreign 

policy and international New Policy Agenda preference for the internationally-managed 

private sector over the State. The New Policy Agenda promoted the idea that the private 

sector could institute social services and development projects more efficiently than the 

public sector. Free market principles like competition were imagined by its proponents as 

making the terrain of service provision and development more dynamic and their 

outcomes more measurable. Repiblik ONG most often refers to the proliferation of 

international NGOs (INGOs) rather than Haitian NGOs. A unit in the Ministère de la 

Planification et de la Coopération Externe (MPCE, Ministry of Planning and External 

Cooperation), l’Unité de Coordination des Activités des ONG (UCAONG, NGO 

Activities Coordination Unit), is charged to coordinate and supervise national and 

international NGOs involved in larger-scale development.164  

In practice, many development NGOs fail to register with UCAONG. The process 

itself is time consuming and arduous. Even before the 2010 earthquake, the UCAONG 

had an extensive backlog of applications. Anthropologist and NGO Studies scholar Mark 

Schuller writes of a wait time of several years for some NGOs to have their applications 

analyzed and approved. Of the MPCE staff Schuller interviewed in the early to mid-

                                                 
164 The UCAONG was created within the MPCE by presidential decree in 1989, during Prosper Avril’s 

regime. The presidential decree modified and operationalized an earlier decree made in 1982, during Jean-

Claude Duvalier’s regime. Mark Schuller provides an astute analysis of this earlier decree and the 1989 

decree in his article on the role of NGOs in contemporary Haiti (Schuller 2007). Articles 1 of the 1989 

decree define NGOs as explicitly apolitical, not for profit private institutions or organizations with funds at 

their disposal to pursue development projects at the national, departmental, or municipal level. The original 

French text of Article 1 states, “Sont designées ‘Organisations Non Governmentales d’Aide au 

Développement’, et identifiées ci- après sous le sigle ONG, toutes Institutions ou Organisations privées, 

apolitiques, sans but lucrative, poursuivant des objectifs de Développement aux niveaux national, 

départementale ou communal et disposant de ressources pour les concrétiser.” (République d'Haïti 1989) 
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2000s, one confided that the office itself did not have much of an operating budget and 

that MPCE staff experienced delays in their pay up to several months (Schuller 2007). In 

one of its latest publically available spreadsheets, UCAONG revealed that it had 

registered approximately 470 development NGOs from 1983 through the end of 2009 

(Unité de Coordination des Activités des ONG 2014). Of these 470 NGOs, 96 were 

classified as active in an update generated after the end of 2013, 20.43% of the original 

list. Even fewer provided required reports; only 56 NGOs did so in the 2008-2009 fiscal 

year and nineteen for 2009-2010 (Teixeira 2013, 54). 

The actual numbers of pre-earthquake NGOs range from a 2009 figure from the 

World Bank of 10,000 to then Prime Minister Jean-Max Bellerive’s estimation of 3,000 

(Klarreich and Pollman 2012, 15). Other NGOs which operate in Haiti register with the 

Ministère des Affaires Sociales et du Travail (MAST, Ministry of Social Affairs and 

Labor) whose list of registrants through the end of 2009 included SOFA and COB 5 

among the approximately 5,557 entries (Ministère des Affaires Sociales et du Travail 

2009). The fields in which these other type of private entities work are agriculture, 

artisanal production, civic-mindedness, culture, development (presumably different from 

development monitored by UCAONG), education, animal husbandry, children, women, 

law (including human rights), fishing, health, sports, and trade unions. The distinction 

between the type of work these private organizations have from UCAONG-defined 

NGOs seems more of one of scale. Unlike the larger scale development NGOs who have 

to provide proof of means at their disposal for UCAONG registration, the registrants for 

MAST pay a small one-time inscription fee.165 In reviewing the two lists and considering 

                                                 
165 Articles 8, 11, and 12 detail the process for larger development NGOs who register with UCAONG and 

how they must keep up with required reporting. To prove ample funds at their disposal for their 

development projects, organizations have to provide three references that verify at least 50,000 HTG at 

their disposal in a Haitian bank. In 1989 terms, this amount was $9,107 US (roughly $17, 010 in today’s 

terms). From 2008-2010, the value of 50,000 HTG was $1,250 US, far lesser than the original value 
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the plight of organizations who institutional history I know, I surmise that MAST 

registrants enjoy far fewere remunerative transnational connections than certain “Haitian” 

NGOs in the UCAONG database. I would not go so far to say that MAST registrants are 

neither more “Haitian” nor provincial in comparison to the Haitian UCAONG 

counterparts. The MAST database includes many evangelical organizations which may 

receive the bulk of their funding through mainly White, North American missionaries and 

articulate individualistic notions of success and salvation. Transnational ideologies that 

animate MAST registrants range the ideological spectrum as Black internationalism and 

Third World feminism do to groups like SOFA. I suggest that it is through examining 

projects as they develop among their targeted constituencies that we can better assess the 

implications of the differences in scale and Haitian State regulation of international 

NGOs, large UCAONG-eligible Haitian NGOs, and groups within the MAST database. 

BLURRED LINES: THE PRIVATIZATION OF THE HAITIAN STATE 

In 2004, after Aristide’s ouster and a three-year long crippling embargo, donors 

re-established general budget support to the Haitian government at an average of $60.5 

million a year. These funds were transferred to the Haitian treasury and managed in 

accordance with Haiti’s budgetary procedures and were thus less encumbered with donor 

regulations than project-based grants. In other calculations of ODA aid, 3% of bilateral 

aid and 16% of multilateral aid to Haiti went to government budget support. These 

meager percentages seem promising when compared to the absence of aid to the State 

from 2001 to 2004 and in light of a small paradigmatic shift to support Haitian State 

mechanisms of aid allocation. However, delays in disbursement undercut the positive 

impact of such funds. Furthermore, what I describe as the process of the privatization of 

                                                                                                                                                 
required, but still out of reach for many local organizations. 50,000 HTG is one thousand times the 500 

HTG ($12.50 US) required for registering with MAST. 
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the Haitian State was already complete and the practices by regular staff and consultants 

as if they belong to a private entity are already entrenched. On one hand, Haiti 

exemplifies a situation of  “government by franchise”  (Wood 1997), where many 

previous functions under the government’s purvue are contracted out to non-

governmental entities without State or citizen oversight. On the other hand, many of the 

staff within government bodies are contracted employees on project-driven grants, short-

term consultants, or employees from institutions like USAID there to help with 

“capacity-building.”. The result is that issues considered “public interest” matters, from 

public space to education to infrastructure, are managed by private entities who are 

situated well enough to compete for contracts. These private entities can access these 

contracts by virtue of their command of development discourse and circulation among 

other development professionals. They do not necessarily command the actual skills 

necessary to carry out a project and they most likely have little accountability to the 

people who inhabit the place where they do there work. In this sense, the public interest is 

“privatized” (Kamat 2004)  

Three development projects conducted in Matisan best exemplified the porous 

boundaries between the State, not-for-profit private sector, and for-profit private sector. 

In chronological order, I provide a recounting and analysis of a Haitian State-funded and 

Haitian NGO-mediated local food production project; a German Protestant relief 

organization’s disaster mitigation program with COB 5; and a textile production business 

financed by Oxfam and co-managed by small Haitian business actors and Haitian NGOs. 

"SUSTAINABLE" DEVELOPMENT IN THE ERA OF LAVI CHÈ 

In March 2008, the Ministry for the Status of Women and Women's Rights 

(Ministère à la Condition Féminine et aux Droits des Femmes, MCFDF) and an 
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autonomous unit within the Ministry of the Economy and Finances (Ministère de 

l'Économie et des Finances, MEF) started an egg-laying hen coop project for women 

heads of household financed by a grant from the Inter-American Development Bank 

(IADB). Dubbed “Matriarcats avicoles” (Poultry Matriarchies), the project promised the 

delivery of 40 hens, a bamboo and chicken wire cage, and maize to each of the 75 

women's groups selected as beneficiaries. MCFDF selected SOFA among the women's 

groups as a beneficiary and channeled the resources to an ad-hoc co-ed group comprising 

members of COB 5. COB 5 was better situated to act as a beneficiary of the program, as 

it had the “headquarters” to house the hens, the 20 by 30 foot backyard of Eli’s rental 

home normally used for meetings. An agronomist provided an on-site training to the ad-

hoc group on the assembly, management, and upkeep of the "micro-farms," before 

providing the initial materials for the project, the cages, Dominican egg-laying hens, and 

a sack of feed (Le Nouvelliste 2008, St. Fleur 2008). According to the members of COB 

5, the agronomist warned against purchasing meal in the market place in retail amounts 

as it would have parasites and promised to return the following month with more maize. 

As the weeks progressed without the promised follow-up by the agronomist or 

delivery of additional feed, COB 5 members purchased what maize they could from the 

market. The meal’s insufficient quantity and infestation by parasites resulted in the 

sickening and starvation of the hens. The hens that survived feather-pecked each another 

to the point of causing severe injury and further death among their ranks. By the time I 

was invited to see the chicken coops, the surviving hens were missing feathers from their 

tails and their backsides which were mottled with blood and feces. It was devastating to 

the participants in the project to witness its failure. They articulated the problems as one 

of lack of "fè swivi" (accompaniment/follow-up). For them, promises of more sustainable 

development without concomitant change in its administration rang hollow. 
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I could find no publicity about the project or reports that evaluated its progress 

after it had started but reviewed material from similar interventions in other popular 

neighborhoods. One project evaluation caught my attention (Vieux 2007) and I find that 

juxtaposing its detailed findings with COB 5's perspective of the chicken coop project 

and neighborhood ideas about aid programming is productive. In this comparison, I 

discern two different paradigms: different ideas about the security problem of the popular 

neighborhoods, just distribution of opportunity and relationships among neighbors, 

program participant reluctance and capacity, and the role of training and consciousness-

raising vs. structural change.  

"Agriculture urbaine dans les quartiers défavorisés de Port-au-Prince et de 

Jérémie" (Urban Agriculture in Marginalized Neighborhoods in Port-au-Prince and 

Jérémie) was a Canadian funded micro-farm project coordinated by the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) (Food and Agricultural 

Organization of the United Nations 2012). FAO enlisted an Italian NGO, Associazione di 

Volontariato per il Servizio Internazionale (AVSI, Association for International Service 

Volunteers) to manage the project in Cité Soleil. In its fact sheet on peri-urban agriculture 

in Haiti (Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 2009), the FAO 

summarized the trajectory of the program as follows: 

DIFFICULTÉS RENCONTRÉES 

ET LEÇONS APPRISES 

• Des problèmes sévères de 

sécurité ont été rencontrés dans 

les zones d'intervention au 

démarrage du projet en 2007 et au 

printemps 2008, en raison de 

violentes manifestations 

DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED 

AND LESSONS LEARNED166 

• Severe security problems were 

encountered in the areas of the 

intervention in 2007 and the 

spring of 2008 due to the violent 

popular demonstrations against 

the rising cost of food staples and 

                                                 
166 The translation from French to English is my own. 
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populaires contre la hausse des 

prix des produits alimentaires 

ayant entraîné la suspension 

temporaire des activités. Il faut 

tenir compte de l'insécurité en 

milieu urbain dans la mise en 

œuvre de ce type de projet. 

• L'importance de la sélection 

judicieuse et participative des 

bénéficiaires les plus pauvres et 

vulnérables pour éviter les 

jalousies et les conflits entre 

voisins. Les Haïtiens ont leurs 

systèmes de référence pour juger 

une personne pauvre et 

vulnérable. 

• Le mode d'occupation de 

l'espace, notamment à Jalousie et 

Cité Soleil n'a pas toujours permis 

d'établir des potager de la 

superficie espérée. Il faut donc se 

contenter de l'espace disponible 

en diversifiant les pratiques 

culturales. 

• L'hypothèse de base sur le « self-

help » ou le fait de «produire soi-

même une partie de son 

alimentation» a initialement 

rencontré l'attitude « attentiste » 

de certaines familles qui 

préféraient qu'on leur apporte des 

vivres sèches plutôt que de 

s'engager dans la production 

(attitude de dépendance de l'aide 

alimentaire à éviter). Mais les 

séances de sensibilisation ont 

permis de surmonter les 

résistances initiales. 

• La durabilité des actions dépend 

they temporarily suspended 

project activities. The climate of 

insecurity in the urban setting 

must be taken into account in 

planning for this type of a project. 

• The importance of using 

participative processes and shrewd 

judgment in the selection of 

beneficiaries among the most poor 

and vulnerable residents to avoid 

jealousy and conflict among 

neighbors. Haitians have their 

own systems of reference to judge 

whether a person is poor and 

vulnerable. 

• The way space is used, 

especially in Jalouzi [Pétionville] 

and Site Solèy [Port-au-Prince], 

did not allow for setting up the 

extent of desired area for kitchen 

gardens. One has to be satisfied 

with the available space in order 

to vary cultivation. 

• The basic assumption that "self-

help" or the rewards of "producing 

a portion one's own food" [would 

motivate the participants] 

conflicted with the reality of a 

"wait-and-see" attitude of certain 

families who preferred to receive 

dried provisions instead of 

participating in food production (a 

mentality of dependence on food 

aid that needs to be addressed). 

Consciousness-raising workshops 

helped overcome this initial 

resistance. 

• The sustainability of the 

activities depends on the capacity 
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de la capacité des bénéficiaires de 

racheter et de trouver les intrants 

tels que poules pondeuses, 

semences de qualité, etc. Sans aide 

et/ou fonds de roulement, ces 

intrants sont trop chers sur le 

marché local. 

• Pour être viables, les activités 

proposées nécessitent 

suffisamment de temps car elles 

impliquent une sensibilisation et 

formation de capacités techniques 

et organisationnelles des familles 

bénéficiaires. 

of the beneficiaries to find and 

purchase start-up supplies, like 

hens, good quality seeds, etc. 

Without help or start-up funds, 

these items are too expensive in 

the local market. 

• In order to work out, these 

proposed activities should have 

enough time dedicated to raising 

awareness among the recipient 

families and training them in 

technical and organizational skills. 

Two of the findings reinforced observations Tibebe and COB 5 made about hen 

coop project and dynamics in the neighborhood: the problem of land in an urban setting 

(lokal, headquarters) and purchasing materials that could sustain the project 

(ankadreman). 

Other findings seemed to clash with the ways Tibebe, COB 5, and others speak of 

work in the popular neighborhoods. The FAO fact sheet mentions "insecurity" as a main 

obstacle encountered by the project without due clarification. Was the insecurity a 

question of employee safety, with technical liaisons like agronomists having problems 

visiting the sites in the popular neighborhoods out of fear? Were the project participants 

threatened by non-participants and was the project plagued by absenteeism as a result? In 

the less militarized Matisan, COB 5 was not plagued by security problems; the 

organization had a strong enough following in Senkyèm Avni Bòlòs Pwolonje to prevent 

non-beneficiaries from sabotaging the project.  

The fact sheet speaks of resistance to the program as a result of a mentality of 

dependence and attachment to food aid. I speculate that their program participants may 

have been reluctant from previous experiences with short term projects and vilification of 
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their neighborhoods. Many popular neighborhoods in Port-au-Prince--even the ones 

describes as "closed off" to outsiders--have had their fair share of interventions over the 

years, through political patronage, faith-based initiatives, research studies, and 

development projects. One way popular neighborhood residents can tell a project is not 

just an experiment is through the relationships the staff may build with residents in 

attending important functions in their lives, like a baptism or funeral, or visiting. 

Reluctance can be based in experiential knowledge of contact with more socially 

privileged outsiders who act with condescension or derision, and staff have to be skillful 

and exercise a certain politics to better navigate relations with residents. Matisan 

residents and Tibebe speak of how the most desperate neighbors do not have the same 

resources as their more stable counterparts; they are locked in the immediate present, 

grappling with how they are going to feed themselves that day, having to conserve their 

energy, and unable to tap into their true talents. A project may put participants in a 

difficult position if it is offering something with cash value without structural support to 

insure that the participants follow through with the project so they may reap a long-term 

investment. 

The fact sheet speaks of choosing beneficiaries judiciously, in a manner that takes 

into account Haitian "systems of reference to judge whether a person is poor or 

vulnerable" but my analysis in chapter two suggests that prevailing understandings about 

a just intervention are not about addressing the needs of the poorest and most vulnerable 

persons in the community. Personal responsibility means covering certain basic needs of 

one's own family and then sharing what one has with persons in order of those who have 

greater to lesser importance in one's life. A just intervention against poverty would 

demonstrate an overall awareness of appropriate distribution that is not about giving the 

same amount of benefits to everyone, but trying to meet a basic standard among the 
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participants and their inner circles. A just intervention could make allowances for certain 

more privileged people "of the popular neighborhood" with the expectation that they 

share what they can, like Ti Pouch, who acts as confidante and judge of people’s affairs 

in Matisan, and extends his generosity as he can. When I discussed eligibility 

requirements for various aid programs with a number of SOFA popular neighborhood 

members who survived sexual violence, they often rejected the notion of channeling 

resources to the most poor and vulnerable. Certainly, categories of people like pregnant 

women and survivors of recent gendered violence deserved support, but long term 

programming that attended only to these types of women and neglected women assaulted 

in the more distant past was an affront. These longer term survivors were playing active 

roles in the community beyond their individual healing, certainly their ongoing poverty, 

trauma, and their sacrifice merited some consideration. This sentiment was echoed 

forcefully by a group of midwives I knew from Matisan anwo, who chaffed at 

internationally funded programs that emerged after 2006 and only targeted pregnant 

women. Their concerns could not be reduced to "jealousy" or "conflict" with their 

neighbors as their livelihoods were being affected by the provision of free health care to 

birthing mothers which undercut the previous custom of a small payment or plate of food 

to the midwife in exchange for her services. These midwives had served as the only 

providers in their ti katye from 2004 to 2006 when violence prohibited outside 

institutions from establishing themselves in the area. Doctors Without Borders (Médecins 

san frontières, MSF) had been building its institution on their "backs" and had never 

considered involving these midwives in small jobs in recognition of their foundational 

work or their present accompaniment of women with complicated pregnancies to the 

MSF facility. Jeanne exclaimed pointedly, “Kote matwòn m yo ye? Ou pa kwe ladan gen 

viktim?” ("Where are my fellow midwives? You don't think that they are victims?) A just 
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intervention, then, does not separate the most poor and vulnerable from their neighbors, 

but takes into account pre-existing networks of help and survival and elaborates upon 

them to enact a fair redistribution of goods and services. Ideal participants may be 

neighbors who are high-enough functioning individuals who can best fulfill the 

responsibilities of participating in the program, support their families just enough, and 

share what they can with others. Rules about what constitute a just intervention apply to 

many activities in the popular neighborhood. If the authors of activities ignore the 

importance of the people tied to the place where the activities are located or abuse local 

understandings of fairness, tensions can reach a tipping point. 

The FAO fact sheet uses passive voice in much of its summary; subjects—the 

participants—are only attributed to actions with negative outcomes and so it is difficult to 

surmise what may be a problem in terms of management or staffing, legitimate issues to 

raise in the evaluation of a challenging project. It is easy to conclude from the report that 

poor Haitian behavioral or cultural problems and the violence of the popular 

neighborhoods are the biggest stumbling blocks. 

DISASTER MITIGATION: COB 5 AND DIAKONIE KATASTROPHENHILFE IN A “POST-

DISASTER” YEAR 

In February of 2009, it rained nearly every day. The hillsides in Matisan anwo 

eroded. Waterways once 30 centimeters wide (one foot) expanded to several meters 

(yards) when the ground became saturated and runoff carried trash into the once-narrow 

depressions. Many houses were washed off their foundations; others were perched 

precariously on pedastals of limestone. Eli and Micheline of COB 5 were taking me on a 

walking tour in mid-March to show me the damage. As I explain in chapter four, Eli, a 

former resident of Gran Ravin and a mason, had overssen much of the construction COB 

5 carried out with the support of German Protestant organization Diakonie 
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Katastrophenhilfe (DKH, Diakonia Disaster Relief) in the fall of 2008 after a series of 

tropical storms and hurricanes destroyed and damaged many houses in Matisan anba and 

Matisan anwo. That March, he and Micheline showed me that inclement weather did not 

have to reach the scale of a hurricane to cause catastrophic damage; an unexpected spike 

before the rainy season (April-October) could also wreak devastation.  

We were very high up in Matisan, but well below the radio tower President 

Aristide had installed during his last administration. Even higher up COB 5 was securing 

a location for its next project to mitigate the effects of natural disaster. During the 

October and November 2008 house building and repair project, COB 5 representatives 

spoke with their DKH contact about projects they could undertake with DKH’s support to 

mitigate future diasters. By March 2009, their agronomist contact from the fall, Gilbert 

Viala, wrote up an estimate of how much money DKH could have to support COB 5 and 

a rough description of a tree nursery project. Just a month before, Viala had moved onto 

another post with a sister organization of DKH that worked in two different 

municipalities southwest on the Caribbean coast, but COB 5 was optimistic about Viala’s 

successor picking up where his predecessor ended. With the promise of future support, 

COB 5 leadership secured a location for the nursery with one of its member 

organizations, collected money among its members for baseline materials, and, in May, 

purchased thousands of saplings according to Viala’s plan: 3,000 oak trees, 2,300 cashew 

trees, and 1,000-2,000 lime and cedar trees. COB 5 was anxious to expand this project 

further, adding trees and plant that would provide food and building materials: breadfruit 

trees, banboo, flamboyant trees, avocado trees, mango trees, sabicu trees, and additional 

cashew trees. In mid-July, one of two Viala’s successors to managing the COB 5 dosye 

(file), Mackenzie Toutepuissant, visited the nursery site for the first time. He asked for an 

estimate of the cost of the materials for the nursery with the idea that labor for the project 
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would be voluntary or a cost that COB 5 would cover. Before the end of the month, COB 

5 sent the information to Toutepuissant in the form of a project proposal. COB 5 

representatives met with Toutepuissant at DKH headquarters in Juvenat, a gated 

community adjacent to Pétion-ville and 10 kilometers (six miles) away, or up to an hour’s 

ride on public transportation. At this meeting, Toutepuissant informed COB 5 that the 

estimate for materials was too high and that COB 5 had to resubmit their numbers. 

COB 5 sent in a new estimate and attempted to confirm that Toutepuissant had 

received it by phone, but the receptionist informed them that Toutepuissant was out in the 

provinces and could not be reached. When they finally reached Toutepuissant by phone, 

he told them that he had not received their updated estimate and scheduled a meeting 

with them at DKH headquarters in late September. By this time, many of the trees were 

suffering from aphid and mold infestations. COB 5 needed money as soon as possible to 

treat the problem and the leadership was frustrated. They decided that they would bring 

me to the next meeting they had with Toutepuissant in hopes that my presence would 

give him the impression that they had international clout.  

I accompanied COB 5 General Coordinator Luckenson Rivière, Adjunct 

Coordinator Yves “Ti Pouch” Semé, and Treasurer Rica Louis to the DKH office after 

meeting up in Matisan. I did not know much of background to the meeting at that time 

other than DKH’s sponsorship of COB 5 for the house repair and rebuilding project the 

previous fall and agreed to play the role of COB 5’s “monblan” (a common greeting used 

to foreigners, “my Whitey/foreigner”), a role that I interpreted was largely passive. We 

were steered into a meeting room with a large table not long after we arrived. 

Toutepuissant was present as well as another DKH Haitian employee who introduced 

himself as Jean Philippe Mondesir, an agronomist. We were informed that the other staff 

person assigned to COB 5’s dosye finished her contract with DKH in August and so 
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would not be present. Ti Pouch began to explain the history of COB 5’s planning for the 

tree nursery with Viala and Toutepuissant, but Mondesir interrupted him and said that he 

had been informed. Mondesir seemed to be Toutepuissant’s supervisor, as he quickly 

took control of the meeting and the only words we heard from Toutepuissant were 

affirmations of Mondesir’s statements. Mondesir peppered his sentences with technical 

terms and bureaucratic jargon. The meeting was in Haitian Creole, but he preferred using 

terms that Creolized French specialized language rather than more common Haitian 

Creole words that could convey just as much precision. “Nan kad revizyon bidge nou, n 

ap fè restriksirasyon” (In the process of revising our budget, we are restructuring). We 

were still in hurricane season (June-October) and could encounter worse weather in the 

next month or so, but Mondesir was framing the issue as if the worst of the rains had 

passed. Mondesir stated that DKH needed to focus on disaster preparedness, jesyon de 

kominote de risk, managing communities at risk. 

Mondesir spoke of an original plan for disaster mitigation that included cleaning 

out ditches and channels along which water normally flowed. The tree nursery project, 

though considered at some point, did not fit into the organization’s filosofi mitilgasyon 

(mitigation paradigm). DKH did not even have enough money for the ditch and channel 

clearing. It would have to partner up with another organization to fund this component of 

the original plan and Mondesir asked what organizational connections COB 5 could bring 

to the table to help with financing. 

Luckenson was visibly agitated at this point and interjected a few times. First 

Luckenson expressed anger and stated that the relations between COB 5 and DKH 

around the tree nursery up until that point could not be summed up as one mere site visit 

by Toutepuissant. Then he leaned in with a smile, and asked how he could interest DKH 

in carrying out a diagnostic of the higher reaches of Matisan for future interventions. 
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Luckenson seemed to be switching between registers: that of a representative of the urban 

poor, wielding indignation as one of the few available weapons, and of a business person, 

confident that he was speaking from a position of power, redeploying development 

jargon, and willing to negotiate a reasonable price. I looked over to Ti Pouch to see if 

Luckenson was following some kind of joint strategy, with Luckenson as the aggressive 

popular neighborhood leader and Ti Pouch as the conciliatory, even-tempered partner. Ti 

Pouch seemed uncomfortable, as if Luckenson was acting a touch too antagonistic and 

unpredictable. Rica sat in silence. 

More important than the restrictions of the budget against the tree nursery, 

Mondesir insisted, was that the timing was all wrong and that a tree nursery could not 

have sufficient impact. The home repair and rebuilding last fall had been part of an 

eighteen-month project. To follow the same timeline compatible with hurricane season, 

any project should have completed the planning stages and be in full operation by June so 

it may be completed by August in the following year. Now, in September, Mondesir 

explained, we are in faz konsepsyon (design stage). 

At this point in the meeting I asked if there was anything that COB 5 could do 

during this “design stage.” Mondesir replied that they were in the business of risk 

management and services for victims, like home repair and food distributions. I asked 

what constituted a large enough disaster to warrant DKH’s intervention. “Lè pa gen 

siklòn, kòb bloke” (When there are no hurricanes, the money is blocked). Weather 

conditions had to meet meteorologist standards for disaster for Matisan to be eligible for 

disaster relief. Furthermore, disaster mitigation was on a different scale than disaster 

response with fewer resources and greater restrictions. Mondesir concluded the meeting 

without COB 5 having a clear plan on what to do next other than following up with him 

with my help through e-mail communication. COB 5 still held on to the belief that they 
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could prove DKH’s previous commitment to the tree nursery through reports Viala had 

generated on the DKH computers. They only had a questionnaire Viala had filled out 

regarding the tree nursey (fòmilè) and it did not suffice as proof of any agreement. I asked 

Mondesir for his e-mail address and he agreed to send electronic copies of reports 

concerning COB 5 to me, which I would then share with the leadership since I had 

consistent internet access. I hoped that I could create a paper trail of DKH’s contact with 

COB 5. COB 5 would have documented evidence of Viala’s encouragement and 

technical approval of the tree nursery. Its leadership could argue in the same bureaucratic 

speak that Mondesir favored, speaking of precedent and procedure rather than appealing 

to Mondesir to respect the time and effort COB 5 had already invested in its relationship 

with DKH. Unfortunately, Mondesir responded to my e-mail messages requesting 

electronic copies of the COB 5 dosye with promises that he would send it soon and I 

never received anything over the three months I requested the documents. 

On the ride back to Matisan, Rica finally spoke. “Y ap blanchi kòb. Yo raketè.” 

(They are laundering money. They are racketeers.) Organizations like DKH needed COB 

5 only to create the impression that they were doing aid work. Projects with COB 5 

allowed them to appropriate most of the money raised to address the problems of 

disasters and poverty to line their own pockets. In using the word raketè, Rica aluded to 

COB 5’s vexed position as well. COB 5 was also an intermediary in the sense that it 

sought to mediate between outside organizations and Matisan residents. The word raketè 

was sometimes used to describe criminal ways of serving as an intermediary, like fixers 

who arranged bribes between public functionaries and business people. Raketè could 

refer to small acts of “delinquency,” how young men who loitered outside of mobile 
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telephone service provider offices steer clients to street-side phone jailbreakers167 who 

ran their desktop computers off of car batteries. These raketè, desperate for any form of 

employment, would make promises that they knew how to carry out a job for which they 

did not have technical proficiency or equipment and then exact a commission for 

connecting the client to the actual provider. Rica was challenging the notion of raketè as 

small-scale street economy agents by using the label to describe a bigger international 

organization. Corruption was a phenomenon of those who wield a greater amount of 

power. 

 COB 5 leadership met with Mondesir two weeks after the late September 2009 

meeting. At a debriefing a few days later with COB 5 higher rank-and-file and 

sympathizers who had not attended, Eli, Micheline, Tibebe, and me, Rica opened with the 

statement that the tree nursery project could not succeed. Mondesir had expressed an 

interest in COB 5 conducting some kind of training on disaster preparedness for young 

residents aged 18 to 25. COB 5 then proposed to him that they would conduct a three-day 

forum on disaster preparedness among 65 young residents in November. As instructed, 

COB 5 provided a document with a description of the project addressed to the German 

national in charge of the Juvenat DKH office. Mondesir would then come to Matisan in 

late October. 

Disaster relief was heavy on the minds of COB 5 members at the next meeting 

with Mondesir on October 28
th

. At least four people had been killed in the neighboring 

municipality of Carrefour when stormwater from two heavy days of rain caused a hill-

                                                 
167 Jailbreaking a mobile device means to remove proprietary barriers that telecommunications companies 

place on the devices so consumers can only use the device with the original company from which they 

purchased the hardware. Haitians who use jailbreaking services can circumvent the higher prices and 

limited models available among local cell phone venders to use discarded mobile devices from relatives or 

contacts from the Global North and connect them with Haitian telecommunications services. Immigrants 

returning for visits can use their devices from home by simply changing out the SIM card and signing up 

for a Haitian cell phone plan instead of having to purchase a new device. 
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side home to collapse on its inhabitants and extenstive flooding in low-lying 

neighborhoods (Engle 2009, Gronewold 2009). Since this next meeting took place at a 

school in the Riyèl Sen Bènadèt ti katye, we had an additional member of COB 5 join, Eli, 

along with Tibebe. Eli and Tibebe were marginalized by the dynamics of the meeting. Eli 

was usually prompt and I found his fifteen minute late arrival disconcerting and an 

indication of his disapproval of the current negotiations with Mondesir for COB 5’s next 

involvement with DKH. During this meeting Eli only participated when asked a direct 

question and was absent during what I considered an important discussion regarding 

security in Matisan to fetch drinking water for the group. I saw this as a missed 

opportunity, as Eli seemed to know the physical geography of Matisan best and how 

vulnerable the tightly packed homes were to unexpected peaks of precipitation. Tibebe 

stayed during the whole meeting but remained a silent presence. Tibebe, occasionally in 

touch with residents of her and her estranged husband’s former home in Bizoton, could 

testify to the most recent losses due to the rainy season (April-October)168 but her insight 

into this matter was not solicited. 

This time, Ti Pouch was better prepared for Mondesir’s questions about COB 5’s 

organizational connections. Mondesir was looking more for possible connections with 

international aid organizations like CONCERN, which had helped finance DKH before. 

Ti Pouch informed Mondesir that COB 5 had a long working relationship with women’s 

networks through SOFA, in which Rica was a longstanding member and with whom I 

was interning. Ti Pouch also listed Oxfam as an important partner although this was not 

quite the case. Mondesir asked for COB 5’s Oxfam contact name as he was skeptical of 

COB 5’s access to such a large organization, and Ti Pouch gave him CRAD co-founder 

                                                 
168 An excerpt of Tibebe’s commentary about State neglect of this particular disaster is available in chapter 

three, on page 191, n104. 
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William Thelusmond’s first name. Rica had known William Thelusmond since the late 

1980s, but his last name was rarely used—COB 5 members referred to him as William or 

Msye William—so it was difficult for COB 5 members to recall it when asked. CRAD 

co-founder Thelusmond was involved in Haitian delegations that also included members 

of SOFA which met with Oxfam and the Belgian NGO Entraide et Fraternité (Mutual 

Support and Fraternity), but he was not a staff person at any of these larger international 

organizations. SOFA was just as involved with Oxfam as Thelusmond was, if not more, 

since it was a larger organization than CRAD. Thelusmond occasionally secured funding 

from Oxfam, which he could extend in part to COB 5 as a local partner. Oxfam was not a 

partner to COB 5 but a contact once-removed, and Mondesir seemed to discern this 

difference when Ti Pouch could only recall Thelusmond’s first name and failed to name 

drop a more prominent person in Oxfam’s network, like Yolette Étienne, the Oxfam 

Great Britain country director for Haiti. The last organization Ti Pouch mentioned as an 

important partner was a community-based organization unfamiliar to Mondesir. Rather 

than impressing Mondesir with COB 5’s far-reaching network, Ti Pouch reinforced 

Mondesir’s impression that COB 5 was in a weak bargaining position and would 

accommodate Mondesir’s plan for the sake of any sponsorship from DKH.  

It was clear from Mondesir’s participation in the meeting that he wanted to only 

conduct a training with COB 5. He relayed his German national supervisor’s positive 

comments about their newest version of the proposal for the November forum for young 

people. Luckenson and Ti Pouch insisted that Matisan had a number of viktim (victims), 

people displaced by heavy rains earlier that year and from the recent flooding in October, 

people like Tibebe (Bizoton) and a women’s group in Matisan anwo who they wanted to 

help. Ti Pouch noted that five people had died and at least fifty homes were destroyed. 

Luckenson, in a much more conciliatory manner than in the previous meeting I witnessed 
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between COB 5 and DKH at the Juvenat office, stressed the urgency of the matter and the 

fact that COB 5 had been trying to mount an intervention since February, “Fòk kanmenm 

nou fon bagay,” (We need to at least do something). In response, Mondesir emphasized 

how the rains could not be categorized as either tropical storms or hurricanes. Ti Pouch 

speculated that Mackenzie never had provided Mondesir with a report of his mid-July site 

visit to the tree nursery. Mondesir stated that Toutepuissant gave him a report, and tried 

to squash further discussion on the tree nursery by raising the issue of security. “Ki 

kouraj ou genyen pou anpeche moun ap koupe pyebwa?...Son bagay leta…Nou bezwen 

fòs” (What kind of power/physical strength do you have to keep people from cutting the 

trees?..This is something for the State to handle…You need force.) Like the FAO urban 

agriculture report, Mondesir could cite the spectre of violence as a reason not to engage 

in a longer term strategy in Matisan. He explains that a group of senators had a lumber 

business in the Forêt des Pins (Pine Forest) 90 kilometers (54 miles) southeast near the 

border with the Dominican Republic. Since they had stature and access to the security 

apparatus of the State, they did not suffer security problems. I interjected and stated that 

COB 5 had a large local following that could protect its tree nursery from pilfering. If a 

movement in the neighborhood was large enough, I insisted, it could do better than the 

State in protecting material interests. He disagreed with me, and moved back to the topic 

of what COB 5 could do to help finance the forum. The meeting quickly adjurned. 

Mondesir was using the senators’ logging business as a way to shut COB 5 down 

but in the process, he also revealed much about his underlying thinking about tree-

planting as a development strategy. In citing the logging business as an example, he was 

emphasizing the value the trees could have as a product on the market rather than their 

additional value to soil retention and micro-climate stabilization. The logging business 

was also based on the production of a limited range of trees rather than the preliminary 
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plan COB 5 devised with Viala to grow fruit and edible seed-bearing trees along with a 

hardwood tree good for logging and an ornamental species good for shade. In bringing up 

the logging project, Mondesir was pointing to a mono-crop export model for 

development rather than local production for sustenance-level consumption and renewing 

the forest canopy of the hills above Matisan. 

COB 5 leadership told me after the meeting that they wanted me to meet the 

German national who supervised Mondesir. Their strategy to bring me into the meetings 

with Mondesir as their blan had not worked to their advantage and they thought that 

personal contact between one White female foreigner with another would help them 

better deploy my national, racial, and class privilege on their behalf. In their eyes, White 

people had a natural affinity to one another. If I met Mondesir’s supervisor, I could easily 

remain in contact with her through circulating in the social and professional scenes where 

other White people rubbed shoulders with one another, members of the Haitian elite, and 

some of the Haitian middle-class. The two poles I often heard of blan archetypes were 

that of the blan egare and the gran blan. Blan egare were naïve, foolish, bewildered, 

disoriented, intimidated, dumfounded, or gullible blan who had no anchoring. They did 

not know how to properly behave and stumbled about sans wont (without shame). They 

may cross social boundaries, as in befriending or having a romantic relationship with 

working class or poor Haitians, but they were objects of derision or gentle pity. Gran 

blan (big Whites/foreigners), as in “gran blan dèyè Aristide” (the big Whites/foreigners 

who had Aristide’s back) were useful allies and patrons who were integrated into 

Northern institutions with rich resources. In my exchanges with Mondesir, I had the 

impression that he thought of me as closer to the blan egare pole but that he would not go 

so far as to directly insult me. Instead, he addressed me with a mixture of familiarity and 

formality and first responded to my e-mails which requested COB 5-related 
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documentation with polite messages asking for my patience. Then he ignored my 

correspondence altogether. I disappointed COB 5 by not following through on their 

desire for me to contact Mondesir’s boss. I was uncomfortable with the idea of bypassing 

Mondesir and using my White privilege on behalf of COB 5 for a couple of reasons: out 

of anti-racist principles and out of recognition of my low professional stature as a 

doctoral student unaffiliated with any aid organization. 

COB 5’s relationship with DKH demonstrated the ways community-based 

organizations suffer condescension with Haitian middle-class and professional 

intermediaries as a price of their interaction and that they have to make do with donor-

mandated agenda. In the use of jargon, emphasis on procedure, and persistence in asking 

COB 5 what financing it could bring to the project, Mondesir was reinforcing the notion 

that humanitarian aid was the domain of experts and that projects under its rubric had to 

characterized by such impersonal, monetized attributes as cost-effectiveness and 

measurable impact (enpak sifizan). The changing of personnel throughout COB 5’s 

interactions with DKH also showed how practices and structures of humanitarian aid 

pose difficulties not only for the beneficiary but for the Haitian intermediary. As much as 

I found fault with Mondesir’s interactions with COB 5, I recognized the challenges that 

he was facing to protect his own job and concoct a project that would suit DKH’s 

mission. He needed COB 5 only as much as to provide bodies for the prospective training 

and therefore had little incentive to do anything other than sideline COB 5’s efforts to 

conduct any long-term disaster prevention in Matisan under DKH’s sponsorship. 

INCOME GENERATION FOR WHOM? A SMALL TEXTILE PRODUCTION PROJECT AND 

NOT-FOR-PROFIT/FOR-PROFIT MANAGEMENT 

In mid-August of 2009, I attended a day-long training on the second floor of a 

new facility on the bayside of the national highway in Matisan. I was accompanying 
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fewer than ten pitit SOFA in their twenties, Rica, and Fifi, a fifty-nine year old member 

of the branch katye popilè. In a room about 36 by 48 feet were 32 work stations equipped 

with different types of industrial sewing machines. A fraction of these stations were set 

up for practice. SOFA participants had not been provided with much information about 

the facility other that Fondasyon Konensans ak Libète (FOKAL, Foundation for 

Knowledge and Liberty) was somehow involved. In addition to running a cultural and 

education center in Kafou Fèy (Carrefour-Feuilles) three and a half kilometers away (two 

miles), FOKAL had been providing scholarships to students in Matisan schools and was 

developing a park about a kilometer (0.6 miles) southwest and uphill from the 

Douvanjou. FOKAL’s involvement suggested to SOFA participants that the training that 

day would be appropriate for young people with no prior experience in the trade.  

SOFA participants had arrived with expectations that the training that day and 

activities that followed would be similar to the artisanal textile workshop Rica ran for 

SOFA on rue Quatrième Bolosse from 1998 to 2005. The SOFA workshop had provided 

piecework employment and on-the-job training for popular branch members of varied 

work experience. Each of the products—tablecloths, napkins, sheets, and a simple tunic-

style dress with cloth appliqué—could be completed in stages appropriate to the skill 

level of each worker. The most rudimentary of the tasks involved was cleaning and 

ironing the finished product. At its height, the workshop provided wages to twenty or so 

women (Joachim 2001). Most of the women who participated were from Rica, Man Sè, 

and Tibebe’s generation, so the pitit SOFA at the 2009 training did not have personal 

experience with the project. Participants in the SOFA workshop spoke glowingly of the 

earnings they had received that complemented their other income-generating strategies 

and made it possible for them to better meet household expenses. They did not, however, 

speak of the project as something they wished to involve their children. The workshop 
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had been a means for them to make ends meet and, during the best of times, help them 

send their children to school so that the younger generation did not have to do that kind 

of work. 

The pitit SOFA at the 2009 training showed dismay upon their realization that 

another group of participants was present. No one recognized them from the 

neighborhood. The group was co-ed and so could not be another women’s group. The 

average age of its members was older than the SOFA group. The training began without 

providing an opportunity for formal introductions. SOFA participants grouped together as 

a male facilitator new to their acquaintance spoke. He gave instructions to participants to 

try different stitches on the test fabric at the various work stations. He quickly concluded 

and then the only contact participants had with trainers were with the lead facilitator’s 

team members—all male—who circulated among them to check on their work. 

Little by little SOFA women gleaned information from the participants from the 

other group. At mid-day, a hot lunch was served and a few of our group ventured to 

speak to the others. They were a group of seamstresses and sartors from a popular 

neighborhood more than six and half kilometers (four miles) northeast. They comprised a 

trade association whose head of production was a Haitian small business person. They 

were not registered with MAST, though their name was reminiscent of a number of 

groups involved in “development” in the database: Solidarite pou Pwomosyon Atizan 

Ayisyen (SOPAA, Solidarity for the Promotion of Haitian Artisans). Their head of 

production provided them with trainings and opportunities to work and, unlike the central 

management of SOFA, was also present that day to advocate on behalf of the 

association’s members. 

I too had a chance to learn more about the other participants as one of the head of 

production’s adult children was there that day. I befriended an anthropology student at 
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School of Ethnology of State University where I participated in many events, Sandro, 

who provided me with some of the backstory of his father’s involvement in the project 

and the purposes of that day’s training. His father had decades of experience in the textile 

industry in Haiti and Venezuela and their small family lived modestly together in a 

central city neighborhood. His father was part of the management of the facility, which 

had spent most of the grant money from Oxfam on the capital: industrial sewing and 

embroidery machines and a generator. The training that day exhausted the remaining 

start-up budget for the project and was not so much as an opportunity for attendees to 

learn and practice as it was for the management to evaluate their skills. Those participants 

who passed muster would be invited back for work once the management secured its first 

contract for production. His father and the team of facilitators noticed the low skill level 

among the young SOFA participants and this did not forecast well for SOFA. 

I had spent most of the training time circulating between Fifi as she went from 

one work station to another and the piti SOFA who gathered at one of the more basic 

sewing machines. I was even encouraged to try out of basic sewing machine, although I 

was hesitant as I had not used a consumer sewing machine since I was in my teens. Much 

to my disbelief, I found it easy to operate. Fifi was clearly adept at multiple work 

stations, having remembered how to operate the machines from her factory work in the 

1990s. The young SOFA women, born in the 1980s and 1990s, did not have such 

experience. I was surprised to observe that Rica’s daughter demonstrated the most 

frustration. Even though her mother had extensive sewing and management experience, 

she had not grown up with the kind of access to material or tools in her home to learn and 

practice the trade, and her hesitancy attested to this. Fifi confided in me that she was tèt 

di (stubborn), meaning that, in this case, she was quick to judge that she could not 

surmount the obstacle in front of her and seek help. She was also admired and loved by 
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her peers, who seemed to not want to contribute to her losing face by showing much 

interest in the sewing process or training itself. I had witnessed these younger women at 

other SOFA trainings, like the aforementioned November 2008 political advocacy 

training at Klinik Fanm, and had worked with many of these young women in a movie 

club I facilitated and computer class I taught. In these other contexts, they showed 

initiative and inquisitiveness and could be encouraged to push through their frustration in 

order to learn something new. On this occasion, in an unfamiliar environment and self-

conscious in front of strangers (and potential competitors), they surprised me with how 

withdrawn they were. 

After the training—or, as I thought of it, training-evaluation—Sandro kept me 

apprised of the facility’s progress. The management team had not yet secured a contract 

and thus had not yet contacted eligible training participants about future work when the 

coordinating committee of SOFA withdrew its participation from the project. According 

to the coordinating committee of SOFA, the way that the technical management that was 

controlling the preparation of the facility had spent most of the grant on capital was 

dishonest. SOFA did not want its technical partners to use SOFA’s credibility as an 

honest broker and defender of women’s rights while misusing funds and damaging 

SOFA’s reputation to donors in the long run. The younger SOFA attendees of the 

training-evaluation had no idea about what was going on. Rica spoke to long-time fellow 

members of the popular neighborhood branch who ruminated on thwarted aspirations and 

their feelings of powerlessness. 

At a later SOFA meeting in the Douvanjou with a coordinating committee 

member present, Rica’s niece, Patricia, who held a post at the MCFDF and often acted as 

a senior representative of SOFA’s Commission on Violence and of the popular 

neighborhood branch, revealed what was at stake for her and some of the other women in 
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the popular neighborhood branch regarding the facility: a child care center staffed by 

SOFA members. Popular neighborhood members like Patricia had not aspired to do 

textile factory work but felt entitled through SOFA’s involvement in the facility and the 

facility’s location in Matisan that they would have priority in managing and earning an 

income providing childcare services on the premises. I surmised that Patricia’s disinterest 

in sewing work one of the main reasons that Patricia did not attend the training-

evaluation. I was puzzled by Patricia’s insistence on the child care center. If the main 

production room contained 32 work stations, the facility would not likely have enough 

employees to merit much of a childcare project. Moreover, providing child care on work 

premises had little precedent in the industry. Families usually relied on the large pool of 

unemployed relatives or acquaintances to help with childcare. Whether Patricia was 

advocating for a business that would provide childcare for the employees only or to any 

parent who needed childcare in the area, the childcare center would likely have to 

generate demand for its services. It seemed like a difficult and unsustainable undertaking. 

Rica stayed visibly silent as Patricia pressed the issue; she did not ascribe to the 

same ideas as Patricia but would risk insulting her if she spoke in any way that could be 

construed as demanti (contradicting) of Patricia. It was difficult for the popular 

neighborhood branch to broach differences in opinion among senior members in its ranks 

in mixed settings of socio-professional and popular branch members. In private 

communications within a branch or between a popular branch member and a socio-

professional member, misgivings about the particular behavior of an individual popular 

branch member or differences in opinion could be shared. More importantly, it had been 

several weeks since the training-evaluation and there were unconfirmed suspicions 

among popular neighborhood branch members that the facility would not provide them 

with any employment. Patricia’s persistence about the child care center served to reclaim 
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a role of advocacy on behalf of the popular neighborhood branch and expressing 

collective disappointment to the coordinating committee. Absent from the training-

evaluation itself and no longer a resident of Matisan, Patricia often postured in this 

manner in larger SOFA meetings in front of socio-professional members. In spite of her 

long term involvement with the organization, she acted as if she had to prove her value to 

the socio-professional branch as an authentic representative of its urban poor 

constituency and to demonstrate to her peer group that she had not forgotten their 

concerns. 

Her insecurity reflected the fact that urban poor participation in such cross-class 

projects tends to be passive. Attendees of such trainings are often more important in the 

aggregate than in the specific skills and interest they can bring. Management exercises so 

much more power than attendees that urban poor individuals act as bodies to fill a slot 

and lend credibility to a project. They experience this dynamic as if they are non-

differentiated and disposable. The way photographs are taken on site of projects as proof 

of their presence for reporting purposes reinforces this notion. Through the same logic, 

Patricia could be replaced by another popular neighborhood branch member at any time. 

Patricia’s posturing as an advocate was a reminder that participants in such a 

project needed support. It was a subtle incrimination of Rica, who, as a leader within the 

popular neighborhood branch and present at the training-evaluation, did not back the 

other participants in such a way that secured either their future employment or a toehold 

for the popular neighborhood branch. I believed that such incrimination was misdirected. 

The situation was a set-up that was intrinsically disadvantageous to the SOFA 

participants. The head of production of SOPAA had been working for a long time to help 

the association members further develop their skills and, as I found out years later, one of 

the Haitian Oxfam liaisons once had a stake in SOPAA as a business partner. That is, the 
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problem of leadership went higher than Rica and was compounded by SOFA’s exclusion 

from the technical management’s network. The coordinating committee of SOFA had not 

secured a place for its own constituency. It was shut out as the technical management of 

the facility made a number of decisions without the involvement of the SOFA 

coordinating committee or any high-ranking women implicated in the project. 

As I looked over Oxfam’s literature about its income generation schemes for the 

urban poor, I found out that gender mainstreaming was one of the key goals. In this 

sense, the withdrawal of the only women’s group involved in the project could pose a 

problem to the remaining management of the facility in meeting Oxfam standards. In 

drawing workers from the SOPAA pool, the remaining management of the facility would 

also be failing to provide employment to people who lived in Matisan. Unexpectedly, 

these benchmarks were of little importance to the facility after SOFA’s withdrawal. The 

remaining management was preoccupied with infrastructure and safety concerns that 

plague most small businesses in Haiti. When the facility received electricity service from 

EDH, surges damaged the equipment. Running on diesel off of the generator was not a 

viable alternative given the cost of fuel. The head of production had a close encounter 

with grave danger one afternoon when the public transportation he rode on his way to 

Matisan was hijacked by robbers. The management still struggled to secure contracts. 

SOFA’s coordinating committee had been concerned that SOFA’s name and reputation 

would be misused by its partners in the project but it overestimated these factors as points 

of leverage in its relationship with the technical management. It was difficult to discern 

what the coordinating committee could have done to realize a different outcome. I 

suspected that greater preparation and accompaniment of SOFA participants in the 

training-evaluation could have helped, but how much, I could not speculate. 
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On paper, the Oxfam garment facility project tried to merge grassroots 

development goals with a national development paradigm promoted by British economist 

and former World Bank specialist Paul Collier’s report to the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations. As I discuss in chapter three, the report, nicknamed the “Collier Report,” 

promoted garment export processing in free trade zones and cash crop agriculture. The 

Collier Report promoted garment export processing in clusters of firms with adequate 

infrastructure in order to expedite the establishment of new facilities without having to 

address nation-wide problems of infrastructure. MINUSTAH’s security presence and the 

opportunities provided by HOPE II, which provided Haitian garment businesses duty-

free, quota-free access to the US market, were “time-bound” conditions which called for 

expediency, according to Collier. The Oxfam garment facility, located on the fringes of 

the capital, prioritized local access to its intended employees (women, Matisan residents) 

rather than infrastructure concerns. Given the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area’s 

notorious traffic jams and the added cost to workers who had to commute, the Oxfam 

garment facility plan was far better informed about daily workers’ lives than the Collier 

Report. However, the Oxfam garment facility plan was based on a number of erroneous 

assumptions also made in the Collier Report, principally concerning labor. The Collier 

Report’s claims about the Haitian labor force ran counter to my observations of the 

training-evaluation and the health of middle-aged Matisan women who had garment 

assembly experience. Namely, Collier spoke optimistically of Haiti’s labor readiness: 

…the costs of production must be globally competitive. But here again the 

fundamentals are propitious. In garments the largest single component of 

costs is labour. Due to its poverty and relatively unregulated labour 

market, Haiti has labour costs that are fully competitive with China, which 

is the global benchmark. Haitian labour is not only cheap it is of good 

quality. Indeed, because the garments industry used to be much larger than 
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it is currently, there is a substantial pool of experienced labour. (Collier 

2009, 3) 

Contrary to Collier’s claims, I suggest that the garment industry had never employed 

enough people to provide a substantial pool of experienced, ready-to-work labor by the 

late 2000s. Since the military junta rule dealt a severe blow to the industry, the most 

significant group of laborers had last worked in the early 1990s, nearly twenty years 

before the issue of the Collier Report. Even those laborers who were employed in the few 

factories open in the 2000s were not necessarily fit to resume the same type of work. 

According to some of the former factory workers interviewed by Beverly Bell, the 

working conditions diminished their health and strength to the point of disability (Bell 

2013). When I thought through the issue of “fitness” among the Matisan women I knew 

with factory experience, I was struck by the obstacles in their way to resuming work. Fifi, 

the fifty-nine year-old popular neighborhood branch member who demonstrated a great 

deal of skill at the training-evaluation, suffered from such bad high blood pressure that 

she was frequently incapacitated with dizzy spells. As I mention in the introduction, 

police raids and gang skirmishes in Matisan stress out residents to the point that those 

with high blood pressure problems may be temporarily bed-ridden. After a particularly 

bad raid during which a stray police bullet nearly hit Fifi’s niece in the courtyard, Fifi 

was bed-ridden for a few days. Without a change in the environment where potential 

factory workers live and better access to health care, skilled workers like Fifi would not 

be able reap the benefits of their professional experience by returning to the same line of 

work. 

As far as income-generating projects are concerned, I regarded the Oxfam 

garment facility as having more potential for success than micro-credit projects. The 

latter presumes that recipients of loans, like small street vendors, will be able to secure 
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enough customers to pay for their products. Micro-credit program beneficiaries compete 

with other small businesses so the more clients a program reaches, the more saturated the 

market may become with vendors of a particular product in search of customers. The 

Oxfam garment facility could bring workers together where they could exercise their 

craft without having to address the supplies, equipment, marketing, storage, or 

distribution aspects of the work. Workers at the garmet facility would not have to worry 

about having their cash proceeds on their person or leftover products stored in a depot 

stolen from them. I had a chance to witness a negative outcome for SOFA, but was under 

the impression toward the beginning of 2010 that the facility could be a success for 

SOPAA members and the facility’s management. Sandro spoke optimistically of the 

project’s future. The earthquake on January 12
th

 cut the project short, destroying the two-

story building in which it was based, along with most of the equipment.169  

FOMASYÒN (TRAINING) AND DISCONTINUITY 

In two of the three development projects that I describe in this chapter—DKH 

disaster mitigation and the Oxfam-funded textile production facility—development 

specialists and Haitian intermediaries favored the provision of fòmasyon (training) to 

popular neighborhood residents over ankadreman (sustained support) that taps into the 

knowledge and skill base of the community. Fòmasyon provide deliverables to donors, 

namely, in a list of participants trained. This deliverable has little to do with the value of 

                                                 
169 Three years after the demise of the facility, another Oxfam funded income-generating project brought 

SOPAA and SOFA together in a new Matisan-based location: a silk-screening cooperative staffed by 

young neighborhood residents. I only learned of this project through media coverage and cannot comment 

further on what lessons were learned from the 2009 project and whether adjustments were made to avoid 

the same problems. I found it noteworthy that the business model changed from a small business model to a 

cooperative. In a cooperative model, it would be impossible for the same problem of a small, technically 

proficient part of the management to be able to spend most of the budget without the rest of the 

membership’s approval. The problem of having most of the budget depleted for the purchase of capital and 

none left for operations would less likely occur again. 
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the intervention for the participants themselves. In the case of all three projects, the lack 

of continuity or follow-through between intermediaries and popular neighborhood 

residents boded ill for residents. The agronomist point person for the chicken coop 

project seemingly left the ad-hoc co-ed group comprised of SOFA sympathizers and 

COB 5 members to its own devices after providing the start up materials, never returning 

to Matisan again. A change in staffing in DKH nullified the previous contact person’s 

plans of a tree nursery with COB 5. SOFA central coordinating committee absence (or 

exclusion) from the technical management of the garment facility left the SOFA trainees 

without an empowered advocate. 

Local activists in Matisan suffer through condescension in their interactions with 

intermediaries. Haiti middle class and professional actors could be potential allies to 

popular neighborhood residents; the structure of their contract employment for 

international organizations, consultancy with the Haitian State, or sense of urgency in 

protecting the reputation of their own NGOs conflict with more “grassroots” approaches, 

that is, cooperation, accompaniment, and active beneficiary participation in decision-

making and project process. Popular neighborhood residents may try to wield anger or 

threaten to withdraw popular support for these intermediaries in their attempts to garner 

support. Unfortunately, residents do not have very much leverage in these interactions. 

Class-prejudiced intermediaries who expect deference can find other popular 

neighborhood interlocutors desperate for some kind of resource input into their 

community. Burned out intermediaries can respond to these unpleasant interpersonal 

dynamics by giving up. These moments of contestation can be analyzed for examples of 

best and worst practices. They show, again and again, structural problems and perverted 

incentives built into aid projects. In providing concrete examples of how similar 

dynamics play out in Haitian State-sponsored projects, international humanitarian aid 
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interventions, and Haitian NGO and small business-mediated “grassroots” development, I 

problematize the existence of intermediaries, insufficient time allocated to projects, and 

application of neoliberal logic to anti-poverty projects in Haiti. However, this chapter is 

not just about absences, as I also point to the missed opportunities and local expertise 

among the popular neighborhood residents as well.
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Conclusion 

Poor Haitian women grassroots organizers can measure the pulse of the 

communities in which they live and work but their insights and ability to bring people 

together are underappreciated and underutilized. Well-acquainted with crises and the 

practice of improvisation, these women can identify the political priorities and basic 

needs of their peers and comment on the mechanisms best suited to carry out 

interventions. Their knowledge and skills in the years before the earthquake are still 

important untapped potential resources in its aftermath. 

Women like Tibebe, Rica, Mon Sè, Fifi, and Micheline are reputable, energetic 

women who are available, eager to help out, and want to be of use to their community. As 

mothers and aunts they have particular insight into the challenges the younger generation 

faces without the commiserate skills in the artisanal and marketing sector developed by 

the older generation. With the increasing empoverishment of Haiti, less disposable 

income circulates in the local economy. These women know the current costs of food, 

accommodations, transport, education, and health care in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan 

area that would btter inform minimum wage campaigns and other anti-poverty measures. 

They know how to coordinate money collections and other forms of mutual aid that may 

be unfamiliar to the younger generation. They are attuned to the importance of 

compassion and practicing accompaniment as a way to build relationships with peers. 

With their varied experience in women’s groups, popular organizations, and 

neighborhood associations, they are also away of their peers’ potential and limits. It is 

difficult for more privileged allies of such women to develop the same level of 

understanding of both strengths and weaknesses among poor urban women; higher class 
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allies often look to what these lack in terms of knowledge and skills rather than what they 

can contribute, men often objectify women as a means to access “women’s networks” 

rather than integrating them into leadership, and poor urban women do not directly reveal 

their stumbling blocks as it can be a humiliating experience rather than an opportunity for 

growth and support.  

For grassroots political mobilization to resonate best with the popular base and 

maintain momentum, everyday practices of social movements cannot be separate from 

the content to the movement’s political platform. As discussed in chapters two, three, and 

four, collective identification among the poor majority of Haitians must be forged and 

maintained. As illustrated in chapter two, small social distinctions in the popular 

neighborhood exacerbate tensions in a stressful situation. These marginalizations within 

the popular neighborhoods are akin to Cathy Cohen’s concept of the “secondary 

marginalization” in Black communities in the United States (Cohen 1999, 78-118). The 

ways residents survive and aspire to better themselves through patronage networks 

promote competition rather than communitarianism among them. Furthermore, popular 

neighborhoods are not stable locations for their most unfortunate residents. These people 

do not forge the same sense of home and place as second-generation popular 

neighborhood residents who have a greater sense of rootedness and a stronger network of 

support. In Tibebe’s example, we see how her experience as a restavèk excluded her from 

the psychological capital, sense of belonging within a family that mitigates some of the 

negative experiences of poverty. When material conditions are difficult, residents are 

hard-pressed to extend their generosity to non-family members. 

Mass gatherings are opportunities to articulate shared notions of popular 

democracy and critiques of inequality and form interpersonal bonds necessary for a social 

movement. It is difficult to interpret the various emblems and slogans of protest in a way 
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that discerns the core communitarian values and ideas of a just society. In chapter three, I 

illustrate how the April 2008 uprsings and incidents of women’s group outrage reveal 

popular aspirations for an attentive, social welfare State accountable to its citizenry and 

community priorities to involve immediate neighbors in any relief project and protect 

minors from motherlessness. COB 5 and the Collective for Another May First picked up 

on some of the important elements of these collective expressions of anger while 

marginalizing poor women’s participation. Higher-ranked leaders of social movements 

have conflicting purposes to identify and celebrate local knowledge and socialty that 

could best inform their practices and platforms and to change embedded practices and 

structures of inequality. 

A number of structural problems existed before the earthquake of January 12, 

2010 that became amplified in its aftermath. The Haitian State was already “privatized” 

and governing in a way that emulated Global Northern ideas of rule of law, security, and 

minutiae around elections (e.g. national identification cards) than pressing issues around 

governmental deadlock and infrastructure. The landscape of the Port-au-Prince 

metropolitan area was already a hazardous landscape in terms of infrastructure, housing 

construction, and water drainage which posed innumerable challenges to residents and 

small-scale artisanal production like the Oxfam-funded garment facility. The lessons of 

the failure of Duvalier-era light assembly and neoliberal economic reform call for 

alternative strategies for development, not more of the same, as outlined in the Collier 

Report. 

Analyzing Haiti in terms of protracted crisis rather than punctuated disaster like 

the cataclysmic earthquake reveals the structural contours of poverty and political 

marginalization before January 12, 2010 and in its aftermath. The earthquake exacerbated 

problems with deep roots rather than presenting the Haitian Government and 
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development world with a “blank slate.” This ethnography points to barriers to poor 

urban women’s self-making as political subjects as a way to learn from the past and hope 

for the future. 
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